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Presentation

The crossroads of modernities and the diversity
rationale
This book is the result of a seminar that took place during the 4th - 6th
of October, 2005, in Brasilia-DF, a few months before the 8th Conference of
the Parties of the Convention on Biological Diversity, to be held in Curitiba,
in March of 2006. The seminar involved the participation of research
institutions, NGOs, organizations and leaders from indigenous peoples, quilombolas, andirobeiras and raizeiros communities and governmental
representatives from Brazil, as well as people working on the issue in other
countries such as Peru, Colombia, Costa Rica, Philippines, Mozambique, United States, France, Germany and Italy.
ISA works with access to genetic resources, benefit sharing and the
protection of traditional knowledge since its foundation. At the international
level, we seek to monitor and influence the formation of the Brazilian
government’s position in the CBD and its working groups, although not always
successfully due to the still little permeability that exists in relation to civil
society participation.
At the national level, ISA represents the Brazilian Association of
Nongovernmental Organizations – Abong in the Council of Management of
Genetic Heritage – CGEN, as an invited observer member, without the right
to vote. In spite of the same difficulties related to civil society participation
that exists at the international level, we can closely detect the main bottlenecks
and deadlocks that appeared in CGEN which at least signals the main points
of disagreement that will most probably appear in future negotiations on the
Bill to be discussed in the National Congress in 2006, according to the
commitment assumed by the government.
On the other hand, ISA maintains partnerships at the local level in
some areas of the country, with indigenous peoples and quilombolas, that have
been able to bring new perspectives to the issue. These approaches are less marketoriented than those that dominate the formal political spaces, and more focused
on the valorisation of social, cultural and environmental factors that determine the existence of the high biocultural diversity that characterises them.
Observing these three social processes with different rhythms, from
the quagmire of international negotiations to the integral and territorial vision
7
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of traditional peoples, passing through the tense national regulation, we felt
the need to explore the impasses, differences and similarities among these
different political spaces, as a way of guiding us in the thousands of crossroads
that include the relations between technoscience, intellectual property,
market, indigenous peoples, traditional societies and nature in the XXI century.
This becomes even more opportune in proportion to the fact that the
COP8 places Brazil momentarily under international spotlights, exactly in a
moment when society faces conflicts of values in the regulation of the access,
benefit sharing and protection of traditional knowledge legislation. The
political tradition in Brazil suggests that during these moments the government
seeks to reveal the best possible face in front of international diplomatic opinion.
A partial face, that does not necessarily reveal the multitude of positions and
conflicts of visions and interests that exists, from the villages to the laboratories,
companies and government.
The idea of organizing the seminar and the publication was stimulated
by these circumstances, that invite us to contemplate and – why not? – review
positions and opinions formed on this metamorphosis that post-modern capitalist
society, and other thousands of traditional societies live in, dictated by the
progress and impacts of biotechnology in the life of man.
The objective here is not necessarily present pragmatic, final solutions
to the political deadlocks present in negotiations related to an international and
national regulatory framework but instead take some steps back, include a wider
scenery of opinions and reflect on the logics that guide our views on the issue.
The metaphor of the crossroads, that came up during conversations
with Prof. Laymert Garcia, partner and always a present collaborate of ISA,
illustrates the options of paths in the debate, the shock of views between
culturally distinct societies, with different understandings and life rhythms,
managing equally different environments and natural resources. The following
introductory text is an attempt to better explore this idea which was developed
throughout the three days of the seminar. The image that seemed to remain,
more than of crossroads, was one of a labyrinth: an entanglement of environments,
opinions and values through which we transit hoping to arrive at where we do
not often quite well know. To overcome this labyrinth, it is necessary to aim
at the horizon and choose a direction, a valid perspective, among the several
perspectives, that will guide one through its countless crossroads. Very
frequently the perspective of the market and profit has prevailed, one that is
short-sighted in relation to other values.
8
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We hope that the debates which appeared during the seminar can
tune up comprehension on the diversity of perspectives, to creatively refresh
the atmosphere of saturation that contaminates national and international
discussions, stuck in the financial rationale of the market. We propose here,
as a reading tool, an exercise of the application of another rationale: one of
diversity; a perspective of the largest possible number of different visions, ideas,
knowledge, cultures, societies, environments and species. This is the value
that the CBD and other treaties regarding environmental issues seek, and
that we believe should govern the route of economic, social and cultural
development in the planet. In other words, a socioenvironmental perspective.
Let us imagine how, in each step of the discussion, it is possible to
empower and value the largest possible diversity, whatever we refer to. Such
an approach can create new analyses of the scenery, that will also certainly
have an important market interface, but which can include other interfaces,
such as the inclusion and recognition of rights of indigenous peoples and
other traditional societies, or the need for a larger and freer flow of scientific
and non-scientific information and knowledge throughout a global society
that is evermore confined to a tendency of monetarisation and enclosure of
natural goods that are diffuse and that result from collective social
constructions.
The format chosen for this publication was to transcribe and edit the
speeches and debates of the six panels that took place during the three days,
punctuated by signed articles. The first two panels (Chapter I) dealt with the
crossroads of knowledge, of the relations between the knowledge systems of
traditional peoples and science, and the responsibility of the academic sector
in the debate.
Panels 3 and 4 (Chapter II) extended the subject to a wider discussion
on vectors of evolution in the field of biotechnology and the market, and how
this movement has an impact on society and especially on culturally distinct
peoples. Furthermore, they sought to contemplate on the future of the CBD
in face of free trade agreements that increasingly homogenize the political
game towards market values, decreeing the extinction of other values
proclaimed by the CBD and praised since Rio-92.
Panel 5 had a different format: it was destined exclusively to national
discussions related to the proposal of the new access law, and was intended to
open the governmental “black box”, that continues enclosed in ministerial
discussions. The objective was to bring governmental actors leading this process
9
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of political discussion to present to public knowledge the new proposals that
have been generated inside the government. Only the Ministry of Environment
attended and presented, for the first time, their proposal for discussion even
before presenting it to other ministries. Finally, panel 6 tried to explore the
actual power balance in global biodiplomacy, focusing on the role of Brazil. It
is interesting to note that the issue of agriculture recurred in all of the panels,
perhaps because it is what best synthesizes the crossroads.
We are grateful to all the speakers that contributed to the debates,
the collaborators that rewarded us with articles and especially Inbrapi and
Iddri for the partnership in the implementation of the seminar that contributed
a lot to enriching the diversity of ideas put forth in the six panels of discussion.
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The crossroads of modernities: from the fight of
indigenous peoples in Brazil to the future of the CBD
Fernando Mathias
Instituto Socioambiental – ISA

“The US orthodoxy over intellectual property rights relies on
the fallacious notion that persons do not innovate or
produce new knowledge unless such action results in
personal gain. However, greed is not a “fundamental reality
of human nature,” but rather a predominant trend in
societies that reward it.”
Vandana Shiva1

Diversity of cultures and nature has always been important for mankind.
It was precisely this sociobiodiversity that enabled mankind to leap to
agriculture some 12 thousand years ago, and since then to give successive
leaps in the fields of knowledge, science and technology. The value of
sociobiodiversity for mankind has been understood in different forms in different
times and cultures.
For Western society, sociobiodiversity became valuable as a research
subject, a source of technological impulses in biosciences and bioindustries,
transformed into vectors of economic concentration through patents. To other
culturally different societies, this same sociobiodiversity is valuable because
of its sacred features, because it is part of a cosmology of belonging, which
considers humans and nature as a single entity.
These different forms of viewing the world’s sociobiodiversity do not
coexist in harmony. Although this clash of values seems to be something far
removed, ethereal, because in principle it takes place in the realm of ideas,
representations ever more critical and closer of these conflicts have been arising,
to the extent that this results in an economic monopoly on the use of plants
and seeds and in creating social situations of increasing dependence and loss
of food sovereignty for the larger part of the world’s rural population.

1

Biodiversidade, Direitos de Propriedade Intelectual e Globalização, in Boaventura de Sousa Santos, “To
sow Other Solutions: the paths of biodiversity and rival knowledge”, p. 326.
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This cultural clash also occurs at different paces and intensities in the
various countries. In general, developed countries (in geopolitics, the “Northern”
countries) have already opted for the utilitarian view of sociobiodiversity (and
for the exclusion of the different societies and cultures that lived within
its borders), making of it an essential source of raw material for the biotech
industry that has been creating and applying new technologies at a fast
pace, without much ethical or moral discussion about its consequences and
impacts.
In the opposite direction, countries of the geopolitical “South”, the
heirs of the colonial burden that persists (today also in the field of ideas), are
still territory of societies and cultures such as indigenous peoples, quilombolas
(members of Afro-Brazilian communities of descendents of slaves), collectors
and nomads, which live in alternative modernities and maintain with
remarkable resistance their own sociobiodiversity values, since these are fundamental for their own physical and cultural existence. It is precisely in these
countries that such cultural shock is more intense: where there is still a
crossroad of modernities, a possibility of choosing among different paths:
submission to the capitalistic Western modernity (and to the “goods” and the
price paid for this), or valorization of pluriethnicity and biodiversity as a means
to build a future of emancipation.
Biodiver$ity?
Whatever the case may be, the tendency related to the monetarisation
of biodiversity is consolidated, leading to a society which, as some believe,
may be totally based on biomarket within a few decades. The positions
manifested by some developing countries regarding the CBD evidences the
auctioneer’s logic of “who pays more, takes more”, as for example the Group of
Megadiverse Countries, in opposition to the African Group which for a long
time now has been deafly defending the need to impose limits to the possibility
of privatizing genetic resources. The discussion over the international regime
on Access and Benefit Sharing regime is emblematic.
Another clear signal in this direction are the bilateral free trade
agreements (FTAs), which indicate a strategy of developed countries of acting
indirectly, instead of overexposing themselves in multilateral forums where
they do not have the same bargaining power, as for example in the CBD. The
clauses of the FTAs condemn the possibility of monetarial benefit sharing
12
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because they exclude any possibility of discussion on certificates of legal origin/
provenance in the CBD. They also hide dangerous subtleties, since bioprospection
is considered as “scientific research services”, transforming access authorizations
into “investment agreements” which results in an inversion of values.
We should not forget the responsibility of the academic sector in this
scenario. Access to information, scientific or not, has become decisive in
enabling the operation of these cogwheels of biotechnological and capitalist
accumulation. Therefore the maximization of intellectual property systems
instead of promoting and disseminating is increasingly restricting access to
knowledge and innovations to the vast majority of the world population, limiting
it to few that have the financial conditions to pay for it.
In this sense, it is necessary to reflect on the need for a broader and
freer circulation of non-appropriable knowledge. There is a growing trend in
working towards the opening of intellectual property systems, regarding
software (linux and other open-source programs) and copyrights (creative
commons, open content licenses) which involve different logics, founded on
ethical principles of improving systems and works, based on collective
construction and diffuse social control. It is a normal response to the increasing
strengthening of intellectual property commands. Creative responses in that
sense, in the field of scientific production and biotechnology, especially in
their interfaces with traditional non-scientific knowledge, are also interesting
and should be further explored.
The Brazilian crossroad
Brazil is not part of the geopolitical North of the planet; it still lives
under the post-colonial economic subjugation. On the other hand, Brazil has
an amazing sociobiodiversity, with hundreds of indigenous and traditional
peoples, multiple biomas, ecosystems and thousands of species within a territory
of continental proportions, concentrating the biggest part of the remaining
tropical forest of the planet, the Amazon.
It is therefore an important piece in the worldwide geopolitical
chessboard in this field and its choices may determine the future and the
feasibility of the objectives of the CBD, becoming the pointer of the scale
between developed and developing countries. Brazil is therefore living
dramatically this crossroad, which reveals itself in different scenarios, in the
government and in society.
13
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One of these scenarios is the debate currently held at CGEN.2 There
is a clear polarization of the discussion involving recognition of the rights of
indigenous and traditional peoples over their knowledge, territories and natural resources, particularly when certain sectors linked to bioindustries
(pharmaceutical, agriculture, cosmetic) are interested in the access to this
socioenvironmental “asset”.
The current discussion concerning the new Brazilian legal framework
also reveals this polarization of postures. Apart form having strict screening in
relation to the participation of civil society, the block of ministries and public
bodies linked to bioindustry (science and technology, industry, agriculture)
push for a new legislation which gives them institutional powers to regulate
financially relevant sectors and which facilitates the access to sociobiodiversity
through scientific research – increasingly less basic and uninterested – and
thus internally reproducing the discourse and practices that characterize the
prevailing trend in countries that have biotechnology but not the necessary
genetic resources for its development.
This trend of enclosure is revealed in another clear sign: the bill that
seeks to change the intellectual property law so as to allow for patenting of
forms of natural life. Ironically reported by the same representative that heads
the investigative committee against biopiracy, the bill amends Brazilian
intellectual property legislation in order to allow patenting of isolated natural
molecules or substances over which there is no novelty or invention, thus
institutionalizing the distortions verified in intelectual property systems of developed
countries. This creates the condition to, in one single step, extend to Brazil the
broad domains of intellectual property of developed countries, rendering it hostage
of patents from transnational companies over plants and animals, Brazilian or not.
Brazilian government has been assimilating the understanding that
prevails today in CBD that recognition of patents is an essential condition for
benefit sharing among countries that hold technology and biodiversity,
restricting this concept therefore to a strictly economic and market aspect.
Even then, some initiatives toward non-economic benefit sharing among
communities civil society and science evidence that there are other ways for
conservation of sociobiodiversity in Brazil.
2

Council for the Administration and Management of Genetic Patrimony (Conselho de Gestão do
Patrimônio Genético), a governmental body reporting to the Ministry of the Environment and responsible
for managing genetic resources and protecting traditional knowledge in Brazil.
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This prevailing market-oriented view creates a context of competition
among the purported “beneficiaries” of such benefit sharing, eroding both the
economic and the socio-cultural value of Brazilian sociobiodiversity. Reversibly,
this lost economic value is aggregated at the end of the research and
technological development chain (in the so called biotechnological clusters
or in transnational corporations), increasing the concentration of wealth and
consequently the diffusion of poverty.
The crossroad of peoples
Indigenous peoples, quilombolas, extrativists and local communities in
Brazil are experiencing this crossroad of modernities in a particularly harmful
manner. The assimilation of the utilitarian and market-oriented view of
biodiversity often creates the false understanding that the exclusivity and
individualism that characterise the intellectual property system would be
appropriate ways of protecting non scientific knowledge, resulting in impacts
on the circulation and survival of knowledge systems of indigenous peoples
and traditional societies.
This position contaminates the possibility of sharing knowledge systems
among peoples, as has happened for millennia, because it carries the excluding
notion of intellectual property and competitiveness. However, we may risk to
say that it merely reveals the desire of these peoples to be recognized as
collective rightholders, with their own systems of government, organization
and control over their territories.
So that the position of the indigenous movement is based on the
exercise of the right to self-determination and self-governance of their territories
and natural resources. This reveals a vision of integral protection of traditional
knowledge, intuitively linked to the sense of belonging between humans and
nature which characterises the cosmology of most of these peoples.
This position, inspired by the human rights platform and best
represented by the Convention 169 of the International Labour Organization
(ILO), frequently neglected in the debates, should guide discussions on a sui
generis regime of protection of traditional knowledge in the CBD. In that
sense, it is important to give more emphasis to an endogenous approach of
knowledge protection: at the bosom of villages and communities, with initiatives
such as the valorisation of autonomous systems of education and health,
valorisation of women and elders and awareness-rising of the youth. The
15
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strengthening of customary law systems and the social organization of traditional
peoples is essential to maintain the network of relationships and social, cultural and environmental exchanges that currently allow in situ reproduction
and conservation of biological diversity in the planet, especially if we consider
agrodiversity.
The platform of human rights, Convention ILO 169 and the sui generis
regime of the CBD should also form the basis to solve the problem of the
relationship of traditional people in its most complex interface: the relationship
with the market. In that sense, positive experiences of certification associated
to a concept of cultural and environmental territory, inspired by the concept
which forms the basis of the French system of denomination of origin (terroir),
can be a form of aggregating market value to cultural and environmental
characteristics which determine the uniqueness of a certain product elaborated
within traditional communities. In this case market can strengthen, instead
of eroding, the socioenvironmental values linked to the management of natural resources by traditional people.
The comments above are derived from the group of ideas and opinions
presented in the following pages, and we hope that they can inspire innovative
reflections that guide the crossroads of this labyrinth.
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CHAPTER I

Seminar

Crossroads of the modernities: from the fight of
Indigenous Peoples in Brazil to the future of the CDB
Organizers:
Fernando Mathias, Henry de Novion
Instituto Socioambiental (ISA)

Date:
October 4 - 6, 2005
Location:
Conference Centre Israel Pinheiro, Brasilia - DF - Brazil
Opening Session
Fernando Mathias
Instituto Socioambiental (ISA)

Daniel Munduruku
Instituto Indígena Brasileiro para a Propriedade Intelectual (Inbrapi)

Selim Louafi
Instituto de Desenvolvimento Sustentável e Relações Internacionais (Iddri)

Fernando Mathias (ISA)
The main motivation that led us to think of the possibility of holding
an event such as this was the fact that Brazil hosts the next Conference of the
Parties of the Convention on Biological Diversity in March 2006 in Curitiba.
This led us, as well as Inbrapi and Iddri, a French non-governmental
organization, to consider it an opportunity for us to reflect on how the process
of discussions in Brazil, with regards to policies of access to genetic resources,
benefit sharing and protection of traditional knowledge are proceeding. This
implies an evaluation of the work carried out inside the CGEN (National
Council for the Administration and Management of Genetic Patrimony) and
of the governmental discussions on a new access legislation to substitute the
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current Provisionary Measure 2186, which is currently the Brazilian legal
framework in force. On the other hand, we want to make the most of the
COP opportunity, in which all eyes will be turned to Brazil in a certain moment,
not only to show other countries and organizations what is going on in Brazil,
but also to hear the experiences and receive the contributions of organizations
from other countries that are working on the same issues, with the same
problems. As such, it is a form of nourishing national discussions and see if we
can extract some guidelines for more qualified debates, specially on the revision
of the Brazilian legislation, currently under discussion in the Minister of
Internal Affairs, among some ministries and which should go, we do not know
yet when, to Congress.
The idea is to make the connection between what happens in Brazil
and what happens at the international level, and see how these two processes
can help each other. Finally, we would like to thank the Rainforest Foundation,
the Ford Foundation and Usaid, for the financial support for this event.
Daniel Munduruku (Inbrapi)
I would like to contribute to what Fernando said regarding the
importance of this seminar. Inbrapi is a relatively new institution in the scenario
of the national indigenous movement, although it is defending a relatively
old flag. We have tried to develop our work based on what our elders, our
shamans, our communities have demonstrated as concerns, as demands, in
relation to the defense and protection of traditional knowledge. We know
the magnitude of such a task. We know that it is a big challenge for us, to
position ourselves as a representative commission in discussions, and then
take back to the villages some of what is discussed at the national and
international level. We are not pretentious to consider ourselves the owners of
this knowledge, but certainly we have a recognition in our favour, which is the
fact that we belong to indigenous communities. We have this legitimacy to be
able to deal with these issues based on the interests of our indigenous peoples. For
us it is good to hear the specialists, which have thought of and articulated theories
on the CBD, intellectual property and the protection of traditional knowledge.
We want to listen, we are here with the intention and spirit to learn, discuss,
talk, also put forward our demands and formalise and consolidate even more
our partnership and our will to engage with Brazilian society.
Obviously we know that Brazilian society is composed of various sectors
and antagonistic positions, some of which usually do not share our interests
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and are not concerned with defending that which is related to our interests,
the interests of the indigenous peoples. We are also willing to dialogue, to
propose things and, who knows, propose partnerships. We are an open group,
the indigenous institute was born with the intention of being a catalyst of
dialogue. It is with this willingness that we are here and that we accept the
challenge, jointly with ISA, of bringing our partners from the communities in
order to hear these specialists who came to present their positions. I would
like to say to the indigenous relatives that are here that, above all, the meeting
we had yesterday, our indigenous caucus – we call it like that to be in line
with the international nomenclature – was very valuable. It was very nice to
exchange ideas among ourselves, and knowing now the context in which we
will be involved in these next three days, we are effectively a bit more prepared
to listen to what will happen, to the speeches carried out. We are here already
in the climate of what will happen in these days. As I have already said, we
are here as guests and observers, as people that came to learn and discuss. It
is in this sense that I invite my relatives, indigenous communities here present,
to participate in a very effective way in this seminar, since it is one of the good
ways of understanding a bit this complex world now imposed on us.
I would like to thank ISA for the partnership and commitment we
have had with one another as institutions, with the transparent relationship
that we have had during this process as established partners for some time
now. I would also like to thank our supporters, our sponsors who offered the
possibility for us to be here with you. I hope that these days will be very good
ones, very pleasant and that we can indeed share knowledge and wisdom to
grow a bit more and, who knows, be a bit more human.
Selim Louafi (Iddri)
Iddri is very proud of being associated to the organization of an event
like this one. Iddri – Institute of Sustainable Development and International
Relations – was created in 2001 with the objective of accumulating different
forms of knowledge and expertise around the main international issues of
sustainable development, mainly the controversial ones, and to lead the
development of other options and paths jointly with the various stakeholders.
In fact, the idea is for Iddri to be a think-tank, a forum of debates, creating
public spaces of dialogue in which, various participants from the public
administration, communities, civil society and the private sector, can jointly
define subjects that need more research, can discuss together and identify
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similarities and differences. We work on various thematic areas like climate
change, agriculture and trade. I am responsible for the Program of Biodiversity.
I would like to explain why Iddri is involved in this event and why
these debates are so important for us. In the context of bilateral cooperation
between the French and the Brazilian government, the representatives decided
to dedicate more energy and funds in order to strengthen the intellectual
cooperation among French and Brazilian groups of civil society and subsequently
strengthen mutual understanding, particularly on the issues of sustainable
development. That cooperation is happening, because the two governments
are acknowledging that in the forums of international negotiations, particularly
the ones related to sustainable development, French and Brazilians frequently
have antagonistic positions. That is why they believe that the strengthening
of the process of exchange of ideas between the two countries, and in a broader
sense between Europe and South American countries, could help to create a
better understanding and common language in order to face international
negotiations. Iddri was invited by the French government to assume the
responsibility of that ambitious mission, but, as usual with very limited funds.
In any case, the funds were enough for our institution to be here, jointly with
ISA and Inbrapi, and to be able to bring some people for this workshop and to
help us take back some useful elements for the international level, from the
Brazilian experience on access and benefits sharing (ABS) law. I think what
happens here in the context of CGEN, with more than a year of experience in
discussions regarding the drafting of the ABS law, is that, even if the process
is politically blocked now, these debates have already revealed some critical
legal issues which were not debated previously in the international negotiation
forums or in other countries. We should use those new elements, to try to
elaborate on some innovative solutions in the international level.
I am happy that one session of the seminar is dedicated to the critical
subject of the role and the responsibility of the academic sector in regards to
the sharing of benefits derived from genetic resources. I believe that this subject
should be discussed in more detail in the near future, so that we could have
more effective international measures, and with more legitimacy, on access
and benefits sharing.
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Henry de Novion
Instituto Socioambiental (ISA)
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Fernando Mathias
Instituto Socioambiental (ISA)

Debaters:
Terezinha Dias
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Jean Marc von der Weid
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Henry de Novion (ISA)
Today we will discuss issues related to traditional knowledge and
respond the following questions:
• What level of protection should be in place for traditional
knowledge out of local contexts, like databases and publications?
How to protect this knowledge already out of the community
environment?
• Should there be prior informed consent in these cases? Should
the communities be heard when somebody wants to access
knowledge in publications or databases?
• What is the status of benefit sharing in these cases? If somebody
uses published information, is benefit sharing still valid?
• How to guarantee the protection of knowledge associated to
the management of agricultural species? Is this protection also
extended to plant genetic materials?
• Finally, what should be the role of the academic sector in the
protection of traditional knowledge?
This subject will be debated both in the morning and in the afternoon
sessions, with the latter focusing more on the issue of the academic sector.
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Fernando Mathias (ISA)
I will start by mentioning, in essence, the legal status of the situation
related to the protection of traditional knowledge today in Brazil. Provisionary
Measure 2186 of August 2001 is the legal instrument that currently regulates
the protection of traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity. It was
created due to the international obligation assumed by Brazil when signing
and ratifying the Convention on Biological Diversity, one of the international
conventions conceived and approved during ECO-92. The Provisionary
Measure guarantees rights to indigenous peoples, local communities, quilombos
and other traditional knowledge holders. Firstly, the Convention itself gives
these peoples the right to express their prior informed consent on any activity
involving access to their traditional knowledge for purposes of research,
bioprospection, technological development, and also for the creation of
databases. Within this right of expressing their consent for these activities is
also included the right to impede non authorised third parties from retransmitting the knowledge to which they had access. In other words, if I for
instance, enter a community and study a certain knowledge on a plant, I can
only retransmit that knowledge further if I have that community’s consent.
That is a right established in the Provisionary Measure, which imposes
therefore a series of issues derived from this right; for example, how to implement
or exercise this right in practice, given the current system of scientific research
and publications.
Another right associated to prior informed consent is the right to receive
part of the benefits derived from the use of their knowledge, for any purpose.
The Convention on Biological Diversity imposes the need for sharing the
benefits derived both from uses of economic nature as well as non economic
nature, such as basic scientific research. However, the Brazilian provisionary
measure chose to demand benefit sharing only in the case of economic use of
traditional knowledge. In this sense the Brazilian legislation is narrower than
the CBD and mistaken since it ignores a series of possibilities of mutually
benefits for researchers and indigenous peoples. Of course the sharing of noneconomic benefits can occur regardless of the Brazilian legislation, but it would
be interesting if it was motivated and stimulated through the legal framework.
Throughout the work of CGEN, several consultations and questions
started to emerge related to difficulties in the implementation of what was
written in the Provisionary Measure. For example, many consultations to CGEN
emerged from research related to the creation of inventories, or from the
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mapping of the territorial distribution of traditional knowledge. In other words,
initiatives not primarily aimed at investigating a certain property or functionality
of a plant, but directed to other objectives which indirectly involve a body of
knowledge related to the use and management of natural resources.
Another question put forth was specifically derived from the Unifesp
project on medicinal plants which act on the central nervous system. The
consultation made to CGEN provoked the debate on research carried out
using traditional knowledge from academic publications, databases, libraries
ect. In this specific case, Unifesp mentioned that 80% of the research involving
traditional knowledge with pharmacologic use access information directly from
the ethnopharmacological literature itself, and that there is no interest in
seeking primary sources of information in the communities.
That obligated CGEN to conceptualise the term “access to traditional
knowledge”. Various meetings took place in the Thematic Chamber on
Traditional Knowledge of CGEN. The executive secretariat of CGEN prepared
a proposal of Technical Guideline (an instrument that aims to clarify certain
concepts of the Provisionary Measure) in order to determine the extent of this
definition. The proposal defines access to traditional knowledge as the
acquirement of information related to the knowledge, practices and
innovations of indigenous people and local communities, which makes possible
or facilitates access to genetic resources, regardless of where the information
is; that engendered discussions on published knowledge. The first question
raised is whether traditional knowledge, once made available in a book or
other formats, stops being traditional knowledge for being openly accessible?
Those that advocate this position justify it by saying that it would be unrealistic
to demand from anybody going to a public library to read a book on ethnobiology,
to first consult and obtain the consent of the community that supplied a piece
of information contained in the book. Since it would not be reasonable to ask
that from nobody, it would be necessary to recognize that once published, this
knowledge would become public domain.
On the other hand, there is nothing in the Provisionary Measure that
allows the interpretation that the simple fact of the knowledge not being in
the shaman’s mind decharacterises it as traditional knowledge. On the
contrary, the legal prohibition of retransmission of information without consent
easily permits the interpretation that traditional knowledge does not stop being
so just because it is included in a publication. From this starting point we
move on to discuss what should be the regime to deal with the challenge of
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published traditional knowledge. Should there be a different regime of access
to this knowledge?
We know that in order to access traditional knowledge inside the
community, there should be a clear manifestation of will from the community,
expressing agreement with that work. However, a relevant question is whether
this prior informed consent is also reasonable to be demanded for knowledge
already published in databases or libraries. It could be or it could be not. It
could be almost surreal to demand from anybody that enters a library to go
and ask authorization from the indigenous peoples described in the book one
is reading. On the other hand, if we analyse the purpose for which that
knowledge is used or accessed, perhaps, in certain cases, it is not so absurd to
demand prior informed consent and benefit sharing with the communities
which made their knowledge available for that publication.
A good example is the pharmacological development researches that
are guided by a strong focus on access to traditional knowledge in publications.
In this case, access occurs with a driven, identified and specific economic end.
Would it be absurd to demand from companies working on pharmaceutical research
and development based on published traditional knowledge that they seek consent
and share the benefits with the community holder of that published knowledge,
in order to develop a certain product or process for commercial or industrial
use? We understand that it is not; it is absolutely possible and necessary, in these
cases, prior informed consent of the community, even if the knowledge has been
accessed through a publication. Moreover, we believe that not only should there
be prior consent of the community, but also a benefit sharing arrangement with
that community, since the access has an economic perspective.
I present here an alternative reading of the use of published knowledge.
Perhaps for merely academic or personal use, it is absurd to demand prior
consent of the community in order to access already published knowledge.
On the other hand, in cases where there is a clear economic perspective
related to the development of a commercial process or product which may be
an object of an intellectual property instrument, we understand that it is both
legal and necessary to seek the consent of the community mentioned in the
publication, even if it is thousands of kilometres away and might involve
transactional costs regarding the establishment of relations with the community,
negotiations and benefit sharing arrangements.
Very briefly, this is the issue raised in relation to published knowledge.
This in itself brings forth another issue, which occurs in most cases, related to
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the multiplicity of knowledge holders: various communities or peoples such as
indigenous, quilombolas and local communities which hold that very same
knowledge which has been published. This debate brings up a series of issues
such as to what extent is a community entitled to claim ownership over a
specific knowledge to the detriment of other communities, holders of the
same knowledge; what rights does a specific community have with regards to
its relationship with a company or researcher; what are the rights of other
communities that hold that same knowledge, especially in relation to the
possibility of these communities intervene in that relationship, based on the
fact that they are holders of the same knowledge.
The multiplicity of providers of the same knowledge directs the
discussion to a focus on ownership of knowledge, which ultimately sets a series
of obstacles to make progress on the issue. When choosing the path of
ownership, we encounter a series of theoretical and legal traps where we face
the danger of getting lost in a series of hypotheses on the multiplicity of actors.
We go astray when questioning the legitimacy of this or that community, or
even the legitimacy of indigenous peoples in relation to other culturally distinct
peoples, which increases the tensions between these culturally distinct groups.
The ownership debate is associated to a notion of the classical, individualist,
private legal system, not suited to the collective legal system of these culturally
distinct groups.
In order to deal with this challenge, we need to work with another
perspective: the valorisation of the cultural heritage, which is collectively
distributed to different groups of the Brazilian society. As such, ABS public
policy derived from traditional knowledge has to acknowledge the cultural
heritage characteristic of this knowledge, more than trying to look for the
title-holder of the right to produce a bilateral contract arrangement with the
third party interested in the use of the information.
The adoption of such a perspective is particularly difficult since the
Convention on Biological Diversity says that the benefit sharing should be
carried out under mutually agreed terms, and these terms have, until know,
been interpreted as a contract. The problem is that you can only contract
something that belongs to you, something of which you are the title-holder.
This is the first and fatal obstacle, which jeopardizes the system of mutually
agreed terms in relation to the use of traditional knowledge. There is no way
of designating the ownership of a traditional knowledge to a certain people, a
certain community, in contractual terms which involve exclusive ownership.
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If not exclusive, how to deal with this multi-ownership in contractual
arrangements?
It is important that the approach of benefit sharing policy derived
from traditional knowledge is reoriented in order to privilege less bilateral
contracts between communities and researchers and more universal benefit
sharing mechanisms. An example could be the creation of benefit sharing
funds, which are mechanisms of public policy implementation. Of course the
idea of funds brings with it a series of problems related to the administration,
democratic participation, the financial suppliers of the fund and to the ways
of redistributing the resources. It also
It is important that the
raises the discussion on how this fund
approach of benefit sharing could benefit the reproduction of
traditional knowledge systems inside the
policy derived from
communities, seeking the root of the sui
generis protection of traditional knowledge
traditional knowledge is
system, through various measures in
reoriented in order to
different fields (recognition of rights,
territories, health, education etc.).
privilege less bilateral
There is a long way ahead of us.
contracts between
We have been trying to walk part of this
communities and
way together with Inbrapi, which
presented in a certain moment of the
researchers and more
process a proposal for benefit sharing
universal benefit sharing
derived from traditional knowledge.
This proposal involves the creation of
mechanisms.
ethno-regions or eco-cultural regions,
geographically defined which should be prioritised in the application of benefits
deriving from the use of regional traditional knowledge. Within these areas,
there could be criteria for the investment of resources from a possible fund,
which would be financed mainly by bioprospection and technological
development activities in the area of biotechnology in general, including
agriculture, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals etc.
Finally I would like mention another critical issue in this debate: the
relation of traditional knowledge with agriculture. This discussion, which is
taking place in the Thematic Chamber on Traditional Knowledge of CGEN,
is basically focused in the following questions: do plant varieties cultivated by
indigenous or local communities carry a load of traditional knowledge that
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determines the existence of that certain variety? Is it possible to disassociate
the genetic material from the traditional knowledge that the material carries?
Or is there not necessarily a link between the material cultivated for
agriculture and the associated traditional knowledge? If such an association
does not exist, how shall be the situation of access to that cultivated plant
genetic material, if it involves or not traditional knowledge? This is still an
open debate inside the Thematic Chamber on Traditional Knowledge of
CGEN. ISA believes in and advocates, with the support of the Ministry of
Environment, the position that every material, every plant variety cultivated
by indigenous and local communities, carry a load of traditional knowledge
related to the management, hybridizations or improvements of these varieties.
As such, these varieties constitute a critical mass of knowledge, which determines their genetic variety.
On the other hand, some counsellors of CGEN, mainly from the Ministry
of Agriculture, defend a different theory. This theory is based on the premise
that traditional improvements and the domestication of species for agriculture
and alimentation is an activity intrinsic to man, to mankind as a whole, which
has been occurring for thousands of years and therefore cannot be considered
as traditional knowledge in the scope of the Provisionary Measure. Therefore,
according to this logic, domesticated food species, even if managed by
indigenous peoples, are heritage of mankind and therefore should be freely
accessible for research and development purposes. This is the state of the art
of the discussions on traditional knowledge and agriculture, which has been
dragging on in the Thematic Chamber on Traditional Knowledge of CGEN
for almost a year now.
Terezinha Dias (Embrapa)
We live in a new era, an era of partnership between ISA and Embrapa.
ISA sought Embrapa recently to form a partnership related to some projects
around Xingu Indigenous Park; we are in experiencing a new era of integration.
I am not here as a representative of Embrapa in CGEN, a position which I left
about twenty days ago, after being a substitute member of this council for two
years. The presence of Embrapa in this panel, indicates the search for
constructive and pragmatic solutions for the implementation of the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD), highlighting some critical points related to
the protection of traditional knowledge outside its local contexts, as for
example the knowledge found in databases and publications. We also raise
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the issue of whether there should be prior informed consent in order to access
these databases and if there is consent, how to share the benefits.
The issue of knowledge outside its local contexts is cited in the
Provisionary Measure 2186 itself, in clause 2, Art. 9, which says that the
traditional or indigenous community can impede non authorised third parties
from publishing, transmitting and retransmitting data or information, which
integrate or constitute associated traditional knowledge.
In this context we have to discuss and separate what is utopia from
what is reality. What is ideal and what can really be done. Publication, by
definition, means what is public, what is already available for public knowledge.
It is available to be consulted in libraries, in the reach of our hands, in our
shelves, in the shelves of research institutions inside Brazil and in libraries
and shelves in countries, in big databases of unrestricted international access
from any computer around the world. Additionally, libraries have a system of
information exchange such as of thesises, articles and abstracts available in
big databases; you can access this type of information from any computer. On
the other hand, in the patent registration system, prior publication prohibits
an interested party from requesting intellectual protection. As such, I find it
impossible to claim rights over knowledge already made public.
If we create a regulation here in Brazil related to access to publications,
whose access are we going to hinder if these publications are already available
abroad? It is important to know that any legal framework constructed in that
sense in Brazil will create obstacles and hamper research only here, having in
mind that knowledge already available in publications circulates the whole
world. Therefore, we have to recognize that if we create difficulties, we will
be compromising Brazilian researchers, national scientific development and
the communities involved, since prohibitions and restrictions to access data
already published are going to limit the development of related projects and
the possible benefit sharing with the communities.
Another case is the information on the use of plants, available to
anybody visiting the herbaria which are found in thousands around the world.
The herbaria are places where plant collections are deposited (usually the
upper part of the dried plant; also called exsiccate), and that are used for
taxonomic identification and also for other types of studies like plant geography
(study of the location of plant species). The issue is that, since the arrival of
the Portuguese in Brazil, plants have been systematically collected and in
many of these collections the traditional knowledge on the use of these plants
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was also noted. These collected plants are dried and compressed with the
traditional knowledge being transferred from the scientists’ fieldwork notebooks
to the tags accompanying the specimens. This is how members of our scientific
society organise themselves in order to study the plants. It is important to note
that many of these studies based on data from the herbaria and on partnerships
between Brazilian and foreign institutions, such as studies on the localisation
of endemic species and species threatened of extinction, have helped in the
conservation of these plants. Therefore, many herbaria in other countries have
enormous collections of traditional knowledge on plants from here; old
collections dating back to the pioneering botanical expeditions in Brazil.
So, what are we going to do about this traditional knowledge which is
not in publications but in tags of the exsiccates in the herbaria of other countries?
Some of these collections stayed here in Brazil but the great majority did not,
since at the time that these botanical collections began, there was no herbarium
in Brazil. What are we going to do about that? Are we going to impede other
countries, other researchers? Can we interfere in the legislation of other
countries, recover the exsiccates of Brazilian plants and bring that material
back to Brazil? Many of those herbaria have much more information than the
herbaria here, which are more recent. What are we going to do? Are we going
to create a regulation inside Brazil in order to impede students from the
University of Brasilia or the University of São Paulo from going to a herbarium
of these institutions to have access to that traditional knowledge, and in that
way impede them from developing their research in the chemistry or
pharmacology laboratory of these Universities? Are we going to do that, are
we going to create a law here in order to impede? And what about the material already outside Brazil?
I find it very important in ethical terms, to think about the ideal, but
we have to have our feet on the ground and see what can be done. Are we
going to formulate and create a regulation here in Brazil for access to data in
national herbaria? And what about the indigenous people, many of whom are
already in the universities? Are we going to collect this material which is
currently available for researchers in national herbaria? Is it worth strengthening
a national legal framework in this extremely normative manner? And what
about the national researchers? How will things be for us, if lots of information
is available in other countries? Are we going to serve as an example? What is
the cost of this example in the national and global scenario? Whose interest
does the construction of such a policy serves? The construction of a policy has
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to consider what is utopia or ideal, but in practice this is not feasible; it has to
consider what effectively can be done.
There is information on the use of plants, the origin of which retraces
to traditional knowledge found in labels of commercial products, shampoos,
soaps, insecticides etc. How are we going to prevent a non-authorised third
party from using this type of knowledge in order to develop a product or process
and request intellectual protection here in Brazil or abroad? There are many
fundamental questions related to access to traditional knowledge outside local contexts. There is, for example, the issue of how to prove the origins of
traditional knowledge. Is it possible to request protection for diffused
knowledge? How are we going to request protection for knowledge which
have been in the public domain for centuries? I think CGEN has to provide
the answers. It is CGEN which should inform the interested party if the
knowledge really belongs to that community, to another, to both or to several,
so that the benefit sharing can be fair. The issue is quite complex, since
favouring one community to the detriment of another can cause serious
conflicts.
On the other hand, considering the information that can be found in
already created national databases of elements of genetic patrimony and in
some cases of associated traditional knowledge, I consider the situation a lot
less utopic than the case of publications. I will mention, as an example of a
database, the Brazilian Genetic Resources Information System (Sibragen),
which belongs to Embrapa and that is why I know it better. I could also mention
other examples of databases such as the ones of the Ministry of Environment
or the Ministry of Health. For big databases such as Sibragen, which holds
information on genetic resources of plants that Embrapa has been collecting
in Brazil for almost 30 years, the access to the confidential information is
controlled by passwords and there are several ways of prohibiting access. As
such, this database has the conditions to adopt any demand in relation to
making information available or not.
As for the databases in general, it is necessary to think of the type of
professional that will access the traditional knowledge, since knowledge is
intangible, it escapes a merely physical protection scheme. Despite knowing
that nobody brings a stamp of ethical behaviour in one’s face, it is very important
to mention that the professionals accessing Sibragen need a password to do
that; they are employees of the Brazilian government, they are employees of
Embrapa under contracts. In the same way that there is a decree that punishes
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any institution which does not comply with the regulations of CGEN, the
employee under a contractual situation can be penalised for permitting access
to traditional knowledge without authorization from the communities.
We are also thinking about the difficulties to adapt the collections
carried out before the enforcement of the current law. Before the Provisionary
Measure, the national researcher by custom was not concerned in writing
down the name of the community in which he/she was collecting plants or
other resources. Usually the researcher of Embrapa had interest in the material itself, mainly in relation to food cultures. On the other hand, the collected
plants and the seeds stored in the conservation rooms of Embrapa after the
Provisionary Measure, such as indigenous materials, are all regulated with
the permission of these communities. We have been working with two ethnic
groups from the Park of Xingu and also with the Krahô. The materials collected
from these indigenous peoples, basically food resources, are stored with all the
gathered information, with all the documentation. Obviously we are authorised
by these people to do that work.
Therefore, I leave some questions for the audience: are we not wasting
time seeking the construction of a detailed legal framework, if the national
enforcement instrument is weak? We will create wonderful laws, and create
some difficulties here. Ethically this is all very nice, but what about the
enforcement system? Are we playing law making? What about the number of
inspectors that Ibama (Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable
Natural Resources) has? What about the biopiracy on the material taken out
from here? We have to seriously think about this and avoid wasting our efforts.
We have to train the indigenous community to monitor their territories; we
have to talk a lot with the indigenous peoples and make it clear that information
on traditional knowledge cannot be given to anyone that shows up in the
community. There has to be a contract, there has to be authorization, there
has to be a meeting and discussions in order to access that knowledge. We
have to make a huge effort on that issue. Is it not easier to try to prevent
biopiracy by strengthening the enforcement system rather than punishing
serious national researchers who carry out serious and ethical research? Whose
interests are being served with a legislation that reduces biopiracy on the
premises that the researcher is a villain? So if I say today that the student indigenous or non indigenous, quilombolas, black or not black - cannot access
material deposited in a herbarium in Brazil, what happens with the issue of
the information leaving the country? The national scientific community has
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been expressing, in various ways, its anguish regarding this legal construction,
because we really have to think what is really possible to be done. We cannot
penalise national research. Today we are working on participatory genetic
improvements of food species, where results directly benefit the communities.
The case of food species is very different from that of medicinal plants. In
various occasions in FAO, food materials are considered heritage of mankind
and there is a treaty of plant genetic
resources of FAO which facilitates the
Researchers have their
working style; they have the exchange between countries of some
important food cultures such as rice,
culture of academia. It is not beans, and corn, among others. The
peanut, which draws its origin from
that these people are not
Brazil, is not included in that list. I
ethic and do not want to
just want to state this distress; the
comply with the law or share national scientific community is
distressed.
benefits with traditional
In relation to all the
regulations of CGEN directed to the
communities...
scientific community, there will need
... What if some groups of
to be some time for scientist to adapt
Brazilian researchers decide to this situation, because these
regulations have not been part of their
that they will continue
culture. The assimilation of these new
conducting their research
procedures is very slow, since
everything having to do with cultural
without complying with the
issues takes more time to be
legislation, especially
assimilated. Researchers have their
because they do not believe working style; they have the culture
of academia. It is not that these people
that there will be a
are not ethic and do not want to
mechanism of enforcement? comply with the law or share benefits
with traditional communities.
Everybody wants to work in an ethical way, to think and act based on ethics.
But we have to think a lot about this regulation and see what it affects, which
groups are affected and what is the impact of that regulation on national
scientific development. What if some groups of Brazilian researchers decide
that they will continue conducting their research without complying with the
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legislation, especially because they do not believe that there will be a
mechanism of enforcement? It is a distressing situation because most of them
know what is ethical and what they should do, but the difficulties are enormous.
Therefore, we have to proceed towards a more wide-ranging negotiation. The
times in which I was in CGEN and had the opportunity to talk, I was very
distressed, because indigenous leaders were brought in without them
understanding well what is done in research, what is soil analysis, how we
store exsiccates etc. When I say that, it is not in the sense of being unethical,
but rather in the sense that these people have to understand our universe of
research - we also have to understand a lot of things from these communities.
I am saying that in the sense of the need to provide both parts with adequate
knowledge to be able to continue with a dialogue of consensus.
Jean Marc von der Weid (AS-PTA)
Perhaps we are experiencing the same dramas and agonies but in a
quite different universe from most of you. We do not work with indigenous
populations or quilombo communities in AS-PTA; we work with communities
of family farmers in different areas and it is difficult to define if they are
traditional or not. The definition of “traditional” for this type of community is
neither very evident nor very clear. Therefore, I will not say that we are
working with traditional farmers; we work with family farmers. The level of
traditional varies a lot from one place to another. Thus, it is a very different
experience from your work and I will possibly say things that might not be very
relevant, but when I heard the title and the description of this seminar, I
realised that we can learn from the things that you are already discussing, to
face problems which are knocking our door, and to deal with “bombs” exploding
in our hands.
I will explain what are these issues. Firstly I should say that we work
with ecological agriculture. AS-PTA works with this issue since 1983, when
we began our program. Ecological agriculture involves the use of knowledge
which is not easily patented or privatised. We work with the management of
natural resources; essentially, agroecology can be defined as an inclusive
management of natural resources in a sustainable and renewable way, in such
a way that it is very difficult in our field to work with patentable information.
Occasionally there can be cases like that of Delvino Mario who developed a
fertiliser that up to some time ago still had his name; we called it “Super
Mario”, a biofertiliser which could have been patented, but Delvino did not
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want so. Today, this is being used; Embrapa has been carrying out research on
it, as does Fepagro in Rio de Janeiro, etc. The biofertiliser is not his invention,
but it was him that boosted the use of that knowledge and that is why he
initially gave it his name.
That is the reality in most cases. We are working with knowledge
related to management which is so diversified that it is not easy to establish a
pattern. We are working with principles of ecology applied by farmers in a
highly differentiated way. There is the practice of exchange of experiences
between farmers, but these practices depend on the natural conditions that
each farmer is working in. Those conditions are not the same; there are not
two equal properties, and even inside an individual property there is a very
big variety. The farmers are also not the same; the families are differentiated,
they have different histories, traditions and insertion in their community.
The combination of this with the principle of agroecology results in
the fact that in each property there are really differentiated systems. This
makes it practically impossible to work with the concept of a technical package,
a regulation of a process which is the principle by which the privatization of
knowledge takes place. In order to privatise something you have to regulate
it. You have to give it a very precise definition and say “what I am doing is
this, and I do it this way and not another”. This is what defines certain
knowledge as patentable, and in our case it is practically impossible to
distinguish between two types of knowledge, because there is no rule. This is
the first issue that differentiates our approach.
Now, the question is what is traditional, what is innovative in regards
to the farmers themselves, and what is brought in by technicians as scientific
knowledge. There is a great mixture between these things. Depending on the
history of the communities and the peoples, there are knowledge systems one
could define as traditional or not, depending on one’s approach, but which
are long-standing knowledge systems. This knowledge is accumulated by
generations of families working in the same place, which have acquired a
perception of nature, of that soil, of that vegetation cover, of the integration
of the plants, of the plant and animal species living together in the amplified
space of the ecosystem. This is a part of knowledge but not all, because certain
traditional systems were becoming impossible through time for different reasons,
such as macro-modifications of the ecosystems, climatic changes, modifications
on land availability etc., in a way that the existing type of traditional
management could no longer be adjusted to the conditions. There is a series
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of reasons that makes certain traditional knowledge ineffective in current
conditions, although this does not mean that all that knowledge should be
discarded. In the northeast, to operate according to the traditional system of
cultivation with itinerant burn and slash technique in the semi-arid, you would
need fifty hectares in order to be able to cultivate two hectares a year, in a
way that would allow the natural regeneration in long fallow periods. Today,
you cannot easily find properties which have enough land available to be left
fallow for a long period. Consequently, the fallow periods are becoming shorter
and the systems become impoverished. Therefore other solutions are sought.
The traditional solution worked well during a certain period in which there
was more land but nowadays it does not work anymore. On the other hand,
the amount of information, knowledge on the soil and plants that the traditional
system still carries today is enormous, and brings with it very important
information for the construction of agroecological responses for each place.
Another issue is related to the fact that farmers do not live only of
tradition. Tradition was an innovation at some time, in some place. There is
a permanent process of new contributions by the farmers, based on their own
practices, their own initiative, individual or collective observation; in modern
times there is a broader circulation of information coming from outside, coming
from science, from other agricultural systems, from other farmers, and those
things are inspiring and bringing in new ideas and proposals which are being
tested by the farmers. Our strategy as an institution that provides support to
family farming has always been, in the first place, to facilitate the process of
circulation of technical, scientific and innovative information for the farmers.
We are fundamentally concerned with the process of knowledge sharing,
socialisation of information, the permanent process of exchange. In our
publications, the expressions “exchange of experiences”, “exchange of
knowledge”, “dissemination of knowledge” are very common, because they
are central to what we do.
We are discussing the opposite way. We are not discussing how to
defend certain knowledge versus another, but rather how to disseminate that
knowledge in the broadest possible way. That is the basis of what we do and
we have not seen, up to now, wherever we have worked, anything but the will
of the farmers to transmit what they know, to share knowledge, to socialise
knowledge. I have not seen anywhere, unless very recently, which I think is
already the influence of another type of development paradigm in the south of
Brazil, the farmers discussing “this is my knowledge, what will you give me in
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We are not discussing how to exchange”, in a material sense. The

exchange is something spontaneous,
and it brings with it an element of pride
of the farmers in showing and
versus another, but rather
exchanging what they know.
how to disseminate that
In the universe that we work
knowledge in the broadest
with, the problem related to the
property of knowledge is an external
possible way. That is the
issue. The problem is identified in the
basis of what we do and we relationship between the world of
family agriculture and the outer world.
have not seen, up to now,
When you work with the world of
wherever we have worked,
science, the world of companies, you
enter into another paradigm that moanything but the will of the
ves towards patentable knowledge,
farmers to transmit what they protected knowledge, knowledge which
know, to share knowledge,
can be appropriated by individuals or
companies. It is in this collision of the
to socialise knowledge...
boundaries of these two worlds where
... The exchange is
we are living dramatic situations.
I will mention an experience of
something spontaneous, and
an almost poetic beauty. As everybody
it brings with it an element of knows, the potato originated from Latin
America; it was taken to Europe and
pride of the farmers in
on its arrival it was dispersed. It
showing and exchanging
substituted the turnip as the food of
what they know.
the poor. It was a product that was
broadly disseminated and spread
throughout the whole Europe, and went through a process of development
and adaptation during four to five centuries, by largely differentiated
agricultural communities. What was taken to Europe as a genetic base went
through an enormous process of diversification and adaptation. At the end of
the 19th century, when the heavy immigration movement from Europe towards
America began (for example in the region in which we work, in the South of
Brazil, there were people coming from Ukraine, Poland, Russia, Germany,
Holland, Italy), everybody brought their potatoes with them. Those families
cultivated their varieties of potato. The potato which left here towards Europe

defend certain knowledge
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comes back differentiated, modified and then also undergoes adaptations
depending on the place the communities settled themselves, creating roots.
After some time, from the seventies on, practically all these varieties
disappeared and once again imported varieties from Holland were massively
used. The traditional potato varieties practically disappear and exist only as
local consumption of the families themselves.
Recently, research carried out (partly by us, partly by Epagri, in Santa
Catarina) identified dozens of traditional varieties of potatoes preserved by
families in several communities. That is of the highest importance from the
point of view of the accumulated knowledge, of adaptability to particular
conditions, and has a great potential for some of these varieties of genetic
improvements in the conventional or biotechnological sense, primarily because
some varieties are resistant to extremely dangerous fungi of potato cultures.
Up to this point everything is fine; there is a shared knowledge which
generated benefits for everybody. But who gains from this potato? From the
moment that improvements take place, any improvement procedure carried
out by Embrapa, Epagri or any other institution has to deal with the fact that,
at some point, a variety was developed by a farmer. That potato generates
income for those who explore it because there is a patent, a property right for
the company that propagates the seed, but for the farmers themselves this
means nothing. The farmers somehow gave the varieties to researchers and
never benefited from that. How is it possible to deal with that issue? I think
the idea of diffused rights, in which you create funds with returns, is absolutely
fundamental. I cannot easily see the creation of very specific defense formulas
which, at the end of the day, introduce a separation not in the world of the
capital which explores the knowledge of the farmers, but among the farmers
themselves. This is our great challenge at the moment.
We are experiencing a contradiction regarding the legislation. We
fought a battle during this government and we won, in the sense that
agricultural credit - through Pronaf for instance - can also be directed to the
use of traditional seeds, and this does exist; only there is a second law. We
managed to introduce in the seed law an exception for traditional seeds, in
which there should not be any economic restrictions regarding the policy of
access to credit for the users of this type of variety. However, at the time of
the drought crisis in the south of the country, the banks refused to pay
agricultural insurance to the farmers that used traditional seeds. Why?
Because we are out of the agroecological zoning carried out by Embrapa. These
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varieties are not registered; they are recognized in theory but not in practice,
in a way that whoever is outside the zoning does not receive insurance from
the bank. In spite of having access to credit in order to use traditional varieties,
they do not have the economic security of the insurance. What does this
mean? It means that all the farmers that entered Pronaf last year – many of
which are from the south of Brazil - using traditional seeds, and the whole
movement of NGOs and organizations from Via Campesina, Fetraf, which
work on the use of traditional seeds and agroecology, suddenly received a
blow on the head: if you want to do that, it is your call and your risk, because
the insurance will not cover you.
How do we overcome that? The law is conflicting. The insurance law
is conflicting with the law on seeds and with the regulations of Pronaf. There
is an attempt at reaching an agreement between the Ministry of Agriculture
Livestock and Supply and the Ministry of Agrarian Development in order to
achieve a resolution to this problem. This resolution would be in the sense of
creating a simplified formula of classification, almost as if it was a separate
catalogue inside the National Registry of Cultivars, which would identify the
varieties of traditional seeds. We are discussing that because if you use the
currently prevailing criteria of the registry of cultivars, you realise that they
are of another nature, they relate to another type of development. There is a
series of absolutely unrealistic demands. Now the ministries are willing to be
more flexible and accept a type of “exceptional situation” for traditional
varieties.
Even if this is possible, I am moving towards putting my head in the
guillotine because at the moment this is a purely technical discussion: to
reach a reasonable agreement that is compatible to what the family farmers’
movement already does, that is recover traditional varieties. There is a
characterisation of this recovery process elaborated by the farmers themselves.
There is a knowledge embedded in what they think is important to identify in
order to know a variety, which they themselves bring forward and is very
extensive. The zoning form has 35 items, ours has 29. The difference is relatively
small, and a lot of things can be debated. The things that are not debated are
too complicated for us to adopt. Supposing that we reach an agreement and
create a National Registry of Traditional Varieties with criteria that the farmers
themselves can set: who will do the registry? How will we get to that? The
tone of this thought is based on the ideas of the conventional system, in the
sense that the breeder or a company goes there and registers. In our case who
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will do that? Is it us, the non-governmental organizations who will go and
register the varieties on behalf of the farmers? That is suicidal; it is almost an
appropriation, although the farmers do not have that way of thinking on
property, in the sense of economic use. They identify themselves with their
varieties. Some varieties have the name of the families that developed them.
This identity is not a small thing. It is a political and cultural issue. It is this
side of the issue that I am trying to analyse with you; what is the good exit
from this deadlock.
Fernanda Kaingang (Inbrapi)
As an introduction, I will give a brief historical outline, based on an
Indigenous Peoples perspective, emphasising the indigenous legislation, that
is, the legal milestones regarding indigenous rights in Brazil and in the world,
to provide some thoughts on the historical relationship of the Brazilian State
with the Indigenous Peoples and, more specifically, on the legal protection of
the Traditional Knowledge of the Indigenous Peoples in Brazil.
Historically, the legislative treatment given to Indigenous Peoples in
Brazil can be divided into three phases. The first consisted of a long phase
that extended from 1500 to 1910, and is defined as the exterminationism
period. The second was called integrationism or assimilationism, beginning
with the creation of the Indian Protection Service – SPI and extending up
until 1988, when began the interactionism phase, which has the Federal
Constitution of 1988 as its legal framework.
Exterminationism is understood as the period marked by mass
extermination of Brazilian Indigenous Peoples, which began with the arrival
of the European colonisers in Brazil, in 1500. Such mass extermination began
to decline in 1831 with the announcement of the end of the wars against the
Indians from the states of São Paulo and Minas Gerais and the liberation of the
Indians that were imprisoned or turned into slaves because of such wars, and
ended in 1910, when the Indian Protection Service was created.
The Government of the Brazilian Colony and later of the Empire,
encouraged the policy of extermination of the Indigenous Peoples, as attest
the law of March 10, 1570 and the Royal Letters1 of 1808 authorising the

1
Known as Cartas Régias in Portuguese, these were documents with legal force directed to certain
authorities or peoples, containing measures of general character and almost always permanent.
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expropriation of indigenous lands by the colonisers, as well as the slavery of
indigenous prisoners through what were called the just wars. (underlined by
the author).
Joaquim Norberto de Souza Silva explains that, according to the law
of March 10, 1570, the Indians could be enslaved “when taken in the just
wars authorised by the king or governors, or in the morning rushes when they
assaulted and broke into houses, murdering their inhabitants, or when they
killed the enemies to eat.” (Silva, 1854, p. 114 In Tourinho Neto, 1993, p. 12).
In line with that logic, it was necessary to devastate forests, eliminating
the difficulties that hindered developmentalism: and the indigenous
populations were included among the obstacles that, supposedly, impeded
Brazil from becoming a civilised nation, a nation of the future. In this process,
during four centuries, millions of persons and hundreds of ethnic groups were
exterminated, brutally sweeping from History about 90% of the Brazilian
sociodiversity.
In 1910, a new paradigm was officially established with the creation of
the Indian Protection Service (SPI), an official body aimed at protecting the
remnants of such massacre. This new treatment paradigm was designated the
assimilationist or integrationist paradigm.
In this phase, which extended up until 1988, the predominant view
understood that Indigenous Peoples were no longer stupid wild animals: their
drastic reduction made them no longer an obstacle to development. At this
moment, the Brazilian State was required to grant them special legal protection.
As the assimilationist legislator saw it, the Indigenous Peoples needed to be
protected because, as inferior civilisations and relatively incapable – according
to the definition of the 1916 Civil Code – their sociocultural peculiarities
would disappear within a brief lapse of time, absorbed by national society.
Throughout the process of assimilation of the Indigenous Peoples into the
national communion, the State would be responsible for fulfilling their demands
and deliberating on the present and the future of these minorities until they
were no longer “peoples in transition.”
Both in the exterminationism period and during the integrationism
period, the relationship of the State with the Indigenous Peoples was
understood as a vertical relationship, i.e. from top to bottom: The legislator
believed in the need of having somebody to speak for these “incapable” persons.
Indigenous Peoples were subject to the concept of “guardianship,” a substitute
“father” for the “savages,” and an institution was created to exercise such
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protection, replacing the manifestation of will of the Indigenous Peoples. This
was a historical error for several reasons, firstly because the Indigenous Peoples
are differentiated Societies, in legal, cultural, economical and spiritual terms,
organised based on a collective perspective and, as such, to apply to Indigenous
Peoples a concept of private law,
intended for individuals, would result in
... anyone can be
a legal aberration. Secondly, because of
considered incapable if
the arbitrary use of non-indigenous social, political and legal criteria to classify
taken out of the context
the Indigenous Peoples as incapable, if
where one lives and in
we bear in mind that anyone can be
which one would be
considered incapable if taken out of the
context where one lives and in which
considered fully capable.
one would be considered fully capable.
This historical-legislative error extended until the 1988 Federal
Constitution, which recognized the cultural diversity of the Indigenous Peoples
and their right to be Brazilian citizens with differentiated cultures. From then
on a new paradigm – the interaction paradigm – was adopted. A new
relationship of the State and of the Brazilian society with the Indigenous
Peoples emerged, which is understood as a horizontal relationship, based on
the right to equality, without adversely affecting the right to diversity.
In the same sense, international legislation revised the Convention
107 of 1957 of the International Labour Organization (ILO), which presented
an assimilationist approach to the effect that Indigenous Peoples were inferior
and would disappear for being backward cultures. Contradicting the legislative
expectations, the Indigenous Peoples and Traditional Societies reaffirmed
their rights to their linguistic, social and cultural specificities, resulting in the
revision, through the International Labour Organization’s Convention 169 of
1989, Relative to Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries
(ratified by Brazil through Legislative Decree 143 of 2002), of the assimilationist
paradigm and in the strengthening of the new interaction paradigm, as set
out in its article 5, paragraph “a”: “the social, cultural, religious and spiritual
values and practices of the peoples mentioned should be recognized and
protected”.
From this brief legislative overview of the treatment given to the
Indigenous Peoples in Brazil and adopting the Convention 169 as the main
legal milestone with regard to the protection of Indigenous Rights (because
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such Convention is binding, i.e. establishes duties for the Member States), we
can address the critical points of a policy for the protection of traditional
knowledge:
Traditional knowledge of the Indigenous Peoples has been treated in
several forums, including the World Intellectual Property Organization (Wipo),
which in 2000 created an Intergovernamental Committee on Intellectual
Property and Traditional Knowledge, Genetic Resources and Folklore,
approaching several aspects relating to Traditional Knowledge and the
concerns of their holders. The concept of “Traditional Knowledge” adopted
by the World Intellectual Property Organization has been emphasised as a
reflex of the traditions of the indigenous communities. The traditionality of
the knowledge of the indigenous societies lives, therefore, in the form of
creation, preservation and transmission of such knowledge. Traditional
knowledge has also been discussed at the United Nations Permanent Forum
on Indigenous Issues, where a different perspective of the classic human rights
guaranteed in the Universal Declaration of Human rights of 1948 is discussed,
as well as the Universal Declaration of the Indigenous Rights project, which
contemplates the specificities of these minorities, besides the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD), the main multilateral instrument that currently
discusses the protection of planetary biodiversity.
The Convention on Biological Diversity was created in Brazil during
the II Conference of the United Nations on Environment and Development:
the Rio-92.2 Brazil was the first country to adhere to the CBD and its main
social progress consists, precisely, in the recognition of the importance of the
Indigenous Peoples and local communities – of their knowledge, practices,
innovations – for the conservation and protection of biodiversity.
The presence and performance of traditional and professional
indigenous leaders from five continents in a global indigenous community,
the Karioka community, resulted in the adoption of some of the claims of the
Indigenous Peoples of the world, represented by the insertion in the Convention
on Biological Diversity of an article (article 8, paragraph “j”) that recognizes
the importance of the knowledge, practices and innovations of the Indigenous
Peoples for the conservation and preservation of planetary biodiversity,
2
The CBD was rectified by the Brazilian Government in 1994, through Legislative Decree nº 02 and
promulgated through Presidential Decree nº 2.519 of 1998. Currently, the CBD is regulated in the
Brazilian legislation through Provisional Measure 2186 of 2001.
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establishing for Member States of the Convention the duty to respect, preserve and maintain them.
Besides article 8 (j), article 15 of the Convention on Biological Diversity
establishes the need for sharing the benefits arising from access to genetic
resources and the subjection of access to the principle of prior informed consent,3
the concept that has been understood as consent on the part of the provider
of the genetic resources, granted in a free, prior and informed manner.
Article 15 of the CBD represented another advancement by putting
an end to the discussion regarding the sovereignty of each State over its genetic
resources. Until then, there was an international dispute in which some
countries defended that planetary reserves of high biological importance should
be considered, strategically, heritage of mankind. The Convention recognizes
the sovereign rights of each State over its genetic resources, where each signatory
Government has the responsibility to implement the CBD in its respective
national legislation. Consequently, articles 8 (j) and 15 depend on their internal
implementation in order to be effective.
The Council for the Administration and Management of Genetic
Heritage (CGEN),4 a collective body of a deliberative and normative nature,
instituted under the authority of the Ministry of the Environment by article
10 of Provisional Measure 2186 of 2001, is the forum for discussion on
implementation of the CBD in Brazil and on the revision of the current
Provisional Measure that regulates access to genetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge. Since its creation, CGEN has been discussing a bill to
replace Provisional Measure 2186 of 2001. The participation of Indigenous
Peoples as “permanent guests” in such discussions, which were initiated upon
request of Minister Marina Silva, has been scarce.
We are a megasociodiverse country, that is, rich in social diversity, a
feature which is intrinsically related to the fact that we are also megabiodiverse
(Brazil concentrates about 20% of global biodiversity) and, although the
Convention speaks about “ indigenous populations and local communities,”
3
The concept of prior informed consent, set out in article 15 of the CBD, was translated in the
current Provisional Measure 2186 of 2001 as “prior consent”, a more fragile concept and with little
accumulated discussion.
4
The CGEN is composed of representatives from governmental ministries, with the right to speak
and vote, and by representatives of Civil Society, representatives from research institutions, local
communities, Indigenous Peoples, quilombolas and non-governmental organisation with only the
right to speak.
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such expressions converge an enormous social diversity into a single concept:
when dealing with “local communities” we speak of rubber tappers, extractivists,
riverine peoples, seaside peoples, andirobeiras, fishers, coconut collectors and
an infinite sociodiversity that doesn’t permit this convergence under a single
concept, and when speaking of “indigenous populations” in Brazil, we are
referring to an universe of 230 peoples with their own cultures, languages,
social organizations and legal systems, as recognized by the Brazilian Federal
Constitution.
Thus, one of the critical points that should be emphasised in relation
to the building of a Brazilian policy on the protection of traditional knowledge
and of an international regime on access to genetic resources and benefit
sharing and the implementation of article 8 (j) itself, is the participation of
the peoples that allow Brazil to be a megabiodiverse country.
Brazil holds one of the richest and most important shares of the planet’s
biodiversity. In the Brazilian context, most of the large areas of biological
importance are located in indigenous lands. This is not by chance, because
these peoples have a special relationship with the ecosystems in which they
live. However, their leading role, as main actors in the discussion on the
protection of biodiversity, which should be emphasised and encouraged inside
the Brazilian government is not. In the international scenario, the Government
proclaims our cultural and biological diversity; however, there is little support
from Ministries toward an effective participation of the representatives of
Indigenous Peoples and Traditional Societies in events of the CBD, as well as in
the meetings of the working groups or the Conferences of the Parties, be it as part
of the Brazilian delegation, be it as indigenous or civil society organizations.
I was in Malaysia in 2004 to participate in the VII Conference of the
Parties of the CBD, in the capacity of Indigenous Organization and member
of the Brazilian delegation, supported by the Ministry of Environment, and I
had the opportunity to represent the Indigenous Peoples of the International
Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity – IIFB in the Conference of the Parties of
the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, but it is really very difficult to put into
practice this celebrated social leading role that the holders of traditional
knowledge should exercise within the CBD.
Unfortunately, the problems raised in the CGEN are often the result
of misinformation on the part of society and the Brazilian Government about
the legislation relating to indigenous societies, at the national and international
levels. Most of the governmental representatives that are CGEN council
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members don’t take into account the provisions of Convention 169 of the
ILO, which is today the main binding obligatory instrument of indigenous
rights, ratified by Brazil. Convention 169 resolves many of the discussions on
which the CGEN wastes time and
resources, such as: which criteria should I was asked at the CGEN
be used to define traditional knowledge? why we oppose research
Does the use of knowledge in publications
and other means of information made and development if
available outside traditional contexts research is above all? I
constitute an access? Can traditional
don’t have anything against
knowledge be dissociated from genetic
resources? Who is the owner of the right? research and development,
The perspective of the Indigenous
but many people have
Peoples is collective and not always
associated to economic interests, although been killed in the name of
they do exist, since, in a diversity of 230 development.
peoples there are indigenous peoples
interested in commercialising part of their traditional knowledge, or just the
product arising from such knowledge, not all of it. Then, maybe the creation
of a sui generis system of protection of traditional knowledge should take into
account the opinion of the peoples that make this knowledge special.
I was asked at the CGEN why we oppose research and development if
research is above all? I don’t have anything against research and development,
but many people have been killed in the name of development. The social
achievements resulting from the CBD, when recognising that we have
important knowledge on the protection of biodiversity, should not serve as an
excuse for new massacres. During a certain period they took our lives, later
our territories, and now they are expropriating our knowledge: they will
research our shamans, expropriating the knowledge taught by our wise persons,
which is the essence of our people, and will misuse them. The concept of
biopiracy arises from such action: it is the theft of life, if we consider that the
concept of traditional knowledge, according to the International Indigenous
Forum on Biodiversity – FIIB, is an essential element of our cultural identity,
and the shamans are really the most protected figures of a people.
Many issues would be resolved at the CGEN if there were respect for
the indigenous rights and traditional knowledge, as recognized in articles 231
and 232 of the Federal Constitution (the only ones that deal specifically with
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Indigenous Peoples) and in Convention 169 of the ILO. We waste an enormous
amount of time trying to explain that we are equal, but that we have differences,
and that such differences – which should not be understood as incapacity,
but as diversity – deserve special protection.
It is not that Indigenous Peoples want to be different, we are really
different and the law guarantees us a differentiated treatment. We don’t
have anything against research, the Letter of the Earth in 1992 said that; we
are worried about the protection of biodiversity because it also affects us. But
our way of being, of thinking, our knowledge and the way we disseminate
information should be respected; our internal rights should be respected in
the resolution of conflicts and should be contemplated by the legislation being
created, if it intends to be effective.
To conclude, I would like to propose the inclusion and participation
of Indigenous Peoples in all national and international fields of discussion
that concern traditional knowledge and the rights of Indigenous Peoples.
Article 22 of the CBD establishes that other existing treaties should
be respected and its recommendations have emphasised the need for an
interface between the CBD and the Wipo, especially in what concerns the
Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights – TRIPs. The CBD,
and internally the Provisional Measure, have reiterated the respect for
intellectual property rights and patents.
However, although Convention 169 of the ILO should also be respected
in the implementation of the CBD, as per its article 22, this has not occurred;
on the contrary, it has been suffering systematic violations within the CGEN.
In the rare opportunities in which representatives of Indigenous Peoples,
Quilombolas and Traditional Societies can make themselves present and
emphasise the need for a special legislation because we are different, the
council members question: “are you sure of that, did you understand well
what I am saying, we want to share benefits with you?”. Yes, but at what cost?
That was not discussed with our people. We want to discuss the issue according
to our perspectives and the rights we know are granted us under indigenous
legislation. When noticing the conviction of the representatives of holders of
traditional knowledge, some of them replied: “in fact, I think the status of
protection has not been revoked, who has to speak for the Indigenous Peoples
is Funai, you are not supposed to express yourself.”
Finally, we developed proposals such as the etho-areas, devised as
possible forms of establishing appropriate procedures of access and benefit
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sharing. But it is only possible to maintain a dialogue between Government
and Civil Society when the persons at the CGEN – the representatives of the
ministries that are entitled to vote, while we are only entitled to voice our
opinion – start treating us as equals, albeit different.
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Questions from the audience

Jeremias Xavante
My name is Jeremias, I belong to the Xavante ethnic group and I am
currently a counsellor of the tribe. Firstly I would like to ask a question to a
representative of CGEN present here. Why does CGEN act restrictively
regarding traditional knowledge? Those people have not yet realised that
traditional knowledge, mainly the knowledge of indigenous peoples, is as
important as the one that, in the name of progress, they are trying to introduce
in a disorganised way, as sustainable development? Up to now CGEN ignores
and continues ignoring the opinion of indigenous peoples, especially of the
Shamans, who could collaborate with the government in several alternative
solutions to the ecological problems of the country.
The second question is for anybody who will make it to COP-8 (I now
know what is that). What advantages and benefits is COP-8 going to bring,
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especially for indigenous peoples, bearing in mind that Eco-92 has not
succeeded in advancing many of the issues for the indigenous class? The
indigenous communities continue most of the times with low expectations
of sustainable development, while some other sectors of society boast about
the benefits reached by the government, usually in an improper way and
to the detriment of indigenous peoples. I am asking that because the reality
of the indigenous peoples gets worse every day, while participants from
the G8 group are going to that same meeting. What are they going to deliver
to Brazil?
Paul E. Little (ABA)
There have been many debates on traditional knowledge and the need
for its respect and protection in face of the progress of private, particularly
pharmaceutical and biotechnological companies. I think there is another
possible starting point, maybe utopian, which is the free flow of all types of
knowledge, by which we can start defeating the privatising point of view, the
patents framework, the intellectual property framework; the current capitalist
system.
This can be another flag to lead us in the battlefield. I do not know if
that would be too utopian and therefore we have to simply accept the
neoliberal world in which we live, where the best we can do is to protect
and respect knowledge, or alternatively we can use that other battle flag
and pursue a world where knowledge flows freely and there is no private
knowledge.
Eliane Moreira (Nupi-Cesupa)
The discussion in this panel made me think that, even if it is difficult
to admit, we are adopting the same model applied to intellectual property for
the protection of traditional knowledge. Even if we say that the right way is to
form another system of rights, we keep using the same categories and instruments
such as ownership, registration and other things that compose the complete arsenal of intellectual property. Unless we abandon this model and move towards
another form of thinking, it will be very difficult to compose another regulation,
or a truly viable regulation for the protection of these rights.
I would like to ask Terezinha: how does Embrapa see today the
possibility of protection of traditional knowledge which has already been made
available? How is the access to knowledge which is already published carried
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out? I am asking this since every time we start discussing this subject and
manage to move forward, it seems that the difficulties increase. Initially the
difficulty was related to knowledge found in books; now there is difficulty
when information is in the herbarium. As such, it seems that after each step
taken, there is a new obstacle which makes the solution ever more distant.
What is the position of the Ministry of Agriculture and above all of Embrapa
regarding traditional knowledge which is already available and indirectly
accessible? What is Embrapa’s proposal on that?
Regarding one of your statements, I would like to say that it is not a
waste of time to think about the regulation of the protection of this knowledge.
Enforcement does not exclude the need for regulation, especially since
enforcement can only take place on a legal basis. It is impossible to have
enforcement without a legal basis
I would like to reflect a bit on Jean’s speech. First, it is necessary to
accept that traditional knowledge is not only ancient knowledge, the one
produced by the first generations of a certain community, of a certain group of
peoples. It is traditional due to the way it is generated and every day there is
new traditional knowledge produced. I do not know the reality of the family
farmers in the South of the Brazil, but in the Northern region this is seen very
clearly. Every time you go to a new community you see that they have invented
a new matapi,5 a new way of using the matapi. These are innovations produced
on a daily basis but always in a traditional way.
I would like to refer to what you said on knowledge exchange. I think
that this is the main change of discourse that has to be done. When the
discourse is of validation or legitimisation of traditional knowledge, we are
faced with a vision of superimposition of one type of knowledge or one society
over another: scientific knowledge in relation to traditional knowledge. When
we start speaking of “exchange of knowledge”, then we will pass to another
level of discussion.
Just out of curiosity, I would like to know how many members of CGEN
are in the audience. I know that Kitty is here, but she is from the Executive
Secretary. Is there anybody here? Only one then. Congratulations for you
being here. I say this because they should all be here; after all they are the
ones implementing the CBD.

5
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Henry de Novion (ISA)
Only for the record: all representatives of CGEN were invited.
Manuel Fernandez Moura Tukano (Fiupam)
I come from the Amazonas state and belong to the Tukano people. I
would like to give my congratulations, the speeches were well to the point;
we are building Brazil, aren’t we? I would just like to ask when people in
Brazil, the people who hold knowledge, the jurists, will educate the farmers,
miners, wood extractors and others that destroy the mega-biodiversity. When
is it that they will educate those people, since they do need education. Also,
when is it that they will educate the National Congress, the Senate and the
representatives? I am asking that because now there are big wildfires in the
border strip between Brazil Colombia and Peru, in the states of Acre, Rondonia
and Amazonas. It has been fifteen days that no airplane can land in Colombia
because of the immense smokescreen covering the area. Due to these wildfires,
Brazil will stop being megadiverse. We are discussing here far from the Amazonas, where there isn’t anyone who could debate with the indigenous, with
the villagers of the indigenous communities. There are many projects for
animals, such as pig or cattle farming, for the protection of both animals and
the forests, but there is no type of project that could bring information to the
indigenous for them to have guaranties and safety, there are only lots of talking.
This is my vision, they defend us here, they defend us there, and eventually
we have no safety. We live exploiting one another.
Cristina (Kitty) Azevedo (DPG-MMA)
I work in the Ministry of Environment, in the Executive Secretariat of
CGEN; I am not a counsellor of CGEN, but I follow what happens in CGEN.
The words of Fernando as well as Fernanda’s and Terezinha’s clearly depict
the subjects being debated in CGEN and the size of the controversy regarding
the implementation of the Provisionary Measure in Brazil.
I also find interesting the issue that Paul raised regarding the free
flow, free sharing of knowledge. The CBD, which has brought up so many of
the issues discussed here today, is based on the following acknowledgment:
there is knowledge being appropriated, particularly by some companies or
institutions which are profiting from it, while those peoples and communities
that generate this knowledge and those countries protecting their biodiversity
do not gain anything. As such, it was decided that the following would be
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done: we are not going to prohibit them from appropriating the knowledge,
but we will say that those doing so will have to share the benefits gained from
this appropriation. However, we have fallen into a trap. Let’s see what is
happening today, not only in Brazil but in several other countries. There is
the issue of the need to share benefits, but the rules for that to happen are not
being implemented. In Brazil today, many companies and institutions that
access traditional knowledge say: “this traditional knowledge is diffuse, I don’t
know to whom it belongs, so how will I share the benefits? That traditional
knowledge is in the bibliography, so I don’t know how to share these benefits,
that traditional knowledge is in the database, so there is no way to share
benefits.” We cannot see happening what the CBD promised. We just see a
few exceptions. Paul’s argument, no matter how utopian it might be, once
again brings forward an issue that had been on the table at the time of discussions
on the CBD, an issue that needs to be re-evaluated today.
The issues for this table of discussion are: firstly, the CBD talks about
traditional knowledge related to the conservation of biodiversity. The
Provisionary Measure limits that. It talks of traditional knowledge associated
to genetic heritage and this is much more difficult to be defined. For the last
one and a half years, CGEN has been discussing what is traditional knowledge
associated to genetic patrimony and whenever we go to indigenous and
traditional communities to talk about that, everybody thinks that this is the
most absurd thing in the world, that this category does not exist.
Another question for Jean: the idea of registering traditional varieties
is so that family farmers can be entitled to access the insurance fund? If so, we
have to be careful. We have been talking about the fact that the registration
of traditional knowledge cannot be a determining factor for the granting of
rights, since those that cannot register will not be entitled to these rights. We
have been working on that in the whole world so that these registries are not
constitutive of rights. If the discussion you are having on the revision of the
seed law goes in that direction, I think you should be particularly careful.
I would like to ask Terezinha two things. First, whether in Sibragen,
now after the Provisionary Measure, the criteria for access by third parties to
the databases were established jointly with the traditional communities and
indigenous peoples, or whether Embrapa establishes those criteria alone?
Second: what do you think would be a reasonable rule for scientific research,
or do you think research should be exempted from any rule? This was not
clear for me.
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Answers from the Panel

Fernando Mathias (ISA)
I will briefly comment each one of the remarks, focusing more on the
issue brought up by Paul, on this perception of the free flow of knowledge,
perhaps less on the discussion over biodiversity and traditional knowledge but
in other fields of intellectual property, such as open source software, open
copyrights etc. There is a global tendency of growing concern with the free
circulation of knowledge. This is a reaction to the strengthening and rigidity
of the privatising intellectual property system. Apparently, this can collide
with the discourse of not only the indigenous movement but also of other civil
society organizations, in the sense that it is necessary to protect the intellectual
property rights on traditional knowledge, or the collective intellectual rights
of culturally distinct groups. The way it appears, it seems that these are two
tendencies proceeding in a colliding course.
To avoid this apparent antagonism, I propose a third focus, the focus
of the valorisation of diversity. On one hand, it is necessary to relativise the
instruments of intellectual property in the fields of copyright or software, in
order to provide a larger diversity of opinions and constructions on a certain
subject. In other words, it is necessary to open up and make the intellectual
property instruments more flexible in order to stimulate creativity and the
diversity of visions. On the other hand, transposing this rationale on the
valorisation of diversity, in order to acknowledge the diversity of cultural
groups and the diversity of their knowledge on the management of nature, it
is necessary to identify and recognize these groups as collective rightholders,
and their knowledge on the management of nature as cultural heritage. If we
choose as a guideline, the criterion of always valuing the greatest possible
diversity, be it of ideas, opinions, cultures or environments, these discourses
become complementary rather than antagonistic. As such, at the end of the
day, the preservation and valorisation – not necessarily in an economic sense
– of any type of diversity is sought.
Fernanda Kaingang (Inbrapi)
Jeremias, the biggest progress we will obtain at the 8th Conference of
the Parties will depend on the opportunity we have to influence the meetings
that precede the conference, because the Conference of the Parties of the
Convention takes place every two years. We are lucky that the next meeting
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will be in Brazil. If nothing else works, you will have the right to scream
outside, “I am a Xavante Indian, and my children are dying from hunger
while you discuss technological transfers, the appropriation and expropriation
of our knowledge.” If nothing else works out right, the world will be looking
at us and we will be able to denounce all the violations that are going on
here. But it will depend on our capacity to marshal our forces to intervene in
the discussions that take place in the previous meetings of the Conference;
the one that interests us will be in Granada, Spain, in February next year.
We needed to guarantee our participation in the previous meetings of
the working group on article 8(j) and on Access and Benefit Sharing, because
the discussions of the Conference of the Parties are based on the results of
these previous meetings of the working groups. Therefore, we need to be
qualified, informed of what is happening, to participate and to intervene,
with the collaboration of all those organizations, governmental or not, such as
ISA and other institutions that have objectives similar to ours, as for example
the Ministry of Environment. It is important to mention that the Ministry of
Environment is an exception inside the CGEN. The representatives of the
CGEN that support the claims of the Indigenous People, Quilombolas and
Traditional Societies are a minority, but the Ministry of Environment has
been one of those representatives.
Regarding the issue that Paul mentioned, it would be excellent if we
could do that; but what happens is that we are talking about 230 societies,
information passed on from one generation to another inside the same people,
and the dissemination of information among different Indigenous Peoples observe the specific peculiarities of each Indigenous People. Every Indigenous
People has its land, a tradition that should be respected so as not to run the
risk of violating the culture of these peoples. In the same way, to create
databases to say that some knowledge is registered violates the oral tradition
of the Indigenous People. Traditional knowledge is not stagnant, it is dynamic,
it is revitalised everyday. The concept of “Indian” of Brazilian society itself is
mistaken. There is no Indian prototype, you have Indigenous People with
different social and physical characteristics, with different periods of contact,
coming from different ecosystems, such as the Savannah, the Humid Tropical
Forest, that is the Amazon, the Atlantic Forest, the Southern Grasslands, the
Savannah of the Northeast and the Wetlands of the State of Mato Grosso.
We have to abandon the stance that divides and puts traditional
knowledge into small boxes when protecting the shamans’ knowledge through
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patents, the body painting of the Indigenous People as industrial design, the
name of the Indigenous People as marks, the rituals as a registration in the
book of celebrations and our lands and traditional waters under the form of
mankind’s natural heritage. This represents a segmented world, a square world,
while our knowledge is much more extensive, it includes many more values
that not always fit into a piece paper, a germplasm bank or a database. That is
what the symbol of Inbrapi wanted to express with the maracá, which is an
instrument of cure of the shamans, to say that that whole discussion is a far
cry from what we can contribute.
Regarding what Kitty mentioned about the possibility of competition
relating to benefit sharing, the CGEN also told us that they want to share the
benefits. Ailton Krenak questioned them on one occasion: “who said that you
can access my traditional knowledge? Who said that I want you to share the
benefits of an access to which I still have not consented? I do not even want
you to get there. After everything that has already been done and that has
been exploited, why should I trust you that the sharing will be fair and equitable
if we are not even able to influence the discussions?” Do you think that within
the Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity the discussion on access is clear, that
satisfactory criteria for access to traditional knowledge have been defined?
Proof that no such criteria have been defined is the fact that biopiracy is a
reality and nobody knows how to proceed because the CBD is an instrument
without teeth, it does not bite. Even if we had a very good national legislation,
once outside the national realm the situation is different, the sovereignty and
legislation of each country will be valid. And what if there they allow the
patenting of life forms? What will we do with a beautiful national legislation?
That has to be considered in the discussions on the international regime.
Terezinha Dias (Embrapa)
I will firstly answer Eliane. What I made clear – and you did also
when you formulated your question – was that there are diverse situations
and in reality diversity in biology and research is enormous. That is why on
the issue of publications I made a distinction between publications and
databases. Publications are public and if we set rules here in Brazil, these
rules will be applied here, for those accessing this knowledge here. If we
think of impeding or creating some rules for access to publications or for
development of research and processes based on information which is already
available in these publications, we would have to create temporal criteria,
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because of the information that has been generated in this country in the last
five centuries. There are several documents and reports containing information
on traditional knowledge which are already public, in our homes, in our drawers.
In terms of publications, there is no way of regulating or of coming up with some
kind of protection. Regarding databases, as I mentioned in regards to Sibragen,
this database has mechanisms to keep information undisclosed or not.
Kitty, you asked what would be the rules for scientific research.
Embrapa does not make the rules, we follow the rules and that is why we also
have difficulties in assimilating the results of the discussions taking place in
CGEN. If, for an event of this size, with people discussing important issues,
where all the counsellors of CGEN should be present to hear and discuss, we
have the participation of only one counsellor – the counsellor of Funai – you
cannot imagine how difficult it is to mobilise the technicians inside our
institutions to discuss this issue. We follow the rules, we do not set them.
Therefore, we will comply with what is decided on in relation to the accessibility
of the information found in the databases; but we want to participate in the
construction of this regulation. What I also stated is the great difficulty we
have to implement laws that could be created regarding materials which were
collected prior to the Provisionary Measure. To act retroactively, to go back
and try to recover information – from thirty years old Brazilian collections and
thirty years old surveys – creates difficulties. In the old collections it was not the
custom for researchers to write down some types of information which might have
been necessary to compose this registry. With regards to the database, we have
this type of difficulty also, although whatever is determined, constructed inside
CGEN and the Thematic Chambers, Embrapa will comply with. You also asked
me about the material collected from communities after the Provisionary
Measure. We do not make neither the information nor the materials collected
from these communities available; in this case we worked with three ethnic
groups: the Krahô, Kayabi and Yawalapiti. We have the prior informed consent
of these communities where we are developing our projects.
I will challenge our colleague Jean Mark, present in this panel. You
work in AS-PTA which is also an institute. The technicians of AS-PTA,
while doing fieldwork access the traditional systems and the forms of
cultivation, even if they make this information available only to those
communities, are also researchers; they are professionals, biologists doing
fieldwork and interacting with the communities. Embrapa today is very eclectic.
When one thinks of Embrapa, because of their work on improving varieties,
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many think that Embrapa only works with market criteria. However, there
are groups in Embrapa working with conservation, with cultivation for local
subsistence and also with agroforestry systems. If I go to the Krahô community
and I ask what are they planting next to the cassava and why they do that, I
am asking in order to make good use of this information, in order to act locally
by developing conservation strategies for the benefit of that specific community,
as the researchers of AS-PTA also do. They are therefore diverse situations
and due to that diversity we cannot have a different stance. We want to build
together and work together; Embrapa will do that complying with the law and
so will all the other institutions in Brazil; the law is there for everybody. Our
database, Sibragen, has the capacity to adapt to the rules; if the issue is to
keep information undisclosed, we have the capacity to do that and follow the
terms agreed upon.
Jean Marc von der Weid (AS-PTA)
I am going to exchange some ideas with you. We do not have a clear
definition; we are exploring and there are several possibilities. The most
interesting possibility, the one I consider more strategic, is what Paul
mentioned. It is to break up with the dictatorship of privatization of knowledge,
of access to information and its appropriation by capital. This is what we all
strategically try to do. Now, since in the short run the power balance is not in
our favour so as to do that, we have to think in mediations. You can create
some defensive measures, which would allow you to at least minimise or hinder
the appropriation of what is the accumulation and social use of knowledge by
third parties. This is what we are coming across.
Whether to have or not to have a list of registered traditional varieties
is a very complicated issue; we did not start working with this issue because
we like the idea. As part of our regular work with farmers’ organizations, we
are creating the so called “registry” in the sense of having a catalogue to
recover local varieties. There are a series of characteristics that the farmers
point our as important because they are used among them. These registries
circulate along with the genetic material, in seeds’ markets – such as the
ones we have promoted in the Center-south of Paraná – which nowadays are
found in each municipality, in each community, in each area. It is an abundant
circulation of material. And along with the genetic material, information
circulates among the farmers, in a more or less structured manner. You cannot
only look at a seed to say that you did not like it; you need a series of information
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in order to notice, perhaps, that in the
place where you live it does or does not
Federation of Agriculture
make sense.
In order to solve the problem set
Workers (Fetagri), an
by the Brazilian legislation – something
umbrella-organization of
that we will probably not manage to do
at least until the next harvest – we have
the cooperatives of Rio
to reach an agreement regarding
Grande do Sul, calls the
agricultural zoning and the registration
of cultivars, since otherwise there is no
“Maradona” [illegal
insurance coverage for the next harvest.
transgenic soy] seeds
This large number of people planting
traditional. Fetagri publishes traditional seeds that had access to
a claim for the government Pronaf may start thinking that in order
to have access to Pronaf they will have
to assist the needs of
to stop planting traditional seeds. That
is a blow which can be fatal for what
farmers to plant their
we have been doing for the last fifteen
“traditional transgenic
years. That is why we are trying to find
a short term solution, to reach any
seeds”! The concepts
agreement, to create an exception for
“local” and “traditional”
traditional and local varieties. This is
are already becoming a
hindered by the technical problem of
who defines a variety as traditional or
way of camouflaging the
creole. The farmers say that it is
most perverse system of
traditional, but somebody has to have a
role of public recognition of that
penetration of scientific
identity. In Rio Grande do Sul, the
and privatised knowledge
Federation of Agriculture Workers
(Fetagri), an umbrella-organization of
of industries, with all the
the cooperatives of Rio Grande do Sul,
risks that this implies.
calls the “Maradona” [illegal transgenic
soy] seeds traditional. Fetagri publishes a claim for the government to assist
the needs of farmers to plant their “traditional transgenic seeds”! The concepts
“local” and “traditional” are already becoming a way of camouflaging the
most perverse system of penetration of scientific and privatised knowledge of
industries, with all the risks that this implies.

In Rio Grande do Sul, the
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I will make a parenthesis here to say that we cannot stop worrying
about the Protocol of Cartagena when discussing the CBD because we could
be discussing something with absolutely no future. We discuss farmers’ rights,
the rights of traditional peoples and we are before the deadly steamroller of
genetic engineering companies, which can simply eliminate this discussion in
the next 15 to 20 years through widespread contamination.
Questions from the audience

Álvaro Tukano (Ainbal/Foirn)
I am from Rio Negro, São Gabriel da Cachoeira. My first question
goes to Terezinha. For us, the kumu is a wiseman and knows how to cure
diseases; he teaches our children how ethics should be according to our
definition. He is a respected person, just as you are. There is another one
called yai, who is the shaman. He dreams, has visions, goes there, negotiates
with the spirits and takes away the
disease; this is a real spiritual work. I was happy yesterday when
Therefore, if you have these roles in our I saw the drum of our relative
society you are a respected person and
Robert that comes from an
your community recognizes you. Lately
though some researchers have shown indigenous organization of
up between us who did not speak to
Peru. I was happy because
the right people and thereafter comes
a distortion of information. Today we the drum that he was playing
are also encountering this problem.
does not exist anymore in
I don’t know who is more
appropriate to take care of our Rio Negro, but it exists within
interests in the COP; whether it is his people, therefore I
Funai, Funasa, Embrapa, or Inpa. We
have always felt divided. Scientists do understood that he is my
not show respect to the indigenous relative. It was a great
populations. They speak to a boy and
discovery, or it was not even
then already write a book, do masters,
a doctorate thesis and this becomes a discovery since previously
public and is scattered around. How we were a part of the same
can we collect that back? I was happy
yesterday when I saw the drum of our peoples.
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relative Robert that comes from an indigenous organization of Peru. I was
happy because the drum that he was playing does not exist anymore in Rio
Negro, but it exists within his people, therefore I understood that he is my
relative. It was a great discovery, or it was not even a discovery since previously
we were a part of the same peoples.What I want to say to Terezinha is the
following: did you carry out your research with the help of a shaman or one of
these wisemen? Does Embrapa work with the Shamans or simply with some
leaders here and there?
Now for Jean; we were also like you, when we did not have this issue
of the patent law to worry about. For instance, now it is August [sic], in my
region it is the time of Cucura; we collect and offer them to other communities,
so that our children will be able to get married. For us, women and men are
very important to our society and for our development. So we perform these
Dabucuri, which is the exchange of offerings. I see your work as this. I think a
lot of people come here to Brazil to promote a Dabucuri. But these are thieves
of our seeds; they come here dressed as priests or pastors, they steal our seeds and
then they leave, and later cause these enormous damages. It is only after we have
been robed that we wake up. We should be cautious from now on so that this is
not repeated. When we perform Dabucuri, it is not for us to be prepared for
the COP; we perform that in order to maintain our traditions. I think this
should be respected by the indigenous populations primarily and additionally
this lesson should be comprehended by the non indigenous society too.
For Fernanda, my congratulations; I think you are a girl, a child, but
you have the thoughts of an elder, you have a capacity which is ancient. In
that sense we respect you and we also respect ISA and all the allies we can
have. What I want to tell you Fernanda, is the following: is it possible for you
to call other lawyers from other countries, who think like you, in order to
have an international meeting exclusively of indigenous lawyers committed
to these issues? And later try to, within the committee created in Curitiba, to
disseminate the information to the indigenous populations and sit down and
talk with the Minister Marina Silva before the COP in Curitiba? Marina Silva
might be a sick person,6 but she has our respect, she has a strong spirit; we can
help in our way so that they really get to the point of giving a concrete answer
to indigenous populations. This woman is in need of our support at this moment.
If not, the Brazilian society, Brazilian and foreign scientists will collect the
6
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rest of the indigenous knowledge that we can loose and then who will respect
us? Nobody!
Edna Marajoara (Cemem)
This question is for you, Terezinha. As soon as you spoke about biopiracy
I got scared, because without enforcement the researchers will continue with
their research without access permits, without contracts and we are hanging
from a thread, we are badly set. In practice we fight against biopiracy and
against the appropriation of our traditional knowledge by companies; and not
only of the traditional knowledge but also our intellectual property as is the
case of the Priprioca of the Marajó mangrove which is registered by a perfume
company, supposedly protector of the Amazon region. Therefore, when you
tell me that they will continue to do this due to the lack of enforcement, it is
as if saying “if you do not arrest me, I will steal”; I don’t think it should be like
that, do you?
Jean, I was satisfied hearing your talk on agroecology. Last month I
was here in Brasilia for a national seminar on family agriculture. When they
were talking about sustainable rural development I pointed out that all the
policies presented in that session were agricultural policies. I strongly
questioned the lack of forest related policies, mainly the ones directed to
extractivism. Therefore, I ask you: what policies are used for communities
which have an abundance of natural resources but no technology; what public
policies can we use for forests if we do not have anything related to that? In
the South the situation is different. We are being invaded.
André Baniwa (Foirn/Oibi)
We can call human science, Baniwa science, the science of each
people. I do not see a problem when science is developed by each people for
themselves. The problem is and
our claims are related to the When you talk about these things
science which is developed on already published, I have doubts
top of another science. That is
the problem we have become when you say that it is public
conscious of. As indigenous because there are many public
peoples, we have originary rights.
things that are also subject to lots
When you talk about these things
already published, I have doubts of rules.
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when you say that it is public because there are many public things that are
also subject to lots of rules. When you talk about negotiation, what do you
mean by that? This concerns me in the sense that, if it is a negotiation, we
have to look into the past, to see what happened. How much knowledge was
used, who benefited from this and who facilitated it? That person that facilitated
the access to that knowledge in the past should pay for it. And from there
onwards, we can establish new rules.
I see from a distance this issue of CGEN, the Ministry of Science and
Technology, and the Ministry of Agriculture, which to me are opposed to our
rights. They are contrary to them. And it sounds strange to me when you say
that Embrapa does not make rules. I did not understand that, since, from the
moment that you question our rights, you are setting your rules as well.
João Mario Veríssimo Santié Tapuya (Funai)
I represent the Caatinga biome and its indigenous peoples, who have
been practically extinct, though the Tapuya people still remain along with
their language. My question is particularly for Dr. Terezinha Dias. Italy made
a project last year with Brazil. An agreement with a considerable amount of
money: US$ 60 million.
I brought seven samples from our biodiversity, samples of a palm tree
from indigenous land to take to the University of Brasilia so that we could
study the management of that native palm tree of our indigenous brothers. I
mention this for you to see how easy it is to transport the products of our
biodiversity. Returning to the question specifically for Terezinha: what did
Italy promote inside our indigenous communities? Because from what I know
the extractivist reserve of Iracema da Sumbá in Acre did not progress. The
indigenous park of Minas Gerais did not progress either. I am asking Dr.
Terezinha to answer our researchers, our Brazilian scientists, why is it so easy
for non Brazilian scientists to enter our territories and steal and nobody says
anything? Now let us see if one of us Brazilians here can do that, try to ask
Funai to do that. I am an employee of Funai since 1970; try one of you to go
and ask permission to enter the Kamaiurá reserve to carry out research on
medicinal plants of Cabaura, and you will see if Funai will authorise it. Now a
gringo comes here, from I don’t know where, to do research, to plant coca cola
in the Amazon region and he will receives authorization on the spot. And
Funai gets to the point of authorising projects even for Coca Cola. We the
Brazilian have to say enough, enough!
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Marcello Broggio (Program Brazil-Italy, Italian Ministry of
External Relations)
I would like to make a double statement related to Fernando’s
comment regarding the issue of traditional knowledge associated to
agricultural varieties cultivated by indigenous peoples and local communities.
I can only speak from my experience and conviction and I am totally convinced
that among the traditional varieties domesticated and cultivated by the
indigenous there are many types of traditional knowledge which fit exactly in
the thematic of this symposium. What I am not convinced with is regarding
the issue of uniqueness; in other words, can the varieties of a culture in a
country be considered unique, in the sense that they contain a percentage of
a general germplasm which has been circulating between countries or inside
each country for thousands of years? Then how to track down the genomes,
the genes, in order to identify a variety as unique and to identify the sole
holder of this variety? This is a practically impossible task and this is what
made the negotiators of the CBD separate the genetic resources for food and
agriculture in another forum, the forum of FAO, which precisely established
this multilateral system. In the field of agricultural biodiversity it is practically
impossible to identify unique plants and individual traditional knowledge at
the community level.
Fernando Schiavini (Funai)
I will try to contribute with my practical experience regarding this 10
year-old project which we started in 1994 with Embrapa with the Krahô people.
At that time, the Provisionary Measure still did not exist and the body granting
authorization was Funai. But there was already Marina Silva’s bill going through
the legal procedures in Congress and we called upon her advice. We also
called upon people who had experience on that issue in other countries and
what they told us was really correct, something that we were already verifying.
It is practically impossible to agree on legislation on collective rights, on diffuse
rights and this is what we have seen during these ten years. I am not sure
when the discussion regarding diffuse rights began in Congress, but I know it
was before 94, if I am not mistaken in 93, and now we are waiting for its
conclusion, why not, we are creative people, that is a characteristic of the
human being. I am a quite practical person, as chief of a station, as
practical as indigenous are, since they don’t have a lot of time for
brainstorming and discussing the concepts like we do. They need to go
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after their food everyday. They are usually hunters, collectors and that is why
they need to be practical.
There are two things that I learned in this ten year period working
with the issue of genetic resources. Firstly: the issue of genetic resources for
food and agriculture is completely different from that of genetic resources for
medicines. The communities deal with it in completely different ways. Free
access is one thing, especially since nobody can prevent anyone from entering
the field of the other to take a seed and plant it. It is a free access and that
was really obvious when we began that work with Embrapa. So they initially
made the seeds available, thinking they were for medicines, but when they
realised they were for food and agriculture they said it was fine; they got the
seeds and gave them to us immediately. Therefore, I think that in practice,
the ones working directly with that issue (CGEN etc.) should really separate
these two things, since it will facilitate the access of indigenous communities
to the exchange of genetic material, from which they will benefit. I believe
that the Krahô present here has benefited from that exchange. They are much
better today than ten years ago when this work began. They recovered various
materials, they have access to modified materials, better adapted, that
improved their lives.
Another issue that was very clear: this classification of knowledge as
traditional does not exist in indigenous communities; what exists is territoriality.
That was very clear when we started working with the issue of medicines
with Unifesp. This story of traditional knowledge does not exist inside the
communities; internally, it is only now that they are having this discussion.
When the time came to decide this story, the Canela, Krikati, Timbira, Jê –
everyone entitled, there was a decision based on territoriality; “in here it is
ours” and the others did not complain. This issue of territoriality is very
respected by indigenous peoples. Whoever founded a community is the owner
of the territory. It is a very practical and concrete philosophy: if the plant
comes from here, it belongs to everybody living here. Of course the concept
of territoriality sometimes varies among peoples, it might be related to a
community or a wider demarcated territory. However, what was very clear
for me was the practical issue of territoriality and not of traditional
knowledge – where did it come from, who invented it, was it somebody
from my tribe or from another; that is very diffuse, it is totally abstract for
them, also because it involves things which are given by spirits, that come
from other places.
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Lisio Terena (Indigenous Parliament of Pantanal)
In our community, whenever we discuss something so important for
us, we tend to seek guidance from outside, somebody to advise us on what we
can say and sometimes we seek that guidance in order to explain what we
feel. At times, I find it difficult to contain my indignation and I recall here
what Álvaro, Jeremias, Santié said, and I make their words my indignation
due to all this that is said and discussed. I would like to contribute to the
debate, saying that when we hear of a law, we think that it is to privatise, to
appropriate things and take a bit from the indigenous. When law 6.001 was
created, originally made to protect the indigenous, there was a speech of
taking care of the indigenous, when it was in fact created to destroy the
indigenous, to take away their knowledge. And this law which is being created
now is the same thing or worse for us. The issue is not only to give something
away to our country, Brazil; the issue is to amplify this and give it to
international banks. It is practically to make all our knowledge available to
international banks which have practically been responsible for all the
destruction.
Therefore, this moment for us is very unique, very serious; there is
nothing left for us apart form our knowledge, which is, lets say, secret
knowledge, our own. The Brazilian State was really methodical in destroying
everything including our natural wealth, our forests, our rivers, our animals.
What was left of us is the knowledge that is inside us. As one of our leaders
said, it is a knowledge which is inside the heart, it is something intimate
belonging to us. And a law that the state wants to make available to all of
society is a very big risk for us, a very big concern. Therefore, we need to use all
the knowledge and resources we have, to seek the know-how to oppose this.
Fernanda, I would like to bring into the discussion the issue of
autonomy of indigenous peoples, something that people hardly discuss. Usually
people discuss who gains and who loses with this. Let’s consider the two
questions. Who gains? If we render the autonomy of our peoples sacred, the
indigenous will gain. If we do not render the autonomy of our peoples sacred,
the indigenous will lose, Brazil will lose, everybody will lose, because we will
destroy all our wealth. We will destroy all our knowledge which is inside our
hearts, which is sacred and which we need to understand how important it is
for us.
I am happy Dr. Terezinha that you are here since you work for the
State, because we always hear from our State the discourse of caring for us. It
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is a beautiful discourse “oh, look how the state is worried”, but it is pure
heresy, it is a lie; it is taking care more or less in the sense of appropriating.
But I think we are going to win, if by any chance the indigenous manage to
get the know-how to maintain their autonomy. Because the indigenous need
to have autonomy and the State has been, for years and years, as Fernanda
said here, destroying the autonomy of the peoples, attacking first their freedom
and now their traditional knowledge. I think that if we manage to put forward
this fundamental point in the discussion, the point of autonomy, we will
overcome things and I think we will build a Brazil worthy of us all.
Fábio Bandeira (UEFS-BA)
I would like to discuss further a point mentioned here by several
indigenous representatives and some other friends from governmental
institutions and I would like Teresinha to try to answer it, which is the issue
of controlling scientific research in Brazil. A control not in the sense of
establishing rules or obstacles to scientific research, but in the sense of having
research carried out ethically in this country, qualified and mindful of the
social implications of its results. I think the discussion has several angles and
today in Brazil we have a diversity of legal frameworks which are meant to
regulate these scientific activities, but unfortunately, until now these different
legal frameworks and the institutions that elaborate them do not communicate
among themselves. For example, Brazil has gradually sought to consolidate a
national system of ethics in research inside the Ministry of Health, in the
Council of Ethics in Research and in about 400 ethics committees spread
around Brazil, with more than six thousand people working in the ethical
evaluation of research projects in an independent and autonomous way,
including representatives of civil society. On the other hand, there is CGEN
trying to regulate the access to traditional knowledge and research involving
genetic heritage and other more specific issues. Let us say that these are the
two big blocks.
The problem is that if from one side we have made progress, or at least
sought to make progress in terms of legislation, from the other we have a huge
resistance from the scientific community to discuss these issues – they are not
agreeing to discuss them – or even to actually accept that social control over
research is necessary. And there we have a diversity among us of the academia, within which there is a minority who considers it fundamental that we
truly consolidate social control over research, for everything that was brought
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up here already and for everything that has happened in the past. At a certain
point we thought that this control should only be applied in experimental
research which involves testing of medicines, drugs etc. But today the discussion
has advanced, not only in Brazil but at the global level with the progress of
bioethics, to the point that control is considered necessary in any area of
knowledge involving a relationship
between a subject of research and the ... it seems to me that as
researcher. There, it seems to me that scientific community, we
as scientific community, we lack a
lack a critical reflection on
critical reflection on the social impact
of research. This has a lot to do with the social impact of research.
the neoliberal reform of the university
This has a lot to do with the
system. Universities today talk about
the commercialisation of traditional neoliberal reform of the
knowledge, while scientific knowledge university system. Universities
has been in this commercialisation
process in a much faster rhythm for a today talk about the
long time now. The Brazilian commercialisation of
university has been trying to adapt to
traditional knowledge, while
this process in a relation between
science and capital, in which we scientific knowledge has
have been emphasising the
been in this
commercialisation of this knowledge.
Brazilian universities have been commercialisation process in
going through reforms in this sense, a much faster rhythm for a
as can be seen by the evaluation
criteria of productivity, quantity of long time now. The Brazilian
time and other similar things that university has been trying to
make us think of doing science
adapt to this process in a
without reflecting on the impacts
of that science which we are relation between science
carrying out. I would like us to
and capital...
reflect more on this and in that
sense even leave this forum with a
proposal that we will rethink a way of articulating these legal frameworks
and these institutions, which currently seek to achieve social control over
scientific research in Brazil.
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Rodolfo Antonio Funes (Fiupam)
Everybody is afraid of questioning the origin of knowledge but I think
it is very easy, in some cases. Knowledge which is more ancient is
unquestionable, but if the Japanese apologised to the Chinese for the people
they killed, why can’t a laboratory pay back for the right to have used that
knowledge now? I think it is a legitimate right, easy to locate, it is public and
therefore it is a form of us proceeding. Yet, I get very worried when I see that
for us to distribute benefits, whatever benefit there is to distribute, we will
create a fund; we have the experience of pension funds. Even worse, they are
funds which are democratically administered. This is worse because we favour
the economic power. We have to be very careful on how and where this fund
will be set up and how the benefits are going to be collected.
Vincenzo Lauriola (Inpa–RR)
I have a few questions for Fernanda, perhaps because in her
presentation she touched a point that I find particularly interesting. She said
that many times, the head of the legal system does not contemplate the various
forms of appropriation and use of the indigenous people’ resources. It only
thinks of public and private, while it cannot see, understand and not even
communicate with the sphere of the collective, which is neither public nor
private and that represents the basis of traditional governance systems of
indigenous peoples. It is in this sense that I would like to make a consideration;
we are here talking about the crossroads of modernity, after all we are all
trapped in this modernity trap, maybe more than we understand, and as such,
I have the impression that in our modern legal system, imprisoned between
private and public, the public increasingly has less value. The public practically
does not have any value, so perhaps that is a reason behind all this fear of
placing knowledge and other things in the public domain. The only way to
have value in this system is through the private side, and the private side
values more when less people own; the less and more restricted access is, the
higher its value. On the other hand, in the traditional sphere of the collective,
the more something is shared, the more it is valued. There is even an element
of pride in sharing your knowledge, your traditions. In this context, I would
like you to confirm what I heard from an indigenous shaman from the Amazon
region. According to him, 80% of the knowledge of his peoples could be easily
shared, it could be easily given away to the public domain or through another
extensive form of sharing, while perhaps to the remaining 20% they would pay
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more attention because there could be some possible interest in benefit sharing.
I would like you to comment on that.
Another issue: you mentioned various international instruments of
indigenous rights. What is the relation with the regime introduced by the
CBD? As far as this transfer from a regime of mankind’s heritage on genetic
resources and knowledge to the control of the states is concerned, do you
think that the indigenous peoples, with their diversity in comparison to the
state systems, won or lost?
Replies of the panel

Terezinha Dias (Embrapa)
I would like to clarify some things for Edna. In no way did I say in my
talk that we are not going to respect traditional knowledge or the rights of
the communities and that there is no perspective of sharing the benefits with
the communities. What I said was that in the case of publications which are
already in libraries, or in the case of traditional knowledge which is already
circulating the world, it is very difficult to go after them, to track them down
or to receive some financial compensation related to publications. On the
issue of prior consent for the development of research with future contracts,
when there is a product, all of this is unquestionable. Embrapa is complying
well with the legal issue; the first application submitted to CGEN was for our
project with the Krahô, and later on we submitted other processes of
collaboration with the Kayabi and Yawalapiti peoples. We are trying to adapt
to the regulations of the Council and we will continue doing so. Our collections
are already regulated and registered. When I said that Embrapa is not the
body regulating this issue of access, I meant that we, in Embrapa, are not the
ones setting the rules. Particularly, as an institution, whatever has to be fulfilled
regarding the rules of access to traditional knowledge and associated genetic
material, we are going to do our best to be inside the law; we have to be inside
the law as a public institution. What I would like you all to reflect on is that
when I am asking a Krahô farmer what is he planting next to the corn, I, as a
researcher of Embrapa, have to be in line with the regulations of CGEN. The
institutions of the third sector, the non governmental organizations (and here
I provoked our friend from AS-PTA), which are working with indigenous and
traditional communities, accessing traditional knowledge, have to be in line
with the regulations also; this is a rule that should be applied to everybody.
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The route towards complying with the regulations has difficulties, but they
can be overcome, so that we got the approval to work with the Krahô, Kaiabi
and Yawalapiti peoples and we also managed to regularise our germplasm
collections. Edna, in no way did I say that everything is public and everything
can be appropriated. I am talking about articles which are already circulating
in the scientific circle, about books, about things on which there is no way of
introducing a regulation.
Edna Marajoara (Cemem)
You said that scientists would keep on doing research because there
is no enforcement…
Terezinha Dias (Embrapa)
I said that the risk is very high. There will be many scientists in Brazil
– I am not talking about the institution where I work because we have to be
inside the law and we are concerned with that – to think that following the
path of the regulation is very difficult, that they were already collecting and
will keep doing so. That is where the enforcement system has to work; it has
to be able to get the people that do not want to comply with the law.
Edna Marajoara
When you make such a statement, we have doubts about the researches,
we will always think that we are going to be fooled.
Terezinha Dias (Embrapa)
Even if there is a very good regulatory system, there are going to be
cases – and this has to do with ethics – of people with bad intentions who will
follow the wrong path and do bad things; nobody carries an ethics’ certificate
on their face. In the same way, there are people who appropriate knowledge,
camouflage it and take it to another country to negotiate on it, even if there is
a very good regulation here in Brazil. In this case, we have to have an enforcement
mechanism to control and punish the ones acting outside the law.
For Santié I would like to explain (I was expecting Marcello Broggio
to respond to you as the coordinator of the program Brazil-Italy7) that when
we were authorised by CGEN to work on conservation of cultures, to discuss
7
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with the community the aspects of the conservation process, multiplying
traditional material and make it available to the communities, it was necessary
to raise resources to work. Embrapa has financial difficulties to develop its
projects. Our research project with the Krahô people has a budget between
R$10.000 to R$30.000 a year. Now, for example, the researchers of Embrapa
cannot travel, our travel budget has finished, it is no longer an issue of
resources. I need to go to the Krahô people and I cannot go. Therefore, we
have to find resources to comply with our obligations in the project, as we did
in this case through the Brazil-Italy program. In the Brazil-Italy program, the
majority of the resources was negotiated through projects of local research
and development in the settlements of the MST (Landless Peasant Movement).
For the Krahô project we guaranteed a R$70.000 grant per year, which will
start being released next year. This collaboration does not involve the delivery
of indigenous material and knowledge to Italy, neither taking any material
abroad. We would not have the conditions to accept that anyway, and it was
not even in the proposal of the project Brazil-Italy. The material we are
collecting from the Krahô people is available neither for genetic improvement
inside Brazil nor can I use a seed for cross-hybridisation and then throw a new
plant hybrid in the market. We are collecting to preserve. We have a group in
Embrapa which is really new and works on in situ conservation of cultures.
Here in Brasília, at the end of Asa Norte, there is a germplasm bank. For the
last 30 years they have been collecting and keeping material here and in
other research units of Embrapa, which are 40 in total in Brazil. There is a
new trend of thinking in plant conservation which claims that it is not enough
to take the seed and store it in the cold-room, even if this is a standard
procedure, and that the seed conserved only in this way loses the hand, the
eye and the care of the breeder.
I would like to talk about what Fabio Bandeira said on the control
over research. I have been in Embrapa for 18 years; in my opinion, many of the
issues regarding ethics in research should have been more thoroughly discussed
inside the institution. For example, the issue of breeding in order to produce
plants whose seeds do not germinate; I, who work with genetic resources and
conservation, find it absurd. I would not like to work in a research project
with that aim, because being publicly funded we should evaluate and select
with certain criteria the cases and the research projects that benefit directly
the private sector, under a view to a broader benefit of the nation. I know
that there are cases where this evaluation did not take place, but we are
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currently carrying out a wider and more ethical discussion in that sense. For
example, in the case of the release of the soy variety adapted to the conditions
of the Cerrado (savannah type ecosystem), there wasn’t a broad national
discussion on the environmental aspects of this monoculture. This discussion
was not part of the process that planned the research. Therefore, it is definitely
necessary to discuss the ethical dimension, and the environmental and social
commitment. On the other hand, many research projects were socially and
environmentally extremely important, and as such were adopted by family
agriculture. Today, there are varieties being developed in partnership with
farmers in settlements oriented towards participative breeding. I find it
important to have more incentives for discussions on ethics in the planning of
research projects in institutes. Generally, scientists do not receive many incentives or opportunities to discuss these issues. This should be further
stimulated in order to avoid mistakes and to bring this country into a
development course more appropriate to local conditions. Today, as a researcher,
when I go to the Krahô area and see the expansion of the monoculture well
inside the limits of the indigenous areas, I get shocked. People ask me: “are
you against transgenics?” I am against monoculture. Therefore, we need to
access traditional knowledge seeking to develop agricultural systems more
diversified and adapted to local conditions. We, as well as other institutions,
are in a constant process of learning and correcting our course.
Replying to Alvaro Tukano who asked if Embrapa works with traditional
leaders or shamans: the ethnobiology group we have in Embrapa made an
effort using funding from the program Fome Zero (Zero Hunger) at the end of
last year, to bring together the staffs of Embrapa working with indigenous
peoples. Staffs from Roraima and Alagoas, among others, came to that meeting.
We wanted to know and discuss the legal aspects of access to genetic heritage
with these technicians that were, at that moment, becoming aware of the
standard procedures that they would have to follow. No project of Embrapa
was identified, at least of the technicians that were invited (twelve of them
participated), as accessing traditional knowledge on indigenous medicine.
For example, regarding the Krahô people, I do not discuss with the Shaman;
we talk to the traditional political leaders and with the traditional farmers.
Our approach is to discover, through our research, what is the traditional
logic for circulating genetic material inside the indigenous community. Why
do we have to have this logic? Because, when we are reintroducing traditional
seeds, we cannot break the traditional logic; my actions inside an indigenous
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area have to reinforce traditional practices and we need to study to know
how that community works. Therefore, through the program Brazil-Italy, despite
the fact that the resources are limited for the indigenous part of the work, we
are seeking to guarantee that we can carry out the project agreed with the
indigenous peoples and with what we presented in CGEN.
I wish we had the opportunity to let the traditional leaders and the
indigenous communities know the Brazilian system of conservation of seeds
and also to show them some things such as the herbarium and the exsiccates,
among other things. On the other hand, we need to be inside the community
in order to understand the logic of traditional knowledge. I wish there was a
moment of interaction; that would be good for everybody.
Here in Brasília, Embrapa has five research centres but an indigenous
leader has never visited these units, apart from the Krahô. We insist on having
a moment when these leaders can see what we are doing; have a moment to
visit these research centres and realise how we preserve the seeds. I have
already spoken to my superior about this possibility and he said that there is
no problem in organising this visit.
We have many possibilities of interaction with AS-PTA as well; we
need to collaborate in the sense that materials that Embrapa has been
collecting during years of work need to be made available to indigenous and
traditional communities. This is not in order to multiply tons and tons of
seeds. The corn project that we are working on with the Krahô was to fulfil
their demand dating back to 1995; that corn was collected in the Xavante
indigenous area in the 70s. This material is preserved in Embrapa. The Xavante
community where Embrapa collected that material in the 70s lost that corn,
so they went to Embrapa to ask for that variety back. With the support of a
person working with indigenous people in Funai, the Xavante people wrote a
letter to the president of Embrapa requesting their seeds. The multiplication
of the seeds took place in the Embrapa Station for Corn and Sorghum and
each Xavante community received one to two kilos of their traditional corn
varieties. These seeds were distributed to all the Xavante communities. This
service of returning the traditional material to the communities who asked
for is really good; it has a strong social significance and has to do with ethics
in research. On the other hand, this is important for the communities that
really want it, since if I give out two kilos of traditional seeds and I do not
have an agreement with the traditional leaders, the community could end up
losing this material again. We want an effort of conservation of seeds in the
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hands of the farmer himself. That effort begins with the distribution of these
seeds to the communities.
João Mario Veríssimo Santié Tapuya (Funai)
I would like to ask the scientists present here, since I do not have the
information and I would like an exact answer in relation to the seeds of the
pumpkin that you are registering; I am asking, why we see it in the supermarket
as “Japanese pumpkin” if it is ours? There is even a type which has a green
peel that we call grocojó in our dialect. I have the impression that there are a
lot of seeds stored in Cenargen, and it is important to inform society regarding
your preoccupation in relation to protecting these seeds, because there are a
lot of seeds leaving the country by post. I saw Brazilian seeds abroad in New
Mexico; indigenous corn from Brazil. Therefore, this is my concern. Terezinha,
do you have a legal instrument for everything, for a true monitoring in your
organization, in Cenargen, in relation to the control of rules of genetic material?
Terezinha Dias (Embrapa)
After our work with the Krahô became known, we began to receive
requests for indigenous corn, but we are not giving out this material for anyone,
not even for family farming. On the pumpkin, I do not have a lot of information
on that. We have in Embrapa-Vegetables in Brasília a very big collection of
pumpkins. To have an idea, we have more than 600 types of sweet potato
conserved. We need to discuss with leaders and organizations a way of
distributing these seeds in small quantities, make a nice project of conservation,
reintroducing this material into the communities. It is very important to enrich
our national agrobiodiversity. When Aniceto, the chief of the Xavante people,
arrived in my office and said: “I know that you were in our village and we
gave you our corn and that is not a problem; we are not upset with you for
having made that corn available to our relatives; though, when I say to my
grandson that we have black corn and striped corn and he asks me where is
it, I feel like a liar”. These plants are disappearing and we have to create
partnerships in order to prevent that, as for example with AS-PTA. We are
collecting plants for conservation which are in this situation; plants of our
food culture which are disappearing. For example, Cupá is a plant which is in
a process of intermediary domestication by indigenous communities in the
Amazon region; it is a plant which is not being used, nobody is cultivating it,
nobody is eating it, food habits are being standardised, we are becoming very
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similar. Many indigenous in the communities want pasta; many people eat
regularly pasta and rice. So what about our pumpkin varieties, our sweet potato
varieties, who is going to guarantee their conservation? How are we going to
discuss and stimulate the youth to have a richer diet as their ancestors did? It
is a course that we can build together in order to correct the ethical issues
related to agrobiodiversity. Embrapa is open to collaborate with other
institutions in this course.
Jean Marc von der Weid (AS-PTA)
Good part of the questions were contributions, and an equally good
part of the questions were for Terezinha, therefore I have only a few things to
comment on. I will mention an issue for discussion based on an example given
by Terezinha, which is almost perfect; that is the Sol da Manhã (Morning
Sun) corn. The Sol da Manhã corn is the result of a joint research project of
the Embrapa team and Rede Milho (Corn Network), which we helped to
organise. Rede Milho brings together organizations of farmers from twelve
Brazilian states, the National Trial of Local Corn, where you could find a
series of products including the Sol da Manhã corn, which draws its name
from a settlement in Rio de Janeiro. Perhaps the most important outcome was
the dynamic of exchanges and multiplication of experiences existing within
all these numerous groups of farmers throughout the whole time.
Anyway, there was a variety called Sol da Manhã, improved with the
participation of many people, many farmers and scientists, and which was
finally registered by Embrapa. In the farmers’ heads remained the thought:
“what about us?” There was a group of farmers’ organizations that had
participated in the process (not to mention NGOs technicians), and in the
end Embrapa registers it, against the opinion of its own scientists that had
participated in the research. Embrapa made publicity claiming to have worked
with farmers, to have done participatory researches and everything remained
as such; in other words, Embrapa continues registering it as its own material.
That did not have any practical effect, because it is not being sold in the
commercial sense; it is not being appropriated in the most brutal capitalist
way, in other words, it is not transformed into private property. But this can
perfectly happen, in any case.
Currently we have an enormous program in Paraná working on the
breeding of 60 traditional varieties together with universities, and suddenly
we get to a situation where we think: after all, what kind of protection do we
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have? We, an organization that acts as an intermediary in the process, and
the farmers themselves, but above all those that placed their varieties in the
circuit. In general there is an atmosphere of trust; everybody trusts everybody.
We trust the personnel of the universities, they trust us and the farmers also
trust. At any moment this may change; at any moment somebody may show up
and say: “hold on, the university invested, the germplasm bank created and
the cold-room where these seeds are conserved is paid for by AS-PTA and the
university”. And then you think, after all, what about the farmers? Up to now,
there is an excellent climate of trust and we are not having any problems,
there is no questioning regarding the
intentions of anybody, but the fact is that
In an ideal system, that is
there is no protection for these farmers.
how things should work,
In an ideal system, that is how
based on trust, based on
things should work, based on trust, based
given words; that would be on given words; that would be the ideal
of worlds. But we are not in the ideal
the ideal of worlds. But we world. We live in a world where the real
battle is for the private appropriation of
are not in the ideal world.
what is a social collective construction.
We live in a world where
This is the real problem we are facing, we
are trying to find our step and learn with
the real battle is for the
you how to deal with these cases. We have
private appropriation of
a complex situation to deal with, some
what is a social collective clues have been brought up here. The
funds could ideally be a form of dealing
construction.
with the diffusion of rights; a fund that
would have the possibility of functioning in an also diffuse area. The question of
who will manage that fund is still pending; can we create countless funds with
numerous participations? The wider the universe of that participation the smaller
the level of representation of who is there. This impasse is something that we
don’t easily resolve, but it is one of the paths that we can explore in the next days.
Fernando Mathias (ISA)
I will make three comments. First the issue of stereotyping the foreign
researcher as someone that comes to our country and takes things abroad and
then you go to herbaria in France, Germany and it is full of specimens from
Brazil. Theoretically, we should be fine with that and not criminalise it, after
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all the whole world will get to know Brazilian nature. Many times, Brazilian
research institutes have paid much less attention to issues related to social
control and ethics in their research compared to foreign researchers. At the
end of the day, the issue of ethics become personalised in the individual
researcher. If the person is concerned with the issue, whether Brazilian or
foreign, there is a possibility of dialogue, to have an interesting and constructive
relationship with the subject of the research. Sometimes, it seems that foreign
researchers, exactly in response to this xenophobic paranoia in Brazil, end up
being more concerned with their ethical conduct than Brazilians, who often
may think that the research system exists in order to facilitate their lives. This
issue ends up diverging the discussion from the real problem, which is what
Jean mentioned: the perspective of privatising things that should not be under
exclusive private domain.
Precisely thinking in this privatising perspective, since there is so much
knowledge published, an entire universe of publication redundantly public to
which everybody can have access, shouldn’t it also be expected that the results
of the use of this knowledge should equally be publicly accessible? This is
basically how the creative commons (open copyright) proposal works. The author
voluntarily concedes part of his copyrights on the condition that the one who
uses his work do the same; that way you create a network of people who are
willing to keep their knowledge accessible to the biggest possible number of
likeminded people. If we follow this
road, it is also necessary that research Precisely thinking in this
institutions whose process of research privatising perspective, since
and development is highly guided by
there is so much knowledge
exclusivist instruments of intellectual
property review or rethink their published, an entire universe
positions based on new perspectives of publication redundantly
even in relation to the economic
sustainability of these research public to which everybody
institutions, which today are highly can have access, shouldn’t it
dependent on patent licensing like
Embrapa itself, that has great part of also be expected that the
its resources coming precisely from results of the use of this
intellectual property rights payments.
knowledge should equally
I would also like to comment
on what Terezinha said regarding be publicly accessible?
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research projects within the program Brazil-Italy. She said that the material
collected is not used for improvements, but only for conservation. That leaves
me with some doubts since the research project itself mentions the perspective
of economic developments based on this material. Furthermore, what is the
prospect of using this material once Brazil ratifies the treaty on plant genetic
resources of FAO?
I want to answer Marcello’s question on the issue of cultivated varieties
and traditional knowledge. It is impossible to reach a genetic unification, an
exclusivity of a variety just for the fact that there is a global genetic pool that
permeates all existing varieties. Nevertheless, the uniqueness or genetic totality
of that material as the result of management cannot be seen as a condition to
certify if that material brings with it, or not, a load of traditional knowledge,
since that would be impossible. The material does not need to be 100%
genetically of indigenous origin; it is enough to have genetic traces which
show that this specific management resulted in that certain characteristic, in
order to verify that there is traditional knowledge.
Fernanda Kaingang (Inbrapi)
Álvaro Tukano is one of our traditional leaders that have been
following up on the issue since Eco-92, and his performance, among others,
allowed me to be here today speaking about the CBD and the protection of
traditional knowledge. It is our traditional leaders that we have to hear and
to respect. Yesterday we announced the creation of a legal centre, an
indigenous lawyers’ centre that we intend to qualify and enlarge so that later
we can advise the Indigenous People. Unlike in the USA and other countries,
until then we didn’t have an organization of indigenous lawyers, as is the case
of the Indian Law Research Centre. The universities in the USA have
indigenous law as a subject; our universities are deficient in this respect,
allowing for the disregard of rules and laws because misinformation is a more
serious problem than prejudice. What is missing really is information; we asked
our international relatives for aid in the sense of supplying these contacts. If
there isn’t any trust in the relationship between the State and Indigenous People,
at least among the Indigenous Peoples the relationship is still based on trust;
therefore dialogue among our professionals is fundamental to such effect.
There is no point in having a whole Bible on Indigenous legislation
that is not observed. We hope our words will resonate; that they can be
contemplated in the hearts of the people that work with this issue and that
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they can be effectively put into practice. Our knowledge is scientific, even
though there is hypocrisy in the legislation saying that it isn’t. Scientific is the
process through which you transform that knowledge into a pill or a
commercialised product. Legal fallacies are created to justify the expropriation
of that knowledge and it is such fallacy that is patented, that yes, is considered
scientific. Maybe it is time for us to review our concepts regarding what is
science. It isn’t me that says that, scientist Vandana Shiva clearly explains
the high percentage of products and processes commercialised today that
originate from traditional knowledge. That is why our villages are so harassed
by researchers looking for our shamans’ knowledge: because our knowledge is
scientific and it has value.
In relation to a shaman’s declaration that 80% of his knowledge could
be disseminated, in other words, it could be shared: we don’t have problems
with the dissemination of information, we have problems with what was done
without our consent for a long time. Sometimes people say that we are demonising
research, when we are trying to exorcise it because of what was done to it. As
Schiavinni put it, when they said to the Krahô that the project was not for
pharmaceutical research, that it was for food, the position was different. The
research was badly oriented, maybe due to lack of information, lack of ethics or
lack of respect for that cultural diversity. This has caused a reaction of rejection
on behalf of the Indigenous People regarding research in general.
We have been trying to work on that because we are interested in the
work of Embrapa, and as Terezinha said well, the public service provided to
the Indigenous Peoples can be successful when well intentioned and respecting
the principles and customs of each people. Unfortunately this is an exception
in the work of the Brazilian government, as is the budget earmarked for such
purpose - so much so that the Hunger Zero Program8 is a failure. Why? Because
instead of worrying about recovering the traditional foods that we have, with
high nutritional level, it is donating basic food baskets. The issue of hunger is
much larger than basic food baskets, it is about rescuing the alimentary
tradition of these peoples. And this is related to the demarcation of the territory
and to the traditional knowledge of those peoples.
Schiavinni said that for the Indigenous People there is no traditional
knowledge, there are territories. During the Eco-92 the Indigenous People
8

One of the main programs of the Lula government aimed at fighting hunger, known in Portuguese
as Fome Zero.
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already defended that we don’t dissociate traditional knowledge from our cultures
and our territories. For a long time the Indigenous People have expressed these
concerns, and the people either don’t understand or they insist on not
understanding. Why is the issue of sovereignty mentioned? The CBD brought
sovereignty for States over their genetic resources, but what about the highly
valued and coveted genetic resources in Indigenous territories – who has
sovereignty over them? Will the sovereignty of the Indigenous People over them
harm national sovereignty? Or is it that on behalf of the development of research
the exclusive rights of the Indigenous over the use of genetic resources, natural
resources existing in their territories,
It would be good for the
will be violated, which is what is
happening today within the CGEN.
Brazilian government to visit
Luís mentioned that maybe
the villages (I believe that
there should be a discussion on who
Funai won’t be opposed to
wins and who loses with the discussion
on the autonomy of the Indigenous
that) so that they see what
People. This is a discussion put forward
we are talking about and,
by Convention 169 of the ILO, and is
especially so that they review why I proposed that we participate in
the discussions to include in the
the draw backs they are
legislation the interest of the peoples
defending on behalf of their
in jointly participating in the policies
Ministries. We are open, as
aimed at them, because only them
can say how such policies should be
always, to dialogue, but we
implemented, on pain of running the
are not open to exploitation. risk of failing once again.
I wanted to end by saying that
it would be interesting if we could have the opportunity to visit the structures
of Embrapa and of other institutions that end up working with us or speaking
about us, often without knowing us. We also invite the Brazilian government’s
staff, who drafts bills and public policies for Indigenous Peoples and deliberate
on the life of generations to come, without knowing the reality they are dealing
with. It would be good for the Brazilian government to visit the villages (I
believe that Funai won’t be opposed to that) so that they see what we are
talking about and, especially so that they review the draw backs they are
defending on behalf of their Ministries. We are open, as always, to dialogue,
but we are not open to exploitation.
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Attorney at the Federal District Public Prosecutor’s Office, MA. in Law, (University of
Brasília), Associate-Founder of the Socioenvironmental Institute (ISA) and Associate of
the International Institute of Education of Brazil (IEB).

1. Evolution of the legal-constitutional concept
of cultural heritage
The Federal Constitution took a great step forward in the protection
of the Brazilian cultural heritage by recognizing a new, modern, more inclusive and democratic concept of cultural heritage and broadening the restrictive
concept of ‘historic and artistic national heritage, as defined in Decree-law
25/37 (‘Historical Preservation Law’).
In the constitutional text, one can identify a clear extension of the
notion of cultural heritage,1 the increased value of cultural pluralism and a
spirit of democratisation of cultural policies, inserted into a context which
seeks the materialisation of citizenship and cultural rights. Multiculturalism
permeates all constitutional instruments related to culture protection. It is
present in the obligation of the State to protect the cultural manifestations of
the various social and ethnic groups, including indigenous peoples and AfroBrazilians, which form the Brazilian society, and to set representative official
dates for all these groups. The pluralist and multicultural orientation of the
constitutional text is reflected in the cultural heritage concept, which
establishes the idea that it should include referential cultural values of the
1

On the legal-constitutional protection of culture, apart from the works already mentioned, we
suggest reading: CUNHA FILHO, Francisco Humberto. Direitos culturais como direitos fundamentais.
Brasília: Brasília Juridica, 2000; CASTRO, Sônia Rabello de. O Estado na preservação de bens
culturais. Rio de Janeiro: Renovar, 1991; PIRES, Maria Coeli Simões. Da proteção ao patrimônio
cultural. Belo Horizonte: Del Rey, 1994; RAMOS RODRIGUES, José Eduardo. A evolução da
proteção do patrimônio cultural – Crimes contra o ordenamento urbano e o patrimônio cultural. In:
PURVIN DE FIGUEIREDO, Guilherme José (org.). Temas de direito ambiental e urbanístico. São
Paulo: Editor Max Limonad, - Brazilian Institute of Public Advocacy, 1998, p. 199-225; BATISTA
DOS SANTOS, Márcia Walquíria. Proteção do patrimônio cultural no direito italiano. Revista dos
Tribunais, year 83, v. 706, August 1994.
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different groups that make up Brazilian society, and grant constitutional
protection to the documents and sites that hold historical reminiscences of
the old quilombo communities. The Brazilian Constitution values the rich
Brazilian sociodiversity, recognizing the role of cultural expressions of different
social groups in the formation of the Brazilian cultural identity.
The new constitutional concepts are the fruit of a long historical process
of institutionalisation of cultural preservation policies, which seek to abandon
the elitist, monumentalist and supremacist perspective of cultural heritage,
and to value the ‘live’ culture embodied in popular expressions and the daily
life of societies.2 Such concepts were inspired by the modernist movement,
which had as a referential point the Week of Modern Art in 1922, from which
they incorporated not only tangible but also the intangible cultural heritage.
Article 215 of the Federal Constitution clearly establishes that tangible
and intangible heritage, including forms of expression, styles of creation, acting
and living, and the scientific, artistic and technological creations of the various
Brazilian social groups, jointly, constitute the Brazilian cultural heritage. The
Constitution provides for historical preservation as a legal instrument meant
to protect constructions, works of art and other heritage of a tangible nature,
and the creation of new legal instruments, more appropriate for the preservation
of intangible heritage. Federal Government Decree 3551/2000, which creates
the Registry of Cultural Intangible Heritage, divides the registry into the
books of knowledge, celebrations, forms of expression and places.
One cannot understand cultural heritage without considering the value
invested in them and what they represent – their intangible dimension - and
in that sense, one cannot understand the dynamics of intangible heritage
without understanding the tangible culture that supports it.3 Thus, an attempt
was made to include the cultural manifestations of a procedural and dynamic
character, usually transmitted orally.
Intangible heritage include the most different forms of knowledge,
acts and creations, such as music, stories, tales, dances, culinary recipes,
2

LONDRES, Cecília. Da modernização à participação: a política federal de preservação dos anos 70
e 80. Revista do Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional, nº 24, p.153 and ss, 1996.
3
MINISTRY OF CULTURE, INSTITUTE OF HISTORIC AND NATIONAL ARTISTIC
HERITAGE AND NATIONAL ART FOUNDATION. ‘O registro do patrimônio imaterial. Propostas,
experiências e regulamentos internacionais sobre a proteção do patrimônio cultural imaterial.’ Final
dossier of the activities of the Commission and the Working Group on Intangible Heritage. Brasilia,
July 2003, p. 125.
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techniques of crafting and managing the environment. They also include the
knowledge, innovations and cultural practices of indigenous peoples, quilombos
and traditional populations, ranging from the forms and techniques of handling
natural resources, to hunting and fishing methods and knowledge of ecological
systems and species with pharmaceutical, nutritional and agricultural
properties. In other words, traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity.
2. Traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity and
the Convention on Biological Diversity
In this work, we intend to focus on the analysis of traditional knowledge
associated to biodiversity, which are the practices, innovations and knowledge
developed by indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations,
important for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.
The creation of a legal regime for the protection of traditional
knowledge associated to biodiversity seeks to avoid its appropriation and
improper use by third parties, primarily through patents and other intellectual
property rights. It seeks further to provide greater legal security to the relations
between the parties interested in accessing genetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge (bioprospectors and academic researchers) and the
holders of such resources and knowledge by establishing certain legal
parameters to be observed in these relations.
In the last few years, biodiversity resources and associated traditional
knowledge have become targets of intense debates and of various accusations
of biopiracy. Although there isn’t a precise legal definition for biopiracy, it is
relatively accepted to be an activity which involves the access to genetic
resources of a certain country, or to the traditional knowledge associated to
such genetic resources (or both), in disagreement with the established
principles of the Convention on Biological Diversity, known to be: the States’
sovereignty over their genetic resources, the prior informed consent of the
countries of origin of the genetic resources for access activities, and the fair
and equal sharing of the benefits arising from their utilisation.
In the cases where access involves the knowledge, innovations and
practices of indigenous peoples and traditional populations, the Convention
on Biological Diversity imposes the requirement that the access process be
subject to the approval of the holders of the knowledge, and that the benefits
be shared with them. In other words, the fundamental objective of the
Convention on Biological Diversity is to balance the relationship between the
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countries that are holders of biodiversity (developing countries) and the holders
of bio-technologies (developed countries).
Strict observance of the principles of the CBD entails consulting the
countries of origin of the genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge – as an expression of their sovereignty in regards to other countries
– as well as consultations, mediated by the national State, with the traditional
peoples and populations holders of such tangible and intangible resources. In
other words, the indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations,
should be recognized as holders of collective intellectual rights over their
traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity and, as such, access should
be subject to them, to prior informed consent and to fair and equal sharing
with their holders of the benefits arising from their utilisation.
3. Collective intellectual rights
The attempts to adapt the patent system – internationally defended
by the World Intellectual Property Organization (Wipo), and, nationally, by
the National Institute of Industrial Property (Inpi) – do not take into account
the characteristics and cultural contexts where traditional knowledge is
produced.
Traditional knowledge is produced and generated in a collective way,
based on the broad exchange and circulation of ideas and information, and is
transmitted orally from one generation to the other. The patent system protects
individual innovations (although innovations can be collective, their authors/
inventors can be individually identified), leading to fragmentation of
knowledge, dissociating it from the contexts in which it is produced and
collectively shared.
Furthermore, the only patentable inventions are the ones with industrial use while many types of traditional knowledge do not have direct industrial application, even if they can be used to develop products or processes
with industrial use. Patents also have a determined validity period, establishing
a temporary monopoly in regards to the use of the object of the patent. In
general, it is impossible to identify the moment when a certain traditional
knowledge was produced or generated (how to identify, for instance, the
moment when indigenous peoples started to use the ayahuasca for medicinal
reasons?).
Although the protection of intellectual property rights on cultivars
(cultivated agricultural varieties) are more ‘moderate’ than patents, seeds
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and varieties developed by traditional farmers are rarely efficiently protected
by the Cultivars Protection Law.4 This law demands that agricultural varieties
– in order to be protected through the granting of cultivars protection
certificates – should demonstrate at the same time, characteristics of novelty,
distinguishing character, homogeneity and genetic stability. Traditional
varieties rarely meet such requirements, exactly because of their extensive
variability and genetic heterogeneity. Besides, the protection of cultivars
ensures title-holders property rights on vegetable varieties on an individual
rather than a collective basis, and for a determined period.
It is impossible to define a temporal measure for the validity of any
intellectual right on traditional knowledge when the exact time of origin can
rarely be identified and when such knowledge will be transmitted, also in an
indefinite way in time, to following generations. The monopoly established in
the intellectual property rights system also runs counter to the essence of the
process that generates traditional knowledge, which is based on the free
exchange of seeds and other biological material and information between
traditional and local communities.
It is impossible to provide effective legal protection to traditional
knowledge having as a reference a system based on the reasoning that the
party that first obtains the patent acquires the monopoly of its use, preventing
others from using knowledge which is collectively and openly shared.
The concept of property rights – the owner’s right to use, enjoy and
dispose of that property at will, and of repossessing it from any party wrongfully

4

Law Nº 9456 of April 25, 1997, known as the ‘Cultivar Protection Law,’ defines cultivar as the
variety of any vegetable group clearly different from other known cultivars and which has resulted
from the genetic improvement carried out by the plant improver. The plant improver is the person
responsible for the process of genetic improvement of the cultivars and for the description of the
characteristics which differentiate the new cultivar from the others already known of the same
plant species. The ‘Cultivar Protection Law’ was proposed by the government so that Brazil could
adhere to the International Convention for the Protection of new Varieties of Plants (Upov) still in
its 78 version (Upov 91 version was issued subsequently). The law rejects the double protection of
cultivars (protection of the cultivar itself and in the form of a patent) and guarantees the so called
‘farmer’s privilege’, which is the farmer’s right to keep seeds from the harvest to be used for the next
sowing. It further guarantees the right of those using or selling the product obtained from their
planting as food or raw material - except for purposes of reproduction or use the cultivar as a source
of variability in genetic improvements or scientific research. It also guarantees the right of small
rural producers to multiply their seeds to be given to or exchanged with other small rural producers,
within the scope of governmental programs or as authorized by the government.
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holds or possesses it – is too narrow and limited to encompass the complexity
of the processes which generate innovation, creativity and inventiveness within
the cultural contexts in which indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional
populations live. In the Western legal system, property – in regards to both
tangible and intangible heritage – is essentially an individual right, of strong
economic and property content, and even when dealing with collective or
jointly-owned rights, each co-owner of the right is fully identifiable.
The inventive and creative processes of such populations are essentially
collective, and the use of information, ideas and resources originating from
such collective processes are broadly shared. Therefore, the concept of property
right – belonging to an individual or certain individuals – is foreign and
contrary to the values and concepts which govern the collective life of such
societies. For such reason, adoption of the concept of ‘collective intellectual
rights’ (or jointly-owned rights) is defended in order to exclude the notion of
exclusionist, monopolist and individualist property.5
4. The construction of a sui generis legal regime for the
protection of traditional knowledge associated to
biodiversity: fundamental elements
4.1. Recognition and reinforcement of internal norms and the
customary non-official rights of indigenous peoples, quilombos
and traditional populations: legal pluralism

The creation of a truly sui generis legal regime that provides adequate
protection to associated traditional knowledge must be based on the concept
of legal pluralism and the recognition of the legal diversity existing in traditional
societies, as an expression of their cultural diversity. It is necessary to seek
support on the knowledge produced in other areas and scientific fields in
order to legally build a protection regime that meets the peculiarities and
specificities of traditional knowledge.
5

In this sense, it is worth mentioning the legislative bill sponsored by the network of organizations,
Third World Network, entitled ‘Community Intellectual Rights Act’, according to which local
communities would be the ‘custodians’ (or ‘stewards’) – guardians – of their innovations, securing
the free exchange among communities, and prohibiting the concession of any rights to exclusive use
of such innovations. In: NIJAR, Gurdial Singh. In defence of local community knowledge and
biodiversity: the conceptual framework and the essential elements of the rights regime. Penang,
Malaysia: Third World Network, Paper 1, 1996.
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In order to understand the essential elements of such a regime, it is
necessary to leave behind the positivist and formalist concepts of law, in the
sense that the law holds all rights and as such is confusing. The legal monism
– which guides the education of most of the professionals of law – is trapped
in the idea of the uniqueness of State law, that the State is the only source of
law. Legal monism ignores the existence, in the same territorial space, of an
overlapping of legal orders which are parallel to State law, and the diversity of
legal systems developed by traditional peoples.6 This plurality of legal systems
is known as ‘legal pluralism’, which recognizes that our society is pluralistic
and has parallel legal systems.
When creating a sui generis protection regime for traditional knowledge
associated to biodiversity, the law drafted by the Brazilian State should move
forward towards recognising the legitimacy of customary non-official laws of
indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations.
4.2. The collective ownership of intellectual rights associated to
traditional knowledge. The co-ownership of rights on knowledge
shared by various peoples and communities, and the free
exchange of information between peoples and traditional
communities

One of the fundamental pillars of the sui generis legal regime should be
the recognition of the collective ownership of indigenous peoples, quilombos

6

CAMPILONGO, Celso. Pluralismo jurídico e movimentos sociais. Lecture presented in the 2000
Inauguration Week of the Superior School Foundation of MPDFT. Campilongo considers that,
although the legal pluralism works with a very interesting hypothesis – that social fragmentation
provokes fragmentation in the forms of production of law – it still lacks theoretical consistence. He
points out that legal pluralism does not offer solutions for the variability of norms, for the specific
nature of legal rules and for the democratic control of the production of norms.
In this respect, please refer to: RANDERIA, Shalini. Pluralismo jurídico, soberania fraturada e
direitos de cidadania diferenciais: instituições internacionais, movimentos sociais e Estado póscolonial na Índia. In: SOUSA SANTOS, Boaventura de (org.). Reconhecer para libertar: os caminhos
do cosmopolitismo multicultural. Rio de Janeiro: Civilização Brasileira, 2003, p. 463-512. (Series: Reinventar
a emancipação social: para novos manifestos, vol. 3). Randeria analyses the dynamics and the
development of legal pluralism and the transnationalisation of law, rejecting the predominant
concern in recent studies regarding transnational legal pluralism, which is concentrated on the lex
mercatoria and on the independent and spontaneous production of law from a small elite of international
commercial arbitrators. She analyses the role of international institutions, non-governmental
organizations and social movements, as players in a heterogeneous legal scenario.
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and traditional populations over intellectual rights associated to their
traditional knowledge, since they refer to a collective cultural identity and to
uses, practices and traditions collectively developed, reproduced and shared.
It is from this assumption that all the rest will follow.
It is inconceivable that the formulation of a sui generis legal regime
ignore indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations, as collective
subjects of the intellectual rights associated to their traditional knowledge.
To attribute ownership of rights over a certain knowledge, innovation or
practice to a single individual or even to a group of individuals, is to subvert
the form in which they are generated and to undermine their own basis.7
Furthermore, this can give rise to competition and rivalries which can harm
the collective inventive processes that it intends to safeguard.
Even if there is a specialisation, the exercise of intellectual rights
relative to such knowledge has to be carried out in a collective manner, based
on the social and legal institutions of such peoples and in a way that promotes
the strengthening of their collective decision-making bodies. The conflicts
occurring inside a group of peoples over the use of certain resources should be
settled in accordance with their own uses, practices and traditions, respecting
their own forms of social reconciliation.
However, the collective nature of the inventive and creative processes of traditional peoples goes further; it transcends the limits of a single people
or community. There are numerous situations where knowledge related to
the characteristics, properties and uses of biological resources are held and/or
produced by various indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations,
and by various communities. Such knowledge can be shared by indigenous
peoples living in different countries, or by indigenous peoples and other
traditional populations (rubber tappers, nut workers, etc.) that inhabit
the same ethnographic area, or the same ecoregion, in general coinciding
with the area in which the biological resources are found (Example: the
ayahuasca has medicinal properties that are known by dozens of Amazonian
indigenous peoples living in Brazil or Peru, and by other traditional and local
populations. The Ashaninka indigenous people, for instance, inhabit both

7
Article 9, sole paragraph of Provisional Measure Nº 2186-16/2001 establishes that: ‘For the purposes
of this Provisional Measure, any traditional knowledge associated to genetic heritage may be
owned by the community, even if one single individual member of that community holds such
knowledge.’
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Brazilian and Peruvian territory and share an immense range of ecological
knowledge).
The sharing of traditional knowledge by various peoples can take place
in several forms; regarding the same species, diversified traditional knowledge
can be developed, which can vary from one group of people or community to
another group of people or community, or even inside the same group of people.
Traditional knowledge related to the same species can vary in terms of the
possible uses and properties, or the preparation methods, forms of application,
dosage, etc.
The granting of collective intellectual rights to a single group of people,
or even to one or more communities, may exclude other holders of the same
knowledge, generating a logic of competition and rivalries which such granting
seeks to avoid. Such logic of competition and exclusion contradicts the essence
of the cultural processes through which traditional knowledge is generated,
which is based on the free exchange and diffusion of information and of
biological resources. When traditional knowledge is shared by more than one
indigenous people, quilombo or traditional population, the exercise of rights
by one or more holders should not violate or restrict the rights of the other
peoples and communities.
This is the way that the establishment and recognition of collective
intellectual rights on traditional knowledge is proposed, giving the maximum
possible weight to the concept of ‘collective’, so that it does not only encompass
the knowledge shared by a single group of people, but also the knowledge
shared by more than one group of people or community. In this manner, the
individualistic paradigm of our law, which is restricted to granting individual
ownership or co-ownership of rights, would be broken, moving towards
recognizing traditional peoples as collective subjects of rights, which better
reflects their reality.
However, the acceptance of collective rights brings forward the
following questions: how to exercise and defend such rights? Who can exercise
them on behalf of the collectivity? And in which form? When we think, for
instance, of the implementation of the principle of prior informed consent, it
automatically occurs to us: who, and in which form, can authorise the access
to traditional knowledge – we are talking about access by third parties, since
between peoples and traditional communities the exchange and diffusion
should be free. The answers to such questions can only be sought in the legal
systems developed by indigenous and traditional peoples.
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4.3. Recognition of the representation and legitimacy systems of
indigenous and traditional peoples

The recognition of the representation and legitimacy systems of
indigenous and traditional peoples is a logical consequence of legal pluralism,
which recognizes the non-official legal system of indigenous and traditional
peoples as the most qualified and capable of providing answers to issues
regarding the legitimacy and representation of these populations in procedures
and contracts.
When it comes to access authorization, the legitimacy to represent
indigenous peoples, quilombos or traditional populations can only be established
on the basis of the internal rules and criteria of such peoples. The enormous
Brazilian sociodiversity impedes the adoption of a homogeneous rule or single
criterion of representation – after all, there are hundreds of indigenous peoples,
quilombos and traditional populations, with enormous ethnic and cultural
differences between them, living in different ecosystems. Evidently, the rules
of individual representation dictated by our civil law are inappropriate to
address the enormous diversity of representation systems of traditional peoples.
Some indigenous peoples, for instance, are represented by their caciques and
chiefs, whose attributes for the exercise of power vary according to their age,
experience, warrior spirit, aptitude for shamanism, abilities for hunting, fishing
and agriculture. Other indigenous peoples, however, grant the powers to take
political decisions to the councils of seniors. Therefore, the Brazilian state law
should limit itself to recognising and granting legal validity to these forms of
representation. The creation, by the Brazilian law, of consultation mechanisms
that do not meet the demands of the forms of organization and representation
of traditional people, can produce nothing but internal divisions.8

8

An example of this is the agreement established between the Federal University of São Paulo
(Unifesp) and the Kraho indigenous people, from Tocantins, to conduct an ethnopharmacologic
survey of flora species used in healing rituals and shamanistic practices. According to Ela Wiecko
V. de Castilho (federal attorney for citizen’s rights), the research seeks to evaluate the symbolic
effectiveness of the ritual use of plants, as well as its objective effectiveness, by verifying their active
ingredients and toxicity. It therefore involves the collection of medicinal plants and the use of
traditional knowledge related to their properties: around four hundred species had already been
collected, based on the information and recipes of seven shamans, which reportedly resulted in the
identification of 138 probable species having some type of neurological action, out of which only
eleven had already been the subject matter of pharmacological and plant chemical studies. As Ela
Wiecko V. de Castilho reports, the research gave rise to conflicts and disagreements among the
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The formal constitution – through registration with registry offices –
of civil associations to represent indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional
populations in contracts and other negotiations has been a common practice.
In certain circumstances and contexts, the creation of such associations can
be useful and convenient, since it facilitates access to sources of funding, the
administration of their own projects, the control over bank transactions, etc.
One cannot forget, however, that associations are legal entities created
pursuant to our law and subject to its operational rules. An association
constituted by some members of an indigenous group or quilombo, for instance,
can be – or not – representative of these peoples. Nothing prohibits, for example,
two or more members of a certain indigenous community from creating an
association, and registering it as an ‘Association for the Defence of the Guarani’, without really representing the Guarani people, or without its bylaws
setting out the forms of representation of the Guarani people. Therefore, even
if admitting that representation of traditional peoples may take place through
associations, this cannot be mandatory or the only form of representation. The
law should allow that collective representation of traditional peoples be granted
through uses, practices and traditions and through their own institutions and
forms of organization, and not demand the creation of legal fictions –
associations, foundations, etc. – based on the standard models of Brazilian
civil law. 9 Therefore, it is fundamental that Brazilian law move toward
recognition of the legal nature of indigenous peoples, 10 quilombos and
Kraho peoples, with many of them rebelling against the project with Unifesp and demanding its
interruption, since the researchers had consulted only a fraction of the Kraho communities.
(CASTILHO, Ela Wiecko V. Parâmetros para o regime jurídico sui generis de proteção ao conhecimento tradicional associado a recursos biológicos e genéticos. In: MEZZAROBA, Orides (org.).
Humanismo latino e Estado no Brasil. Florianópolis: Boiteux Foundation ,: Fondazione Cassamarca,
2003, p. 453-472).
9
Peruvian law demands that both the authorization for access and use and the license agreement for
use of collective knowledge should be carried out with the ‘organization representing the indigenous
peoples that hold the collective knowledge.
10
The bill that institutes the new Statute of Indigenous Societies – currently being processed at the
National Congress – states expressly that ‘the legal nature of indigenous communities is that of a
domestic public entity, and their legal existence does not depend on registration or on any action
on the part of the Public Authorities.’ Wagner Gonçalves takes the stand that the new statute
should consider the indigenous communities as ‘indigenous legal entities,’ ‘which would guarantee
them, in practice, recognition of their social organization’ (GONÇALVES, Wagner. Natureza
jurídica das comunidades indígenas. Direito público e direito privado. Novo Estatuto do Índio.
Implicações. In: SANTILLI, Juliana (org.). Os direitos indígenas e a Constituição. Brasilia: Indigenous
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traditional populations (different from that of its members), independently
from the formal constitution of associations.
The forms of organization and collective representation of traditional
peoples should be considered and respected by those parties interested in
accessing their traditional knowledge or the genetic resources in their
territories, as well as in the sharing of the benefits arising from their
commercial use.
4.4. Distinction between collective intellectual rights of moral and
heritage content

When considering the normative content of collective intellectual
rights granted to indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations
over their traditional knowledge, we should consider both their moral and
heritage nature. Moral rights should entail the legal possibility – which should
be explicitly secured – of denying access to such resources, whenever traditional
peoples realise that there are potential risks or threats to their intellectual,
cultural and spiritual integrity.
This refers to the right to object on cultural grounds, which also
entails the right to maintain such knowledge under secrecy and
confidentiality. The right of denying access should be legally secured and
guaranteed by the State, through preventive and disciplinary actions, and
upon demand of the peoples and communities involved. Such right entails
the possibility of preventing third parties from accessing or using, under any
form and for any purpose, the genetic resources located in territories occupied
by indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations,11 as well as
Rights Center, Porto Alegre: Sérgio Antônio Fabris Editor, 1993, p. 241-250.) Article 40 et seq. of
the Brazilian Civil Code establishes that legal entities are either public (state-owned or international)
or private. We understand, however, that because of articles 231 and 232 of the Brazilian Constitution,
it is possible to sustain that not only the indigenous organizations but the communities and
indigenous peoples as well have their own legal personality. In such respect, see: SANTILLI,
Juliana. Avaliação jurídica sobre direitos indígenas. Subsídios aos projetos demonstrativos para
populações indígenas, no âmbito do Programa Integrado de Proteção às Terras e Populações Indígenas da Amazônia Legal (PPTAL). Consultancy for GTZ (agency for the German Technical
Cooperation), in 1998.
11
The acts of demarcation and titles’ issuing by the Brazilian State, have a declaratory nature, and
the exercise of the rights of these peoples (indigenous and quilombos) on the genetic material
existing in their traditional territories does not depend on such official acts. The situation of
traditional populations, however, is different. The forms provided by the legal system for delimitation
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the traditional knowledge associated to such resources.12 One can say that
denying/vetoing access is part of the list of moral rights which should be
secured for the communities and peoples that hold traditional knowledge
associated to biodiversity. Such moral rights 13 that must be guaranteed
include the rights of holders of traditional knowledge to be mentioned and
recognized in any publication or other forms of dissemination and use,
whether commercial or not, and the right to intellectual and cultural integrity
of traditional knowledge, preventing the exercise of any actions that may
threaten them.
The moral rights of holders of traditional knowledge should be
inalienable, unrenounceable and unprescribeable; they cannot be subject to
temporal deadlines or lapses. The collective intellectual rights secured to
holders of traditional knowledge also have a heritage content in such a way
that one can refer to heritage rights. Holders can authorize the use of their
traditional knowledge, exercising in this way, their related heritage rights.
The exercise of moral and heritage rights by one or more indigenous peoples,
quilombos and traditional populations cannot, however, prevent the
exercise of the rights of other peoples and communities, co-holders of the
same knowledge. Authorization for exclusive use or concession of monopolies
for exploration, or even authorization for undetermined periods, should be
banned.

of the territories of these populations are, to date, the creation of extraction and sustainable
development reserves, which are managed by decision-making councils in which the resident
traditional populations participate.
12
Provisional Measure 2186-16/2001, in the chapter that deals with the ‘protection of associated
traditional knowledge’ (article 8 et seq.), guarantees to the indigenous and local communities
that create, develop, hold or conserve traditional knowledge associated to genetic heritage
the rights to:
I - have the origin of the access of the traditional knowledge indicated in all publications, uses,
researches and disseminations;
II - impede non-authorised third parties from: a) using, performing tests, research or utilising data
related to traditional associated knowledge; b) disseminating, transmitting or retransmitting
data or information that integrates or constitutes traditional associated knowledge;
III – receive benefits from the economic exploitation of associated traditional knowledge by
third parties, directly or indirectly, the rights to which are owned thereby. For the purposes
of the provisional measure, any traditional knowledge associated to genetic heritage could be
owned by the community, even if only one individual member of that community holds that
knowledge.
13
The distinction between moral and heritage rights is inspired by the Copyrights Law (9610/98).
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4.5. The role of the Brazilian State: protector of the free manifestation of
will of traditional peoples, and of fulfilment of the essential
requirements for the validity of legal actions

Intervention of the Brazilian State – be it through the body responsible
for the management of genetic resources,14 be it through the agencies entrusted
with the formulation of public policies aimed at traditional peoples15 – should
be committed to guaranteeing observance of the forms of organization and
representation of traditional peoples, and to guaranteeing the respect for the
secured collective intellectual rights of these peoples, irrespective of whether
they have a moral or heritage content. It is important to note that the role of
the State should always be to assist and advise the holders of traditional
knowledge, and never replace their will and informed consent with its own
will or its own interests. The State should also guarantee adherence to the
essential requirements of validity of the legal instruments that represent the
will of these peoples, and ensure that manifestation of the will of the holders
of traditional knowledge is free from bad habits (falsehood, fraud or error),
and that it is fully conscious and informed.

14

The Genetic Heritage Management Council - attached to the Ministry of Environment, whose
executive secretary reports to the Department of Genetic Heritage of the Biodiversity and Forests
Secretariat - is responsible for the coordination of policies related to the management of genetic
heritage and for the deliberations on access authorizations and agreements for use of genetic
heritage and benefit sharing, among other duties defined in Decree 3945/2001, as amended by
Decree 4946/2003. Such council is, however, composed exclusively of representatives of entities of
the federal public administration. In August 2002, however, the Fernando Henrique Cardoso
administration sent a bill to Congress that alters the composition of such council, contemplating the
participation of “representatives from sectors of civil society dealing with the issue, in the proportion
of up to 20% of the totality of its members.” Since when Minister Marina Silva took office in January
of 2003, however, representatives of civil society (Brazilian Association of Non-governmental
Organizations and Brazilian Forum of NGOs), of indigenous organizations, quilombolas and traditional
populations, of academic and scientific research institutions (Brazilian Academy of Sciences and
Brazilian Society for the Progress of the Science) and of entrepreneurs (Brazilian Business Centre
for Sustainable Development - CEBDS) and Brazilian Federation of the Pharmaceutical Industries
(Febrafarma), have been invited, albeit informally, to participate in the council’s meetings and in
their thematic chambers.
15
The National Indian Foundation (Funai), which reports to the Ministry of Justice, is the official
agency responsible for the Indians, and the Palmares Cultural Foundation, which reports to the
Ministry of Culture, is the body responsible for the quilombolas communities. In 1992, the National
Centre of Traditional Populations and Sustainable Development was created within the scope of
Ibama.
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Prior informed consent can be defined as the procedure through which
the peoples and communities, holders of tangible and intangible resources of
biodiversity, authorise voluntarily, consciously, and after having acquired all
the necessary information, the access to and use of such resources by third
parties. It should be considered as a process or procedure, comprised of several
phases and stages, and not as an isolated contractual action. It should be a
constant process of exchange of information, initiated before the access or
any use of the resources – whether of the genetic resources or the associated
knowledge. According to Laurel Firestone, prior informed consent is the
‘requirement that the local and indigenous communities be consulted to
provide their voluntarily consent before a person, institution or company can
have access to the traditional knowledge or genetic resources inside their
territory. It is vital for this definition, however, that the communities be
previously informed of the risks and benefits of the project before giving their
de facto voluntary authorization.16
Laurel Firestone further notes that the biggest challenges for the
definition of criteria and parameters for prior informed consent are the great
differences between the communities, the several types of traditional knowledge
and the various ways of using such knowledge. However, some common
principles can be outlined. Amongst them is the fact that prior informed
consent applies only to the specific objectives and activities for which it was
given; additional permission should be taken before the genetic resources are
used in a different way from the one granted in the initial agreement. The
parties interested in the access should also disseminate the nature and
objectives of the activity and its effective and potential risks.
Prior informed consent should be agreed upon on paper, written in a
language which is accessible and comprehensible for the indigenous peoples,

16

FIRESTONE, Laurel. Informed previous consent: guiding beginnings and concrete models. In:
LIMA, André & BENSUSAN, Nurit (orgs.). Quem cala consente? Subsídios para a proteção aos
conhecimentos tradicionais. São Paulo: Institute Socioambiental, 2003, p. 23-52. (ISA Documents, 8)
Firestone also mentions, among the minimum requirements of prior informed consent: - implications
and predictable consequences of research activities; - legal personality and filiation of the interested
parties as well as their sponsors; - indication of benefits sharing agreements, as well as benefits that
could arise from acquiring access to the resource; - procedures and possible alternative activities;
- discoveries made during performance of the activity that may affect the willingness of the peoples
to continue to cooperate; - presentation of the potential environmental impacts of the bioprospecting
activity; - necessary information about intended use and commercial interest.
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quilombos and traditional populations, and should also specify, on pain of
annulment (apart from the requirements mentioned above): the exact purposes
and intended uses of the research activities and/or bioprospecting to be
developed; the institution which will fund such activities; the starting date
and duration; research methodology, the specific procedures required by the
activity, geographical area and collection methods of the proposed research,
information on the type of material and information collected, and an express
provision that it is the responsibility of the Brazilian courts to settle any conflicts
arising from the authorization of access.
Any alterations and modifications occurring during the research and/
or bioprospecting activities should be reported to the indigenous peoples,
quilombos and traditional populations, and will once again be subject to the
informed consent of these peoples. It is also important to mention that the
party interested in the access should bear the necessary costs of hiring
independent technical, legal and/or scientific consultants, when so requested
by the indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations.
The role of the State should be to monitor fulfilment of the minimum
requirements of validity of the legal instrument that represents the prior
informed consent for access to both genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge. In this manner, the State will be strengthening and balancing,
minimally, the relationships between the parties involved in the authorization
of access, alleviating the economic pressures on traditional people.
Preferentially, the state entity should carry out consultations in situ, with the
holders of traditional knowledge, dispatching its technicians to the territories
occupied by them, so as to have better conditions to assess the representation
and legitimacy of the whole process of prior informed consent, as well as to
evaluate the respect to the traditional forms of social organization and political
representation.
The State should secure the minimum conditions so that the consent
expressed by the holders of traditional knowledge is free, conscious and
informed, guaranteeing an authentic manifestation of will. Once the access
to genetic resources and traditional knowledge held by indigenous peoples,17

17
The first authorization of access to traditional knowledge associated to genetic heritage was
granted on July 29, 2004 by the Genetic Heritage Management Council to a research project
developed by the National Institute of Research of the Amazon (Inpa), with the support of Instituto
Socioambiental (ISA), to verify the sustainability of the commercial production of baskets of the
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quilombos and traditional populations is authorized, the activities of collection
and research can result in the identification of potential or prospective
commercial use, and in the development of products or processes, whether or
not subject to intellectual protection. In such event, the interested party should
previously sign a contract with the respective indigenous peoples, quilombos
or traditional populations for use of the genetic material and benefit sharing.
The contracting parties in such benefits sharing agreement should be: the
community, holders of the genetic resource or the traditional knowledge, and
the party interested in their use, attributing to the State, the responsibility to
guarantee the balance between the parties and to monitor observance of the
minimum validity conditions of the agreement.
Article 25 of Provisional Measure 2186-16/2001 sets out that the sharing
of benefits generated from economic exploitation of a product or process
developed from samples of genetic heritage or associated traditional knowledge
can be in the form of profit sharing, payment of royalties, access to and transfer
of technologies, licensing – free from obligations – of products and processes,
and capacity building of human resources, among others. Other mechanisms
of sharing include payment of collection and bioprospecting fees for samples
of biologic/genetic material and payment of fees for each stage of the research.
It seems though that the most fair and efficient benefit sharing mechanisms
are those that entail the participation and involvement of the communities in
research and development activities, capacity building and training aimed at
an effective and qualified – and not just formal – participation, access to
technologies, even to biotechnologies protected by patents and other
intellectual property rights, and the participation in profits generated by the
commercialisation of products and processes developed with the use of genetic

Baniwa indigenous people. This involved the study of management of natural dye and fixatives used
by the Indians when making the items. The project, entitled “Ecology and extrativism of plants used
as fixatives of dye in the Baniwa craft, High Rio Negro”, is backed by a commitment signed between
Inpa, ISA and Oibi (Indigenous Organization of the Basin of Içana), of the Baniwa. For further
information see: www.socioambiental.org. and the Electronic Bulletin of the Genetic Heritage
Management Council, Issue No. 01, June/July of 2004. (www.mma.gov.br).
On August 26, 2004, the Genetic Heritage Management Council granted to Embrapa authorization
to access genetic heritage and associated traditional knowledge to develop scientific research as
part of the project entitled “Ethnobiology, conservation of genetic resources and nutritional wellbeing of the Kraho indigenous community,” in the Kraholandia indigenous territory, in the State of
Tocantins.
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resources and traditional knowledge of which they are holders. Sporadic and
momentary payments, such as collection and bioprospecting fees that do not
promote a wider and more permanent process of information exchange and
benefit sharing, have a limited impact.
The contracts that involve benefit sharing should follow the traditional
forms of social organization and political representation of traditional peoples,
both in negotiations with third parties and in internal (within the community
itself) benefit sharing. Otherwise, they will create internal conflicts and cultural fragmentation. When it is possible to identify the community or peoples
holding the traditional knowledge, the benefit-sharing contract should be
carried out directly with them. However, since a large part of traditional
knowledge is shared by several communities/peoples, the exclusive attribution
of benefits to one or more co-holders, to the detriment of other co-holders,
will give rise to harmful competition and may restrict the exchange and
circulation of information itself between the communities, which would hinder
the continuation of processes of generation and production of knowledge.
One of the benefit sharing mechanisms being discussed – both in the
internal and external levels – is the creation of benefit sharing funds to finance
projects related to the conservation of biological diversity in the territories
occupied by traditional peoples, as well as projects related to the economic,
social and cultural sustainability of these peoples and communities, giving
priority of access to resources to projects proposed by peoples and communities
that are co-holders of traditional knowledge.
When it is possible to identify the communities that hold traditional
knowledge, the best solution for benefit sharing is to negotiate directly with
them. However, when the ownership of knowledge is diffused and one cannot
identify the original holders, the best solution is to create benefit sharing
funds into which the economic resources originating from benefit sharing
mechanisms (bioprospecting fees, royalties, profit sharing, etc.) would be
channelled. Such funds would be managed by councils composed of
representatives of public agencies, civil society organizations and organizations
representing indigenous peoples, quilombos and traditional populations, and
should be established specifically for projects of traditional peoples and
communities. They should not be confused with the funds intended for benefits
resulting from the access and economic exploitation of genetic resources of a
more general nature.
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Traditional/native knowledge, traditional medicine
and human rights: analyzing two contexts - Brazil
and Mozambique
Marta A. Uetela
Coordinator of the Program of Human Rights on Health of Prometra – Organization
for the Promotion of Traditional Medicine (Mozambique)

Introduction
Traditional knowledge is a system inherited from the accumulation
and transmission of knowledge, from generation to generation throughout
time, orally or even through direct participation in daily experiences.
From the origins of man’s existence, obstacles in life, the struggle for
survival, efforts to know the world around us and to know oneself, the
increasing need of improving living conditions etc. dictated, contributed and
accompany man’s evolution in all senses. It is in the value of this dialectic
relationship between man and nature that knowledge is developed. However,
with time, the different fields of knowledge began to distance themselves
from one another because of the natural and social conditions to which different
peoples were exposed.
We see today an indescribable development in the most varied fields
of human, social and economic life, where scientific knowledge, in its most
restricted sense, is mainly responsible for these progresses. Scientific knowledge
has been the basis of mankind’s greatest transformations. Its characteristics
centred on obedience to a method that holds the “constancy” and “regularity”
aspects of the phenomena, is what dictated its specificity and privilege in
relation to other branches of knowledge during the XVII century.1 This fact
created not only man’s gradual separation from nature, but also the distancing
between common man and modern science. Brazil and Mozambique are
undoubtedly, although in different scales, participants and beneficiaries of these
yields of modern science without which they would be totally remote societies.
In spite of the accommodation to this so evolved reality, a vast number
of communities of these countries, the majority of which are rural, continue

1

“Sobre o conceito de ciência”, by José Gomes Ferreira http://www.ipv.pt/millenium/arq6_1.htm
(visited in 23/09/05 - 13:30 h).
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attached to a mutual and peaceful conviviality with nature. These communities
are endowed with a knowledge which is empiric and intrinsic to their way of
living. It is in nature that they satisfy their needs, struggle against obstacles,
find the sense of life2 and consequently develop their knowledge. In this sense,
the natural environment represents a social and cultural heritage of these
communities, and enlarges, in constant interaction, the latter’s domain over
the former. Precisely there an entire knowledge system and internal
idiosyncrasies are developed; the so called traditional knowledge.
Inside this vast knowledge, practices related to treatment and healing,
in their most diverse forms, enjoy a peculiar importance. This is the issue of
traditional medicine.
Traditional knowledge
When approaching the concept of traditional knowledge, the World
Intellectual Property Organization (Wipo) states that “traditional knowledge
is linked to every creation, innovation and cultural expression that are generally
transmitted from generation to generation, generally linked to a certain
community or delimited territory (cultural identification) and are generally
conceived in a non systematic manner (empirical answer to environmental
factors)”.3
This knowledge was always neglected, even because it didn’t have
any space to impose itself, if we consider that the election of a modern
knowledge should answer to specific characteristics and procedures previously
referred to. As such, not only was it discriminated but also a stigmatization
was created in relation to the holders and users of this type of knowledge; for
this reason, it is not acknowledged. Nevertheless, multinationals and other
holders of technological knowledge (geopolitical countries of the North) appeal
to Nature to remove from Her their benefits with a continuous
impoverishment of those that hold immense biological diversity (geopolitical
countries of the South).
The increasing rates of profit resulting from biological diversity
progressively raise man’s ambition to excessively explore nature. According to

2

Cf. WHO 2003. Health Observatory. Vol. 4, nº 1. Brazzaville: WHO African Regional Office.
Ministry of Health-Secretariat of Science Technology and Strategic Input: Database “Traditional
Knowledge on Medicinal Plants”.
3
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information from the London Botanical Garden, “the pharmaceutical industry
circulates about US$ 75 billion worth of products derived from genetic
resources all over the world, the industry of seeds US$ 30 billion and other
fields US$ 60 billion”.4
Today, simultaneously with scientific and technological advances,
there are enormous problems that sicken the planet, not only derived from
disordered expropriation but also from the lack of conservation of natural
resources. One notes that, if on one hand, the benefits from science do not
satisfy all the territorial universes, on the other they also represent an
uncertainty in regards to their future effects.
In the context of concerns in saving the world from constant problems
that sicken it, decisions that point towards environmental conservation, with
special attention to biological diversity and its sustainable use, began to appear.
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD),5 apart from bringing sovereign
autonomy to countries over the biodiversity in their territories, forces, in its
article 8j, the signatory countries (including Brazil and Mozambique) to
“respect, preserve and maintain the knowledge, innovations and practices of
local communities and indigenous populations with traditional lifestyles
relevant to the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity”, as
well as to “encourage the fair and equitable sharing of benefits derived from
the use of that knowledge, innovations and practices”.6
On the other hand, the promotion of human rights and sustainable
development is also a global concern, the first being a condition for the
accomplishment of the second. And when we speak of biodiversity, the issue
of rights of traditional communities emerge.
The issue of traditional/popular medicine
Having previously referred to the importance of nature for the life of
traditional communities, it is now important to draw attention to the fact that
man has in Nature, above all, a space and element that coexist to maintain
his biological, mental and spiritual stability, in other words, his health. In the
traditional system, “the concept of disease is holistic and prescribes an
4

Cited by André Lima – In the presentation of the book Quem cala consente? Subsídios para a proteção
aos conhecimentos tradicionais.
5
The Convention was created in 1992 in Brazil – Rio de Janeiro.
6
http://www.mma.gov.br/port/sbf/chm/cdb/cdb.html (consulted in 29/09/05).
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interdependence between body and mind, that is, the influence of emotional
and social aspects over physical aspects.”7 Here one notices the valorisation of
biomedical and social aspects in the perception of traditional medicine.
In this harmony, the “health” factor, whether biological, mental or
spiritual, becomes a central element that, through a specific traditional
knowledge, guides traditional medicine. In ancient times there was a belief
in the need for a balance between the several components of the organism
and also a balance of the organism with the environment.8
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines Traditional Medicine
as being “the total combination of knowledge and practices, applicable or
not, used in the diagnosis, prevention or elimination of physical, mental or
social diseases and that can be based exclusively on past experiences and on
observations transmitted from generation to generation, orally or in writing”.9
Why promote traditional medicine?
There are countless reasons that make the promotion of traditional
medicine an imperative. In Africa, for instance, the fact that about 80% of
africans depend on traditional medicine for their healthcare needs10 urges a
rethinking about the restoration, training and promotion of this knowledge.
Some of the several reasons for the promotion of traditional medicine include
the following:
· Traditional medicine is more sustainable than conventional
medicine;
· It is broadly available in practically all our communities;
· It is an integral part of the medical culture of our societies (it is
with this that they identify themselves and it is how they find
social psycho support they need to successfully conduct their lives);
· Those that practice traditional medicine enjoy great prestige
and social acceptance, with a well consolidated clientele;
7

Hon’wana 2002.
Rede Brasileira de Educação em Direitos Humanos by Sueli Dallari. http://www.dhnet.org.br/
educar/redeedh/bib/dallari3.htm
9
Política da Medicina Tradicional e Estratégia da sua Implementação in boletim da República –
Official Publication of the Republic of Mozambique I Series – Number 15 – 14 de April 2004
Resolution nº 11/2004.
10
Cf. Ministry of Health. 2004. National Policy of Traditional Medicine. Maputo: National Institute
of Medicine, Mozambique.
8
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· Access to healthcare with quality and effectiveness is a Basic
Human Right.11
Considering the characteristics that approach traditional communities
in Brazil to the ones in Mozambique, it is true that these reasons are applied
to both contexts.
In Brazil
In Brazil, the issue of traditional/popular medicine has been treated as
an intrinsic element in the concern for protection of biological diversity, its
access and use, as well as in the protection of the rights of communities,
holders of natural resources. It is a practice which is integral to traditional
knowledge associated to biodiversity: “Brazil is the country with the largest
biodiversity in the planet which, associated to a rich ethnic and cultural
diversity that holds valuable traditional knowledge associated to the use of
medicinal plants, has what is necessary for the development of researches
that result in appropriate technologies and therapeutics”.12
In this context, more attention is given to the use of medicinal plants,
even when it is understood that they are often interconnected to certain
religious rituals.
At this moment it is important to mention that the adoption of the
term “popular medicine” in the Brazilian context is tied to the respect to the
diversity of practices not only native but also those that are an inheritance of
other non Brazilian peoples, although from a long time ago.
In relation to the issue of traditional knowledge there are three fronts
that dominate the discussion:
· The Bill that seeks to substitute the Provisionary Measure 2.18616 of August 23rd 2001, discusses (at the governmental level)
the recognition of the right to Prior Informed Consent (PIC)
for access and the Sharing of Benefits (BS) deriving from the
use of traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity.
· The Council of Management and Administration of the Genetic
Heritage (CGEN) discusses the regulation of access to genetic
heritage and traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity.

11
12

Strategic Plan of Prometra - Mozambique.
Presentation of the proposal: National Policy of Medicinal Plants and Plant therapics – June 2005.
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· The Ministry of Health heads the interministerial discussion
on the National Policy of Medicinal Plants and Plant therapics,
with the objective of creating a law that establishes rules for
the production and commercialization of non synthetic products
derived from medicinal flora.
It can be noticed that in the three cases, the centre of attention is
traditional knowledge associated to in situ genetic resources and consequently
the protection of the rights of traditional communities. The Provisionary
Measure grants rights to indigenous peoples and local communities over their
traditional knowledge (art 9º).
The Brazilian proposal of a National Policy of Medicinal Plants and
Plant therapics was inspired by the health, environmental, economic
development and social policies. This transversality display the importance
that biodiversity represents in the implementation of initiatives capable of
promoting improvements in the quality of life of the Brazilian population.
This initiative intends to recognize teas and compounds traditionally
made from plants as medicines legalized by the health system (SUS), allowing
communities to even commercialise their products in the formal medicine
network. The Ministry of Health, through its Department of Pharmaceutical
Assistance, feels the legitimacy, as an institution that protects, cares for and
strategically thinks Brazilian public health, to propose policies to increase the
access and quality of health treatments.
The proposal, up to now only in governmental discussion, should be
later shared with the several sectors and groups interested in the issue, to
collect their sensibilities and opinions on the matter. However, this idea doesn’t
seem to be shared by the indigenous movement that intends to know and
accompany every step, from the macro to the micro level, monitoring this
measure.13 An example of this is the controversy around the creation of a
traditional knowledge database without previous consultations with indigenous
peoples and local communities.
The increasing struggle to protect the rights of traditional communities
leads to debates related to issues that should be observed in measures and
norms to be created. Among those issues is the one related to diffuse and
collective rights.

13
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The role of civil society in the protection of traditional
knowledge
At the local level, there is a constant increase in initiatives to create
cooperatives in the production and manufacture of medicinal plants in
accessible medicines for the population. In these initiatives, nongovernmental
and religious organizations, with SUS, open space, motivate and train local
communities to make use of the locally available resources to relieve
communities’ health problems. This includes product quality evaluation,
packaging, labelling and regular inspection to evaluate their validity.
But contrary forces exist. There are people that disapprove the
availability of accessible medicines for the population, alleging the inexistence
of scientific evidence of their therapeutic qualities. For the practitioners and
users of traditional treatment methods, the approval of a certain resource is
based on past collective experience from generation to generation, which is
enough to believe in its effectiveness. In this line of thought, indigenous,
quilombolas and local communities strongly appeal for the recognition of their
health practices in order to make use of both health systems, as an alternate
and complementary way. These actions reflect how the communities are getting
informed regarding their fundamental rights. In Brazil, the indigenous peoples
lead a strong social movement that demands rights over their traditional
knowledge.
In Mozambique
In texts compiled on traditional medicine, António Rita Ferreira in
his study on ethno-history and traditional culture of the group Nguni states:
“Faith in magic, divination and witchcraft cannot be easily understood if
analysed separately from traditional religion.”
Traditional religion in Mozambique is millenary, so that even with
the “civilization” imposed by Europeans when introducing the Christian religion
(also dominant in Mozambique), people continue to believe that their life is
conducted and controlled by ancestors. That is why frequently, in different
occasions in life, the evocation of spirits is necessary and indispensable. This
is still very important in relation to treatments. In this sense, natural environment
plays a crucial role: the water from the rivers, seas or lakes, animals and plants
are the resources used for treatment. However, in Mozambique, the marks of
stigmatisation and banishment of culture are still notable, left by the historical105
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cultural humiliation and even by the socialist post-independence policies,
mainly in what refers to the issue of traditional medicine.
Even with the fact that only 40% of the Mozambican population have
access to public health services,14 with the remaining 60% left to their own
luck, there are few progresses in relation to the promotion of traditional
medicine. On the other hand, the progress of modern medicine is indubitable
and unquestionable, however it benefits only a certain group of the population
with financial power, the majority of which are in urban districts.
A research carried out by Prometra – Organization of Promotion of
Traditional Medicine, shows how a certain population of about 13.000
inhabitants lives based on traditional norms and systems, including traditional
medicine.15 This is Calanga, an Administrative Position of the district of
Manhiça, in the south of Mozambique. This population has only two health
centres and a maternity ward. Besides the enormous distances 16 that
communities need to travel to reach the health centres, oftenly the services
do not meet the users’ needs because of lack of personnel and medicines.
This reinforces the opinion that traditional medicine is more accessible
than conventional medicine. This situation is similar to that of several other
communities throughout the country. However, few of them are still concerned
about the recognition and protection of traditional medicine. In spite of this
situation, the weak access to information regarding their rights and the almost
absence of local institutions and accessible mechanisms of promotion and
protection of human rights, maintain the communities passive and
consequently without a sense for fighting.
Policies of traditional medicine and their challenges
For the satisfaction of those interested in seeing the restoration of
traditional medicine, Mozambique created the Traditional Medicine Policy.
Its creation is strictly linked to growing concerns related to the need to face
the threatening challenges of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Without denying
that the political interest for the restoration of cultural practices is gradually
growing, the governmental calling for the involvement of all social actors in

14

Mozambique – Traditional Medicine Policy 2004.
Mozambique – Prometra – Survey Report of Socio-cultural Adequate Strategies to Fight HIV/
AIDS in Calanga.
16
The population travels around 20 km to reach the first public health service.
15
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combating HIV/AIDS, including leaders and practitioners of traditional
medicine, broadly provoked the creation of a traditional medicine policy.
Nevertheless, its regulation and implementation are currently bringing
great challenges. If, on the one hand, the issue of traditional medicine is
“new” among legislators and other academics, on the other hand, the majority
of holders of traditional medicine are individuals with quite elementary levels
of education or without any academic instruction, 17 which hinders the
accomplishment of a rapid and effective operation. Above all, there is
pertinence in integrating traditional medicine in the National Health System,
respecting principles of alternation and complementarity.18
The role of civil society in the promotion of traditional
medicine
The efforts of the civil society are still fragile and dispersed. This
situation is justified, on the one hand, by the legacy that sowed the stigma
among cultural practices in the country, and on the other by the corruption of
good practices, providing the emergence of opportunistic fakes and other illicit
practices that on behalf of alternative and traditional medicine deceive public
opinion.
Prometra has been working on research to better understand traditional
medicine and to classify their practitioners. This initiative takes place within
the Research and Documentation of Traditional Medicine Program.
In Mozambique the absence of social groups that identify themselves
with the cause of the protection of rights of traditional communities persists,
in spite of the fact that they represent a majority of the Mozambican population.
The creation in the nineties of Ametramo – Association of Traditional Doctors
of Mozambique, represented a step characterized by government moderation and
tolerance in relation to traditional medicine. This association was a governmental
strategy to implement programs of collaboration with practitioners of traditional
medicine without any formal recognition of their medical practices.
The recent transfer of traditional power to the level of the masses,
formerly banished with national independence, has created expectations for
the local populations, giving them the possibility to revitalize their system of

17
18

Medicinal Plants Department of the Ministry of Health, Mozambique.
Traditional Medicine Policy, Mozambique.
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traditional social organization, according to which traditional leaders have a
statute with absolute legitimacy given by the people for being chosen by
ancestors or heredity and kinship.19
Comparative analysis
Having seen both contexts of study, no doubts remain that traditional
medicine, as a part of native knowledge, is indispensable for the fulfilment of
the communities’ lives. In both contexts there is an aspiration of having
traditional knowledge recognized by governments as a viable and sustainable
system for improving the access and quality of health services of local
communities. For that to occur, they reinforce its integration in the respective
health systems, respecting the principles of alternation and complementarity.
Even considering that the indigenous and quilombolas groups represent
minorities in the Brazilian context, most of this population appeals to traditional
medicine to satisfy their first health needs. Connected to this fact, it is important
to mention the situation of underestimation and discrimination which these
communities face, since they are considered as “inferior communities” in this
context.
In Mozambique, about 60%, the majority of the population, turn to
traditional medicine, identifying themselves with this kind of medicine since
it is an integral part of their culture. Although there is no space to speak of
racial discrimination in this context, what is visible is the “vulnerability” of
these communities provoked by their neglect in relation to their participation
and in the building of public policies in the country. The intensified fragility
of health services in rural areas as well as the distance of these services is a
proof of this reality.
It is also important to mention that in Mozambique, even the some
40% that access formal health services use, at the same time, traditional
medicine system since it is a part of their culture, and above all, for the fact
that the two systems, conventional and traditional, answer to different social
problems. As such, traditional medicine in Mozambique is not limited to the
use of medicinal plants, rather it refers to a complex system of knowledge of
those whose powers are not simply volunteer.

19

Mozambique – Prometra – Survey Report of Socio-cultural Adequate Strategies to Fight HIV/
AIDS in Calanga.
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Brazil and Mozambique have extensive room for cooperation in this
area; the following aspects can be pointed out:
· Strengthening of civil society groups that defend the rights of
traditional communities, including their own communities;
· Exchange in relation to regulation of the respective laws on
traditional medicine that are in force, although in different
stages;
· The production, manufacture and packing of tradition-based
medicine to facilitate access by the communities;
· Identification of soils that are typical for the cultivation of certain
medicinal plants, among others.
Conclusion
Knowing that a balanced human life is conditioned by a healthy
biological diversity, this very diversity in turn counts on human will for its
preservation; in other words, there should be a harmony between man and
the environment.20
This approach reaffirms the need to protect traditional communities
and their public patrimony as well as to motivate and involve initiates aimed
at a sustainable development. Assuming this position, conditions are created
so that their rights, as members of society, can be fully accomplished, as states
article 1o of the Declaration on the Right to Development of 1993.
In this line of thinking, both Mozambique and Brazil are countries
that, besides presenting similar climatic characteristics, possess an immense
natural and cultural wealth. The underestimation of traditional knowledge
of communities, not only deteriorates biological diversity but also wastes years
of work related to research on their therapeutic qualities. On the other hand,
native knowledge involves practices exempt from any environmental damage.21
Having empirically proven throughout the years that generations
survived in a traditional system that includes traditional medicine, more than
worrying about conforming this system inside modern knowledge with
alternation and complementarity, the promotion of traditional medicine
represents a human rights issue, once it involves a group of inherent practices

20
21

Roberto Dromi in “Conteúdo e Interpretação dos Direitos Constitucionais”, 2004.
http://www.ipv.pt/millenium/arq6_1.htm
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and faiths of certain groups that struggle for the promotion of the ideal of a
free human being.22
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We are asked to discuss some elements of the protection status of
traditional knowledge found in contexts different from the local ones, such as
publications or databases; and if it is necessary to demand prior informed
consent in order to access these data and how does benefits’ sharing fits in
that frame.
The first thing one should remember is that traditional peoples were
not asked to give their consent so that the CBD (Convention on Biological
Diversity) determine by itself the extent of the concessions which would ‘favour’
those people – concessions that constitute the core of the formulated question.
It is only in the stage of the implementation of CBD where we find ad hoc
situations brought forward by the representatives of indigenous peoples and
traditional communities, which are now getting organized to defend their
rights, although knowing that their intervention can only be peripheral since
the process is controlled by the States which do not really consider their point
of view.

1

globaliz_ilsa@etb.net.co; www.ilsa.org.co
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That is why before opening the ‘technical’ discussion around the issues
of published knowledge, prior informed consent and benefit sharing, it is
necessary to look at the options that CBD offers. Ever since Convention ILO
169 (International Labour Organization) it is recognized to indigenous peoples,
black communities, and Rom people (to situate the categories that compose
Latin American societies) the right to develop their own relationships with
nature and preserve their culture. This position is reaffirmed in the CBD
when it relates both types of knowledge: western science on one hand and
traditional knowledge, innovations and practices on the other. In a theoretical
level, the issue is to evaluate or to recognize the contribution of this part of
the mankind which has stayed out of the circle of the positivist rationality.
The CBD points out that there is a connection between the
conservation of diversity and the traditional ways of life, attributing to them a
value that should be recognized and which serves as basis for the benefit
sharing concept. Although the importance of traditional knowledge is
recognized, the CBD relates this knowledge only to the existence and
preservation of diversity, leaving outside – perhaps because it is not its specific
field – its protection and its acknowledgment as an entity in itself.
However, the issue yet to be studied deeper is the significance, the
extent of the different cultures and what exactly their contributions are.
Moreover, there is no connection regarding the analysis and application of
the so called internal or customary law, or in other words the governance and
regulation systems that those communities and peoples hold ancestrally.
Although there is a position taken on other subjects, there is no defined pathway
for the elaboration of norms adequated to their culture, which recognize and
respect the norms of traditional peoples and communities, through which they
have been regulated, so that the new identities which are implied in the
concept of diversity could emerge.
This makes that initial question vague, since it is based on the
assumption that one can give his consent for the use of part of one’s culture,
with mechanisms closer to the western and dominant logic, from which they
want to disassociate.
What is presented then is a double meaning: on the one hand the
normativity and institutionality in international, subregional and national level,
that seek to regulate in an universal way the rights of the peoples on their
knowledge; and on the other hand peoples to which you communicate
afterwards the protective norms on their interests. To these peoples and
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communities remains the task of assimilating this concept and to incorporate
it into their demands and rights. However, knowledge is part of an ancestral
culture, which goes beyond the definition of the general norm: it is extended,
connected to notions like territory and resources, so that the useful control
for these peoples and communities is the one that covers everything and not
only the part denominated as traditional knowledge, innovations and practices.2
That is why in order to understand and resolve the issue of decision
making systems, consultation mechanisms, participation and prior informed
consent of communities, we encounter multiple regulatory approaches; some,
built or pending due to positivist requirements, and others, the internal ones,
that correspond to their own approaches of governance and social control.
These last ones still represent unknown or at least unexplored grounds.
Another issue is the legitimation process behind CBD, which accelerates
the implementation rhythm regarding positions that must be taken by peoples
and communities, and at the same time slows down the process of implementation,
recognition and fulfilment of the claims of peoples and communities. Eventually,
this is a way of forcing the peoples to define their position in a relatively short
time; it seems to us this is a way of imposing the formal positivist vision to support
its appropriation and guarantee to users that there won’t be any further claims.
In other words, this is an imposition of a process without respect to the autonomy
and cultural diversity that is supposed to protect.
Base of the discussion and necessary distinction
The adoption of one or various legal instruments by States implies in
direct mandate for the inhabitants of the national territory. The Convention
on Biological Diversity created concepts which affect indigenous peoples and
traditional communities without previously consultation with them, and that
is the source of the problems. The notion of informed consent is a result of
that imposition and its treatment reveals exactly the problems created by the
adoption of legal norms on matters for which indigenous peoples keep another
type of law, customary law.
The prior informed consent is the extension of the concept applied by
3
states in exercise of their sovereign right to grant access to their natural

2
3

Article 8(j) of the CBD.
Article 15, number 5.
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resources. If we study art. 8(j), we notice that it brings up the connection of
that knowledge realized with: (i) promotion of the wide application of
knowledge, innovations and practices with the approval and the participation
of their holders; (ii) fair sharing of benefits arising from the utilisation of that
knowledge, innovations and practices; (iii) in the information to be exchanged
and when feasible repatriated (par. 2 of article 17), one should include
reference to traditional knowledge and technologies.
Distinctions
Given these circumstances, the issue of prior informed consent serves
at least to distinguish two situations: one prior and other after signing to the
CBD in 1992.
Before 1992 the use of knowledge was common practice and it was
claimed that the resources used were common heritage. This way, knowledge
became the subject of anthropological, biological or geographical publications
and could be found in databases and other contexts of academic character.
Without doubt, knowledge constituted a source that interested parties could
freely access, without the need for prior informed consent.
In face of this situation, there are historical claims on the state of
dominance and illicit use, in some cases, of the knowledge and culture of
peoples, also considered subject of study for the advance of the formal
knowledge system. However, according to our understanding this is a clear
violation of the ethical customary laws of these peoples, since there was no
positive law that could be enforced, so that there was the need for historical
repairs through an established system of compensation for the illicit use of
their cultural heritage.
It should be assumed that researchers acted in good faith and that
they, along with traditional peoples and communities, could not foresee the
direction that academic research would take. Besides, they could not have
predicted the overwhelming advance of the intellectual property system, which
is actually the source of the problems we are facing.
Nevertheless, the issue does not stop here: there are many other points
to be clarified. For example what happens when research and publications
deal with data whose access was and still is restricted according to customary
law? With sacred knowledge? In those cases is it necessary that traditional
peoples validate it? Should there be a benefit sharing fund? Should there be a
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compensation protocol elaborated by both sides? Should there be a further use
prohibition system established?
After 1992 the questions changed significantly. There was legislation
in place: the CBD, which came into force for the signatory countries and
their nationals. Thereafter the issue of databases and publications has to be
viewed from that perspective and any other perspective of human rights related
to the protection of the peoples and communities and their internal regulations.
Therefore academic knowledge should be subject to what is required of any
user of that knowledge. The conduct of academia and the research sector
can not be exempted from the general norm, since there have been many
cases where illicit use and patenting of resources took place based on articles
published by researchers.
According to the indigenous peoples and traditional communities that
met in the International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity (IIFB) and had
participated in the discussions of the Conference of the Parties of the CBD,4
the issue of Prior Informed Consent is a human right. Therefore one can not
blame the peoples for refusing to share their knowledge or their resources,
because they ended up as an extension of the intellectual property legislation.
This is a new situation placing them in a scenario unknown to them and in
which they were not invited to decide if they wanted to be included or not;
they are faced with a new challenge and therefore the solution should have
some mutually clarified terms.
They argue that “free prior informed consent in relation to our
knowledge, innovations and practices is a vital human right for Indigenous
Peoples. The free prior informed consent is related to our territorial, social
and cultural rights and makes part of the right to self-determination. The
right to free prior informed consent promotes the plain and effective
participation and the respect to the rights of Indigenous Peoples. The adoption
of positions or guidelines that tend to limit, restrict or subject it to the national
legislations is contrary to the current and forthcoming international law on
the rights of Indigenous Peoples”.
Indigenous peoples manifested that there should be a distinction
between the authorization to access genetic resources, which lies within the
4

The 6th Conference Of the Parties (COP6) of the CBD in Hague –The Netherlands, adopted the
Voluntary Guideline on Access and Benefits Sharing (Guidelines of Bonn). The prior informed
consent does make a fundamental part of that Guideline and the indigenous peoples made this clear
with a categorical declaration in the space of the CBD.
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States, and the authorization to use the knowledge associated to these
resources. This declaration was made before the adoption of the Bonn
Guidelines, in order to implement the issue of access by the States. They
denounced once more the continuous abuse due to the illicit use of their
knowledge without respecting the principle of free prior informed consent.
They reminded that in exercise of their right to object on cultural grounds,
they have the “right to deny access to our territories, in accordance with our
own procedures and our customary law (Ibid)”.
The public domain may be a defense instrument regarding patents
since it impedes novelty, but on the other hand the publication in databases
and articles facilitates its use by third parties which could produce versions
presented as new works, protected by copyright applicable in the case of
academic studies.5
Prior Informed Consent
Based on these considerations, we could therefore name some of the
essential elements of Prior Informed Consent or the characteristics that it
should have.
The peoples and communities proclaimed that prior informed consent
is a vital human right for Indigenous Peoples which is intrinsically related
with their territorial, social and cultural rights; therefore it is part of the right
to self-determination and its ultimate purpose is the full respect and protection
for all rights of the peoples. The adoption of proposals or guidelines that tries
to limit, restrict or subject this right to the national legislations are considered
contrary to the current and emerging international law on the rights of
Indigenous Peoples. This is based on the promotion of their plain and effective
participation in the decision making, respecting at the same time their own
regulatory forms. From this one can deduce that is an act that has to be voluntary,
free, informed and prior.
To be voluntary means the right to prohibit, control and authorize any
aspect related to their territories and their resources. It includes the right to
prohibit, control and authorize any activity that although does not take place

5
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, Fourth session. New York, 16-27 May 2005. 4th item of the
provisional agenda* Priorities and current topics. Information from the International Seminar on
relative methodologies to free, prior informed consent and the indigenous peoples (New York, 17-19
January 2005).
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in their land, may affect their customs, territories, human rights or resources.
This is a joint right exercised through their governors who have to monitor
their own laws and customs.
Consent should be granted without coercion, with knowledge, without
threats, fraud, or manipulations. That means with enough knowledge on possible
implications derived, and having the possibility to revise the decision if new
facts arise.
Prior means to be granted before activities take place or when one is
aware of them. Informed consent means that only when the information
required for decision making is acquired, you can proceed to grant it. The
information should be available in an appropriate language, through
comprehensible mechanisms and means for the community.
The advances until now in the process of implementation of the CBD
regarding traditional knowledge are the Bonn Guidelines, aimed to adapt it6
to the formal frameworks of intellectual property rights, before getting deeper
on the implications of their customary law. Although they mention aspects
like the authorities responsible for granting of prior informed consent, the
terms and deadlines; the specification of uses; the procedures to obtain prior
informed consent; and the mechanisms of consultation of the relevant
interested parties, these are focused only on prior informed consent to access
genetic resources held by the States, rendering it a functionary approach.
There must be examined the possibility of not granting the consent
until the peoples take the necessary time to decide on this matter. These
guidelines give to it special importance in determining the extent of traditional
knowledge and of the existent rights, the applicability of the existent regimes
of intellectual property rights for the protection of traditional knowledge and
the existent options in order to establish a sui generis protection regime for the
rights related to traditional knowledge.
Therefore the discussions on prior informed consent should concentrate
on deepen the challenge that traditional knowledge represents for science
and the academy and not the other way around: traditional knowledge as an
input for the latter. Academic knowledge should not become an instrument
to facilitate piracy on traditional knowledge. This type of research is not
exempted from the general norm because although many do not have actual

6

Bonn Guidelines, 2001.
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economic purposes, they can be used for this objective. This practice is
continuous and indigenous peoples denounce it in all documents.
As for access to genetic resources, indigenous peoples have expressed
that it is very important for the success of any future International Regime on
Access7 to establish with clarity the principles of prior informed consent,
especially when there is use of associated traditional knowledge. For the
aforementioned reasons we believe that the academic sector can not be
exempted.

It is not about forcing
ratification over different
social and cultural means
based in preconceived
parameters. This perhaps
offers us the opportunity to
question ourselves as
knowledge holders and
demonstrate that we
accept the diversity with
all consequences;
although it costs us a bit,
we do not want to make
knowledge evermore
functional, we want to
rescue the diversity as a
possibility of understanding
and not of submission.

7
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Trying to unite the knowledge
Rather than trying to incorporate
the traditional knowledge in publications,
a dialogue should be opened to explore
the opportunity to harmonize the different
types of knowledge. To recognize the
identity of traditional and to perform joint
research on customary law and positive
law.
To deepen an exchange in equal
conditions and secure the participation
of peoples and communities in all levels
of discussion and decision on this matter.
Representation in international fora is not
enough, the issue must be brought up
from the local level, through community
procedures where the concepts and the
rights are elaborated.
It is not about forcing ratification
over different social and cultural means
based in preconceived parameters. This
perhaps offers us the opportunity to
question ourselves as knowledge holders
and demonstrate that we accept the
diversity with all consequences; although
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it costs us a bit, we do not want to make knowledge evermore functional,
we want to rescue the diversity as a possibility of understanding and not
of submission.
References
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Debra Harry (IPCB)
Indigenous knowledge is a hot topic today with seventeen different
UN-related forums discussing the protection of indigenous knowledge, in some
way or another. Some very critical discussions are taking place, particularly in
the World Intellectual Property Organization (Wipo) and the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD) which will result in setting international standards
regarding the protection of indigenous knowledge. Of course these are
discussions that we are very concerned about and follow carefully in our work.
I want to talk about the positioning of indigenous peoples in relation
to these discussions. As you probably have already gathered from the previous
discussions, as indigenous peoples we base our position on rights, on indigenous
rights or on human rights. When we talk about indigenous knowledge it brings
with it, inherently and implicitly, the issue of rights of indigenous peoples
such as the right of self-determination. We prefer the term “indigenous
knowledge (IK)” rather than “traditional knowledge (TK)”. Certainly
traditional knowledge exists but when we talk about indigenous knowledge,
it carries with it this element of the rights of indigenous peoples. We also
believe that States have a responsibility to uphold their human rights
obligations and in our work we must continuously remind States of this obligation
in these discussions. For States, this is not an option, it is an obligation, and it
is a responsibility.
As indigenous peoples our rights are inextricably tied to territory.
Research should been considered prohibited unless it is explicitly authorized.
Often we see the assumption by researchers that we are an open book, and
that is not the case. So let me just speak a bit about human rights and the
right of self-determination.
As you know, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
Article 1.1, states, “All peoples have the right to self determination. All peoples,
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by virtue of that right, freely determine their political status and freely pursue
their economic, social and cultural development.” There is no exclusionary
clause with regards to indigenous peoples, and of course a recognition of this
right has been our continuous struggle since first contact with Western
civilization. There is also a growing body of international standards that
recognize indigenous peoples’ right of permanent sovereignty over natural
resources. In her report issued in 2004, within the UN Commission on Human
Rights, the Special Rapporteur Mm. Erica Irene Daes says that international
law and human rights norms demonstrate that “there exists a developed legal
principle that indigenous peoples have the collective right to the lands and
territories they traditionally use and occupy. This right includes the right to
use, own, manage and control the natural resources found within our
territories.” She further goes on to say that natural resources include genetic
resources. So you will often hear indigenous peoples referring to their right of
permanent sovereignty over natural resources through the discussions.
Research historically has been problematic for indigenous peoples for
a variety of reasons. Typically, the paradigm has been a top-down, outside-in
process. Indigenous peoples are contacted late in the process after research
questions have already been developed and the money has been granted;
they are just asked to be research subjects. We also believe that there is a
very thin line between the academic research and private research, because
it is very easy for publicly-funded research to fall into private hands. As a
matter of fact, in the United States, there is a mandate for academic institutions
to seek intellectual property protection for research that may be profitable.
Indigenous peoples are often asked to bear all the risk and yet the
benefits are minimal if not nil. We also find that research facilitates a process
of enclosure of indigenous knowledge, through copyright or patents. So what
you have then, is an appropriation that then results in a permanent alienation
of knowledge from communities through the application of intellectual property
rights (IPRs). Let’s say information is copyrighted or patented, once the
protection period expires, the information goes into the public domain and
is available for free and open access. So it is an alienation tool that has
very serious implications for us, as the holders or the rightful owners of that
knowledge. We also know that all the discussions about access and benefit
sharing arrangements are very dangerous because they facilitate this
process of appropriation, alienation and commercialization of resources
and knowledge.
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I would like to talk about this notion of public domain. It is an aspect
of western property law. Basically, we reject the notion that any indigenous
knowledge that has been taken without our explicit consent is now in the
public domain and there can not be and should not be efforts to repatriate
anything that has been wrongfully taken from us. As a matter of fact, there is
a very interesting case in the Andes, where there has been a repatriation of
different varieties of potatoes back to the Andean communities.
In the United States, we want to move beyond the discussion on ethics
in research, to legally enforceable protection. I want to talk about a model
that was developed by my organization, called the Indigenous Research
Protection Act (Irpa). It helps communities to establish a legal regulatory
mechanism to control research and research activities within their territories.
It has different elements to it such as the establishment of research review
teams, or committees, which function similarly as an institutional review board
does for institutions. The committee defines the research principles; it
elaborates all the details of a research project from the beginning to the end.
They develop the research questions. They oversee the implementation of
the research and there is a timeline established so that there is a clear end to
the research. Questions as to commercialization, ownership and authorship
are all answered up front. All of these prior decisions are backed up within a
formal research agreement process. It also addresses questions as to liabilities
and defines penalties if the terms of the agreement are not respected. I think
this is very important because ethics are fine, and many international
institutions, governments and research institutions talk about ethics, but there
are no teeth in ethics. What happens when people are robbed of their resources
or knowledge? What happens when peoples are harmed? Who should be held
accountable and liable for these things? We found it necessary to find ways to
develop legal mechanisms to do this.
I want to spend some time on the notion of principles in research. An
aspect of the Irpa, lays out several principles:
· First is the principle of self-determination, in which the
collaborating research institution and researchers must
recognize the communities’ right to self determination, as an
element of the research project.
· It also talks about the principle of prior informed rights. It
recognizes that indigenous peoples have prior rights and
interests over all aspects of their territories – the air, the land,
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the waterways – and also that they have intellectual and cultural heritage.
· It talks about the principle of inalienability by which many of
the things we are talking about, the resources and the
knowledge that they hold, cannot be taken away.
· We talk about the principle of traditional guardianship in
the sense that researchers should recognize that indigenous
peoples have the role of guardianship over their territories,
that they have a relationship with their environment, and they
have a responsibility to maintain that.
· We talk about the principle of full prior informed consent,
where there is full disclosure and full prior consultation. So
prior informed consent is not just signing on the dotted line. It
has to be done in a language that is fully understandable, and
the participants must understand the broadest implications,
and also that benefits must outweigh the risks that are posed
to the community. We talk about a respect for confidentiality
when required. If there is sensitive information that the
community believes should not be disclosed, they have the
right to veto, revise and to approve those publications before
they are publicly released, and to make sure that the
information and knowledge is protected.
· We talk about the principles of respect, empowerment and
equity.
So these are the kinds of elements that we talk about in the Irpa that
need to be the essential aspects of any kind of research agreement with
outsiders. All of this culminates in a research agreement, which is a legally
enforceable document, under contract law, and lays out the responsibilities of
the researcher and of the communities. It lays out the terms of agreement,
timeline, liabilities, ownership, non-commercialization and also the termination
of that agreement. I think many people would say all this will probably inhibit
research, but ultimately I think that what you end up with is a win-win
situation. If you actualize these elements, the research would be carried out
in true partnership. The research would be beneficial to the community itself
and the research is carried out as a partnership in a respectful and just way.
At the same time our communities need to have this kind of local
protection in place. There is also the need for other layers of protection.
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Institutions need to review their principles and their policies. What do they
have in place that protects the rights of indigenous peoples in research? They
have an obligation, both ethical and legal, to insure that research that is
carried out within their institutions upholds human rights standards. Research
institutions also have a responsibility to be transparent and to have the
involvement of civil society in their work. National law also obviously needs
to protect and respect indigenous rights in research, and needs to have
complementary clauses that would let that happen.
I take a step back and say that the broader context of research, when
we are talking about indigenous knowledge and genetic resources, is
commercialization. Why else would there be so much activity, interest and
discussion about indigenous knowledge these days? Research is being done to
benefit the intellectual property rights’ holder, not society. What ever is
produced will not be given freely to everybody. It is in the context of
commercialization, and in that sense, nobody really benefits other than the
patent and the copyright holder. So this notion that research is being carried
out to benefit mankind often is a falsehood. There really is very little
altruism in the research we see today. Indigenous peoples have been asked
to be an open book and freely give, and because it is in our nature, we
often do freely give, we often do freely share our knowledge. But this is a
problem because we are taken advantage of in that process. One of our
spiritual leaders at home says we are nations of givers dealing with nations of
takers.
The other problem is that intellectual property rights are being granted
way too broadly. How can anybody claim to have invented life, or a life form?
Genetic material itself needs to be taken out of the scope of intellectual property
protection because nobody can claim the invention of life itself. The same is
true for indigenous knowledge. How can anyone claim copyright over an
existing knowledge system? What needs to be policed here is the intellectual
property system itself and it needs to be held in check. There is also a need to
recognize and openly talk about the fact that there are conflicting sovereignties.
There is no such thing as absolute State sovereignty over resources. It just is
non-existent. States have international human rights obligations that they
also have to uphold.
I think it is also important to recognize that indigenous knowledge
systems greatly pre-date Western property law. They have integrity in their
own right and that integrity has to be respected. We have our own customary
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laws, which govern how we manage and protect knowledge and resources
within our territories. That has to be protected and respected.
This talk about protecting indigenous knowledge using databases or
registries, or getting the indigenous peoples to copyright their knowledge and
so on, is a very dangerous move that imposes intellectual property rights over
indigenous knowledge systems. It fundamentally transforms the nature of
indigenous knowledge from being forms of collectively held cultural heritage
to a privatized commodity. It basically threatens the existence of that
knowledge. Let me share an interesting example of how Wipo recast indigenous
knowledge into Western intellectual property terms.
During Wipo’s North American fact finding mission, they learned from
indigenous peoples that certain traditional medicine people are special
knowledge holders who have a responsibility to care for sacred medicines
bundles. As they care for these bundles they also often train an apprentice
who will learn to take care of these bundles, so that they will carry these
bundles for future generations. Wipo recast this information, calling the bundle
holder is the “owner” who has exclusive rights to determine its use and the
apprentice can be considered a “licensee.” So you can see how this knowledge
gets totally distorted when recast in IPR terms.
The only real protection for indigenous knowledge is for indigenous
ways of life to be lived and carried out in its day-to-day integrity. It has to be
transmitted from generation to generation. Indigenous knowledge is not static,
it is dynamic. It will continue to change and bring about new innovations and
creativity in our lives, which will contribute to the benefit of our future
generations. Indigenous knowledge cannot be captured and stored away in a
database or registry. Indigenous knowledge must be lived! For that to happen
then, the only real protection is to protect indigenous peoples right of selfdetermination.
Robert Guimarães Vásquez (Aidesep-Orau)
The issue we are discussing here is a quite delicate one. Not long ago,
we came out of a very strong process of destruction, extermination and
displacement from our ancestral territories. Moreover, during many decades,
in the speech of the rulers there has been a total absence of a real inclusion of
public policies that guarantee the effective participation of indigenous peoples
in state policies. But now we are in a scenario of global economic interest,
since in our territories they find forest, mineral, gas and oil resources as well
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as a great potential related to biodiversity resources associated to our
knowledge, wisdom, and innovations.
It is important to point out that the wisdom of the indigenous peoples
is intimately linked to the territory and to biological diversity resources, because
it is in this diversity that such knowledge is developed on a daily basis; therefore,
the guarantee and legal security of the territories, the communal reserves of
indigenous peoples, constitute the fundamental basis to assure the existence
of our cultures.
This is because, as we see, we are once again the center of global
economic interest. There is a privatization process towards access our
knowledge and resources. Now they cannot exterminate us openly, because
there are international agreements; what happens in our countries is that
governments fear being sanctioned, by not receiving loans from multilateral
institutions, as a result of violations of human rights. I believe this is the
reason why now they have a little more care with the indigenous issue.
I would like to start by saying that so far, the issue of knowledge or
ancestral wisdom of indigenous peoples has not been conceptualized in its
real dimensions, because for western science, any type of knowledge which is
not supported by scientific research methods and procedures is regarded
traditional knowledge. But from our point of view, these types of knowledge
are wisdom or indigenous science because they have their own research processes and methods, not yet discovered by western researchers or scientists.
This is a fundamental right of the indigenous peoples, which is linked to
three important components: territoriality, indigenous science, and wisdom
or knowledge intimately associated to resources. This triangle cannot be
separated from the right to territoriality. In the whole Amazon basin many of
our resources have been extracted through formal extermination methods
(laws related to mining and oil concessions, etc.) and we know that other
resources have also been extracted, so now we are left only with biological
diversity resources associated to our knowledge. But we are already obtaining
and managing great part of this information. It is now necessary to access it,
but with mechanisms which permit dialogue. So, how are we responding as
indigenous peoples? We consider that they are still not providing the necessary
conditions or space for us to enter in this process of the so called negotiations.
These international economic agreements that the governments are forcing
on us oblige us to speak of this process. Who is more interested in talking
about these issues? Well, we are not very interested to talk about this, to
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negotiate, because our wisdom, our knowledge are the only things left for us
and they are the basis of our spirituality, they are our life.
We have, as a fundamental principle, what one cannot forget in this
process, like I said a moment ago, to guarantee the territories that constitute
the fundamental basis for the conservation of wisdom, knowledge or indigenous
science. In our country we still have indigenous peoples that have not been
able to gain legal recognition of their territorial space. This indispensable
bond with knowledge is also part of the affirmation of our self-determination
and of our cultural identity, as a fundamental basis. Therefore, if this bond
from our territory is broken we cannot guarantee the continuity of life itself.
As such, it generates systematic violations of our rights.
When we speak of forest genetic resources, our Peruvian legislation
defines them as State patrimony. It is a barrier, a limitation, and now they
seek to generate legal proposals. If legal rules do not guarantee the absolute
respect for the life of the indigenous peoples themselves, then we have a long
list of laws that guarantee it and that are increasingly generalised, limiting
fundamental rights. We are forced to request a law to consent forestry permits,
hunting and fishing permits, and now that is what they are doing.
We have to seriously evaluate if legal norms will guarantee that we
have absolute rights, considering that indigenous peoples already existed a
long time before the creation of states. That is why we say that our wisdom is
part of the process of self-determination and the affirmation of our identity as
peoples, and from this on we can discuss whether to negotiate or not. There is
fear within my people; we held meetings with the council of elders, shaman
groups, women, and the youth and they expressed their great fear of speaking
about this issue, because after other resources, the only thing we are left with
is the backbone of the structure of the indigenous peoples.
We are forced to speak of an issue in response to external interests. So
how do we generate a protection mechanism inside our communities? From
here arises the issue of what to do with knowledge that is already in the
public domain. We consider that while a great percentage of knowledge and
wisdom is not yet in the public domain, some publications or articles related
to the forms of cultural life and other manifestations are in books somewhere,
with information, but the actual formula of how things are done and made is
still with us. And that is a potential; it is a tool, kept very zealously and now
more than ever because obviously there is extermination of our resources,
invasion of third parties in our territories.
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Prior informed consent should not only apply to the issue of access to
genetic resources; it should apply in all processes that involve research. We
are also conscious that research will allow, in a certain way, greater respect
for knowledge, but we should identify what issues should be researched and
what things should not be registered under a research process. It is important
to respect the organizational structures
of indigenous peoples. Universities may We must remember that
have faculties of sociology or
research is the first step to
anthropology, but they do not teach
the students the principles regarding gaining access, and as such
relations with indigenous peoples. It is
there is strong criticism
important to know that there are
concerns, expressed in the previous because many researches,
panel, in relation to what to do with after the results are obtained,
researchers; we should at least demand
to know the origin, the objective and remain in the hands of
the possible impacts of the research. industries or even the
We must remember that research is
government. We should
the first step to gaining access, and as
such there is strong criticism because proceed in the framework of
many researches, after the results are
respect for the parties and
obtained, remain in the hands of
industries or even the government. We interculturality; indigenous
should proceed in the framework of issues are being discussed,
respect for the parties and
interculturality; indigenous issues are but without understanding
being discussed, but without the dimension of the
understanding the dimension of the
meaning of being part of a
meaning of being part of a completely
different culture with different completely different culture
principles, because these principles are
with different principles,
more and more reduced by the majority
because these principles are
of society. What to do?
In our country we have the more and more reduced by
experience of participating in discussions
concerning the elaboration of Law the majority of society. What
27811, the law that protects collective to do?
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knowledge of indigenous peoples associated to genetic resources. We say that
for every process there should be prior informed consent, with appropriate
mechanisms and clear procedures, in good faith. This is hardly the case in every
country; information is only disclosed in official records or in official State rules,
which are quickly submitted in order to receive public feedback, but these
information mechanisms do not reach the communities. The process of consent
should also respect the organizational structures of peoples and should be
carried out at different levels; at an academic level and at the level of the
organizations, a more community-based level, with local and external
facilitators that can clarify concepts related to the impacts of any activity in
the communal territories. This process should also include the establishment
of an alliance between indigenous peoples and the actors implementing the
agreements, and there should be more support for development and capacity
building of local facilitators, in order to allow an understanding of these issues,
so that the information can be internalised at the level of the organizations
and the communities. Otherwise, the appropriate information will not reach
the communities and this generates more and more breaches, considering all
the reasons related to historical records we have already lived, as indigenous
peoples.
To conclude, the agenda of indigenous peoples is still absent from the
agenda of regional and local governments, and even from the agenda of the
national government itself; there is not a public policy related to indigenous
peoples. The issue of indigenous peoples in political spaces is still spoken of as
a social demand and not as an effective policy of social inclusion of indigenous
peoples issues in public agendas. In such a way that in public or academic
spaces the agenda of indigenous peoples is still considered as a social problem
related to research and not as a true acceptance of cultural diversity. Therefore,
a true social inclusion of public policies related to indigenous peoples should
be an agenda established by governments and mainly by the competent bodies.
Now some conclusions: prior informed consent should be carried out
at all levels and for all activities related to indigenous territories. Not only for
access to genetic resources but also for the information related to the
knowledge which is in the public domain.
The issue of how to avoid the appropriation of our knowledge by third
parties is an internal responsibility, an organizational responsibility. This is
not something that the State or third parties will do.This is something that
we, as indigenous peoples, have to do. How to strengthen the mechanisms of
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internal protection at the level of the communities? That is not an obligation
of the state. How to internalise this? There are things that we have to do
ourselves, including the use of terms, appropriate concepts, because when
discussing at the legal level it is necessary to be careful in relation to the terms we
use. The responsibility of internal strengthening is, at all levels, ours.
There is weakening and extinction of our knowledge as a result of the
impacts of oil, forest and mining activities over indigenous territories; but
there is also an absence of state policies aimed to the strengthening of bilingual
and intercultural education to recover these components.
In my ethnic group there are approximately 34 sages identified among
different communities. What will happen in 5 or 10 years? Who will pass on
the knowledge which is not registered because it not written, if the sages pass
away? The youth of today is practising this. I have the privilege of still having
ancestors alive, wise grandparents, and that is the reason for my involvement
in this issue for years now. Thus, if there are no state policies aimed at
educational systems that permit the inclusion of this knowledge, instead of
learning useless things, we will not strengthen wisdom, because it is also
necessary to consider future generations.
A second component that impairs the wisdom and knowledge of
indigenous peoples is the State health system that permits the entry of medicines
into our communities, in such a way that communities lose interest in preserving
their knowledge related to the use of traditional medicines.
I mention the relevance of guaranteeing legal security of our territories
because without that we do not guarantee the continuity and strengthening
of knowledge within the communities. I already spoke about public policies in
relation to the system, which is responsibility of the State, and about the
training of indigenous experts on these issues. There are already initiatives
underway. We are now creating a multidisciplinary technical team and a
group of elders, in an attempt to register what the sages have told us. But will
they reveal it? No. We have a database on our experiences which is of internal
use, a classification of plants, their uses, where they are and in what conditions
they are in. We are doing this as our own experience, not for external but
internal use of our community. A council of elders manages this information;
a technician of ours manages the system of information.
I believe that the message, as indigenous peoples of the Amazon basin,
is that we have common problems, common challenges and the challenges we
will assume from now on depend on each one of us. What we should not do is
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keep these messages in the offices of our organizations, but rather internalise
them in our communities. I have the honour of having discussed this issue in
my country for some time now; we have created a group of facilitators (local
and external) and we are now working in different spaces of discussion. We
want to deepen studies on the issue through the Intercultural University of
the Peruvian Amazon, which was recently created as a result of our struggle,
our demand for the right to education. Research related to these issues shall
start from this date and we will do it in our university, in our technical and
scientific space.
8

Laure Emperaire (IRD)
Here I present some thoughts regarding the conduct of academic
research in the environment of local communities. This approach comes as a
complement to the previous interventions related to the economical
implications of research within local communities. My analysis therefore will
not focus on identified cases of improper appropriation, openly denounced
and debated, and which clearly present the need to implement research
modalities that value and protect as much the traditional knowledge as the
different components of the biodiversity to which it is associated.
Apart from bioprospection, scientific research on fields related to
biological diversity, conservation and handling of components of biological
diversity, its sustainable use, agriculture and the relationship between
environment and societies is also taking place jointly with local communities,
which generates benefits not of economic nature, at least in an immediate
and perceptible form. The subject in discussion is to identify the possible links

8
The Institute of Research for Development is a French governmental institution working in the
extent of agreements with research institutions of partner countries. It is active in several areas,
such as health, food safety, biodiversity management, and socioeconomic, identity and territorial
dynamics. For my part, I have worked in 1990 with Inpa on extrativism, in 1998 with ISA on
traditional management of cassava in the Amazon region and currently we have developed a
research partnership with the University of Campinas (Agreement CNPq-Unicamp/IRD nº 492693/
2004-8) on agricultural diversity. The purpose of this program is the understanding of traditional
agricultural diversity in the Amazon region, seen as a biological and cultural creation and the
formulation of protection and evaluation instruments of this heritage. Therefore IRD is interested
not so much in the biological objects themselves as in the processes in which they are involved, in
particular the relationship between agricultural diversity and social networks, the associated
knowledge, the interfaces between the local forms of appropriation, circulation and construction of
agro-biodiversity, and the legal instruments.
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that can be made between local populations, researchers, research and
development institutions in order to guarantee both the protection of traditional
knowledge and the construction of positive partnerships with the academic
sector. There is an absolute precondition to every response to that subject:
the respect to free will, to the freedom of choice of local communities or their
organizations, to define their policies regarding scientific research and
partnership.
The incorporation of the Convention on Biological Diversity in the
Brazilian legislation put the researchers, mainly of biological sciences, face to
new paradigms, although insufficiently consolidated, of developing research
even without economical purposes. Besides ethical considerations, which
belong to the sphere of the researcher’s individual responsibility, the relationship
with traditional populations is today mediated by the legal instruments in
force, without a concomitant involvement of the institutions responsible for
scientific research. There is a need to introduce a collective and institutional
dimension in the debate on the construction of new partnerships and stimulate
a reflection on the deontology of research, jointly with traditional populations,
not only in the fields of access to genetic resources, associated traditional
knowledge and sharing of economic benefits arising from its utilization, but
also of every research that involves traditional populations. We need the
construction of a scientific policy where these populations can express their
demands.
The current operating model of scientific research leaves little space
for local demands and recognition of the value of local knowledge. Let us
recall, in summary, the bases on which academic research functions. Its mission
is the production of new knowledge, its diffusion and valorisation. In order to
fulfil that mission, research uses instruments of diffusion and protection over
knowledge generated, such as publications and patents, and “benefits” from
an operating system based on internal networks. A system that values mainly
the production of knowledge inside a group of fellows, which gives limited
value to the creation of new partnerships outside the scientific area. I would
also like to remind that the productivity evaluation system of researchers,
laboratories, universities or research centres to which they belong is based on
the number of publications and registered patents. These last ones bring
economical benefits to universities, but could also be an instrument to
guarantee protection of future potential benefits. Between 1979 and 1997,
within eighteen years, the number of patents registered by US universities
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increased tenfold, passing from 264 to 2436.9 Links with the private sector are
also increasingly encouraged.
In this outline, the space to develop local partnerships is reduced and
when it happens, results mainly in individual initiatives. New dialogue channels
between local populations and “Science and Technology” should be created
with interfaces that go beyond the application of current legal instruments.
For the time being, in a paradoxical way, the main negotiation space for the
elaboration of an equitative research framework between local populations
and researchers is the Previous Approval Term, as formulated by Provisionary
Measure 2.186 and which is detailed in article 2, resolution 5 of the Council
on Genetic Heritage (CGEN). The Previous Approval Term allows to preserve the autonomy of decision of the community, in relation to the conduct of
research; debate on its orientation, the means to be carried out, its funding
and fundamental elements; define the rules of disclosure of its results and
sharing of possible economical benefits. But one must remember that another
legal mechanism that could be invoked for the preservation of the autonomy
of communities facing decisions on research is Convention ILO 169, art. 6,
which applies to any private or public initiative related to indigenous or tribal
peoples, from research to infrastructure projects (Mathias, pers. comm.).
The Previous Approval Term allows the construction of local
agreements between local populations and researchers, while the dynamics of
the research keep being in the researchers’ field. It is necessary that research
policies permit and motivate the construction of positive research partnerships,
whether in applied or basic research. One of the principles to be considered
in this new direction is the formal recognition of the value of local knowledge
and the equal treatment of both this type of knowledge and the western one.10,11
However, Apart from guidelines, funds, viable administrative procedures, forms
of communication and definition of space and time compatible with the
referentials of all the actors involved are also necessary.
I will mention an interesting experience, from the Social Sciences
and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), which defined a

9

Hilbert, H., Louafi, S., 2004, Biodiversité et ressources génétiques : la difficulté de la constitution
d’un régime international hybride, Review Tiers Monde, n°177, January-March 2004, t. XLV, Puf.
10
Araújo, A.V., 2002, Acesso a recursos genéticos e proteção aos conhecimentos tradicionais, in A.
Lima (ed.) O direito para o Brasil socioambiental. Socioenvironmental Institute, São Paulo: 85-99.
11
Letter of Sao Luis, 2001, http://www.inbrapi.org.br/artigo.php?id=6
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series of programs and funding in order to develop research carried out by
local populations or in partnership with them. That centre elaborated a
guideline document 12 for the creation of new channels of dialogue planning
to achieve the following:
· definition of research priorities;
· contribution to the scientific training of local researchers;
· evaluation and protection of local knowledge;
· elaboration of protocols of joint research (called community
protocols);
· participation in the decision making processes that orient
research.
If the proposals of formulation of new scientific policies aimed towards
local populations are long term targets, for the short period there are actions
on which one could reflect immediately. Just to mention two of them:
· increase local visibility of scientific research, turning it into a
component of the community or municipal life, as in health,
education or agricultural development. There are successful
experiences in this sense; as for example the seminar organised
by the Federation of Indigenous Organizations of Rio Negro
and the Socioenvironmental Institute in 2000, in the city of
São Gabriel da Cahoeira, with the participation of the
indigenous population and the researchers operating in the
area, and the involvement of the Foundation of Research and
Development of the State of Amazonas13 which aims at a better
local integration of the academic research and the training of
young local researchers;
· create new systems for publication of the results of research
which allow the protection of the accessed knowledge. In fact,
scientific publications are frequently considered as source of
information for possible economical use, without the required
sharing of the benefits with the providers of the knowledge
used. Today, most of the researchers working in the area of
ethnobiology or similar publish abroad in indexed international

12
13

http://crsh.ca/web/apply/background/aboriginal_backgrounder_f.pdf
http://www.fapeam.am.gov.br/
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journals, since there are no such publication systems in Brazil.
This situation impedes the implementation of a system that
could at least warn to the fact that commercial use of the
information disclosed in the publications is subject to legislation,
Provisionary Measure 2186 in Brazil. The creation of a journal
related to these issues in Brazil, in the same format of the already
existent internationally, would facilitate the application of this
procedure.
The second question put in the seminar was “how to guarantee the
protection of the associated traditional knowledge to the agriculture plants?”
This issue permits to concretise some of the previous proposals.
First, we need to consider how does the relation between traditional
knowledge and agriculture plants work. The associated traditional knowledge
to the cultivated plant, domesticated and selected by local populations, in
most of the cases is expressed in the existence of the biological object itself,
the plant. Without the agronomic knowledge of local populations, their
techniques and practices of selection and conservation of the plant genetic
resources, it is obvious that those objects would not exist, whether talking
about food, medicinal, ornamental or other type of plants. Agricultural diversity
in itself is an expression and materialization of traditional knowledge.
The issue of the protection of agricultural diversity can be reformulated
in two questions; one on rules of access and use of germplasm collections
already created starting from traditional material; and another on the definition
of new conservation and evaluation instruments of traditional plant genetic
resources.
Regarding the first point, it is essential that any genetic material used
in the elaboration of new cultivars, even circulating internally in Brazil, can
be tracked, accompanied by an instrument such as a certificate of origin,
which would allow the fair sharing of the benefits arising from its use. There
would be a problem with the collections for which it is impossible to define
the group that contributed the genetic material. However, I think that apart
from rare exceptions, there would always be the possibility to define at least
the area of origin of the material, which would allow redirecting the benefits
to a regional or echo-cultural fund, managed by the local populations.
There is also the aspect of access and evaluation of the material already
collected, but the reflection on agricultural diversity should also be prospective
and able to recognize to traditional owners of plant genetic material their rights
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on the use and their work as
developers. New forms of conservation
of the resources can also be envisaged.
The indigenous or not
indigenous, traditional agricultural
populations represent around
4.000.000 individuals, approximately
15% of the total agricultural
population of Brazil, an impressive
percentage, which above all reflects
an important cultural diversity
integrated in the various Brazilian
biomes, and which produces a wide
range of plant genetic resources
adapted to the most diverse
environmental conditions.
The service of conservation
of plant genetic resources, crucial for
food safety and the national
economy, is carried out today by
several institutions, in particular by
Embrapa with its various regional
centres. The cost of this ex situ
conservation is supported generally
by public institutions. In Brazil, there
are some 200.000 samples or entries
preserved in germplasm banks, of
which only 24% are native.14 There
is no global estimate of the genetic
diversity preserved by local
populations; however, in the case of
cassava, the main cultivated plant
in the Amazon region, the genetic

... in the case of cassava, the
main cultivated plant in the
Amazon region, the genetic
diversity in some regions is
higher than the diversity in the
reference collection of the
International Centre of Tropical
Agriculture of Cali, Colombia,
which is specialized in this plant.
Why not, in these cases,
recognize formally the role of
local populations and integrate
them to national policies of
conservation of plant genetic
resources, remunerating them
for the access to the material
selected and preserved by
them, following mutually
established rules. If
environmental conservation
services are recognized in
environmental policies, why not
extend those services to plant
genetic resources?

14

Brazil, 1998, National Report on the Convention on Biological Diversity, Brasilia, Ministry of
Environment, p. 283.
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diversity in some regions is higher than the diversity in the reference collection
of the International Centre of Tropical Agriculture of Cali, Colombia, which
is specialized in this plant. Why not, in these cases, recognize formally the
role of local populations and integrate them to national policies of conservation
of plant genetic resources, remunerating them for the access to the material
selected and preserved by them, following mutually established rules. If
environmental conservation services are recognized in environmental policies,
why not extend those services to plant genetic resources?
In the meanwhile, an increasingly important proportion of the market
associated to genetic resources refers to genetic or biochemical information
and not to the biological background of that information. The access to genetic
information or biochemical extracts results from a process of concentration of
technologies, which in theory takes us away from the local communities. The
establishment of local scientific institutes and appropriate academic practices
could allow to partly limit this trend. That is the direction followed by the
Forest University and the Institute of Biodiversity in the State of Acre.15
In conclusion, I would say that if legal instruments are essential to
control access to genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, it is
also necessary to focus the debate on the field of ethics in research. A new
deontology of research should be built in the academia. This implies the revision
of operating rules of academic research as far as its priorities, its partnerships,
its sources of funding concern, in a way to support the autonomous development
of local populations and the training of their researchers.
Questions from the audience

Silvia Rodríguez (Grain)
This is a question for Debra. She told us about contracts of research
agreements, and told us that it was a type of contract where everyone wins, a
“win-win” situation. I would like to ask if they considered the fact that
universities are often simply intermediaries, and that the research is in fact
transferred to pharmaceutical companies. When you make these contracts, if
you have in fact already signed any, do you consider the above-mentioned?
Who stays with the intellectual property? And when a community accepts the

15
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contract what happens with all the other communities that share the same
knowledge and don’t know about the contract?
Eliane Moreira (Nupi-Cesupa)
I have a question related to scientific research complying to a new
legal scenario, since the problem also refers to effectiveness. In order to make
this effective, would it not be necessary to work with the systems themselves,
with the mechanisms of the scientific community itself? As for example, start
setting the respect to legislation on access to traditional knowledge and
biodiversity as a condition for obtaining funding for research. Should the CNPq
not require this, so that other development agencies may start doing the same?
In relation to publications: should scientific journals not start requiring the
same in order to publish articles? In other words, a more efficient way is perhaps
to use scientific community’s own mechanisms, own instruments, as a way of
generating larger compliance to this legislation. I have been thinking about
this and I would like to hear the position of the speakers.
Ângelo Giovani Rodrigues (DAF/SCTIE/MS)
I would like to comment and ask at the same time, regarding medicinal plants and traditional knowledge. It is essential to introduce the plant
therapics and medicinal plants in the official health system. There is already
a proposal underway on that issue, which is being elaborated and currently
under examination in CGEN. The proposal requires that the Ministry of Health
builds, jointly with partners, a database of traditional knowledge on medicinal plants. I would like to ask the panel what are the proposed criteria for the
introduction of traditional knowledge in databases, and additionally, what
should be the criteria for the use of that database.
Replies of the panel

Debra Harry (IPCB)
I start with the first question on contracts and agreements, and the
concern that universities often facilitate research moving into private hands.
A research agreement could have a component that prohibits the
commercialization of either the knowledge, or the genetic resources, taken
from the indigenous community. Indigenous peoples would formulate the
research questions, they have the right to pre-review and give approval to the
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publications, the right to be co-authors, the right to maintain their rights over
all aspects of their knowledge. So it is a preemptive tool in that sense, so that
they are not left with an empty agreement or an arrangement that exploits
them.
Concerning the question as to what happens when other communities
share the same knowledge or the resources, which is often the case, I come
back to the comment I made, that I believe intellectual property rights are
being granted way too broadly and that there cannot be one community that
gives access to the use of genetic resources that have originated in multiple
peoples’ territories. Somebody mentioned this morning that genetic resources
can be traced to many people or to many localities, and this is also true to
knowledge. It belongs to many people, it is collective, and therefore, maybe
that collective does not have the right to transfer any rights to that knowledge
to anyone else. If the principle of inalienability is respected in a research
agreement relationship, then aspects of collective cultural heritage would be
protected.
Is it possible to use existing research mechanisms or tools to facilitate
this kind of agreements, or the research process? I would say probably not. I
would say that indigenous communities need to start from scratch or start to
look at existing protocols and models that have been developed by indigenous
peoples in order to protect them in the research process. I will give you an
example: the Mohawks of Kahnewake, Montreal, Canada recently considered
entering into an agreement with Microsoft Corporation. The problem was
that Microsoft Corporation used their standard template, which was for
software development, as the model for their agreement with the Mohawks to
develop an operating system in the Mohawk language. It was completely
written in favor of Microsoft, which just couldn’t work, and was completely
rejected. It also raised the issue of whether the Kahnewake Mohawks had
the right to make an agreement with Microsoft when there are other Mohawk
communities who have the same interest in that language. It was actually the
other Mohawk nations who said no, the Kahnewake Mohawks do not have
the right to enter into an agreement, and therefore could not transfer any
rights to Microsoft. When that came out Microsoft backed off from the deal.
With regard to databases, are we looking for suggestions on how to
protect or how to establish criteria as to what information can be entered into
the databases and how do you decide who has the access and use of that
data? We are very skeptical about the use of databases and registries. In the
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case of Robert, what they are doing is totally community-controlled, they
decide what goes into it, how to use the information, they have specific purposes
in mind which is basically to support the perpetuation of their cultural heritage.
It is for their own use. Now, once it becomes extracted from the community,
once it is taken out of the context of community use, I think there are real
dangers. I don’t think that any digital data is secure today. Many indigenous
peoples fear this information becomes part of a shopping list for bioprospectors
and basically contributes to support their work. So I do not to see databases as
a useful mechanism for the protection of indigenous knowledge.
Robert Guimarães Vásquez (Aidesep-Orau)
The criteria for the use of databases are in fact criteria, forms of internal
protection, if speaking of laws, of external agreements that deal with protection,
but in fact guarantee or minimise the social impacts. The database that we are
building, or that we have built, has very limited access; it is more for internal
use. In fact, there are different categories of information, there are some that
are already in the public domain, their problems are already known, those that
are already in the Peruvian Government’s Ministry of Health. But we are speaking
of a very internal mechanism, which shows how we can use this information in
schools. However, we are not speaking of formulas; we are not speaking of very
deep information, but rather information that allows us to at least store and
classify the different types of knowledge associated to biodiversity resources.
But there is other information related to the labour systems which are not even
in the database; these are the traditional mechanisms. Some are more organized,
some have more information and they are already in the public domain. However,
what I refer to is the formula of how to associate certain knowledge to a resource
which is within the indigenous peoples.
The issue of research contracts which pass to the private sector. The
person that gives consent to the contract must have a relationship with the
representative organization; we are speaking of institutionalization of
indigenous peoples. In my region we are 14 indigenous peoples, one is from
the linguistic family Pano and the other from Arawak. Thus, in the institutional
framework there is a legal organization recognized by the State. This
organization is authorized, by majority consent and approved by the council of
elders, to sign the contract. If there is not internal majority consent, declared
by the council of elders, the current leader, modern leader or whoever is
authorised to represent cannot negotiate. The issues of representation and
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legitimacy have to do with the organizational structures, with how the
indigenous peoples are currently organized.
Laure Emperaire (IRD)
Responding to Eliane, I think an important step that has to be taken is
to pass from the researcher’s individual to a collective dynamic. That is why
you propose the possibility of setting conditions for receiving funding for research
or publications. I think it is right, there must be a sort of control, but I think
that you cannot control research completely: research has to be carried out
according to certain rules up to a certain point (mantaining the free will of
communities). These rules should be formulated according to the interests of
science and technology together with the researcher. I think it would be
great if CNPq, in its posters, stated that the project would not be approved if
it did not comply with the first stage of previous consent (although that brings
with it the problem of funding this stage). It is also necessary to have an
editorial policy by the Brazilian scientific community over how to disclose
data on traditional knowledge. The data produced, not all but a good part,
should meet the interests of the local communities and, to the possible extent,
of the broader society. There is the possibility of the results being published
only under a warning about further commercial use of the information, but it
has to be considered inside Brazil. For the time being, big part is published
abroad without any rules.
It is necessary to stimulate the Brazilian Ethnobiology, Ethnobotanical
and Botanical Societies, to establish their own rules. It is difficult to adapt
the disclosure of results from ethnobotanical research to the current rules. All
this should be the objective of a broad discussion to revert these processes.
On the issue of the database of the Ministry of Health, your question
brings up more questions than answers. What is the objective of that bank?
For the time being it seems that it was an initiative of the Ministry of Health
itself, without the existence of a muttualy agreed platform with the local
populations on what was intended to be collected for that database.
Ângelo Giovani Rodrigues (DAF/SCTIE/MS)
That proposal comes within the policies under discussion in the Ministry
of Health, and one of them is exactly the introduction of medicinal plants in
the official health system, using traditional knowledge to create knowledge
to be jointly used with scientific acknowledgment. Therefore the proposal of
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a database intends to both protect the knowledge and assist the use of this
benefit by the society. What we have been working on up to now are the
criteria of both the inclusion and the use of the information to guarantee the
rights of the holders. The objective is mainly the non commercial use of health.
Laure Emperaire
Yes, but the problem is that the holders were not identified. It was an
initiative of the ministry, there is not a commonly agreed platform with the
local populations on what to include in these databases.
Ângelo Giovani Rodrigues
The proposal has just been sent to the council. We are discussing on
setting the criteria for the database. It is afterwards that we will contact the
communities to see how to do that. This is a project in discussion and it will
involve other ministries as well.
Edna Marajoara (Cemem)
But is it not true that any initiative should be informed to the
communities? Should they not be consulted if they want the database? In the
seminar “Building the Brazilian Position in the International Regime for Benefit
Sharing” it was agreed, among the holders, that we are against the databases.
The ones who will access those databases are the pharmaceutical companies.
Do not forget that the big laboratories watch closely this national policy, which
is also meant to be for small farmers and the family economy, but we still do
not have any protection for that, because we do not have protection for the
raw material. Before doing something for the local communities, one has to
ask first if we want it, and then we will see if and how to do it. This is the
main issue for me, because we are not going to be mere suppliers of raw material. We want to have our plant therapics with our alternative plants, and the
fabrication process inside the communities. The way you speak you are justifying
the arguments of the pharmaceutical companies. Look at what Aché (Aché
Pharmaceutical Laboratories) did with us, a huge biopiracy. What you are
doing with us is worse that what the whites did.
Ângelo Giovani Rodrigues
First, I do not have all that power. I am a simple assistant in the Ministry
of Health. The policy under construction is a ministerial policy, with the
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involvement of several ministries, and the knowledge holders are also meant
to be involved. This is a proposal that is being developed and one of the items
of the proposal is the protection of knowledge. We have to see what are the
criteria. This could be a criterion, we will see which community wants to be
included and which does not.
Laure Emperaire
I think this should be done through an agreement with the
communities. Since the health system lies with the municipalities and most of
the people have access to it in the municipal sphere, the basis of this discussion
should change. Perhaps the Ministry of Health, doing this consultation right
now, starting from the base, could turn it to a model project. But it is not with
a top-down approach that this issue will be solved.
In my perception of the protection of traditional knowledge, I do not
have a lot of confidence in the database model, which is a model formalized
and based on western science and not in the local forms that this knowledge
was produced.
Questions from the audience

Jeremias Xavante
Before placing my question I would like to express my indignation on
the participation of indigenous peoples in CGEN, since their participation is
very timid. CGEN does not give space for the indigenous to say what is good
for themselves. I want to register my indignation on that.
I would like to ask our sister Debra from the United States - considering
that our indigenous brothers have suffered a lot there - if the government of
the United States has already created something in terms of conservation, in
terms of cultural protection, basically with regards to intellectual property.
For us, indigenous peoples, United States have a very bad image, since up to
now they have never signed a protection treaty for the preservation of nature.
An example of that is the Kyoto Protocol. How do our brothers in the United
States see that?
Fábio Bandeira (UEFS-BA)
I would like to ask Laure to elaborate further some of the points she
made, as for instance, on the issue of national policies for research and
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development. We cannot forget that we are talking about power relations in
differentiated institutional spaces, between differentiated social groups. In
this case we have on one side the academic community, governmental
institutions and on the other institutions and organizations representing local
communities and indigenous peoples. These are relations of power, inside a
space of contact, where different knowledge systems exist and today we talk
about dialogue between different knowledge systems in the sense of positive
partnerships as Laure mentioned. What we see is a certain paradox in the
national policy on science and technology, with quite significant
contradictions. For example, CNPq has never financed research projects
in which we could incorporate local researchers, local specialists,
indigenous or not, as active participants in the research process. Their
participation can even be physical, but what I am talking about is
participation with researcher status recognized. Furthermore, not until
very recently CNPq did recognize traditional knowledge as a subject
worthy of financing for studies. Recently, two simultaneous posters were
released, where in one of them CNPq recognizes the great discrepancy,
the sound absence of the institution in financing projects in collaboration
with traditional communities, facilitating this financing for both universities
or research centres and for local organizations, organizations of indigenous
peoples and traditional communities.
CNPq in the last three years has been financing the millennium
institutions, which carry out bioprospection projects. One of these projects
was recently approved for a network of institutions with the aim to study
semi-arid potential plants. This poster for the creation of the millennium
institutes does not mention anywhere the importance of indigenous peoples
or communities of the biome, in the specific case the Caatinga, in the research
process. There is also no reference neither to criteria of participation of the
communities in the research nor to benefit sharing.
Besides, institutions like Fapesp itself do not require from the
researchers that they submit their projects to ethical evaluation, or that they
contact the community in order to obtain consent. Fapesp demands only that
projects involving experiments as for example testing of drugs be approved by
the proper authority.
On the other hand, we note that some research and development
institutes in Brazil require that all projects involving humans should have the
approval of the ethics committee. Therefore what we see in the general national
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institutional scenario are contradictory behaviours, lack of articulation and
negligence for the majority of legal frameworks. It seems that CNPq is not
even aware of a series of issues; CNPq does not communicate with Sisnep.
Unfortunately neither the CNPq is present in events on biotechnology or in
important forums like this one, nor SBPC or the Brazilian Ethnobiological
Society.
João Mario Veríssimo Santié Tapuya (Funai)
In the 80s, me and Dr. Cilene Alves of the Ministry of Health
elaborated a project called Medicine Center and Dr. Alves began looking
exactly there in the bases, Maranhão, Pará, all the Amazon region, in the
Caatinga, in biomes of the centre, the south and in the Cerrado, looking for
their origins. With the new policy on medicines which came as the “democracy
of the light, generic medicines”, the project was boycotted; a project of
medicinal herbs which in their majority, 90%, were derived from traditional
knowledge. Dr. Alves was working on that project, at the time of then
president José Sarney, and even implemented a great project in Maranhão
for his first lady Marly Sarney, which was called “garden of medicinal
herbs of Maranhão”. However, when she mentioned an international German
company, called Merck, denounced them for the extinction of jaborandi, she
asked for the Department of Medicines of the Ministry of Health to end with
the Medicine Center project. And there I go advocating within Funai in
the indigenous communities the noble ideas of Dr. Alves of Ministry of
Health.
Debra, I want to know who funds research on traditional knowledge.
Because the world midia are saying that the Amazon region is a danger for
the world, and this view originates from the United States. They should explain
why the Amazon region is a danger for the world. Is it because it has too
much water, or because it can cure the whole world with its endless
resources, with the indigenous medicinal herbs? I want to know from our
indigenous sister Debra, and also from our Peruvian comrade Robert, why
are there so many companies financing projects in the indigenous
communities and who is really benefiting? Because we, the indigenous,
do not receive anything. I can mention the example of Bodyshop, a British
company. You arrive in any international airport and you see their cosmetics,
skin creams, etc. They have a US$200 million annual budget. What is the
budget of the indigenous peoples?
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Replies of the panel

Debra Harry (IPCB)
I will first address the question regarding the situation of the indigenous
peoples in the United States. In terms of our status as peoples, through the
course of 250 years of developing federal Indian law, our relationship with the
US government is considered that of being a nation-within-a-nation. As a
result of the process of colonization, through treaty making, through war,
forced removals from our lands, and so on, we only have a small percentage of
our original territories. For many of us with a land base, we have recognized
self-government and jurisdiction over
those territories. That is why things ... who benefits from any of
like the model law which I told you
this research. If you are an
about have come about. We have legal jurisdiction over all activity that indigenous person, you need
takes place within our territories. We
to ask that question whenever
make our own laws, we govern our
resources, we govern research, we have somebody comes to your
laws related to cultural resources door with a proposal to do
protection, and so on.
I have to state that this is not this or that. We have to look
a grant of rights, it is not a grant of behind the smokescreen
self-government from the United
basically, have to look far
States government because selfdetermination is inherent. These ahead to see the potential
things that we hold are things we have
implications of a project on
fought for and protected. In this body
of federal Indian law, it reflects an future generations. We have
erosion, or limitations on our rights. to evaluate if it is something
Through the process of colonization
there has been an amazing loss of life, that potentially alienates our
land and some aspects of our self- rights, our resources, or our
determination. There has been an
knowledge and if it does,
infringement of all these things.
When we come to the CBD in then we have to stand strong
March 2006, some indigenous peoples
and protect these things.
from the North will represent their own
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nations, some of them will come as part of government delegations and
essentially they have to respect the government positions. There will be a
mixed group. Many indigenous peoples from the North and all over the world
continue to stand together based on our position for respect of selfdetermination and that has been our common bond as we work together in
the UN work.
With regard to the last question, I would add that it is a very important
question to ask who benefits from any of this research. If you are an indigenous
person, you need to ask that question whenever somebody comes to your door
with a proposal to do this or that. We have to look behind the smokescreen
basically, have to look far ahead to see the potential implications of a project
on future generations. We have to evaluate if it is something that potentially
alienates our rights, our resources, or our knowledge and if it does, then we
have to stand strong and protect these things. There are many projects that
come with nice language, that talk about benefit sharing, about rewarding
indigenous cultures, so we have to be careful and critical of that. That is why
I always come back to what might sound like a hard stance, but it is an
essential stance. That is, that you have to represent and protect your own
rights and interests in anything and everything that you do, and every nation
has to do that. What we can do is support each other in our struggle for the
right of self-determination. That’s why it is very important to have this dialogue and to work together and establish that basic unity as we go into these
negotiations or participate in these debates.
Robert Guimarães Vásquez (Aidesep-Orau)
You know that they are right in terms of what we have done, of our
roots, for third parties that use the name to obtain benefits on the basis of
research, or any type of project. If any governmental institution, NGO or any
external agent bring their project outline already elaborated, and that outline
only allow us to participate in one of the phases, we have agreed within the
indigenous organizations that we will not participate in any type of project
where we do not participate in all the phases. That is to say, in the planning,
execution or implementation, and evaluation of its stages.
If we do not participate in these three levels, in our organizational
structure, at the national level, in the six regional organizations, we have said
that we will not endorse, we will not accept research projects that require
access to genetic resources when the outline is already set. The whole activity
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should be guided to achieve a larger ... we will not endorse, we
objective related to us, structured
according to our life plans. The NGOs will not accept research
that work in a transparent way, in a projects that require access
framework that respects the existence
to genetic resources when
of our legal norms as well as our internal
norms, are welcome. If these appropriate the outline is already set.
procedures are not in place, I repeat, we
The whole activity should be
will not endorse or guarantee the
project; it will be the State or some guided to achieve a larger
international or bilateral body, but not objective related to us,
us, as indigenous peoples; we have
structured according to our
expressed that.
In our country we have said life plans.
that when some pharmaceutical
company from the Unites States tries to work towards putting a registration
mark on a product (Té Shipibo), we say no. We block all intent of appropriation
of our knowledge and the use of a name from our peoples as a trademark.
Apparently, there are many big things coming from outside our communities,
so if the internal structure is not solid it will come easy. However, if the
organic structure at the internal level is solid, we can toss the wheel up and
not top-down. I believe that all of this has to do with the internal structure
that should be solid.
Laure Emperaire (IRD)
I would like to answer Fábio’s question first. I totally agree and
recognize the difficulty to construct in a consistent way the measures being
proposed currently. Some do not accept the participation of traditional
populations, while others allow that partnership. In the case of the millennium
project regarding the use of Brazilian biodiversity, one would have to analyze
what is the participation of local populations and the benefit sharing. On the
other hand you say that there were two posters which allowed the participation
of local populations in research projects. That is a step in response to the
demands of researchers. Today there are small channels opening.
With respect to the ethics committee: the regulation of the ethics
committee indicates that all research linked to human beings needs
authorization. What I understand is that, with or without traditional
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populations, any research has to be authorized by the ethics committee and
the great majority of research projects involve human beings in one way or
another. The question is how to create a negotiation platform? A starting
point could be to further support the scientific associations such as the Botanical
Society of Brazil, the Brazilian Society of Ethnobiology and Etnobotanics and
others, in order to create a demand and create their own codes, not based on
codes elaborated abroad; basically create an instrument showing the demand
of the research society. And that society is big. Looking into researchers’ curricula,
I noted there are 9.470 researchers that include in their self description the words
“natural substances” and around 5.700 that include the word “biodiversity”. I
think there is a potential in this universe of researchers which has to be utilized
and mobilized through scientific associations. The Institute of Biodiversity of
Cruzeiro do Sul in Acre is doing some small steps in that sense.
Questions from the audience

Laymert Garcia dos Santos (Unicamp)
Margarita: When we started the battle on the issue of genetic resources
in the beginning of the 90s, the scientific community in our countries did not
have yet a clear idea of the challenge, and what were the real issues. It seems
to me that the Brazilian scientific community started becoming aware of the
issue in the second half of that decade; however, on becoming aware the
scientists chose to join forces with our enemies. In other words, when the
scientific community as a whole (I am not talking about exceptions here) has
to make a stand – for example at the time of voting the biosafety law –, it
forms alliances with the sector which is totally opposite to the interests of the
holders of traditional knowledge or the guardians of genetic resources. This
actually took place in Brazil, and I think that some of the causes of our
difficulties today are due to that alliance of the scientific society with the
other side, thanks to, among other factors, the illusion that the scientists
would transform themselves into scientists-businessmen. I would like to know
if the same has happened in Colombia; if the Colombian scientific community
took the same direction.
To Laure I would like to ask: you mentioned the Institute of Biodiversity
in Cruzeiro do Sul as an example which is going in the opposite direction of
what I am saying. I would like you to elaborate further, why do you consider
this institute as going in the right direction?
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Álvaro Tukano (Ainbal/Foirn)
Debra, I wanted to know how do you see the statement of President
Bush that the first axis of the evil is in the Middle East and the second are the
indigenous peoples of the Americas? Did you hear that comment?
Dr. Laure, you said that there should be rules for research. How should
these rules be formed? Who can set these rules? Who should set these
rules? Where these rules should be formed? Is it the holders or the
researchers who should set these rules? Are the resarchers going to respect
these rules?
For our relative Robert: the other day I was talking to a relative living
at the border region between Brazil, Peru and Colombia and he said that the
legislation of Peru does not register the indigenous since the Peruvians are all
equal. And I am asking, considering the continuous demarcation of indigenous
land, do you really continue living as indigenous under that political pressure?
How do you live? Today you admit that we should keep those oral
ceremonies inherited from father to son, the heritage that comes from far
away, which has resisted very big pressure. We are the Tukano people of
the Amazon region and we live in the limit between Brazil and Colombia;
we have always been pressured to end up with our oral ceremonies, but it
was not possible, and we will not even let them carry out research there,
since, in order to study the knowledge of our peoples, these outsiders have to
learn our language.
Edna Marajoara (Cemem)
There is a policy in the Ministry of Agrarian Development (MDA) for
small farmers which is directed precisely to the people in the base, but that
policy is almost idle right now in government offices. And Ângelo comes to
me with that story about databases. The big laboratories have an eye always
on our traditional knowledge. It is us, the holders of traditional knowledge,
who can achieve sustainable development for our communities, for our peoples,
through this policy on medicinal plants. They come with the steamroller trying
to squash us, they will provide all plant therapics for SUS and we will once
more stay crying and screaming?
This policy will be submitted to public hearing until the end of the
month, there is going to be a period of 60 days of discussion and a seminar
later, but there is no indigenous representation in that discussion. We needed
to take control of what belongs to us!
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Replies of the panel

Margarita Florez (Ilsa)
Regarding what Laymert says, in Colombia, as in the whole Latin
America, there was no questioning on the concepts of indigenous communities
and traditional knowledge by the researchers. However, when the communities
started to realise the possible implications for the concept of traditional
knowledge, they refused to give it away without knowing what they were
doing, and that is why indigenous and black communities were accused for
not assisting researchers and being an obstacle to scientific research.
In Colombia there is no approximation with biotechnology companies
because this is not a developed sector. However, in a study on the types of
bioprospection contracts carried out in the country, about a couple of years
ago, the conclusion was that most of the bioprospection projects inside the
country were products of agreements with university research centres in the
north, and there was absolutely no control over the results of these projects
and the resources involved.
The first comment is that there are incoherences, and this should be
admitted; there are also widespread divisions inside the countries. There is a
confrontation between the academic sector and the indigenous communities.
Although there is progress regarding research protocols, and we do have some
of these, the problem is not approached in a structured fashion. In some cases
there are good examples of agreements between these groups, but the incoherence
remains and some might even say it will be intensified.
The second issue is that, according to the documents of the last COP,
there are developments regarding the relations between provider and user
countries in the sense of demanding certificates of origin of the resources as a
condition for the financing of research. This is a start, a late one but nevertheless
a start, of the implementation of the CDB.
Another issue I want to highlight is that, as time passes (ten years
have already passed since the introduction of the CDB) and while we come
to an agreement on the regime administrating resources and knowledge, in
spite of all the international conferences discussing the topic, the knowledge
is fading away, it is getting lost. While we think on benefit sharing, what we
should really think is that knowledge needs to be strengthened in an intrinsic
way. In Colombia today good part of the black and indigenous communities
live outside their territories due to the violence. However, amid this situation,
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some groups try to strengthen their ... as time passes (ten years
knowledge and control the situation
have already passed since
through customary laws. Therefore, we
should not forget the extreme conditions the introduction of the CDB)
faced by them while discussing these and while we come to an
issues: in order to keep strengthening the
knowledge it is necessary to strengthen agreement on the regime
the communities that hold this administrating resources and
knowledge. I believe the researchers
who approach these communities knowledge, in spite of all the
should just support them, without international conferences
interfering with their internal rules.
discussing the topic, the
I want to note something: the
first bioprospection contract I studied, knowledge is fading away,
in 1992 or 1993, was between the Awa it is getting lost. While we
people – a community living in both
Ecuador and Colombia – and the US think on benefit sharing,
National Cancer Institute. The contract what we should really think
was a four page document in English,
and in exchange for the supply of is that knowledge needs to
knowledge, they were offering that a be strengthened in an
representative of the community could
intrinsic way.
go to the laboratory of the research
centre. However, one would think: what would an indigenous do in a laboratory
in front of machines that he would not understand and all that in a foreign
language? This cannot be a way to compensate for the supply of that knowledge.
I also remember a proposal for accessing genetic resources in all the national park
areas, and in that case the technology transfer deal was to teach how to handle
the machine. There was a payment of around US$ 50.000, but some of us proposed
that we should better gather that money, give it to the State and that was it.
Robert Guimarães Vásquez (Aidesep-Orau)
Regarding the references, I believe that the best thing is to create an
internal protection mechanism, which has to be strengthened.
The issue of registration: in fact this is not a system, it is an outline, it
is an experiment. What we are doing ourselves is designing an outline of a
registration and protection structure, and writing it in our own language.
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As for the topic of benefit sharing, many times in the previous meetings,
the first thing we do generally is to present a long list of our needs. This is very
common when one speaks of benefit sharing, when there is a possibility of
benefit, what we do is present a long list of our needs, including the
construction of schools and lots of things. These benefits are meant to
strengthen and guarantee the internal protection of the territories and the
decision is always that the benefit sharing be collective. These are some points
to comment in this part, and not to forget when forest and oil concessions are
given in indigenous territories, who is controlling us? These are the activities
that generate the biggest impacts in indigenous territories.
At this moment we have two colleagues of the indigenous organization
in jail (Milton Silva, Shipibo and Herder Cagna, Ashaninka), for two years
already now. Why? Exactly because we do not agree with the process of forest
concessions. The Ashaninka community of Chorinashi took the autonomous
decision to close their territory and to expel a concession, since an area of
more than two hundred thousand hectares inside the indigenous territories
was in the hands of the government.
In this case the judicial system of our country does not guarantee the
due process in oral trials; we are evaluating the possibility of filing a process in
international bodies if the case is not solved. This is a legitimate right; and if
we have it then let it be given to the indigenous peoples. And if we have to
negotiate in intercultural terms, then so will we do! If it is necessary to
participate to determine all the rules of the game, perfect! There are customary
rules. And that is an autonomous decision of the indigenous peoples, of
determining whether to do it or not, there are internal rules. The internal
procedures that we have been discussing these days have to be considered. In
this intercultural structure, we hope to build a common agenda with strategic
allies, with all of you, and with the indigenous of the Amazon basin. That is
what I hope for and with that I want to conclude.
Debra Harry (IPCB)
I think indigenous peoples are considered such a threat because our
ways of life represent, in many ways, an alternative to globalization. This is
also why I am so concerned about the CBD and the discussions taking place
in the CBD regarding an international regime on access and benefit sharing.
Such an international regime will put in place a global framework for the
commercializing of genetic resources. What happened to the original intent
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of the CBD? What happened to conservation and sustainable use? What
happened to all those things that people were so hopeful about back in 1992?
This is not on the table anymore. The prominent discussion is about access
and benefit sharing.
I hope that by working together with our allies, our partners and our
friends, we can try to bring some justice, some clear thinking to these debates
that have such a profound impact for everyone and not just indigenous peoples.
Nobody wins from the enclosure of foods, or our medicines. We have to ask
who really benefits from this framework? When was the last time we saw some
innovation freely given to everybody? When was the last time we saw a
medicine freely shared with everybody, so we could all share that innovation?
This just doesn’t happen; this is not the context of what we are talking about.
You have to be passionate, my indigenous brothers and sisters, about
these issues. We have to care about these issues and worry about them.
Unfortunately, we have to be skeptical because that is what history teaches
us. We have a moral dilemma when we start to consider our own engagement
in benefit sharing arrangements or a contract arrangement that could alienate
our knowledge or resources. There are many things to be concerned about
before we take that step and decide to go down that road. What are we
giving up in the process in exchange for monetary benefit? What are you
selling? Do you have the right to sell it? What impact will that have on the
future generations? What does that have to say about the obligations to your
ancestors, to protect your land, your resources and your knowledge? These
are the questions we have to ask ourselves as we start to look at these proposals,
whether they are coming from the international arena, from the national
governments, or other institutions.
I hope that the information that we have shared, and the dialogue we
have begun, will spark some critical thinking and reflection. Many indigenous
organizations are struggling to develop solutions at all levels of decision-making,
and we have to continue to struggle to find solutions for society in general.
Laure Emperaire (IRD)
First I would like to answer the question of Laymert regarding the
Institute of Biodiversity. The Institute of Biodiversity was conceived as an
element of a more general project called Forest University. Initially, it was a
project of construction of an independent institution which would answer the
expectations of local populations regarding scientific research and capacity
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building. For a series of reasons the project could not be accomplished as was
initially predicted, and the Forest University became an advanced course of
the Federal University of Acre. It is being accomplished now. I do not think it
is an ideal solution but it has been introducing initial conceptual basis that
makes it different from other projects. What I want to say is that the forms of
research involve the local populations.
... in the same way that a
I consider great progress the fact that
series of creations are being the institutions accept the research
being decentralised in Cruzeiro do Sul.
developed by the
The other question was related
indigenous organizations
to the construction of partnership rules
between researchers and local
themselves, regarding
populations. I do not have a solution for
education and health,
that. One cannot think of creating new
maybe there is a possibility entities all the time, because this ends
up diluting the research problem among
to open room for reflection all institutions. But in the same way that
a series of creations are being developed
inside the indigenous
by the indigenous organizations
organizations on the role of themselves, regarding education and
research, in the way that
health, maybe there is a possibility to
local populations want, and open room for reflection inside the
indigenous organizations on the role of
from that point on create
research, in the way that local populations
want, and from that point on create
communication channels
communication channels with universiwith universities.
ties. In order to avoid having an
institution without any envolvement at
the local level, there must exist a local construction. Maybe later it will be
necessary to integrate these local constructions in a municipal, state or national
system. The issue regarding what local populations really want in research
terms should be debated inside local organizations, having in mind that it is a
process that may go beyond a generation; it is a long process.
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The BS in Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS): critical
questions for Indigenous Peoples
Debra Harry* and Le‘a Malia Kanehe**
Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB)

Introduction
There is a lot of discussion about access to and benefit sharing (ABS)
these days. Countries that historically have been robbed of their genetic
resources by more powerful states are determined to establish level rules of
engagement that allow them a fair share of the benefits arising from use of
their resources. Countries relatively poor in biodiversity, a poverty sometimes
exacerbated by destructive development practices, do not want to lose access
to the genetic resources of those countries rich with biodiversity. The tension
between the two sides, between states of the South and the North, has led to
the articulation of “fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the
utilization of genetic resources” as a primary objective of the 1992 Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD). Now, more than ten years later, the discussion
at the CBD has arrived at the elaboration and negotiation of an international
regime on access and benefit sharing.
Unfortunately, the CBD fails to recognize indigenous peoples as owners
of a vast amount of the world’s genetic resources. In fact, the CBD only
recognizes states as sovereigns over genetic resources and ignores the
proprietary rights of indigenous peoples in the same territories. In the
international debates, discussions about indigenous peoples’ rights are recast
in watered down or bracketed language. For example, the CBD refers to
“indigenous and local communities” instead of “indigenous peoples.”1 Thus,
it ignores indigenous peoples’ status as rights holders and instead demotes

*

Debra Harry is Northern Paiute from Pyramid Lake, Nevada, USA and serves as the Executive
Director of the Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism (IPCB) (www.ipcb.org).
**
Le‘a Malia Kanehe is a Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) attorney from Honolulu, Hawai‘i currently
working as a Legal Analyst for the Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism.
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See Convention on Biological Diversity, Article 8(j). Online at <http://www.biodiv.org>.
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indigenous peoples to the status of “stakeholders”,2 a category that includes
corporations, academic institutions, non-governmental organizations, and just
about any other non-state entity.
That said, what does benefit sharing mean for indigenous peoples?
What incentive do we have to participate in these agreements, particularly if
our ownership rights are sidelined or marginalized? What are the implications
of participating in benefit sharing arrangements for genetic resources? How
do indigenous peoples move beyond the narrow market-oriented models being
presented to them? These are some of the questions to be discussed in this chapter.
I. Conflicting sovereignties over natural resources
Indigenous peoples’ struggle for self-determination is occurring on many
fronts, globally, nationally and locally. The corporate hunt for genetic resources
within our territories raises new difficulties for those maintaining permanent
sovereignty over natural resources that have long been sought after by colonial governments. Intellectual property rights are being used to turn nature and
life processes into private property. Once deemed private property, genetic
material becomes alienable; that is, it can be bought and sold as a commodity.
This, in the eyes of many indigenous peoples, is an attempt to legalize thievery,
a thievery that we recognize as “biocolonialism” – the extension of colonization
to the biological resources and knowledge of indigenous peoples.3 Below, we
discuss indigenous people’s right to permanent sovereignty over genetic resources
and the conflict raised by the CBD’s proposal for an international regime on
access to our resources and the sharing of benefits that may arise thereafter.
A) Indigenous peoples permanent sovereignty over genetic resources

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 1(1),
and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
Article 1 (1), both state, “All peoples have the right of self-determination. By
virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue

2

See Decision VI/24: Access and benefit-sharing as related to genetic resources, UNEP/CBD/COP/
6/6, para. 56 (“The involvement of relevant stakeholders, in particular, indigenous and local
communities, in the various stages of development and implementation of access and benefitsharing arrangements can play an important role in facilitating the monitoring of compliance.”).
3
For more discussion on “biocolonialism,” see Harry, D. et al, Indigenous Peoples, Genes and
Genetics: What Indigenous People Should Know About Biocolonialism., 2000. Online at: www.ipcb.org.
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their economic, social and cultural development.”4 United Nations Human
Rights Special Rapporteur Miguel Alfonso Martinez states in his study on
treaties that, “indigenous peoples, like all peoples on Earth, are entitled to
that inalienable right.”5 He further explains that the United Nations Charter
itself “recognizes the importance of respect for ‘the principle of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples’ (Art. 1.2), a simple, direct and unqualified
way of saying all peoples, bar none.”6
Despite the existence of these international human rights standards,
it is widely recognized that States often deny or diminish the ability of
indigenous peoples to exercise the right of self-determination. Nevertheless,
the right of self-determination is the fundamental premise upon which
indigenous peoples have asserted our proprietary, inherent, and inalienable
rights over our traditional knowledge and biological resources. Although
several international human rights instruments recognize the collective nature
of indigenous peoples’ rights of self-determination,7 the U.N. Draft Declaration
on the Rights of indigenous Peoples is the international instrument that is the
most representative of indigenous thought and participation,8 and its standards
constitutes the minimum standards for the survival, dignity and well-being of
the indigenous peoples of the world.9 The U.N. Draft Declaration states,
“indigenous peoples have the right to own, develop, control and use the lands
and territories…which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied
or used.”10

4

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted Dec. 19, 1966, entered into force
Mar. 23, 1976, 999 U.N.T.S. 171; International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
adopted Dec. 19, 1966, entered into force Jan. 3, 1976, 999 U.N.T.S. 3.
5
Martinez, M.A., Study on treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements between
States and indigenous populations, Final Report of the Special Rapporteur, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1999/20,
para. 256.
6
Ibid., para. 210.
7
See Convention 169 Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989, of the International Labor
Organization available at: http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/cgi-lex/convde.pl?C169, and The Draft of the
American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of the Organization of American States,
draft approved by the IACHR at the 1278 session held on 18 September 1995. For latest revisions, see
online at: http://www.oas.org/consejo/CAJP/Indigenous%20documents.asp.
8
Venne, S.H., Our Elders Understand Our Rights: Evolving International Law Regarding Indigenous
Rights, Theytus Books Ltd: Canada,1998, p.137.
9
Ibid.
10
United Nations Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/2/
Add.1 of 20 April 1994 (Article 26).
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A fundamental part of the right of self-determination is a people’s
exercise of permanent sovereignty over the natural resources within its
territories. The right of permanent sovereignty over natural resources embodies
the principle that “peoples and nations must have the authority to manage
and control their natural resources and in doing so to enjoy the benefits of
their development and conservation.”11 Furthermore, “the principle was and
continues to be an essential precondition to a people’s realization of its right
of self-determination and its right to development.”12
In the final report of the UN Human Rights Special Rapporteur on
Permanent Sovereignty of indigenous Peoples over their Natural Resources,
Erica-Irene Daes, finds that, the developments during the past decades in
international law and human rights norms in particular demonstrate that there
now exists a developed legal principle that indigenous peoples have a collective
right to the lands and territories they traditionally use and occupy and that
this right includes the right to use, own, manage and control the natural
resources found within their lands and territories.13
Special Rapporteur Daes further finds that genetic resources are among
the natural resources belonging to indigenous peoples.14 In relation to the
right of permanent sovereignty over natural resources of indigenous peoples,
Special Rapporteur Daes concludes, “[I]t is a collective right by virtue of
which States are obligated to respect, protect, and promote the governmental
and property interests of indigenous peoples (as collectivities) in their natural
resources.”15
B) CBD and an International Regime on Access and Benefit Sharing

Indigenous peoples’ rights to the natural resources within their
territories have been marginalized by the CBD. It was not the right of nation
states to make agreements that undermined the rights of indigenous peoples,
agreements such as were made in the CBD.16 Under the CBD, states are the
11

Daes, E.-I. A., Indigenous Peoples’ Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources, Final Report
of the Special Rapporteur, E/CN.4/Sub.2/2004/30, para. 6, July 13, 2004.
12
Ibid.
13
Ibid., para. 39.
14
Ibid., para. 42.
15
Ibid., para. 40.
16
For a compilation of relevant legal standards concerning Indigenous lands and resources, see
Daes, E.-I. A.,Indigenous Peoples and Their Relationship to Land, Final Working Paper Prepared
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only recognized entities with sovereignty over natural resources. The right of
indigenous peoples to permanent sovereignty over natural resources is
particularly threatened by Article 15.1 of the CBD, which states, “Recognizing
the sovereign rights of States over their natural resources, the authority to
determine access to genetic resources rests with the national governments
and is subject to national legislation.” Furthermore, Article 15.5 requires that
“access to genetic resources shall be subject to prior informed consent of the
Contracting Party providing such resources, unless otherwise determined by
that Party.” Thus, according to the CBD, sovereign rights to control access to
genetic resources are only recognized for the contracting Parties, i.e, the states.
Thus far, the only link between indigenous peoples and genetic
resources that the Parties to the CBD have been willing to make is the
recognition that indigenous peoples may possess traditional knowledge about
such resources. The Parties have yet to recognize indigenous peoples as
sovereign or proprietary owners of genetic resources within their territories.
Article 8(j) of the CBD contains a provision to encourage the equitable sharing
of the benefits arising from the utilization of knowledge, innovations and
practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles
relevant for conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.17 Article
8(j), however, is subject to national legislation. Although 8(j) requires that
wider application of traditional knowledge, innovations and practices of
indigenous and local communities should be “with the approval and
involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices,” it
does not couch the standard for approval in terms of prior informed consent,
as it does in the case of states and access to genetic resources.
A major step towards the development of an international regime on
access and benefit sharing was taken at the sixth Conference of the Parties
(COP VI) held in The Hague, in April 2002. At that meeting, 180 Parties

by the Special Rapporteur, E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/21, Annex. For a summary about the recognition of
Indigenous peoples’ sovereignty, see Daes,E.-I.A., work cited in note (11), para. 20-30.
17
The text of Article 8(j) states that, “Each Contracting Party shall, as far as possible and as
appropriate: Subject to its national legislation, respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations
and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application with the
approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innovations and practices and encourage
the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such knowledge, innovations and
practices”.
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adopted the voluntary Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and
Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising out of their Utilization.
The Guidelines were “expected to assist Parties, Governments and other
stakeholders in developing overall access and benefit-sharing strategies, and
in identifying the steps involved in the process of obtaining access to genetic
resources and benefit-sharing. More specifically, the guidelines [were] intended
to help them when establishing legislative, administrative or policy measures
on access and benefit-sharing.”18
It is important to note that the vast majority of indigenous peoples
represented at COP VI, viewing their participation in the development of the
Guidelines as facilitating biopiracy of their own resources and knowledge,
made a conscious decision not to actively participate in the discussions on the
Guidelines, and therefore later rejected implementation of the Guidelines.
Consistent with Article 15 of the CBD, which recognizes the “sovereign
right of States over their natural resources”, the Bonn Guidelines suggest
that access to genetic resources should be controlled by competent national
authorities. Paragraph 26 states:
The basic principles of a prior informed consent system should include:
. . . Consent of the relevant competent national authority(ies) in the provider
country. The consent of relevant stakeholders, such as indigenous and local
communities, as appropriate to the circumstances and subject to domestic
law, should also be obtained.
Paragraph 31 further elaborates on this issue by stating:
Respecting established legal rights of indigenous and local communities
associated with the genetic resources being accessed, or where traditional
knowledge associated with these genetic resources is being accessed, the prior informed consent of indigenous and local communities and the approval
and involvement of the holders of traditional knowledge innovations and
practices, should be obtained, in accordance with their traditional practices,
national access policies and subject to domestic laws.
This language makes evident that the Bonn Guidelines promote
national sovereignty over natural resources and subject indigenous peoples’

18

Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, Access to Genetic Resources and Benefitsharing: Bonn Guidelines. Webpage available at <http://www.biodiv.org/programmes/socio-eco/
benefit/bonn.asp>. Viewed December, 2004.
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rights to domestic policies and laws. Although the Guidelines are not binding,
the Parties do consider them “a useful first step of an evolutionary process”
and see them as serving as some basis for a future regime.19
A few months after COP VI adopted the Bonn Guidelines, the World
Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) called for action to “negotiate,
within the framework of the [CBD], bearing in mind the Bonn Guidelines, an
international regime to promote and safeguard the fair and equitable sharing
of benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources.”20 Further, UN
General Assembly resolution 57/260, adopted at is fifty-seventh session, invited
COP VII to take appropriate steps with regard to the commitment made at
the WSSD.21 Then, at the CBD’s Inter-sessional meeting on the Multi-Year
Programme of Work of the Conference of the Parties up to 2010, held in
March 2003, a recommendation was made that the Ad Hoc Open-ended
Working Group on access and benefit-sharing (ABS Working Group) consider
the process, nature, scope, elements and modalities of such an international
regime on access and benefit-sharing at its second meeting in December 2003.
Subsequently, at its December meeting, the ABS Working Group prepared
recommendations on the terms of reference for the negotiation of an
international regime and submitted those recommendations to the Seventh
Conference of the Parties (COP VII), scheduled to be held in February 2004,
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.22
At COP VII, the Parties engaged in extensive discussions about the
mandate and the terms of reference of the ABS Working Group and decided
that the Working Group would “elaborate and negotiate an international
regime on access to genetic resources and benefit sharing with the aim of
adopting an instrument/instruments to effectively implement the provisions of
Article 15 and Article 8(j).” The Working Group is expected to meet twice
before the next COP in 2006 and is mandated to work “with the collaboration

19

Ibid.
United Nations, Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, para.
44(o). In United Nations, Report of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, A/CONF.199/
20*, 35. Âvailable online at <http://www.johannesburgsummit.org>.
21
United Nations General Assembly Resolution 57/260, 20 Dec. 2002, para. 8 , Available online at
<http://www.un.org/Depts/dhl/resguide/r57.htm>.
22
Report of the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing on the Work
its second Meeting, 10 December 2003, UNEP/CBD/COP/7/6.
20
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of the Ad-Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Article 8(j) and related
provisions.”23
For indigenous peoples, the preambular language of the COP VII
decision relating to an international regime, wherein the COP reaffirmed
“the sovereign rights of States over their natural resources and that the
authority to determine access to genetic resources rests with the national
Governments and is subject to national legislation, in accordance with Article
3 and Article 15, paragraph 1,”24 sets a dangerous stage for future negotiation
of the ABS regime. The International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity (IIFB),
which was the full caucus of the indigenous peoples present at the COP,
made an intervention in Kuala Lumpur in opposition to this language stating
that international human rights law recognizes that states do not have absolute
sovereignty over natural resources. The parties, however, of course, refused
to be moved.
Although indigenous peoples are only considered observers at the COP,
we vehemently insisted that the parties must recognize our rights throughout
the elaboration of the international regime. In the end, Canada and Australia
blocked language that had gained the agreement of the other states and was
proposed by the EU. That language had stated that the international regime
shall recognize the rights of indigenous peoples. In the end, the preambular
language of the decision that was adopted merely stated that “the international
regime should recognize and shall respect the rights of indigenous and local
communities.”25
At the COP VII meeting, indigenous peoples did successfully lobby
for international human rights law, as set forth in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, to
be included in a long list of other instruments and processes to be considered
as possible elements in an international regime. Although such inclusion gives
some foothold for lobbying at future meetings, there is no guarantee that the
regime that emerges from negotiations will be consistent with international
human rights law. At past CBD meetings, indigenous peoples have pointed

23

International Regime on Access to Genetic Resources and Benefit-Sharing, UNEP/CBD/COP/
7/21, Decision VII/19 D., p. 300.
24
Ibid., p. 299.
25
Ibid., p. 300.
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out that Article 22.1 of the Convention requires that the decisions of the
COP must be consistent with other international conventions, including
international human rights law. 26 Unfortunately, some parties (Canada,
Australia, New Zealand) and some observer governments not party to the
Convention (i.e, the United States) do not agree and have requested an
opinion from the CBD legal counsel to support their position.
Prior to the end of the COP VII deliberations, several indigenous
organizations in attendance sent an alert to indigenous peoples around the
world, warning them about the impending international regime.
For the indigenous peoples anxiously following the discussions in Kuala
Lumpur, the agenda of the parties is clear. The parties are developing a regime that will facilitate a biopiracy free-for-all….”Sadly, all we can do is call
upon indigenous peoples to prepare themselves. The biopiracy regime is coming.
They must do whatever is necessary to protect their resources and knowledge
at the local level. Their most basic rights to self-determination are not going
to be recognized at this level.”27
II. Case study: an indigenous critique of a Benefit
Sharing Agreement
Because the CBD is remiss in recognizing indigenous peoples as
sovereigns over, owners of, or rights holders in the genetic resources within
their territories, an ideal framework for nurturing biopiracy has been created.
Therein, indigenous peoples are seen only as traditional knowledge holders
and not as territorial rights holders whose consent must be sought before
accessing resources within their territories. The much-touted arrangement
involving the San peoples of the Kalahari desert in southern Africa evidences
the problems in such a framework for benefit sharing.
The traditional knowledge of the San peoples about the stem of a
cactus called Hoodia led the UK-based pharmaceutical company Plant pharm
to a potential anti-obesity drug. The San had traditionally used Hoodia to
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stave off hunger while hunting. Plant pharm claimed to have discovered a
potential cure for obesity derived from the Hoodia plant. South Africa’s Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) sold the development rights for
Hoodia to Plant pharm, which later patented P57, the appetite-suppressing
ingredient in the Hoodia. Plant pharm later sold the rights to license the drug
for $21 million to Pfizer, the U.S. pharmaceutical giant, without even notifying
the San, let alone getting their consent to such transaction. Plant pharm
representatives later claimed they believed the San peoples who used Hoodia
were extinct. In fact, the San number 100,000 across South Africa, Botswana,
Namibia and Angola.28
Only after CSIR and Plant pharm were widely criticized for failing to
get the consent of the San or recognize the role that San knowledge had
played in identifying the Hoodia’s ethnobotanical properties were the San
offered a benefit sharing arrangement. The San’s share in the arrangement
amounted to less than 0.003% of net sales and that percentage was only to
come out of CSIR’s share in the deal; Plant pharm and Pfizer’s earnings were
to go untouched.29 In fact, Plant pharm and Pfizer were exempted from
sharing any benefits directly with the San and were specifically released
from any further financial demands by the San.30 In the benefit sharing
contract, the San were rewarded on a one-time-only basis for their
knowledge of Hoodia and, further, were explicitly prevented from using
that knowledge in any other commercial application.31 Effectively, Plant
pharm and Pfizer purchased a perpetual monopoly on the San’s traditional
knowledge of the Hoodia.
It is important to note that the San were compensated for their
traditional knowledge and not for any right they might have in the genetic
resource itself. It was the CSIR, and not the San who consented to access to
the genetic resource.
Article 28 of the Bonn Guidelines promote “competent national
authorities” as the appropriate gatekeepers to in situ genetic resources. In
28
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matters of access relating to genetic resources within indigenous territories or
indigenous knowledge associated with such resources, Article 31 of the
Guidelines only refers to “established legal rights” and prior informed consent
regarding such access as being subject to domestic laws. Therefore, what
transpired with the Hoodia was totally consistent with the CBD and the Bonn
Guidelines; That is, the CSIR acted as the South African national authority
granting access to the Hoodia. The indigenous San peoples had no established
legal right vis-à-vis Hoodia under South African law and so their consent was
not required.
The San-CSIR deal has been hailed by many as a success story for the
San who are among the most marginalized peoples in southern Africa. The
story has been used to promote benefit sharing as a means of poverty alleviation.
The monies derived from the agreement, we have been told, are to be held in
the San Hoodia Benefit Trust, to be used for health care, infrastructure and
social security.32 Additionally, a report by the German Development Institute
has asserted, because the arrangement includes various San communities across
southern Africa, it “strengthens the cross-border identification of the San as
an indigenous people of southern Africa and may do a great deal to improve
the position of the San communities in some of the other countries.”33
What such an analysis neglects to notice is that quality health care,
education, and other essential services are among the basic human rights for
all peoples. Access to these fundamental needs should not be tied to a
requirement for an exchange of traditional knowledge or biological resources.
Furthermore, it is outrageous to promote selling a monopoly on traditional
knowledge to a Western corporation so that marginalized communities can
earn recognition as indigenous peoples. The San do not even possess complete decision-making power over their minute share of the royalties, royalties to
be deposited in “their” Trust. It is instructive to note that although “their”
Trust includes representatives of various San communities, the CSIR and the
Department of Science and Technology also sit there, apparently as
paternalistic trustee.34
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The intent here is not to criticize the San for their participation in the
benefit sharing agreement. In hindsight, it is clear that the only option
presented to the San was to accept a share in the deal, or get nothing at all.
And had CSIR and Plant pharm not been “caught red-handed” with the
appropriation of San knowledge, the San may have simply remained unknown
victims of theft. We see the case as a recent, very instructive example of the
power dynamics typical when indigenous peoples are forced to contend with
the actions of colonial states and multinational corporations. The San case
also illustrates how the profit potential of genetic material tends to evoke
unscrupulous practices.
Indigenous knowledge systems reflect the totality of the intellectual
traditions of indigenous peoples from whom they are derived. While Western
knowledge systems tend to be compartmentalized and specialized, and are
often times reductionist in nature, indigenous knowledge systems are intricately
interconnected with our rich cultural heritage and the territories from which
they came. And in that sense, indigenous knowledge cannot belong to a single
individual or a single generation. Thus, how could anyone possibly claim a
right to sell indigenous intellectual traditions when those traditions are a gift
from previous generations and the birthright of future generations? For many
indigenous peoples, traditional knowledge is not something their community
can sell because it is priceless and its value cannot be calculated in terms of,
or in service to, economic exploitation. Indigenous knowledge passed from
generation to generation is an inherent and inalienable part of a peoples’
collective heritage and patrimony. When such knowledge is subjected to a
benefit sharing agreement, as illuminated by the San’s experience, the
knowledge becomes a commodity to be bought and sold on the market.
III. Some considerations for Indigenous Peoples before
entering into Benefit Sharing Agreements
For indigenous peoples, who are often the most marginalized and
economically poor peoples of the world, the promises of benefit sharing
agreements may be alluring. By virtue of their right of self-determination, it is
of course, the prerogative of indigenous peoples to make their own decisions
about benefit sharing agreements. Inevitably, some will decide to enter into
such arrangements. Those who make such decisions, whether or not they
recognize it, will be accepting western legal frameworks and concepts that do
not respect indigenous laws and customs, and which, in essence, may
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compromise their right of self-determination. In this next section, we discuss
some of these conflicts and the potential difficulties that may arise in the
context of such deal-making.
A) Patents

Before entering into a benefit sharing agreement, indigenous peoples
must understand that by entering such an agreement, they are submitting to
a legal jurisdiction entirely foreign to their own systems of management and
protection of natural resources and knowledge. Primarily, the difference
involves patents. Those who agree to benefit sharing must accept that patent
laws will govern the ownership of the products derived from their genetic
resources. A patent is a necessary step in securing commercial control over a
product derived from a genetic resource.
Patents are a Western intellectual property right originally meant to
apply to inventions. The basic tenets of patents are quite foreign to indigenous
concepts. A patent covers a novel invention, not age-old traditions; a patent
is issued to an individual, not to a collective peoples; and a patent lasts for a
determinate amount of time (often 20 years), after which the information in
the patent becomes part of the public domain – free and open for all the world
to use without penalty.
Genetic researchers and the pharmaceutical, agricultural, and
chemical corporations, and academic institutions for which they work claim
that “engineered organisms or molecules are separated from nature through
the concepts of ‘isolation’ and ‘purification.’“35 Thus, in response to numerous
comments asserting that genes were nonpatentable products of nature, the
United States Patent and Trademark Office asserted that “the inventor’s
discovery of a gene can be the basis for a patent of the genetic composition
isolated from its natural state and processed through purifying steps that separate
the gene from other molecules naturally associated with it.”36
Many indigenous peoples have strongly advocated against the patenting
of life. For example, in 1999, indigenous peoples steadfastly opposed the World
Trade Organization (WTO) Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
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Agreement (TRIPs) in a statement entitled, “No to Patenting of Life.” The
statement, in part, proclaimed, “Nobody can own what exists in nature, except
nature, itself. Humankind is part of Mother Nature. We have created nothing
and so we can in no way claim to be owners of what does not belong to us.”37
Further, the report of the “Workshop on Biodiversity, Traditional
Knowledge and Rights of Indigenous Peoples, “ in summarizing the conclusions
of the indigenous rights experts at the workshop, noted that, “Patenting and
commodification of life is against our fundamental values and beliefs regarding
the sacredness of life and life processes and the reciprocal relationship which
we maintain with all creation.”38
Those words remembered, it becomes important for indigenous peoples
to evaluate whether the patenting of life, which will necessarily occur in a
benefit sharing arrangement concerning genetic resources, is consistent with
their fundamental values.
B) Some pitfalls in Benefit Sharing Agreements

Indigenous peoples may be asked to establish contractual arrangements
with intermediaries such as academic institutions or governments, who in
turn have direct contractual arrangements with the commercializing
companies. For example, the San’s contractual agreement was with the CSIR;
the San have no legally enforceable agreement with Plant pharm in the
commercialization of the Hoodia plant. A similar arrangement was established
by the University of the South Pacific (USP). The USP first entered into a
bioprospecting agreement for coral reef biological resources with the Strathclyde
Institute of Drug Research (SIDR) of Glascow, Scotland.39 Then the University
established a separate agreement with the villages that were regarded as the
traditional owners of the reef areas. Thus, USP became the effective dispenser
of the coral reef resources.
Such arrangements are obviously paternalistic, and violate the basic
tenets of self-determination. These kinds of agreements treat indigenous
peoples as interested third parties and not as principals in benefit sharing
37
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agreements. In these types of arrangements, indigenous peoples can be left
with no legal means of enforcement, and their rights as owners of the
knowledge and resources can be subverted. Indigenous peoples thus can be
perceived as “worthy” participants in the benefit sharing discussions not
because the other parties recognize their rights, but because the other parties
consider indigenous peoples a part of the trickledown system of beneficiaries
that they themselves, as “principal” parties, have construed.
Another pitfall of benefit sharing agreements is that they often simply
compensate indigenous peoples for use of their associated traditional
knowledge, and not for use of the actual biological resources. The only remedy
for this is for indigenous peoples themselves to be proactive in asserting their
propriety rights over both their knowledge and their resources.
The interests of the indigenous peoples involved must be reflected in
any legal agreements about their traditional knowledge and resources.
Otherwise, the hoped-for outcomes will never happen and never be enforceable.
On the part of indigenous peoples, this requires strong skills in negotiation as
well as a comprehensive understanding of what rights and interests must be
protected in the agreement. Further, indigenous peoples must remember that
even the most brilliant agreement will be a challenge to monitor and enforce
on a global scale. Resources for litigation costs will be greatly outmatched by
corporate/institutional opponents in the courtroom and the patent office.
It is difficult to see how benefit sharing agreements that allow for the
monopolization and alienation of traditional knowledge and genetic resources
under the veil of intellectual property protection can be of any meaningful
benefit to indigenous peoples. Certainly, there will be a promise of some
potential income, an income that could make a difference in the lives of
those terribly lacking in resources. But, at what cost? In the end, the benefits
that come to indigenous peoples are likely to be quite insignificant compared
to those reaped by the pharmaceutical, agricultural or chemical companies
and academic institutions with which they are dealing.
C) Culturally-based Decision-making

The potential income or other benefits derived from benefit sharing
agreements may entice indigenous peoples to commercialize their knowledge
and resources, often in violation of their own cultural principles and values.
The profit potential may loom large while other critical factors may remain
hidden or even undisclosed.
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Indigenous peoples would be wise to utilize their own frameworks for
evaluating the usefulness, potential, and appropriateness of ventures that affect
their knowledge, resources, and culture. One such framework, a five point
test utilizing a tikanga Maori framework, has been articulated by Hirini Moko
Mead (Ngati Awa, Ngati Tuwharetoa, Tuourangi) of Aotearoa (New
Zealand). The tikanga framework facilitates decision-making on contemporary
issues based upon the ethics inherent in Maori principles and philosophies.
Mead takes “the position that tikanga is the set of beliefs associated
with practices and procedures to be followed in conducting the affairs of a
group or an individual. These procedures are established by precedents through
time, are held to be ritually correct, are validated by usually more than one
generation and are always subject to what a group or an individual is able to
do.”40 He further explains that, “They help us to differentiate between right
and wrong, in everything we do and in all of the activities that we engage in.
There is a right and proper way to conduct one’s self.”41
Thus, critical questions are filtered through a five-point test. If an
issue fails to withstand this kind of evaluation, then it is determined that the
question at hand violates the tikanga or the cultural, ethical standards of
Maori.
All indigenous peoples have their own cultural frameworks and
worldviews to draw upon in making such judgments. For example, Lopeti
Senituli, former director of the Tongan Human Rights and Democracy
Movement, articulated the Tongan concept of “NGEIA,” which means “awe
inspiring, inspiring fear or wonder by its size or magnificence” and “dignity.”
NGEIA was central to the Tongan people’s opposition to an Australian
company’s proposal to collect tissue samples and health data from individual
consenting Tongans in the hope of identifying genes that cause diseases such
as diabetes.42 In exchange for the samples, the company, Autogen Ltd., had
offered a benefit sharing arrangement that would have provided annual
research funding to Tonga’s Ministry of Health, paid royalties on revenues
generated from any discoveries that might later be commercialized, and given
whatever new therapies might be developed from the research to the Tongans
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free of charge.43 As a result of the Tongan community’s opposition to Autogen’s
proposal – an opposition based on the community’s understanding of NGEIA
and corresponding belief that “the human person should not be treated as a
commodity” – the project did not proceed.44
Mead says, “A culture that sets aside its pool of tikanga is depriving
itself of a valuable segment of knowledge and is limiting its cultural options.”45
Conclusion
Nearly every aspect of what we value as indigenous peoples – our
technologies, our knowledge, the seeds that produce our foods, and our
medicines – is at risk of appropriation. Indigenous peoples, and particularly
our leadership, must be active in the discussions related to indigenous
knowledge and genetic resources. There is no shortage of non-indigenous
peoples engaging in these debates in various international fora, allegedly on
our behalf. Indigenous peoples must remain vigilant in order to protect their
peoples and territories from acts of biocolonialism. Most importantly, indigenous
peoples must be proactive in asserting their rights, particularly those based on
long-established international human rights standards. We are referring to
the right to free prior informed consent concerning any access to or disposition
of our knowledge and resources, the right to deny access to our knowledge
and resources, and the right to manage our knowledge and resources based
on our own customary laws, to mention a few examples. Legal historian, Steve
Newcomb (Shawnee/Lenape) reminds us that, “We have to make the case
that they have to respect our systems of law. There isn’t ‘the law’ – there’s our
law and their law. We have to articulate what our law is as far as the protection
of our genetic materials, and make that case, and resist their system and their
law with every fiber of our being.”46
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CHAPTER II

The crossroads of modernities
Panel 3: Technoscience, Culture and Intellectual Property - The
crossroads of new technologies

Moderator
Eugênio Pantoja
Amazonlink

Speaker
Laymert Garcia dos Santos
Universidade Estadual de Campinas (Unicamp)

Debaters:
Eliane Moreira
Núcleo de Propriedade Intelectual/Centro Universitário do Pará(Nupi/Cesupa)

Silvio Valle
Fundação Oswaldo Cruz (Fiocruz)

Joaquim A. Machado
Conselho Empresarial Brasileiro para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável (CEBDS)

Laymert Garcia dos Santos (Unicamp)
New technologies and the role of intellectual property
for a policy of fairness and equality in benefit sharing
The starting point for any solid reflection regarding the issue of the
fair and equitable sharing of benefits inside any intellectual property regime
can only be the acknowledgement that this regime was born, in the 80s of the
20 th century, specifically in order to protect the access and use of new
technologies by the societies of the global market, then in formation, and by
the nations which ever since have to obey to the logic of the global market.
In order to meet the interests of the coalition of techno-science and
the global capital at the local, national and global scale – interests that have
transformed technological innovation into the motor of capitalism in the Third
Industrial Revolution – the legal system invented the concept of intellectual
property rights. As the specialists very well know, such an invention integrates,
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reformulates and delivers a new sense in at least seven systems/orders/regimes
of rights, all of which are affected by Gatt: copyrights; industrial designs;
trademarks; patents; related rights; layout and design of integrated circuits;
breeder’s rights; and industrial secret. They know further, that in order to
have a complete picture, it would be necessary to look into consumer law,
unfair competition and restrictive commercial practices, which are not
considered part of the intellectual property rights regime, but that do have
decisive importance for its expansion around the world.
Upendra Baxi, Vice-Dean of the University of Delhi in the 90s,
elaborating on the issue in the international conference “Redefining the Life
Sciences”, hosted by Third World Network in Penang, Malaysia in July 1994,
acknowledges that the classification of intellectual property regimes has a
very complex jurisprudential and institutional history. In that sense, whereas
copyrights and industrial design are considered intellectual property,
trademarks and patents are classified as industrial property rights. Copyrights
are and were considered mainly as intellectual property, primarily because
they protected “original” works of authors, play-writers and poets, pieces of
art, music compositions and artistic works, films, photographs etc. By time,
copyright holders became basically the ones operating in the “entertainment
industry”, and the notion of authorship became increasingly detached from
the notion of originality. Still though, the general impression that copyrights
protect the “creator” remains. In return, the systems of trademarks and patents
were usually described as industrial property; both evidently were involving
“intellectual” effort, but their “products” were fundamentally market oriented
and not towards arts or civilization; therefore, it was considered that they
belonged to a symbolic category, totally different from those of the products
protected by copyrights; on the other hand, industrial design remained
unchanged in that classification.
However, as Upendra Baxi observes, Gatt, after it has been incorporated
into the legislation of the World Trade Organization, broke away with this
century-long legal tradition, and erased the distinction between the creation
of artistic works and the generation of industrial products, through the
invention of the category “TRIPs” – Trade Related Intellectual Property
Rights. Now, even copyrights fall into TRIPs... The reason of such a rupture
lies on the need to protect “electronic” products. The copyright law protects
literary works formulated in “written language”. But how do you consider
computer programs? Some copyright regimes consider them as “written”; Wipo,
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however, had to propose a draft law on software, since the incorporation of
software programs did not fit into the “written” notion, as well as to the colateral
notions of “creativity”. A special extension of the copyright in TRIPs became
a need of the advanced capitalism, since the existing copyright regimes were
proven inadequate for the protection of a new type of writing, the electronic
writing; and since genetic engineering is a derivative of the Electronic
Revolution, and the “book of life”
became written in the language of
It is incredible how the
computer science, TRIPs came to the
point of regulating anything written in dimensions and implications
digital or genetic information language.
of the cybernetization of
Therefore, intellectual property
rights were formed as an extension of nature and culture pass
the rationale of industrial property rights unnoticed or seem
over inventions and written works in
digital and genetic language, elaborated something “natural”. More
through information technology. incredible is the incapacity
However, such an extension is
of political actors to realise
perceived as a true mutation, if we
consider that now we are no longer that the conversion of nature
dealing with machine-invention
and culture into information,
protection, but rather with the
production of “texts” generated by administrated by intellectual
software and from the decoding and property rights, is totalitarian,
recombination of the genetic code. On
the other hand, these texts appear as since it supposes that
the translation of what already exists, anything not yet translated in
or may exist, in cybernetic terms. Why
terms of information, and
is that a true mutation? Because it
intends to convert the industrial therefore not yet
property regime in a regime meant to
appropriated, needs to be
manage the very production of valid
knowledge, for techno-science as for available, since it is nothing
the market, if we consider as valid more than potential raw
knowledge the one which is able to be
processed and appropriated by material for future
information technologies. For no other “valorisation”.
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reason Gatt eliminated the distinction between the production of works of
arts and civilisation on the one hand, and the generation of products for the
market on the other, through the invention of “intellectual property rights”.
It means colonize to take over not only nature, understood as Nature-beinginformation, but even the culture, perceived also as information.
It is incredible how the dimensions and implications of the
cybernetization of nature and culture pass unnoticed or seem something “natural”. More incredible is the incapacity of political actors to realise that the
conversion of nature and culture into information, administrated by intellectual
property rights, is totalitarian, since it supposes that anything not yet translated
in terms of information, and therefore not yet appropriated, needs to be
available, since it is nothing more than potential raw material for future
“valorisation”. Neoliberalism established itself with so much force that the
drive towards extensive and intensive privatization of nature, culture and
even knowledge production is seen as normal – and we do not even realise
the accelerated process of cybernetization of all sciences, which is promoting
an epistemological rupture whose major significance is to exclude the practices
and knowledge of the past, including modern ones too.
Intellectual property rights are the means through which is expressed,
in legal terms, the legalization and legitimisation of the conversion of the
knowledge gained in the past, present and future, into an appropriable asset.
Intellectual property rights are the means by which national states and the
“international community” – this apparently beneficial and innocent abstraction
– regulate the privatization and monopolization of what can be written in
technoscientific language.
Can the traditional knowledge be transformed in intellectual property
belonging to indigenous peoples? My answer is a categorical NO.
If we pay attention to what legal experts and defenders of the
intellectual property regime say, we note that they never state that traditional
knowledge, as it exists, can be protected by intellectual property. In order to
be protected, it would not only have to be translated into the techno-scientific
language, but also demonstrate characteristics of a techno-scientific innovation,
as does the software of computers or the human genome code. Summarising,
in order to potentially be recognized by the intellectual property regime,
traditional knowledge would have to stop being traditional...
But nobody is really interested in transforming traditional knowledge
into techno-science. This of course does not mean that one means to leave it
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alone within the communities. What one seeks is to have access to the
properties of plants, animals etc through traditional knowledge, in order to
introduce small alterations, written in techno-scientific language, and thus
obtain a specific patent based on those small alterations, impacting what
traditional knowledge has previously discovered. This means that traditional
knowledge turns into an instrument for an appropriation act which, through
the translation of a type of knowledge into another, transfers power from the
hands of the indigenous community to the hands of the scientific community
and the capital, to which science is more and more disposed to serve.
The question therefore is: if the intellectual property regime does not
serve to protect traditional knowledge, why do indigenous peoples have to
worry about it?
There comes the “poisoned fruit” of benefit sharing.1 I am convinced
that it is nothing more than an illusion invented by lawyers of the biotechnology
industry, in order to confuse the society, mainly the traditional communities,
and to bring them to the point of handing in their biggest “asset”, believing
that now they will finally be able to be part of the game. However, the technoscientific game neither belongs to them, nor is meant for them. Benefit sharing
is the subtle way of making indigenous peoples sit in the table and play. When
they realise what has happened, in exchange for a car or a piece of bread, they
have not only given away their knowledge, but they have also been used to
make the image of the company shine in its publicity campaigns, as politically
correct and “friend” of indigenous peoples.
Benefit sharing is not and never was for real: it is another discourse of
the white people. It is even more impressive that, although it is not to be
taken for real, benefit sharing has been systematically opposed by the Ministries
of Agriculture, Science and Technology, and Industry, boycotted or ignored
by the Brazilian scientists, the media, the public servants and the militaries.
What to make up of this, if not that the Brazilian society as a whole continues
to uphold a deep anti-indigenous feeling, and insists on not recognizing the
existence of indigenous peoples in all its extent?
Yesterday afternoon, Margarita Florez was calling our attention to a
perverse inversion when she said: “It seems that today, since the intellectual

1

On this issue see for example the articles brought together by Beth Burrows in the excellent book
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property system does exist, the
indigenous peoples have to answer to
is able to recognize this
it. But nobody realises that it is them
value. Science is too limited, who have been there for a very long
time, and they had already been
too narrow-minded, and no producing knowledge in their way,
when intellectual property arrived.
matter how contemporary,
Therefore, why is it them who have to
it is too retarded to notice
adapt?” Margarita formulated the
that the value of knowledge crucial question: Why can we not put
limits to the appropriation and the
is not in the novelty, but in
transformation of knowledge into
the positive relationship
merchandise?
In the same panel yesterday,
between the new and the
Laure Emperaire was asking for the
old –especially since what
recognition of the value of traditional
comes afterwards can only knowledge to become a fundamental
issue for science. I fully agree with her.
be after what came before,
Traditional knowledge would only be
and therefore, together
really recognized in our society if
science would state that it really has
with it.
value, not only for science, but as
traditional knowledge itself, as something that has value for both indigenous
people and the mankind.
All considered, I find it unlikely that science is able to recognize this
value. Science is too limited, too narrow-minded, and no matter how
contemporary, it is too retarded to notice that the value of knowledge is not
in the novelty, but in the positive relationship between the new and the old especially since what comes afterwards can only be after what came before,
and therefore, together with it.

I find it unlikely that science

Eliane Moreira, Nupi-Cesupa
I work in the Center for Intellectual Property of the University Centre
of Pará and my function there, among other things, is to contribute so that
researchers comply with the current legislation. We develop this work from
the perspective that intellectual property rights can only be claimed if the
rules of access and use of biodiversity and traditional knowledge have been
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respected, since these rules provide the content of the social function of
intellectual property.
Firstly, I think it is worth questioning the title of this panel by setting
the following question: can new technologies and intellectual property
contribute to a fair and equitable benefit sharing policy? Can we really work
with the perspective that new technologies and intellectual property are at
the service of justice and equity, or at the service of the so called benefit
sharing?
I propose these questions because it seems that there is a belief that
the whole system of new technologies and intellectual property will eventually
achieve these goals of justice and equity.
However, in reality new technologies and intellectual property make
up the arsenal of the “industrial science” system, a kind of science that was
modified last century, industrialized and now increasingly closer to the
economic sector. It is a system of science and technology on which utility and
profit are required. To achieve this, the intellectual property system is used as
a mechanism to sustain the production of new technologies.
The intellectual property system is a very strong ally of biotechnology,
because it guarantees the return of the investments and the monopoly of use
of that technology for a certain period. Having that as a reference, I want to
say that today new technologies and intellectual property are legitimizing a
hegemonic power and in that context, speaking of benefit sharing, justice
and equity becomes an anti-hegemonic discourse.
Therefore, it is necessary to envisage to what extent and by which
means that hegemonic discourse can be questioned. Firstly, it should be
comprehended that new technologies and intellectual property were not
introduced in the globalised world at the service of the population that
generates traditional knowledge, which actually continues to be marginalised
in this process.
I believe that the big issue of traditional knowledge and the paradox
of its rejection by biotechnology – since biotechnology creates a paradox by
absorbing and rejecting traditional knowledge at the same time – is not in the
quality of this knowledge nor in the debate on its legitimacy or scientific content.
The big issue is in the exclusion of the people generating this knowledge.
That is why the focus has to be reoriented, since the general trend is
to be concerned with traditional knowledge, but not with the people that are
the owners, the holders of that knowledge. Inside the perspective of absorption
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and rejection, it is necessary to have an anti-hegemonic strategy which
establishes rights for peoples that are not in the epicentre of power, since
traditional peoples are historically
... the fundamental
excluded from colonized society.
In summary, the fundamental
problem of traditional
problem of traditional knowledge is the
knowledge is the
invisibilisation of traditional peoples, so
invisibilisation of traditional that the discourses that question the
legitimacy of that knowledge actually
peoples, so that the
intend to question the legitimacy of these
citizens. This way of thinking has to be
discourses that question
eliminated from our society.
the legitimacy of that
In order to maintain this vision, it
knowledge actually intend is necessary to create an atmosphere of
to question the legitimacy resistance sustained by the right to resist
the bad use of scientific and technological
of these citizens. This way knowledge. In that sense, it has to be
understood that biotechnology, scientific
of thinking has to be
and technological knowledge will always
eliminated from our
be misused as long as they do not consider
the rights of the peoples that hold
society.
traditional knowledge.
I believe that some actions in that sense could be: the affirmation of
prior consent and of the principles of justice and equity as guidelines of the
relationship between traditional peoples and users of this knowledge (academy,
industry, commerce, etc); the revision of the intellectual property system; the
practice of responsible consumption and consumer’s awareness regarding the
purchase of products based on biodiversity and traditional knowledge; the
affirmation of the moral content of traditional knowledge.
I think it is through the understanding of remodelling the intellectual
property system that there are any chances of speaking of prior consent, benefit
sharing, justice and equity. All this depends on a discussion about the basis of
current science, in search for a science which is more distributive, more
equalitarian and closer to the distribution of knowledge and wealth. For all
that, prior consent and principles of justice and equity are crucial.
I analyse these issues together, since I note that many times justice
and equity are linked to benefit sharing. This is a trap which one should not
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fall into. Justice and equity are principles applicable to the whole process,
starting from prior consent, decision making, governmental analysis, up to
benefit sharing. As such, they govern all the relationship between the one
accessing the knowledge and the traditional peoples holding that knowledge.
As principles, they are not only expressed at the moment of benefit sharing
but during the whole relation.
Moreover, it is interesting to see that these principles were used both
in the Convention on Biological Diversity as well as in the Provisionary
Measure. By stating that access and use have to be fair and equal, it should
be understood that apart from the need to obtain a result that distributes the
benefits in an equalitarian way, considering the actors, their asymmetry and
the final product, attention has to be paid in respect to the principle of equity,
so that every one has the possibility to participate in the decision-making
process under equal conditions. Everybody should also have the conditions
to take a stand and be heard in the processes of authorization, in any
institution, including in CGEN. Benefit sharing is just one of the means of
generating justice and equity, but justice and equity should permeate the
whole process.
Another essential element is the need to revise the intellectual
property system. Although on this issue some defend the elimination of this
system, I have to say that I am skeptical in relation to this strategy; I am not
convinced that the best way to guarantee the appropriate use of biodiversity
and traditional knowledge is through the destruction of this system; I find the
idea difficult to be materialized in the given circumstances. For now, what I
think should be done is to work from inside the intellectual property system in
order to “remove some of its teeth”.
I do consider it viable, in the current scenario, to struggle for the
modification of this system, and the rules of access and use of biodiversity and
traditional knowledge have that goal. They have the function of limiting, of
putting on the brakes, of “removing the teeth” of that system, and that is why
I insist that the respect to rules of access to biodiversity and traditional
knowledge is one of the elements that compose the social function of
intellectual property and which therefore condition its validity.
You see that this vision only intends to make the system more “friendly”,
since as I already said I do not think there is space to advocate the destruction
of the intellectual property system. In spite of this, it is necessary to recognize
that in many aspects this system has been perverse (or perverted).
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The revision of the social function of intellectual property is central in
my approach. Until now, the social function of intellectual property is
understood as the dissemination of the result of the intellectual property
obtained. In other words, the State recognizes the monopoly of the creator
and in exchange disseminates the conclusions he came up with. This
dissemination, this access to information is seen as the social function of
intellectual property.
This is very little in the perspective we have today on the protection
of traditional knowledge and biodiversity. It is necessary to introduce other
elements in the discussion about the social function of property.
One of the elements is the respect for natural resources, which is
expressed in the obedience to the rules of access to biodiversity. In the same
way, it is necessary to incorporate the cultural values expressed by the respect
for traditional knowledge, which in many ways can also be seen as valorisation
of the intellectual work of a traditional group of people. For that to happen,
the contribution of traditional peoples in the innovation processes has to be
highlighted, since intellectual property rights have made them invisible; the
procedure for concession of patents for example, allows this.
The prohibition of misuse of these rights is also part of the concept of
social function of intellectual property. I am referring to patents that are granted
without fulfilling the innovation requirement and more specifically to patenting
of whole or parts of living organisms which is, as David Hathaway calls it, a
true “intellectual latifundium”. That is a perfect expression for the misuse of
the intellectual property system.
From the revision of the content of the social function of intellectual
property should derive the possibility to deny the concession of intellectual
property rights when the rules of access to biodiversity and traditional
knowledge are not respected. It is good to remember that this is included in
Art. 31 of the Provisionary Measure, but is systematically ignored by the
National Institute of Industrial Property (Inpi).
Beyond the social function of intellectual property, it is necessary to
look into the relations of industries which use, as Laymert mentioned, the
image, name and aura of “politically correct”, but do not have policies on
prior consent and benefit sharing with traditional peoples. At this point, the
most efficient thing to do is to establish a practice of sustainable consumption
which can be materialised, for example, by questioning the propaganda of
these companies. When selling a false image of compliance with the law,
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these companies should have their advertisements considered deceptive or
even abusive, for disrespecting environmental values, according to the
Consumer’s Defense Code.
Furthermore, I believe it is important to consider the damages derived
from a practice of improper use of traditional knowledge beyond merely material damages, considering them also collective moral damages.
The points I mentioned should be incorporated into the legal
framework on access and use of biodiversity and traditional knowledge under
discussion, as they should also be expressed in an international regime which
would make bilateral or even multilateral relationships possible.
In that sense there was great discussion in CGEN on a new legal
framework that would incorporate, in various ways, these new perspectives on
the protection of biodiversity and traditional knowledge, in which civil society
and the ministries participated; the proposal was directed to the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and it has been there for months. It is known that various
ministries, including the Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT), the
Ministry of Agriculture Livestock and Provisioning (Mapa), the Ministry of
Industry and Commerce (MDIC) and the Ministry of Environment (MMA)
itself are presenting counterproposals revising the original proposal.
From this perspective it is difficult to discuss what would be a new
legal framework. A new legal framework would firstly have to respect the
discussion and participation of civil society. It would at least respect a
democratic debate. If we do not manage to do that, it is because we have not
learnt anything from the history of this country.
On the other hand, Brazil has a strategic role in the discussions on the
new international regime, but the diplomatic discussion is different; the external
discussion is one and the internal is another. Externally, Brazil is a correct
country that respects traditional peoples, but inside here it seems that things
change absolutely; it is complicated to propose a national legal framework in
one way and an international one in another.
In spite of these difficulties, I believe that the respect for traditional
knowledge is beyond legal obligations, it is an ethical obligation.
I am convinced that the fulfilment of the rights which we are discussing
lies within the academia, universities, research institutions and the industries.
The law will only be applied if these sectors believe that the application of
this law is necessary, that they have a duty to incorporate that legislation not
because it is law or because it does or does not have enforcement mechanisms,
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but because it is due and fair. It is necessary to understand that there is a regime
which is important in terms of sovereignty and distribution of benefits and I am
not only speaking of benefit sharing but of a fairer and more equalitarian science,
which does not consider peoples only as research objects, but as citizens.
Silvio Valle (Fiocruz)
The regulation on the use of Brazilian biodiversity is not centered on
scientific issues; the debate and the decisions are merely political. I am following
the issue of the regulation of biotechnology in Brazil, especially the technology
of transgenic plants which are subject to patenting, and I see that the technology
domination system is not using solely the industrial property instrument. It uses
all the available and imaginable tools to legitimate the process, and works in a
global manner without being restricted to a specific point of the process, besides
wisely using part of the Brazilian scientific community.
Let us examine the issue of transgenic soy. We started planting “pirate”
transgenic soy, which is not approved and whose owner is unknown. But the
issue of “transgenic piracy” precedes the soy, it precedes the import of transgenic
soy seeds from Argentina. It starts with the import of soy from USA to be
processed in Brazil and re-exported. In that sense the technology holder, apart
from understanding very well the regulation, works with a certain vision for the future,
with the objective of introducing the soy in Brazil already deregulated, so that he will
be able to plant transgenic soy without the need for segregation.
The company holder of the technology requested authorization to import
transgenic soy grains, process them and re-export them grinded, using the
concept of “substantial equivalence”. From that moment on the pretext was
given to be able to request commercial release, in the next year, based on the
substantial equivalence; and indeed based on this there is no real need for
any environmental impact study or labelling.
We can affirm that the introduction of transgenic soy in the context
of a regulation of international trade is a drawback, in which you import and
export, and nothing is consumed here.
After all that storm of Provisionary Measures2 promoted by Lula
government, agribusiness representative sectors are now questioning in National

2
Reference to the series of ad hoc provisionary measures issued by the Brazilian government to allow
commercialization and plantation of transgenic crops.
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Congress the payment of royalties, something that looks contradictory since
they knew beforehand the rights of the companies to the technology fee.
That is another confusion that the companies understand all very well,
so much that they take advantage of it, always of course with the consent of
the public authority.
Let us go to the facts. I am not a specialist in industrial property, but I
can observe that all the Provisionary Measures guarantee the property right
legally granted by Inpi. They are categorical; one can plant transgenic seeds or
grains, but the farmer has to respect the property right. This guarantees that the
holder of the technology can receive royalties for soy that is not even transgenic.
In the soy productive chain in Brazil, a proper separation is not possible,
and even if it was, we must consider that the soy is “pirate”; given that the
mixing of transgenic and no transgenic soy is inevitable, at the moment of
exporting all non transgenic soy turns into transgenic practically, since the
test carried out is qualitative.
From the point of view of the holder of the technology, the right to
collect royalties is guaranteed – even if it is a “pirate” seed – by simply detecting
the gene. There are profits gained through the technology fee even from non
transgenic grains.
As for the appropriation of traditional knowledge in the country, the
situation is more serious. However, there is also appropriation of national
scientific knowledge by the international system of industrial property and
that happens via the publication of scientific projects developed by public
Brazilian institutions that do not seek appropriate protection. We have
information that only 5% of the patents on extracts and processesed derivatives
of typically Brazilian plants are in national hands.
We shall make a comparison with the situation regarding the
introduction of transgenic plants in Brazil in order to make clear that the
decisions on biotechnology and biodiversity are certainly not of scientific and
technical character, but rather political and most of the times of strong
economic appeal.
The table below shows that a company, based on scientific and
technical information, and in order to have its transgenic plant authorised in
Brazil, affirms to the patent authorities that the transgenic plant is different
from the non transgenic. However, to the authorities that assess risks, the
company affirms that they are equal, calling upon the overused concept of
substantial equivalence.
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... a company, based on
scientific and technical
information, and in order
to have its transgenic
plant authorised in Brazil,
affirms to the patent
authorities that the
transgenic plant is
different from the non
transgenic. However, to
the authorities that assess

Once
securing
the
basic
requirements for the commercialization of the
seed, at the time of selling it to the farmer
the company affirms that they are different;
whereas the farmer and the distributors,
when offering the product to the consumer,
cover up or even omit the labelling of the
product, naturally with the consent of
scientific community sectors and the
governments.
Comparison of plants and their
transgenic derivatives with non
transgenic ones.
Inpi

Different

CTNBio

Same

risks, the company affirms

Farmer

Different

that they are equal,

Consumer

Same

calling upon the

The system of appropriation of
biodiversity is also assimilating that logic.
See how traditional knowledge on
substantial equivalence.
biodiversity has an enormous difficulty to be
legitimised; once appropriated by science and
by the market, it is much easier to achieve protection over scientific knowledge.

overused concept of

Joaquim A. Machado (CEBDS)
The theme that orients this event, the “crossroads of modernities”,
captures in a correct way the need to identify some order in the chaos – used
here as a positive term –, where realities, historical vectors, new rights and
perceptions await their maturity in this great social, economical, environmental
and cultural experiment of contemporary Brazil. A human geography in search
of its identities, in such a peculiar environment and exposed to phenomena derived
from the general automation of processes, to use another name for globalization.
The definition used above draws its origin from the term
socioenvironmentalism. Recalling Boaventura dos Santos, Santilli (2005)
contributes to our understanding regarding the basis of new rights, by pointing
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out the existence of: the capital-expansionist paradigm and its economic growth
based on the virtually infinite industrialization and technological development,
as well as on the total discontinuity between nature and society; and on the
other hand the ecosocialist paradigm, where social development is assessed
through the satisfaction of the basic human needs.
Juliana Santilli’s accurate and qualified text invites us to a theoretical
analysis. Personally I regard industrialization as the progressive phenomenon
of automation of processes, which immediately and progressively places the
virtually infinite technological development. At first I disagreed with the idea
that there is a total discontinuity between nature and society as product of
the capital-expansionist paradigm. Further down though I admitted this
product as real, if by that we define the continuous reinvention of nature and
society, the dematerialization of information and the substitution of status by
style. So if future has arrived, are Ethics then already Aesthetics? In any case,
if we consider Aesthetics as the concept of Good and Beautiful, how to explain
the perception of a total discontinuity between nature and society?
For its part, the definition of the ecosocialist paradigm contains its
own critique, when admits social development to be assessed by the way that
basic human needs are satisfied. That definition implicates to understand the
meaning of the needs, even more if we refer to basic ones. Prof. J. M. Silveira
(Unicamp) defined in an interesting way that, most probably, there is not a
clear line between needs and desires, the desires eventually representing the
principal fundamental needs.
That elaboration provides explanation and justification for the virtually
infinite technological development. A product or technological process, fruit
of the continuous automation of processes, provides satisfaction to the needs
and desires of some groups of the human society, if not of them all. And at the
same time, it has impact (positive and negative, depending on the circumstances
and the point of view, adopting here the definition by Leonardo Boff, that
“point of view” is exactly what it says, or in other words the view from the
point where you are), present differences (following the rules of evolution?),
excludes (same case, maintaining the right to appeal). It then provokes
defensive and dismissive reactions, more or less intense, depending on the cost/
benefit equation. Whether with Botox, cellular phone, computer or transgenic
soy, the automation of processes tries to meet the basic human needs/desires.
I admit then, as a working hypothesis, that at least one of the vectors
of History (the one that determines the automation of processes), apart from
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continuous, by definition, is also irreversible and inevitable, adopting this
definition not as a capitulation or submission but as something intrinsic to the
aesthetic organization of Information in complex systems, defined according
to Prof. Jorge Vieira (PUC-SP) as:
(m)S = df [R(m)] P
In other words, a group of parts conforms a system when a group R of
relationships exists among elements that share the properties P, which implies
actions and continuous reactions.
An important law firm in the East Cost of the USA, in a recent
conference for public and private investors in stem-cells research, clearly
admitted the existence of a “Gordian knot” in human society which ties
together providers and users of new technologies, being the regulatory systems
one of the expressions of the expectations of the society over the costs and
benefits of the adoption of those new technologies. That acknowledgment
represents an important contribution towards corporate diplomacy, instead of
the classic conflicts in defence of specific interests, so often in vain.
The same law firm argued that the regulatory structures seek solid
information on the predictability of performance of a new product or process,
when there are risks (the previous performance is a guarantee for future
performance), in the same way that the consumer market does in relation to
qualities and those that develop these products and processes. Once again,
depending on which side you are on, the perceptions, tactical reactions, and
even radicalisms are different.
It is also important to note the impact of industrialization as a
phenomenon of continuous and progressive automation of processes, since it
is in its nature to cause impacts. Recently the press published something that
was never to be seen: operators of the stock market of São Paulo in tears and
carrying signs of mourning, due to the automation of the floor trading, which
will no more need that interesting dispute and the dynamics of verbal trading
actions on the exchange floor, since the whole system is now computerized,
limiting the actions within the cold screens of the computers.
Certainly the system will become even more competitive and
Darwinian. However, the change causes feelings of loss and of exclusion,
apart from real losses, including of jobs. The same happens with the automation
of banking transactions in cash points, although the greater speed of the
transactions does not easily remind us the job losses provoked by this
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development, since the automation meets our individualities and personal
interests.
Therefore, the automation of processes, of which Biotechnology is a
special offspring, is contemporary (in the sense of not justifying nostalgia for
paradise), inevitable (not in the sense that one should quit, but in the sense
that it represents an irreversible historical vector), disruptive (in the sense
that it runs over, accelerates and replaces technologies which assist our desires
and needs with lower velocity) and finally ephemeral (in the sense that the
phenomenon is always more accelerated). Therefore, no surprise for the
automation of processes causing discomfort and exclusion.
Regarding the impacts and use of biodiversity, as well as the use of
traditional knowledge, it is necessary to base our reasoning on the impressive
phenomenon of the “syndrome of domestication”, which is more and more
frequently left aside when studying the cultivation of plants.
Probably there is nothing more interesting than discover the impressive
interaction of Genetics with the desires and the necessities of the consumers
of vegetable foods, in their chemical and cultural co-evolution process with
the plants. There is nothing new about the transfer of the breeder’s intentions to
the plant genome and about the response of the plants to the selection practices,
with all the respect for the perception that it is possible to speak with plants.
We know today, better than ever before, about the phenomena of
flow and organization of information in living systems, as well as of the
transmission of information from non-living to living systems of increased
complexity. Therefore the perception that contemporary Science stopped being
holistic, and thus knows less, is not true. There is as much metaphysics in
modern Genetics as in some systems of traditional knowledge. The way it
looks however, there are difficulties on the dialogue and mutual understanding
between Scientific Methodology and the traditional knowledge, in times more
accustomed to discussions and with the intrinsic need to win from both sides.
It is fundamental however that a genetically and culturally
megadiverse country such as Brazil pays attention to the possible impact from
this new cycle of disruptive technologies, facing the danger of having a zero
relative speed in the comprehension of that biodiversity. Those new
technologies will not devaluate the molecules, extracts and natural products
of biodiversity, waiting to be discovered and applied, but certainly will impose
an increasingly competitive mechanism derived from Molecular Genetics.
Given the historical difficulties of the country to really invest in Science and
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Technology, the future of the sustainable use of biodiversity seems uncertain,
regardless of regulatory efforts.
Craig Venter, the now famous scientist-businessman, responsible for
an innovative method for the sequencing of the human genome, told Wired
magazine about his fantastic trip through tropical seas in search of genetic
resources and expressed his vision that the base of the food chain (that is,
microorganisms), represents a vast world yet to be discovered, as if it was the
dark matter of life. Besides poetic, his vision could have a huge impact when
thinking on genetic information.
If you examine the technological flowchart of companies using
automation in processes of bioprospection, you will notice immediately that
directly after access to biodiversity resources, instead of the stages of adaptation,
domestication and development of products, there is an immediate “evolution”
stage. In other words, a stage of optimization of gene functions using new
tools which incorporate much more informatics technology than conventional
molecular biology. Therefore, there is the dematerialization of genetic
information and that is why for some time now one proposes to rename Genetics
into Physics of Information.
In this contemporary context, where do knowledge and its ownership
fit? What means to know in fact the Brazilian biodiversity? How to develop
valuation of genetic resources in a way of adding value to a totality as it is
intended today in the music production?
Synthetic Biology already displays explicitly that Nature did not explore all the possibilities at her disposal in terms of synthesis of molecules,
codes, genes, genotypes, amino acids and proteins. In fact there is an immense
empty space available to new opportunities as shown by Wagner (2005).
Molecular Evolution scientists in a plain way define Nature as “lazy” in the
sense that she felt comfortable with the first evidences of the strength and
durability of her synthesis. Nurit Bensusan proposes instead that Nature is frugal, which is perfect and diplomatically acceptable. The fact is that today the
technologies of creation of new biological entities are dominating, in an almost
metaphysical phenomenon of bringing into existence what before was not.
Therefore the new technologies respond for the great part of these
crossroads of modernities; crossroads as complex as Jackson Pollock’s works.
You can imagine not being able to find exits anymore, you can admit the
entropic chaos, or you can admit that there is order that emanates from the
creative chaos. That is, it is possible to identify mechanisms of negotiation for
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biodiversity resources that contemplate the principles of the Convention on
Biological Diversity. These mechanisms should be searched through the
concept of Socio-Environmental Exchange Value.
Bioprospection companies develop and apply technologies patented
on the discovery and evolution of new genes and gene clusters, starting from
various environmental resources. Requesting rights on that new knowledge is
perfectly acceptable, only that you can not succeed easily the satisfaction of demand
for universal rights on “software” for example, but not on the genome or biodiversity.
At least not in times of dematerialization of the Information. Even because
moral appeals from one side and the other not to violate copyrights seem innocuous.
Thus it is necessary to look for totalities, or else, add socioenvironmental value so that informed and intimate consent is reached in an
efficient way, as proposed by Prof. Luis Mir. These totalities let us acquire
cellular phones despite of, computers despite of, Botulinum neurotoxin for
cosmetic use despite of, CDs despite of etc.
As the producers of modern music know, if the music in a CD and its
cover do not represent a totality that gathers enough value to meet desires
and needs, it is lost to piracy. These same totalities should be pursued regarding
biodiversity resources, accumulated into traditional knowledge when it fits,
in the absence of which contracts benefiting both providers and users will not
be established.
Looking for understanding in Santilli (2005), one learns that the State
should assure the minimum conditions so that consent expressed by traditional
knowledge holders is free, conscious and informed, guaranteeing authentic
manifestation of will. I can not find better synthesis from what I tried to express:
a State that secures minimum conditions but still protects the rights that
should be recognized, and that is efficient in the implementation of these
rights, in a way that it does not have to substitute that efficiency with
meticulous interventionism in private contracts; finally, that can motivate
the commitment of social actors in relation to a contract that secures the free
consent originating from needs and desires, and that at the end represents an
authentic manifestation of will, which is the biggest of the human needs.
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Questions from the audience

Edna Marajoara (Cemem)
[reading and commenting on the final document of the Symposium Unifesp/
SBPC “Medicinal Plants: does the Brazilian Scientist manage to study them?”] (...)
“From a distance, Brazil is the Latin-American country publishing more on
this subject, being one of the world leaders in relevant studies, largely driven
by the several masters degree programs destined to the formation of qualified
human resources on medicinal plants. Therefore our knowledge is increasingly
being diffused. Since the registration of the scientific results depends on these
publications, the prospectors are looking to a great extent in those publications
for information, therefore the knowledge becomes diffuse.”
The negative point according to the scientists is that plants of Brazil
are also found in other Latin American countries. As big part of our biodiversity
is also found in neighbouring countries, the bureaucratic and restrictive
Brazilian legislation makes Brazil loose scientific competitiveness in the area.
That is what Terezinha told us yesterday, that if we cannot carry out research
here we will do it abroad, because we are losing ground in science to researchers
from abroad.
On CGEN: [reading the document] the need to differentiate pure
scientific research from research with economic purposes: “pure research is
considered the one that essentially does not have economic purposes even if
involves extracts preparation and isolation of active ingredients (since plant
chemical studies have that basic academic premise). The other type of research
would be the one that in principle seeks economic profits through the
development of a product. It is suggested that in the case of the first, it would
be ideal to consider as legal instrument only the notification of its
accomplishment in CGEN; while the second should be evaluated, including
the obtaining of the Term of Previous Approval (TAP), in the case of access
to traditional knowledge. Regarding TAP, the Council has been considering
the voice of traditional communities (indigenous and non indigenous), which
see in that instrument the way to value and protect their knowledge and
practices transferred from generation to generation. However, in order to
avoid future questioning regarding the titularity of the one who grants that
term, it is suggested to set a legal period for questioning, after which the
established relationship would be definitively consolidated and the parties
involved authorized to enforce it.”
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Then Funai creates an instrument of faster authorization of provisional
access to indigenous territories, for previous verification of the possibility that
research could happen at that place. I ask: does Funai express the will of indigenous
peoples? Does Funai express the previous consent of indigenous peoples?
Another subject: The incompatibility between RDC 48 and the law
3381/2004. That is a policy against plant therapics! We have just participated
in working groups for the implementation of the National Policy of Medicinal
Plants and Plant terapics for SUS, and this position is completely against our
policy. I show you these things because it is written here! These are all the
scientists represented in this meeting, who state their positions and way of
thinking about previous consent, benefit sharing, posture and conduct.
Cristina Azevedo (DPG-MMA)
The first question is for Laymert. At the end of your talk you said that
the solution for recognizing associated traditional knowledge would be for
science to recognize de facto the value it has in itself. I would like to ask, how
do we make that happen? Edna has just spoken about the position of science,
which is far away from what you presented as the possible solution. As I view
it, there is no possible solution at sight. There is absolutely no law that obliges
science to recognize such value as you present it. At least, this cannot be
achieved through laws. Even because the certificate of legal access which is
being envisaged by the international regime as a means for at least the
intellectual property system recognizing the value of traditional knowledge is
already being questioned by several countries. The developed countries say
that the certificate in order to get a patent could be an interesting option, but
they question how one can be certain that for the development of a certain
product, traditional knowledge was really used? That is very difficult, and since
it is difficult, it will only be demanded in cases where this is very evident. And we
know that these cases seldom occur. We were falling into consecutive traps.
Eliane, when you say that we should have a true democratic discussion
for a new national legal framework, I would like to issue a challenge because
I believe that a guaranteed democratic discussion must also take place for a
new international legal framework. We have seen various training and capacity
building workshops for COP8, but what is in fact the possibility of participation
of civil society in COP8? What I am questioning is whether civil society should
participate in defining the Brazilian government’s position that will be taken
to COP8.
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Joaquim, my first reaction to your talk relates to the subject of Microsoft
Office for farmers. Can you, having more experience in agriculture, say how
many farmers in the third world need Microsoft Office and if they have access
to it? Amartya Sen, the Indian economist, defines development in a much
more interesting way, which is to have various options at your disposal. I would
like to ask you about the “Gordian knot” issue put forth by you. Do you think
that there is a “Gordian knot” in Brazil? In other words, do you really think
that the sectors of society are irrevocably tied to the government in that subject?
Because, as Eliane puts it, the sectors of society are not present in CGEN.
Therefore, I do not see a “Gordian not” here in Brazil.
Another issue refers to combinatory chemistry and synthetic biology. I
am working on this issue since 1997, when in an event in Sao Paulo I heard
industry representatives saying, in a more or less threatening tone: “if you do
not liberate the accessing process, we have combinatory chemistry and synthetic
biology.” Now, Kerry ten Kate’s book showed that in spite of this, there is still
a very great need of biodiversity. You brought up what Craig Venter has been
doing; he has not just been making combinatory chemistry, he has been
collecting genetic resources in areas that are not covered by any international
convention. I feel that this is something almost imposed. I would like to know
to what extent combinatory chemistry will prevent the avalanche you say we
have to get ready for. And finally, I would like you to comment in relation to
that avalanche, for which we must be prepared, if you are not bringing back
what Laymert and Margarita Florez said yesterday, that this is a perverse
intention. I am also hearing since COP4 that we have to prepare rapidly,
respond rapidly, and that is impossible. See here, how many people are capable
of understanding everything said in this hall?
Eliane Potiguara
I would like to ask Professor’s Laymert opinion on the possibility of Bush
taking a formula from our village, our traditional knowledge, to produce a substance
or create a chemical to be used for the extermination of Iraqis, or of the State
Government of Rio de Janeiro creating a formula to eliminate black people and
the violence in Rio de Janeiro? Where does indigenous ethics stand in such case?
Vincenzo Lauriola (Inpa-RR)
I would like to add to Prof. Laymert’s speech that, precisely in the
same line of thought, perhaps we do not realise yet the magnitude of this new
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wave in the continuous process of expansion of the omnipresence of barriers
on nature and culture. This happens since the first barriers were described by
Marx, at the time of primitive accumulation – the English peasants of the 17th
century being the indigenous peoples and the traditional communities of today
– but through a process not so materially visible as then; it is much more deep
and perverse. It also seems to me that recognition of traditional knowledge as
science is a fundamental issue that brings with it challenges of a political
character and at the same time and more eminently of a scientific character. I
have the impression that there is only one course of action – nobody is going to
decree this overnight – towards a dialogue, which must be very deep. I think
the State can play a role in this by building these channels and facilitating
them. From what we have seen since yesterday, perhaps the State is not building
this mission properly, since from one side you have the heteropositivist scientists
which need to do an epistemological revolution which they do not feel like
doing, and with all these barriers they
place, they are unable to dialogue with ... perhaps we do not realise
the traditional scientists who need and yet the magnitude of this
want to be recognized as such.
Therefore, we have to think of other new wave in the continuous
instruments to achieve this.
process of expansion of the
Now, the question I wanted to
omnipresence of barriers on
ask you is: how do you view, in all this
process, the role of the Convention on nature and culture. This
Biological Diversity. I have the impression happens since the first
that this “smoke in the eyes,” which is
what benefit sharing really is, is one more barriers were described by
instrument for the legitimisation of a Marx, at the time of primitive
process of misappropriation, of
increasingly extensive privatization, accumulation – the English
which is placed perhaps in a politically peasants of the 17th century
correct language, but is another
being the indigenous
instrument of deception for these
populations, which legitimises the system peoples and the traditional
of individual and exclusive appropriation communities of today – but
of intellectual property itself.
In this line of reasoning, I would through a process not so
like to question Eliane. When you say materially visible as then...
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that “speaking of social justice and benefit sharing is an anti-hegemonic
discourse,” I deeply disagree. I think that in the context presented by Laymert
– of a deeper reflection on the dynamics – although the intention is good, it
ends up being a discourse and a practice that only legitimate these current
trends. I do not know if it is possible to attack or revise deeply the intellectual
property system; after all, the system does not even feel it. I do not believe it is
so closely linked to other bases, other roots of the market economy. The market
economy has also been having, in some areas, forms of setting limits to its
regulation, to its socially and politically defined expansion. Why not think of
that in relation to intellectual property, which is a recent instrument and
which is part of the wave of expansion of the market economy? I do not really
believe in the so-called social function of intellectual property, which I see as
another smoke in the eyes; I think that criticism must be more radical and in
this sense I agree with the issue of the radical incompatibility of the intellectual
property system with the traditional knowledge system. We are discussing
this issue at length in Rede Norte.
In this sense, I think that adopting Silvio Valle’s position, it is not
sufficient to be concerned only with application of the norm. We do have to
apply the norm, but above all we have to worry about how to contribute to
improve and build it permanently.
Regarding the Microsoft Office issue, I liked it, but today we are mostly
talking about “Open Office”. And how many of us are using pirate Microsoft
Office, and thus not recognizing intellectual property?
João Mario Veríssimo Santié Tapuya (Funai)
Dr. Joaquim, our scientists present here, it is not them! There is no
one illiterate here so that will not understand that the wind already took your
words. As the indigenous of Alto Xingu say, Mamaé, the spirit of the wind,
has already taken your words; nobody here heard what your Excellency said.
The nature, our ancestors, they are not sleeping; nature is alive, present and
sacred in the memory and in everything that exists. Doctor Joaquim, synthetic
biology, mathematics and the genes were an error of the man. Your Excellency
says that mathematics synthesizes everything, Microsoft, network, Bill Gates,
that we are all equal. I am going to place this in your hands Dr. Joaquim
[giving a traditional container with indigenous body paint liquid], to tell me at least
what kind of material this is. Which is the procedure to make it and which
are the three elements it consists of?
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For Dr. Silvio Valle: is there any process in Fiocruz to register our
knowledge, the knowledge of our ancestors, of our medicinal plants? I am
asking because I am medicines planter, a planter of indigenous medicinal
plants. I worked with Berta Ribeiro organizing the dictionary of indigenous
crafts of the Xingu River. So, I am planting an embauba tree, and my little boy
Curumim asks me “father, the tyrant flycatcher ate the embauba seed that you
planted; how does it know that the embauba seed is not poisonous?” And I say
to my boy: the code of life of its ancestors, its grandparents and parents, is
registered in the spirit, in the wisdom of the tyrant flycatcher. Is there any legal
instrument that could guarantee our traditional wisdom?
Replies from the panel

Laymert Garcia dos Santos (Unicamp)
First I will answer the questions and then I will challenge in return
Mr. Joaquim. The first subject brought up by Edna: “Can you possess what you
do not know?” She read a protest letter on the position of the scientists
regarding traditional knowledge. It was a manifestation that, in a certain
way, goes in the same direction with my concern on the position of the Brazilian
scientists of neither recognizing, nor wanting to recognize (which I think is
more serious), the fact that there is some kind of value in traditional knowledge.
In my speech I tried to emphasize that aspect, showing that the scientists do
not want neither to possess nor patent traditional knowledge. What they really
expect is to be able to access, through traditional knowledge, the active
principles and components which contain the information that they are
interested in and then be able to re-elaborate and re-write this information in
a patentable language.
That is why if you corner a scientist, he will tell you that his intentions
have nothing to do with traditional knowledge, but he would like to access it
anyway because in a certain way there is a series of properties already identified
in traditional knowledge whose acquisition would save him time and money
during the bioprospecting phase.
At the same time, scientists express a type of knowledge (and here I
start answering Joaquim) that has nothing to do with traditional knowledge,
I would dare say it has nothing to do with modern knowledge. Such knowledge
is contemporary, cybernetic, relative to a certain dimension of nature, the
dimension of information. Modern science has been working with matter and
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energy; from the 50s onwards science works basically with information.
Information is the difference that makes the difference (Gregory Bateson):
something intangible which is found in the ways the elements combine or
recombine, and in so doing, produces a plant, an animal, a human being, a
microorganism. It is in that level of reality that such science works. Now,
when science discovered that it could work in that reality plan, it started
believing that the world would therefore be reinvented. From that point on,
science would have the ability to control the mode of production of both
animate and inanimate beings, and produce them by recombining the
information. This way, it would be in our human powers to rebuild nature.
When Joaquim says that “Nature is lazy”, that she did not explore all
her potential and that we will be able to accelerate that process, he means
that the world is there to be rediscovered. And he further means that
contemporary scientists can rediscover the world using all the knowledge,
including the past, to finally recombine everything in this new rediscovery; it
is that rediscovery which will be patented and appropriated, not the knowledge
of the past. But they are going to use all existing knowledge from the beginning
of the world until 1970 (when this story began for real), for the recombination
of information and the rediscovery of the world. The issue is that this
knowledge, which is contemporary, which began in the 50s of the 20th century,
did not exist alone and did not come out of the blue; it emerged from the
unfolding, from the transformation of knowledge that came all the way through
from the beginning of the world until now. Therefore, why does only one
knowledge has value? The alliance between technoscience and the capital
consider a great opportunity for this new, faster and smarter-than-Nature
recombination of information. While this recombination advances, scientists
can say: we accomplished this recombination, it is our work and therefore,
you have to pay us. In this sense something that could not be appropriated
before becomes object of property: the elements of Nature.
How appropriation does happen? The current global legal instrument,
in the form of TRIPs, was conceived in order to allow science to do that, and
science positively does that. As far as specific traditional knowledge is
concerned, science claims not to be interested in patenting it, although it is
necessary to access that knowledge because of the shortcut it represents in
time of research, getting straight to the point, instead of wasting time in
random prospection. In exchange, science “offers” benefit sharing. The problem
is that there is a huge discrepancy between the value attributed to the
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technoscientific knowledge and the low value attributed to other types of
knowledge, which provide the raw material for technoscience.
On the question of Kitty (Cristina Azevedo): The issue passes through
the recognition of traditional knowledge by science. As I said in my
presentation, I find this difficult to happen. Kitty asks: “If it is not through
legal means, how else could it be?” My answer is that the difficulty lies in the
fact that contemporary science does not recognize the legacy of the past,
considers itself split away from the past, thinks it is better and does not owe
anything to the past. I believe that, in a certain way, such attitude is ignorant
even from the scientific point of view.
There is a very interesting book by Jeremy Narby touching on that
subject. Its title is The Cosmic Serpent - DNA and the Origins of Knowledge.
The English anthropologist while carrying out research in Peru met the
Shamans who were using ayahuasca. Those Shamans told him that they
received their knowledge directly from the plants; the plants spoke to them.
He heard that and thought: “I will not act neither like the other
anthropologists, nor like the modern scientists who think that this is pure
imagination, a metaphor, since in reality plants do not speak and therefore,
certainly it is not the plants that transmitted that knowledge.” Narby chose to
explore another possibility and wondered: “and if that is true, that the plant
did speak to the Shaman, in a language that I do not know how to identify,
but he does? And what about the existence of a channel through which the
plant can really communicate with man?” The anthropologist decided to take
seriously what the Shamans had said and studied the subject, relating what
he had heard with the most advanced genetics. He started trying to find the
way that, through the Shaman’s visions, structures appeared which in the scientific
language are called molecular structures. And he discovered that the structures
of DNA which are produced by computers’ software as visualizations of what is
the minimum required component of any living matter, appeared in the Shamans’
visions as the image of a serpent which communicated with them.
At the end of the book, Narby gets to the conclusion that the problem
is not the tough opposition between one type of knowledge and the other; in
his understanding, the problem is that maybe the scientists have not yet
understood that there are people who not only did not follow the western
way, but also did change and evolved in history. I find it very pretentious to
think that only we in the West, developed, progressed and managed to have
this fantastic modern science and that the others who did not choose that
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way remained in the past. What if
they did not really remain in the past?
think that only we in the West, What if they decided to develop in
another way, different from ours?
developed, progressed and
And what if we are now getting to
managed to have this
the point where, through our methods,
fantastic modern science and we begin to decipher the language by
which, through other methods, the
that the others who did not
Shamans hear the plants? There is a
choose that way remained in point of convergence here. And if there
is a possibility of contact and dialothe past. What if they did not
gue, the stupidity of what I refer as
really remain in the past?
the narrowness of the contemporary
scientific thinking therefore resides
What if they decided to
in destroying the prospect of dialodevelop in another way,
gue with these peoples who might
have different ways of accessing this
different from ours?
information.
On one side we have Jeremy Narby trying to see how the language of
DNA communicates with the language of the ayahuasca; on the other we
have the anthropologist Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, who affirms: “the white
people think that there are many cultures and one nature; the indigenous
peoples of the Americas think that there is one culture and many natures”. It
is a completely different way of thinking from the western one; and what does
it mean? It means that there is a substrate, a plan of common reality, where
plants, animals, life forms exist or have existed, in a common cultural
dimension, but have adapted in different manners. That is what allows, for
example in an indigenous myth, somebody to claim that he is a relative of the
onça3 or of the jaguar. Why does it allow that? Because there is a common
reality dimension.
Contemporary science seems to have reached that common reality
dimension. But claims to be the only one to have reached this stage which
permits the alterations that make the reinvention of the world possible. In a
sense, as some specialists affirm, the myths already referred to that. The stories

I find it very pretentious to

3

Native species of the American continent belonging to the Felidae family, also known as Pantheronca.
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and myths have been for a long time speaking about the transformation, the
metamorphosis of nature and the affinity present in a common reality dimension,
that science now begins to work on.
The case is not that a common ground of understanding between
traditional and contemporary knowledge does not exist – there is common
ground and it is enormous. Here I start answering Enzo: the ground of common
understanding between contemporary science and traditional knowledge exists,
since both establish a dialogue with nature. Let us reflect for example, on
what the great philosopher of technology from France, Gilbert Simondon says:
“What is the difference between the expert specialist in contemporary
technology, and the Shaman? None.” The Shaman is the one that goes into a
trip, establishes a kind of dialogue with nature and brings from that dialogue
an answer for the community, a solution for a problem that the community
could not solve by itself. And what does technology do, if not a dialogue
between humans and the nature in order to solve a problem? It is the same
thing, in different dimensions, in different ways. But at the end, he says, there
is no progress in that story since the Shaman is solving the problem in a certain
way, in a certain moment and the scientists are solving the problem in another
moment and in another determined context.
It is possible, in a certain way, to establish a connection between
contemporary and traditional science. I am not against contemporary science
since I am defending traditional knowledge. I defend traditional knowledge
because I think it is a treasure in itself and also for contemporary science. But
contemporary science does not see that, because it always thinks that it is
better than anything else and that all the rest is just superstition, and being
superstition, it has to end. The problem lies exactly in the incapacity of scientists
to recognize the value of a type of knowledge which is not what they produce,
but which could still have a very interesting interaction with their knowledge,
representing an advancement factor for both. The recognition of traditional
knowledge can deliver benefits for everyone – but without that farce of benefit
sharing which seems to me as a joke, a crumb of bread, a charity given to the
peoples so that they stay calm and quiet, while we access what is interesting
for us.
In that sense, I would like to respond to the question regarding the
Convention on Biological Diversity, saying that I regard this as an instrument
of legitimatization of the transformation process of genetic resources and
knowledge in merchandise, in commodities of the market. Since 1996, in
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Buenos Aires, I refused to continue following the Conference of the Parties
(COP), when it became obvious to me that there were two velocities inside
the CDB: on one side, there was an ultra-fast process regarding the
implementation of all the articles precisely intending to create conditions for
the development of the biomarket and biotechnology; on the other, there was
the issue of the recognition of rights. This last one never advanced and until
today has not advanced at all. See the implementation of article 8(j) and
article 15: it has been more that ten years, since 1992, that we are exactly at
the same point. Why? Because that is empty speech.
At the end of the day, the process that we live is stupid, since
contemporary science destroys the basis of exactly what itself needs. That is
why I say that science is limited: science fails to notice that, for its own sake,
it would be important to open a dialogue and review the position of dominating
nature, to establish dialogue with it. Ever since the 17th century, western
science intends to dominate nature; today however, the intention is not as
much dominate as it is to reinvent nature. Only that, since this was not
“agreed” with nature, there are
... the process that we live Tsunamis, Katrinas, etc, emerging. The
side effects begin to deliver back what
is stupid, since
was not agreed, in the form of dangers and
contemporary science
catastrophes.
Eliane Potiguara asks about the
destroys the basis of
possibility of appropriation of some
exactly what itself needs. traditional knowledge and use of it in
That is why I say that
biological weapons and in bioterrorism. In
science is limited: science a certain way I have already answered your
question, saying that traditional
fails to notice that, for its
knowledge will never be held accountable
for this appropriation and reconfiguration.
own sake, it would be
But on the other hand, that does not mean
important to open a
that traditional knowledge does not have
dialogue and review the
the potential to be transformed in biological
weapons. Traditional and modern
position of dominating
knowledge can be transformed in biological
nature, to establish
weapons and maybe both have already
been, as this is a state-of-the-art aspect of
dialogue with it.
the process we live in.
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Eliane Moreira (Nupi/Cesupa)
I will start with Enzo’s questions on the social function of intellectual
property. I do not think that this is a way of resolving the issue. The discourse
on the social function of intellectual property is a way to survive in this battle.
Of course, another possibility is to break away from the intellectual property
system. But it is not that simple, it is not enough to say that the system is new,
because it is a version of a much older right enrooted in our society, which is
the right to private property. That is the difficulty in having a discussion
which would bring us to another form of knowledge, towards freely circulating
knowledge. I understand and partly agree with you when you say that we
should question intellectual property, but we cannot wait until this system is
questioned integrally. We have to react today, using as a base the social
function of intellectual property, which is obviously insufficient for what we
are dealing with. Perhaps it is important to do that for now, until there is a
more consistent debate in the future.
We cannot even guarantee that intellectual property complies with
its social function through the observance and respect of the rules of access to
biodiversity and traditional knowledge in the first place. That is what frustrates
me in this situation. We cannot even guarantee the minimum.
On the issue of justice, equity and benefit sharing as means of
legitimising this appropriation, once more I partly agree with you. It is a way
to survive in this given situation, with this kind of relationship between
traditional peoples, industries and the academic system. I do not think it is a
way of legitimising; I think it has in itself a form of reaction, of resistance, of
challenge. I do not have the smallest doubt that benefit sharing is not enough,
as Prof. Laymert said as well. My fear is that, in this scenario of complete loss
of rights that we live in, we remove it and have nothing to put in place. I
think we should question whether this really reaches its purpose. No doubt it
does not, it is insufficient. But what will replace it? Creating new obstacles all
the time means that the implementation of effective recognition of the right
to traditional knowledge will never take place. For the time being, it is worth
trying to at least implement it, since not even this has been done, not even
benefit sharing is taking place.
On the discussion of traditional knowledge as science: This sentence
makes a lot of sense – traditional knowledge is science; the Shaman is a
scientist. The problem is that, in arguing the recognition of traditional
knowledge, you end up precisely pushing those actors and conforming them
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inside the formal system. I am not sure if it will only be valid when we
acknowledge that traditional knowledge is also a science; I find it valid
regardless of that; the holders of traditional knowledge do not need recognition
from society to validate it. What they need is to have it recognized as a right,
not a property right, but a right of another nature. Intellectual property protects
a product, a book, a medicine, a process. It is not in this level that we should
discuss traditional knowledge; we need to discuss its value, its production, its
interrelations and the elements that compose it. I fear that we begin to insist too
much that traditional knowledge is
... the holders of traditional science, while it does not really need to be
conformed, to be enclosed by science in
knowledge do not need
recognition from society to order to become valid. It is already valid.
On the democratic discussion on
validate it. What they need the international framework, does anyone
who was invited in 2004 to discuss the
is to have it recognized as
Brazilian position in the international rea right, not a property right, gime, know the outcome of this discussion?
I do not know. Nobody came to tell us that
but a right of another
a proposal was built based on what was
nature. Intellectual property discussed. What is the position which was
protects a product, a book, constructed from the 2004 meeting
a medicine, a process. It is “Building the Brazilian position on the4
international regime of benefit sharing”?
not in this level that we
If they invited us to discuss, they should
also invite us to show the results.
should discuss traditional
Edna, on the plant therapics
knowledge; we need to
policy, I liked the document because we
know what scientists really think and
discuss its value, its
that facilitates the dialogue. On the
production, its interrelations vision that “we either have the
authorization of CGEN, or everybody will
and the elements that
go abroad to do research”, that is empty
compose it.
blackmail.
4

Reference to the Seminar “Constructing the Brazilian Position on the International Regime on
Access and Benefit Sharing” organised by ISA in collaboration with the Ministry of Environment
and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in November 2004 in Brasilia.
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Silvio Valle (Fiocruz)
Modern biotechnology is aware of its uncertainty and that is why it
needs to be regulated. Today all biotechnology fields in the most advanced
countries work in two directions; the first is the deregulation of possible adverse
effects and the second is a strong regulation of the property rights.
For example a great obstacle in the research related to bioterrorism in
the USA is that there are products that can enter the market, but as they may
have adverse effects insurance fees are very expensive. Nobody wants to be
responsible for possible adverse effects of that technology; therefore the only
way out is the deregulation.
The issue of Microsoft Office
Today all biotechnology
being pirated was mentioned. The
system is more complex because Bill fields in the most
Gates might be cheated with that advanced countries work
piracy, but the great biotechnology
companies in Brazil who produces in two directions; the first
transgenic seeds are not: they collect is the deregulation of
patent royalties even from the pirate,
possible adverse effects
as we could see from our previous talk.
The confrontation between CBD and and the second is a
TRIPs ends up being ludicrous,
strong regulation of the
because USA, the country with the
biggest number of registered patents property rights.
in biotechnology in the world, is not a
party.
At the next round of negotiations on TRIPs, the trade department of
the USA is proposing instruction and training courses for Brazilian judges, in
order to teach our magistrates how to interpret patent law. That is indeed in the
negotiation table; this is a very clear strategy of a country that knows its ways.
My optimism is that we do need to be well prepared and exercise
political pressure in our effort to influence the elaboration of all rules. It
is not worth being worried only with patent law. At the end of the day,
regulation is also a guarantee for biotechnology companies. Plant
biotechnology really entered Brazil after we made two basic laws; one to
guarantee property and the other for the government to declare that a
product is safe. We passed the biosecurity law in 1995 and we altered the
patent law in 1996.
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Joaquim Machado (CEBDS)
Kitty, your first question was related to the metaphor I used of
transgenic soy being a kind of Microsoft Office for the big, modern soy farmers.
Everything has to do with the production model, which once again uses the
automation of the processes. That is why I insisted so much in the automation
of processes during my presentation. Whether we want it or not, the conditions
in alimentation are changing very rapidly. The profile of the consumers’
demand in big centres (with all due respect to those identifying themselves as
naturalists, to the ones consuming organic products or the vegetarians) is
totally crazy. It is not worth producing beans for the big centres of Brazil, since
nobody has time for cooking, keeping or preparing small amounts of beans.
The current food production chain excludes people, excludes workforce, due
even to perverse mechanisms, but also due to convenience. I do not know
how many of you here have already
collected a hectare of corn by hand;
The current food production
I have and I can tell you that it is
chain excludes people,
not easy. Then if your neighbour
acquires a minimum amount of
excludes workforce, due
technology that you do not have, you
even to perverse mechanisms, are going to say that this is precisely
but also due to convenience. what you need. The process is getting
to extremes, to the exporter model;
I do not know how many of
the soy that we all know is like a
you here have already
currency today, as if it was dollar or
euro, it is negotiated in the stock
collected a hectare of corn
market. All this process is linked to
by hand; I have and I can
automation systems. The automation
of processes was introduced in
tell you that it is not easy.
agriculture in an impressive way, in
Then if your neighbour
the equipments, in the harvest control
system, in the production systems. And
acquires a minimum amount
when you talk to the soy producer, he
of technology that you do
tells you that for him this is facilitation.
not have, you are going to
The question is when is that going
to reach the balancing point?
say that this is precisely what
I agree with Silvio that
you need.
piracy is out there; the mechanisms
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of control of that piracy are also established. But there are other mechanisms
too; they send the soy to Paraguay, because the breeder develops it in Mato
Grosso, dismisses the company owner of the gene, the soy is sent to Paraguay,
returns here and the smuggling is not noticed. Therefore, the same evasive
mechanisms for paying royalties, of evading the intellectual property barrier as
Microsoft Office and so many others protest, is also becoming common practice
in biotechnology. And speaking of free software, it still has – exactly for not
intending to be massive, or being massive in a not imposing way – problems of
compabibility, access, of how to make it able to download certain programs
and other issues. What I think is important is the sovereignty of a State. Let
us consider the case of Embrapa; its sovereignty is not achieved by working
outside of the country. I work in a global company and I do feel comfortable
working there, but the question we are asking is: leave the country and go
where? That kind of threat does not make sense. Embrapa needs to create the
conditions to develop, in a sovereign way, a “Linux” in biotechnology. But not
with this tightening of resources that Embrapa will accomplish it. It is not
with this vision for science and technology which we have in Brazil that we
will get to produce free software in biotechnology.
Kitty also asked me on the “Gordian Knot”. That intrinsic knotting in
which, even in the East Coast of the United States, the “Mecca” of the United States’ capitalism, people noticed that there is no reason to keep denying
the existence of the “other”. As far as CGEN concerns, it will depend on who
do you bring in the room. Because, if you take in people that just put forth the
demands of the ministry, the ministerial conflicts inside the room, if their
single agenda is to defeat the Ministry of Environment, their only worry being
that Minister Roberto Rodrigues5 represents Monsanto and that the Ministry
of Science and Technology knows more than everybody else, we will not
accomplish a negotiation of the regulatory structure which will allow the
country to resolve its socioeconomic situation. Not to forget mentioning the
sector to which I belong, the companies, we all know that companies are
“opportunists”. Private sector representatives behave so that if everybody is
fighting one another, things continue as they are, and therefore companies
only monitor the pros and cons of this continuous deadlock.
In relation to the comment on the combinatory chemistry: I had in no
way the intention to sound threatening. It was not in the sense that: “facilitate
5

Brazilian Minister of Agriculture.
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the access to biodiversity and the nature, otherwise we will create, out of our
designing boards, other systems that do not need you any more, and you will
not gain anything else”. Far from me this kind of thinking, especially since my
point of view has always been absolutely scientific and academic. The fact is
that, starting from a naturally existing molecule, a huge amount of functional
variations can be obtained. Therefore, if you reach a situation where the
value of the knowledge derived from that original molecule accessed in the
nature is higher, if you can protect all the rest and pay something merely
suggestive to the provider of that original molecule, then this will become reality.
And these technologies of reinvention of nature are out there for no other purpose.
Today, as Prof. Laymert said, all the sequences of the genes responsible
for the production of red pigments are already patented. But to have a clear
idea of what the country has to be prepared for, you should know that all the
sequence of the genes, all the information of these pigments that makes them
more resistant to rusting or to field diseases, has already been patented also.
They discovered what are the genes controlling the pigments for the pigment
industry, and everything was patented since they discovered the pathways
leading to that. It was in that sense that I said this new information is an
avalanche, a “tsunami” in relation to
It is necessary to separate the
which it is necessary to invest in
knowledge here in Brazil, otherwise
scientist who thinks like that,
we end up getting lost in the middle
who thinks he owns everything, of the way.
I want to stress another
who isolates, sequences and
point in relation to the issue raised
transfers genes, and does not
by Prof. Laymert on science and the
care about anything. Maybe
scientists. It is necessary to separate
the scientist who thinks like that,
the responsibility lies also with
who thinks he owns everything, who
the universities, which do not
isolates, sequences and transfers
provide the molecular biologist, genes, and does not care about
anything. Maybe the responsibility
the plant breeder, mainly the
lies also with the universities, which
geneticist, with information on do not provide the molecular
biologist, the plant breeder, mainly
the anthropological base of
the geneticist, with information on
that knowledge.
the anthropological base of that
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knowledge. With the other point you made I have to agree. Repeating: I feel
comfortable in a global company, but I have criticisms reserved for that
capitalism which I call “lifeboat in the Titanic”. What I mean is: I entered in
the boat, dad helped me to arrive here, and now I push under the water the
ones being drowned? I see precisely that in this behaviour, in this evil alliance
between the elitist knowledge and that utilitarian mechanism. I think it is
more like that, than the perception that science is limited.
For Silvio, in relation to what you said about soy being the same or
different in different spaces: there are some mechanisms that could be objected.
Your focusing is perfect, if I was in your position I would say the following: “I
will not use the microphone anymore; I will speak to you without microphone,
which is a product of modern technology”. Why such an intense focusing in
biotechnology and not in this microphone for example? Most probably because
we have already reached a compromise, for reasons of our dependence and
the usefulness of this instrument. I am not claiming that the microphone should
be banned. The balance point has to be reached, and that is why I spoke of
the issue of the socioenvironmental exchange value.
Silvio Valle (Fiocruz)
I did not preach the banning of transgenic plants. What I said was
that one should not only look at patents but also look at the context. The
logic that in Inpi it is different, in CNTBio it is same, for the farmer it is
different, for the consumer it is same, that logic of playing with the legislation
can also be used regarding the legislation of access to genetic resources and
associated traditional knowledge.
Questions from the audience

Marcello Broggio (Program Biodiversity Brazil-Italy)
This question is for Professor Laymert, since there is a substantial
incompatibility between traditional knowledge and the intellectual property
regime. We are here to discuss what exists and how can we move forward
with the recognition, protection and promotion of traditional knowledge. We
know that intellectual property systems exist in many countries and that they
should become mandatory in all countries which have ratified TRIPs in WTO.
There is a negotiation going on inside CBD regarding an international regime. The objective of this regime is to guarantee in each country (developed
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ones in particular) the adoption of the requirements of the CBD regarding
the origin of raw material derived from biodiversity resources and the
knowledge associated to it. Then again, this certificate of origin belongs to
the intellectual property system. I follow the progress of the alliance process of
the megadiverse countries regarding who pushes forward the drafting of an
international regime. The problem which I identify is that there is an asymmetry,
since what Brazil speaks about in the international forums is in fact what is
already Brazilian legislation. It seems to me, and I would like to know if I am
right, that in Brazil that requirement of the patent legislation is not yet included.
Eliane Moreira (Nupi/Cesupa)
It exists legally, but Inpi ignores it systematically.
Marcello Broggio
My question, in particular for Mr. Machado is whether he does not
consider, as President of the Business Council, that it is appropriate for this
country to stimulate improvements or the elaboration of bodies that could go
in the direction, for example, of having more mandatory rules for the request
of patents in Brazil.
Manuel Fernandez Moura Tukano (Fiupam)
I would like to ask Laymert what is the role of the indigenous inside
this modern science, inside this system of intellectual property? Is there any
fair and equal policy of benefit sharing between the indigenous and the
researcher? There is Inpa in the state of Amazonas, which I, as an indigenous,
see as an organization that brings in a lot of what is piracy today, since it
brings in many foreigners that do research and do not give anything in return.

... when I listen to the positions of deputies saying that we
are the obstacle, we are the hurdle of progress and that
we create difficulties, I think the deputies are ignorant
since they do not know the institutions that make
biopiracy. It is the scientists that do not even speak
portuguese which are responsible for biopiracy; there are
Brazilians too, but they are puppets, they are instruments.
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They are the ones doing extensive research in logging, fisheries, mining and
do not disclose anything to anybody. All those benefits go to foreigners.
Therefore when I listen to the positions of deputies saying that we are the
obstacle, we are the hurdle of progress and that we create difficulties, I think
the deputies are ignorant since they do not know the institutions that make
biopiracy. It is the scientists that do not even speak portuguese which are
responsible for biopiracy; there are Brazilians too, but they are puppets, they
are instruments. It would like your comment on that.
Jeremias Xavante
We understood absolutely nothing from the scientists’ speeches except
underestimation and diminution of our scientists, our indigenous Shamans. I
would like to inform scientists at this moment that traditional science is also
evolving. I am great-grandson of one of the most renowned Shaman existed
within our peoples, who already foresaw what will happen in the following
centuries. It is not a coincidence that the Tsunami and Katrina are here. Do
you think a coincidence that this is happening? It is nature taking revenge.
Up to now my questions on the
lack of representation of the government
here and mainly of CGEN have not The ones who hamper and do
been answered. I am asking Eliane: do not want to present solutions
you agree that the current government
for short, medium and long
wants to get it right rather than wrong,
concerning indigenous issues? The terms are the government’s
ones who hamper and do not want to
bodies themselves. Many
present solutions for short, medium
and long terms are the government’s times they feel cornered
bodies themselves. Many times they and pressured from
feel cornered and pressured from
everywhere, mainly when it comes to everywhere, mainly when
interests of multinationals willing to it comes to interests of
exploit genetic resources and
multinationals willing to
intellectual property in indigenous
territories. I am referring specifically exploit genetic resources
to CGEN, which should be the and intellectual property in
guardian, responsible and capable of
protecting and presenting specific indigenous territories.
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solutions for indigenous peoples to the government. The participation of
indigenous peoples is very timid in this council. I am asking because you
criticised the government, but I look at it differently. The government created
some sectors and programs to meet the needs of indigenous peoples, but the
bodies responsible for that do not cooperate, they are hindering the access of
the indigenous peoples anyway.
Margarita Florez (Ilsa)
Laymert, your revelations regarding the actual role of regulation are
disturbing – you spoke about the role of a regulation and the role of the actors
inside this regulation. It seems, therefore, that there starts a regulatory circle
in which civil society suffers from excess of regulation, in spite of the neoliberal
theories having told us that the
... in spite of the neoliberal
regulation was excessive and that
theories having told us that the there was a need to deregulate, to
open way for the market. But
regulation was excessive and precisely the opposite has happened:
a market-oriented legislation was
that there was a need to
created, which derives from free
deregulate, to open way for
trade agreements, which is the most
complete that exists, not letting any
the market...
room for interpretations. As Dr.
... there was no such
Valle said, TRIPs is currently its
deregulation, but a supermaximum expression: introduces the
regulation; that was just a trick notion of property rights related to
trade, which have to be respected
of words. That is, to replace
otherwise commercial consequences
affect the trade sector of a country.
national regulations
And this happens with other
for a single, very strong
agreements, as in the case of services;
that is, there was no such deregulation. So strong that it
regulation, but a super-regulation;
imposes a dispute resolution
that was just a trick of words. That
system outside of the
is, to replace national regulations for
a single, very strong regulation. So
multilateral mechanisms of
strong that it imposes a dispute
international law.
resolution system outside of the
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multilateral mechanisms of international law. With respect to the stakeholders:
some benefit from these new strong regulations; others are affected by it, the
majority who lacks the power to impose their rules; and here are the
environmentalists.
This was present, for instance, in the public action of the Miami group,
which imposed its version of the biosecurity protocol. We went to sleep after
finalizing a draft and in the morning there was another. The precautionary
principle was removed from the top of the list, when it was really the main
issue.
We have a super-regulation and super-stakeholders, therefore I do
not really understand what happens with this other type of regulation for
which the business sector is calling us to discuss on, the agreements, the
codes of conduct. I am not against companies and even less against science.
What I feel uncomfortable with is the mono-polization of science by the companies
which – using your words – combine and recombine, until eventually we are
in hands of a couple of giants that satisfy, or intends to satisfy all the needs of
human beings regarding food, drugs etc. This is the discomfort I am
highlighting: the monopolization of science by the industry and the
monopolization in general by the industries.
Fernando Schiavini (Funai)
Of everything that the panel spoke about, there are a couple of practical
issues which can move forward from the proposals and positions of the
indigenous communities and Brazil in general, regarding the CBD. The first
is what Dr. Laymert states, that science is not really interested in the other
science. The other issue is the exchange of interests, the exchange of
knowledge. I feel there is a tremendous disregard by the current legislative
framework on that issue. It does not exist and for me that is the so called
middle way; it could be one of the best solutions for that issue of benefit
sharing. This exchange could be provisioned from the beginning, since prior
informed consent. Each one informs the other to see if there is something of
interest and in the accessing phase, one accesses here and the other accesses
there. In the case of research, that exchange could also take place. Dr. Laymert,
do you think we could advance by introducing this issue of exchange of
knowledge or interests as an obligation in the legislation? And for Dr. Machado: could you elaborate a bit more on the socioenvironmental exchange
valuation? What is that exactly?
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Pierina German (Unec)
In terms of economic periods, after the imperialist and expansionist,
we could say that we are in a fifth stage which we can classify as the “economy
of the knowledge.” That stage has been distinguished by the terminology of
science, information and biotechnology, where the main value of any activity
in the market is the knowledge, is something intangible. On the other hand,
biotechnology has the power to appropriate the intangible goods of biodiversity
(I prefer to call it biocultural diversity) which is the genetic information
contained in biological resources and traditional knowledge. So that traditional
knowledge, biodiversity and genetic resources become situated in the centre
of the hurricane of economic transactions. That involves traditional
communities and indigenous peoples, since they hold essential information to
get to other knowledge or information that allows them to save in the logic of
the market. On the other hand, there is a mechanism of appropriation of the
profits of those innovations. As we are dealing with an intangible good, the
previous systems were not adapted. We should adapt and readapt, we should
not say “create”, because in fact the first law of intellectual property dates
back to 1478 in Venice. However, it responds to the logic of the market, to
the developmental logic that the societies adopted during the 20th century
and part of the 19th, that is the economic growth in itself. The logic where
market will regulate everything and, with its invisible hand, with its magic,
will reach social justice. I am wondering if today, instead of trying to “remove
some teeth” from the intellectual property system, we should rather begin to
question what are the essential principles that guide CBD as well as the
intellectual property system. On the one hand we talk about sustainable
development; however, what kind of sustainable development are we building
based on a market where everything is transformed into merchandise? Is it
likely to achieve sustainable development at all? Is it likely that global society
as a whole will find a solution, or are we driving into an irreversible path, by
keeping in a self-destructing course and supporting nature’s paybacks?
Question for Joaquim. I think one of the characteristics of LatinAmerican agriculture is being double-faced: a family agriculture and a
capitalist. The family agriculture, anxious for economic development, cannot
think on technological advance as technological advance, since there are
consequences. When you talk about technology it seems that it is neutral,
that it does not have an impact; however it has brutal economical and social
impacts. You represent CEBDS; one of the bases of sustainable development
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is the social inclusion of all sectors. However you affirmed that unfortunately
the transgenics represent a technology that excludes. Remembering Amartya
Sen, not everybody is able to adapt to certain technologies. Do you not think
there is a contradiction?
Sérgio Leitão (Greenpeace)
For Laymert: you brought up a critical issue, which is the value of the
CBD today. Regarding COP8, which will take place in Brazil next year, it
seems that it is its last opportunity to present results. And on that, there are
two focal issues that you pointed out: the first is the perception that what has
been moving forward in the CBD is what the market is interested in. But
there is another issue which has a perverse effect (which we had already
spotted some years ago, in fact since the CBD was created in 1992): the fact
that the CBD created this concept of re-patrimonialization of biodiversity in
face of the States. The States began to present themselves as owners of
biodiversity because of the principle of State’s sovereignty. And everybody
confuses the term; confuses because it is susceptible of being confused, but
also because it is interesting to confuse. The sovereignty for external effect
is sovereignty as titularity. Therefore, as a result of your analysis of the
current political situation, the question is: what does the CBD serves for
today, and if it is not the CBD, what do we have as a struggle instrument?
I say that because it is possible to claim that CBD is important in some
aspects, at least in the sense that there exists a platform of political
discussion on that issue.
Marco Antonio do Espírito Santo (Funai)
I have the same concern as Jeremias Xavante, of not understanding
the universal language on that matter. We have a concern on how to proceed
in the COP8 due to these convergent and divergent positions that you presented
these last days. What is the strategy that we indigenous peoples may follow as
holders, as far as that CBD, COP8, UN paraphernalia concerns? We ask that
because we are preparing ourselves, taking training courses for the leaders,
explaining what is COP8. What are we going to bring back for our communities,
but also for the modernity? I would like to say mainly to Laymert that I find his
approach interesting, this deciphering of the game of modernity. The indigenous
language is also modern and does have that link between the past and the
future. Therefore, how can we reproduce that in the scenario of COP8, since
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from what we have been informed, everything will be defined in the pre-COP
meetings of Spain,6 where many indigenous will not be present. And how can
we bring up issues in the COP8 since we will have 400 indigenous present? I
would like to ask you to participate more with us, to orient us technically and
scientifically. We are very objective and because of that we do not comprehend
the codes, but we do not want to be treated as “poor indigenous, they do not
understand, therefore we will speak for them.” No, we want and we need to
learn, in order to dominate the subject and also for being able to defend ourselves.
Replies of the panel

Laymert Garcia (Unicamp)
The first question was from Marcello, on the problem of the sovereignty
of Brazil and the certificate of origin. I really do not know how to respond on
that issue. The only thing I can say on this is that to my point of view the issue
of the certificate of origin is almost always impossible to resolve. When you try
to track down genetic information which incorporates traditional knowledge,
many times you find that this knowledge is shared; other times the resource
itself is shared by different ethnic groups, in the same country or in various
countries. Thus, it becomes difficult to share benefits, starting from the
certificate of origin, regardless its good intentions. Therefore, if there is to be
regulation, I prefer it to be from another perspective, the one of the non
monopolization, non patenting, each time there is traditional knowledge
involved; in that case, the certificate of origin would just help in the affirmation
that there really exists traditional knowledge, preventing therefore the granting
of patents.
Moura asks what is currently the role of the provider of information
for the intellectual property system. I think his role is considered the least
important. The way it is perceived, this system values only technoscientific
knowledge, leaving traditional knowledge as a “footnote” just for valorisation
of science. This way, the provider of the information is the one that, although
really in the heart of the process, ends up occupying a peripheral position,
from the point of view of the intellectual property system. There is a very
severe inequality between the provider of the information and the
6
Reference to the meetings of the Working Groups on ABS and Article 8(j) of the CBD, in February
2006, in Granada Spain.
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biotechnology scientist, and that is why I insist that science needs to recognize
the value of traditional knowledge. Taking this step, we would create the
space for the two sides to start understanding each other, in an effective
process of cooperation and not subordination of the provider of information to
the receiver, who usually is the western researcher.
Margarita, the issues you put are on the information as base of the
current regulation, and what is the role of such asymmetrical actors in the
same system. I really liked your comments on regulation, which is actually a
super-regulation. All the processes of deregulation were a prearrangement in
order to pass to another stage, which was exactly what was necessary from the
point of view of the global capital and technoscience. It seems that it effectively
“messed up” the previous game, and with it the previous rights, and passed to
another stage. The deregulation is exactly the transition to that new regulation,
in which you pass from a national to a supranational rationale. At the same
time, you outline regulation by the parliaments, or else, by the democratic
representation. When this regulation occurs out of the scope of national
parliaments and legislations, it establishes a supranational legislation which
later shapes the national legislation according to the supranational. It happens
that this was not decided through democratic representation or by the
representation systems of the national parliaments – you are taking away this
effective power from these parliaments due to a superior order which is a
techno-administrative order. Therefore the policy maker is not the legalpolitical system; it is a techno-administrative instance. This transition signals
very well the change of stage.
Fernando Schiavini’s question was on the alternative idea of
introducing in the legislation the obligatory exchange of knowledge. Before
thinking on the possibility of introducing that in the legislation, it would be
necessary to change the scientists’ mentality, otherwise it will not work. This
does not mean that, on the other hand, you cannot struggle for a regime sui
generis which would create – even inside the current TRIPs agreement itself
– a space for the recognition of the value of traditional knowledge in the
supranational legislation. There should be two actions at the same time: an
action in the sense of effectively struggle for a regime sui generis when there is
traditional knowledge involved, and on the other hand, an attempt of dialogue or discussion to see if the scientists begin to change their mentality.
Sérgio’s question is on what the CBD serves for at a time when the
victory of the market over politics seems to be already sealed. I have the
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... a quite perverse use of the sovereignty is also possible –
instead of having an international mobster massacring the
traditional community, there is a State mobster who plays
the middleman and takes a commission out of it. Basically
that is the position that the Brazilian State adopted,
choosing to speak this kind of double language, when
dealing with the issue of traditional knowledge. The state
claims to protect and calls upon national sovereignty to
say that it has the final word, when actually it serves as the
middleman for a privatization under terms which are
harmful for the traditional communities.
impression that there should be a frank and explicit discussion, in the extent
of the CBD, on which are its limitations, and on the fact that the CBD has, to
a great extent, ceased to be a possibility or an instrument for changing this
situation. During many years I had been in favour of the sovereignty over
genetic heritage, but later I saw how the Brazilian government treated the
subject of genetic heritage in terms of sovereignty. Sovereignty really involved
the following: the Brazilian State takes the lead in cheating indigenous and
traditional peoples instead of external forces. I began thinking that a quite
perverse use of the sovereignty is also possible – instead of having an international
mobster massacring the traditional community, there is a State mobster who plays
the middleman and takes a commission out of it. Basically that is the position
that the Brazilian State adopted, choosing to speak this kind of double language,
when dealing with the issue of traditional knowledge. The state claims to protect
and calls upon national sovereignty to say that it has the final word, when
actually it serves as the middleman for a privatization under terms which are
harmful for the traditional communities. Due to the complexity of the situation,
I think we should continue defending the sovereignty, but at the same time
keep asking the state to be on the side of the communities, and not being an
intermediate mobster for the concession of everything.
The question of Pierina is basically how to create a connection between
traditional knowledge and contemporary scientific knowledge. In a certain
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way, the step that the indigenous movements and communities should take
in order to understand the other side should be followed by an equal step by
the other side. By participating in the process, indigenous peoples are already
demonstrating there is a need of understanding and dialogue between the
parties. The problem is the deafness of the other side. The insistence on the
idea of a common future which will probably be detrimental for both might be
a way of bringing both sides to the table.
When the Xavante intervened, saying that there is a problem of
understanding of the issue by the indigenous communities, and also when he
expressed his fury for the disrespect against the Shamans, I realised how
important it is to hold CBD accountable for that. The CBD says in article 8(j)
that the Shamans are important, that traditional peoples are essential for the
preservation, conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and
genetic variety. Therefore it is necessary to hold the CBD accountable. I do
not know if this will be successful, since it is an issue of power balance, but it
is definitely necessary to hold accountable the CBD.
Eliane Moreira (Nupi/Cesupa)
I will start with Marco’s intervention: how are the indigenous
organizations going to organise themselves to have a discussion for COP8
now, what are the mechanisms to reflect on that and how could they get
support? To establish a cooperation link, it is mandatory that we take care not
to fall in the old trap of ending up trying to substitute the voice of who should
really speak, that is, the traditional peoples. We should be open for that type
of cooperation but always be careful and here I put myself once again at your
disposal for whatever is necessary.
Another issue is how you can demand progress in COP8. At this moment
it is crucial to clearly know what is the government’s position regarding COP8.
I do not know if that is clear enough for anybody. It is necessary to demand
this, it is necessary to go to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and see what they
are going to support in COP8. From there we can start some kind of real
movement.
The CBD principles are more inclined to an utilitarian vision of
traditional knowledge and biodiversity resources. The CBD, in spite of having
a power balance in its elaboration, was led towards the logic of sustainable
development, justice and equity. It is an important instrument, it is an
achievement. We have to be aware of the level of criticisms that we do, above
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all in its implementation, whether it
is going to be more market oriented
to exclude. The expressions
or focused on another development
the law uses were elaborated proposal.
Jeremias, on the issue of the
to be difficult to understand.
mutual understanding, you made an
Therefore, when the law talks absolutely relevant and reasonable
point, because there is something else
about genetic heritage,
hidden behind the complicated talk
royalty, benefit sharing,
about a complicated issue. The issue
consent etc., these are words was also designed to exclude. The
expressions the law uses were elaborated
that limit access to
to be difficult to understand. Therefore,
when the law talks about genetic
comprehension.
heritage, royalty, benefit sharing,
consent etc., these are words that limit access to comprehension. It is necessary
to reflect on that and revise the way we express ourselves on this issue.
Regarding the lack of participation of indigenous leaders, a positive side of
CGEN is that at least indigenous leaders were invited to participate.
Nevertheless, that is still insufficient.
Moura basically asked what is the role of indigenous peoples in modern
science and in the intellectual property system. They have in fact a very
important role, as other holders of traditional knowledge. Nonetheless, as far
as the recognition of this importance is concerned, the situation is very different.
So at first, the researcher goes to the field, asks many things, wants a lot of
information; at that moment the indigenous peoples are very important. Further
down, that same researcher, when he has at hand a product or a process
which can be patented, he immediately forgets the indigenous peoples and
they stop being important. That is a form of exclusion. On the other hand, we
cannot think that biopiracy is only carried out by foreigners. The most perverse
face of biopiracy is the one existing inside Brazil, carried out by national
institutions which have the obligation to comply with the legislation.
Marcello, the certificate of origin is also palliative. It is also a strategy
to try to change TRIPs in order to acknowledge CBD. Brazil defends this at
the international level; however, nationally, Inpi says that it cannot comply
with the law. This is once again the consistency that we have to demand at
the time of legal enforcement.

The issue was also designed
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Joaquim Machado (CEBDS)
Marcello, the mandate from CEBDS to myself coming here was exactly
that: to search for mechanisms in order to continue having a discussion group
until COP8, in the sense of identifying alternative mechanisms and serve as a
dialogue channel with the industry itself. The role of CEBDS is to identify
sectors, entities of the private sector, which are willing to exchange ideas. In
other words, to promote dialogue between multiple parts.
Margarita, before we attempt to recognize the regulatory mechanisms,
they themselves should come forward and communicate with us. It is not
possible that it is only political repression against the new technologies. The
mechanism, the regulatory structure, is indeed a measure of the expectations
of the society regarding any product. It seems that your concern is if we are
going to lose that ability to recognize them. The fact is that previously the
industry tried that through lobbying, and lobbying has a real tendency to
generate bad results. Lobbying is legitimate, but can be very unstable and
degenerate easily. A strong regulatory measure could signal a concern to which
one has not paid attention yet, and neither wants to, therefore it would be a
positive sign if one would begin to pay attention to it. Why introducing a
regulatory measure in which one can neither move nor order that process to
be evaluated? There should be some sort of signalling in the system. You mentioned
further that you worry about the monopoly of the industries. It is true, the transfer
of mechanisms of inventions to the private sector does really happen.
Fernando, you asked me to elaborate further the issue of the value of
the socio-environmental exchange. I would translate it like this, as if it was a
rule: you are offering something to me, but what do I really gain if you consider
some problems that I identify such as price, quality, risk, or a characteristic
that I do not even need? And I am asking you: why do you fight in the bakery
of the corner for a loaf of bread that does not have quality corresponding to its
price? For two basic reasons: because you are qualified, informed, you have
training, experience and you know that they charge too much for it. The first
reason for not buying this bread is that you know its real value and the second
is that you have acquired the citizen’s right to fight for your interests.
That takes me to mention another example. How did I get to the
point of buying a mobile phone? There is a series of reasons: it can take photos,
it can play music etc. But even more because it has imposed to the society
something that has reached impressive levels: the need to communicate.
Therefore the exchange value is this: what made you acquire a mobile phone
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is the evaluation that you carried out of the benefits that it would bring to you
and of the limitations such as price, having to pay royalties, patents and all
that stuff. At the end of the day, all of us have a mobile phone.
I would like to mention something I read in a magazine on board
United Airlines, which is a company of the “wild capitalism”. That magazine
said that “in businesses, you never take what you deserve; you take what you
negotiate”. In order to “pacify” a bit that sentence and bring it to the context
of traditional knowledge: it is my firm vision that if the holders of traditional
knowledge, the providers of genetic resources, are not supported in order to
learn how to value what they have in their hands, they will end up negotiating
badly. They have to be given the right to negotiate well. That is what I call
exchange value. If we share fairly, give access to this molecule, to that
substance, and this process being consciously informed, we will not have any
problem. As Marcos and Prof. Laymert both said, Article 8(j) of the CBD is a
product of good intentions up to now. It is still theoretical but moving to the
right direction, that is, to know exactly what are you offering and what is
there in exchange.
I want to answer the last question on the issue that technology is
neutral, and if that is not contradictory. Technologies do exclude, and they
do so because they remove people from the market. I am not saying that it
removes people from the market because it is transgenic; it is transgenic because
it represents an appropriate technology for large scale production of soy. Large
scale soy production is increasingly automatic and automated and therefore
excludes people. Technologies accumulate so as to push down the price of
production. There is no contradiction in my opinion, because indeed, the
technology excludes. But there are the small producers, family agriculture, to
whom you can still provide technology, or in case they do not want, you can
try to improve their access to local markets. The biggest difficulties do not
relate to the technology, they have to do with the access to citizenship and to
something called self esteem.
There is a lot to do. But I do not think it is as simple as, “let us
increase to the limit the use of all new technologies”; we are in an irreversible
path of the history that takes us there. It is irreversible. But we can not neglect
what lies on the sides of that path, we can still do a lot with technology and
biotechnology for the smaller communities. Brazil has an immense space to do
that, especially with family agriculture.
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Considerations on the impact of intellectual property
on seeds in family farming
Maria Rita Reis1
“the seed is both a means of production and a product.
Whether tribal people dedicated to mobile cultivations, or
farmers practising sedentary agriculture, when planting
peasants also reproduce the necessary element of their
means of production. The seed, then, represents to capital a
simple biological obstacle: given the appropriate conditions,
it reproduces and multiplies.”
Vandana Shiva

I. Introduction
The debate on intellectual property and the impacts on family farming
is necessarily incorporated in a wide context related to transformations
promoted by the so called “Green Revolution” in agriculture. In synthesis,
this consisted of an agricultural policy elaborated by the United States and
exported to poor and developing countries from the 1950s. It meant the
liberalisation, enlargement and concentration of markets for North American
companies related to seeds, fertilisers, pesticides and machinery sectors, giving
an industrial character to agriculture and establishing an agricultural model
made possible through extensive land areas of monocultures and small varieties
of seeds.
The social costs of this process were concentration of income,
displacement of a great contingency of workers and small farmers from rural
areas and dependency of the agricultural sector in poor countries on inputs
developed by transnationals, as well as intense environmental degradation.
The strategy of creating technological dependence has as its main
instrument intellectual property mechanisms, which had a relevant role since
the first phase of the Green Revolution with the mass introduction of pesticides

1

Legal Associate of the NGO Terra de Direitos. The text was written in collaboration with Darci
Frigo.
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and herbicides in agriculture as stated by Naidin: “(...) unlike inorganic products,
whose raw material were accessible to the market, their synthetic substitutes began
to be protected by patents, as well as required domain over the technology related to
the processing of derived intermediate chemicals through successive transformations
of petrochemistry and carbochemistry. Therefore, the introduction of primary
innovations corresponded to the appearance of technological barriers that resulted
in the increase of economic and financial concentration around companies.”2
At the end of the 70s, the need for technological innovation by
companies producers of chemical inputs – largely caused by the fact that
intellectual property rights of chemical products developed in the eminence
of the Green Revolution began to lose validity through time – led them to
invest with much more force in plant breeding, always oriented to the use of
chemical inputs (fertilisers and pesticides) produced by the companies themselves.
The viability of this strategy demanded the enlargement of intellectual
property rights over life forms, first through the protection of breeders’ rights,
and later of transgenic plants.
The appropriation of genetic resources through intellectual property
mechanisms is an extremely relevant component for the reproduction of the
agriculture model idealized by the Green Revolution, a fact which is responsible
for the enormous pressure carried out by countries of the North for the
enlargement of intellectual property rights in the countries of the South.
II. Agrobiodiversity and Family Farming
The development and diversification of plants (and animals) for food,
were fruit of a cultural activity of farmers and, above all, of women farmers.
Throughout centuries, mankind’s relationship with biodiversity was responsible
for the domestication of wild species and their transformation into the plants
we know today. It is not by chance that the areas of the planet with larger
biodiversity are also those in which traditional communities inhabited.
The constant diversification and improvement of the characteristics of
plants is a product and fundamental part of the sustainability of farmers’ agricultural
activity: it allows farmers to adapt their cultivations to the specific characteristics
of each agroecosystem. According to Vandana Shiva: biodiversity is and has always

2

NAIDIN, Leane C. Crescimento e Competição na indústria de Defensivos Agrícolas no Brasil. Rio de
Janeiro, MA Dissertation, CPDA/UFRRJ, p.19.
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been a local community resource. A resource is community property when there are
social systems that use them according to principles of justice and sustainability. This
involves the combination of rights and responsibilities among users, the combination
of use and conservation and a sense of co-production with nature.”3
There are many cultural practices associated to the development of
agrobiodiversity. It is very common, for instance, that in some areas until
today, couples receive sacks of seeds as wedding presents. Activities related
to harvest, storage and selection of seeds are frequently associated to specific
cultural rituals.4
Although the last decades have been characterized by an increase in
the concentration of land, expulsion of farmers and the expansion of areas of
monocultures, according to Altieri “more than 2,5 million hectares, only in Latin
America, shelter traditional agriculture in the form of cultivated fields, multicultures
and agroforestry systems.”5
For these farmers, the seed plays undoubtely a fundamental role.
In Brazil, the practice of reserving seeds for the farmers’ own use is
very significant, even for major sectors of large land owners.
Although recent official statistics on this fact do not exist, an analysis
of the data from the Brazilian Association of Seeds and Seedlings that relates
areas planted with certain cultures and the amount of seeds sold allows us to
conclude that a very significant part of farming is done with seeds produced
by farmers themselves:
Crop

Total area planted with own seeds

Beans

87%

Rice

70%

Corn

32%

Soy

43%

Source: Abrasem www.abrasem.com.br

3

SHIVA, Vandana. Biopirataria: a pilhagem da natureza e do conhecimento. Vozes: 2003.
Cf: CARVALHO, Horácio Martins (org). Sementes: patrimônio do povo a serviço da humanidade.
Expressão Popular, 2003.
5
ALTIERI, Miguel. Sementes Nativas: Patrimônio da humanidade e essencial para a integridade cultural e
ecológica da agricultura camponesa.
4
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It is possible to note that even in relation to crops highly dependent
on inputs, such as soy, the practice of storing seeds and reserving them for the
next harvest is relevant.
The cultures in which the activity of reserving seeds for the farmers’
own use is most common are those produced by family farmers, evidence of
which is shown by a comparison of IBGE data. According to that, family
agriculture in Brazil is responsible for the production of 30% of global
agricultural production, reaching 60% of some basic products such as beans
and rice, cultures that present the highest levels of use of seeds stored by the
farmers themselves.
If we consider farmers that produce food for subsistence, the practice
of reserving seeds acquires even larger importance: the totality of these farmers
maintain this tradition.
According to Cordeiro: “The management of the diversity of species and
of the diversity related to varieties of cultivars has been a central element for the
sustainability of agricultural systems. It is this diversity that has allowed farmers
to, throughout time, both face the limits as well as take advantage of the
potentialities that local socioenvironmental conditions offer. Traditional
production systems, found in the different centres of diversity related to
agricultural cultivars, attest that this is a conscious option of farmers and not just
the natural result of evolutionary processes.”6
Traditional agriculture is responsible for in situ conservation of the
genetic basis of foods consumed by mankind. Such resources are fundamental
not only for traditional farmers, but also for industrial agriculture that needs
genetic variability to promote adaptability to pests, climates and other
characteristics. Even the use of genetic engineering techniques and the
creation of transgenic plants depend on the use of genetic variability.
For this reason, the creation of private germplasm banks in countries
of the North has been outstanding. According to Coradin “before the Convention
on Biological Diversity was enforced, around 75% of the approximately 6 million
samples of plant genetic material of agricultural interest were collected, courrently
maintained ex situ, more than 50% of which were located in developed countries
and about 12% in international germplasm centres.”7

6
7
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Only the International Board for Plant Genetic Resources (IBPGR),
headquartered in the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and directed
by a Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR),
co-ordinated already in 1985 a group of 600 researchers working in more than
100 countries. Data from FAO indicate that the IBPGR organised more than
300 collection expeditions in 80 countries, totalling 120.000 new accesses
including 120 species.8
III. Controlling life: appropriation of genetic resources
and restrictions on agrobiodiversity through intellectual
property legislation
While there is evidence of the tension between the need to maintain
genetic variability and the fact that the appropriation of seeds for capital is
incompatible with the preservation of agricultural biodiversity,9 a process of
appropriation and monopolization of genetic resources through Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) is taking place.
In Brazil, the legal apparatus currently in force related to intellectual
property and seeds was established at the end of the 1990s with the coming into
force of the Law of Protection of Cultivars and the Industrial Property Law.
The international context in which both laws were elaborated was
characterised by enormous pressure from the United States concerning the
need for countries to enlarge their patent protection. Remember that in 1991,
the USA government adopted a clause of unilateral commercial sanction,
denominated “special 301”, aimed at eliminating commercial practices and
applying unilateral sanctions to countries that did not adopt an efficient
“legislation on intellectual property protection.”10
US pressure for the regulation of intellectual property protection was
also felt during the Uruguay Round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations,
that preceded the adhesion of countries to the Agreement on Trade Related

8

MACHADO, Joaquim A. Recursos Genéticos Vegetais e a Empresa de Sementes. In www.bdt.fat.org.br
According to the FAO document “Genetic resources for food and agriculture constitute the basis of the
world food security and, direct or indirectly, they sustain the means of all the people’s of the planet subsistence.
They are the matter it prevails used for the production of new cultivars and species and they constitute an
exception of genetic adaptability that serves as protection against environmental and economic changes that could
be noxious. The waste of these petitions supposes a serious danger for the world food security in the long term.”
10
Section 301 of the Act on Trade and Tarifs of 1974,, with amendments in 1988.
9
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Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) that basically deals with four issues: (a)
application of the basic principles of the trade system and of other international
agreements on intellectual property; (b) protection of intellectual property
rights and adjustment of these rights in the countries; (c) resolution of
differences among members of the WTO; (d) special transitory provisions for
the period of implementation of the new system.
Article 27 of the TRIPs agreement establishes that “patents shall be
available for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of
technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are
capable of industrial application.”
Still according to art. 27, “members may also exclude from patentability
plants and animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and
microbiological processes. However, members shall provide for the protection
of plant varieties either by patents or by an effective sui generis system or by
any combination thereof.”
In the international level there is also the International Convention
for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, a multilateral agreement adopted
by several countries which determines common rules for the recognition and
protection of the property of breeders’ new varieties. This agreement was signed
within the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants
(Upov) and is applied to new plant varieties.
This Convention has gone through three revisions, in 1972, 1978 and
1991, and all of them were aimed at approximating the protection given to
cultivars to the rights granted through patents. Brazil is a signatory of the
1978 version of Upov.
The international context resulted in Brazil’s ratification of the TRIPs
and to the rapid internalization of its principles in the national legislation. In
the agricultural sector, this was accomplished with the adoption of the Industrial Property Law (law 9.279/1996) and the Law for Protection of Cultivars
(Law 9.456/97) which came into force in 1997. As for the protection of plant
varieties, Brazil chose – under TRIPs terminology – a sui generis system, adopting
the Upov 78 rules.
The Industrial Property Law and the Law for Protection of Cultivars
allow the recognition of intellectual property rights in relation to genetically
modified seeds (where protection is through patent law) and improved seeds
(cultivars) through traditional biological methods.
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The Law for Protection of Cultivars establishes protection on plant
reproduction material, in other words, seeds, tubers, stakes, etc. The protection
period is 15 years for annual species and 18 years for grapevines, forest and
ornamental trees. Protection of new cultivars and essentially derived cultivars
may be for commercial exploitation purposes, as long as the following
requirements are fulfilled: to be different (different from other cultivars);
homogeneous (present uniformity in their characteristics); and stable (maintain
the homogeneity during successive plantings).
In addition, the cultivar cannot have been offered for sale in Brazil
more than one year in relation to the date in which the protection was
requested, and not been offered for sale in other countries, with the knowledge
of the breeder, more than six years. Moreover, the innovation should be a
creation and not a discovery.
It is important to highlight that the Law for Protection of Cultivars
provides exceptions in the protection regime in relation to what is called
“breeders’ rights”: it assures that the farmer, inside his establishment, may reserve part of his crop for future sowing without the need of previous authorization
or payment of any remuneration to the title-holder of the protected material.
It also recognizes the “breeders’ exemption”, admitting the free use of the protected
cultivar for research, as a source of variation. Moreover, the small rural producer
is entitled to multiplying seeds for donation or exchange, exclusively with other
small rural producers, under funding or support programs led by governmental
bodies or civil society organizations authorised by Public Authorities.11
The small rural producer is defined by law as the one that simultaneously
fulfils the following requirements: I) exploits a parcel of land as owner, squatter,
tenant or partner; II) maintains up to two permanent employees, with the
possibility of an eventual appeal for help from third parties when the seasonal
nature of the agricultural activity requires it; III) does not hold any land title
of an area superior to four fiscal modules, quantified according to the legislation

11

Art. 10 - He/she does not affect the property right on protected cultivars the one that: I - reserves
and plants seeds for own use, in his/her establishment or in the establishment of third parties that
he/she posseses; II - uses or sells the products obtained from planting as food or raw material, except
for reproductive ends; III - uses the cultivar as a source of variation in genetic improvements or
scientific research; IV - being a small rural producer, multiplies seeds for donation or exchange,
exclusively for other small rural producers, in programs that fund or support small rural producers,
that are led by public bodies or non-government organisations authorised by the Public Sector.
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in force; IV) at least 80% of their annual gross income originates from
agricultural or extractive exploitation; and V) lives in his property or in a
nearby urban or rural center (paragraph §3rd).
The patent law, on the other hand, allows the patenting of
biotechnological processes and transgenic microorganisms that fulfill the three
patent requirements: innovation, inventive step and industrial application,
provided that are not mere discoveries (Art. 18). The law also determines
(Art. 42, clause. II) that the patent gives the title-holder the right to impede
a third party from producing, using, selling or importing, with those purposes,
process or product (as genetically modified seeds) directly obtained through
the patented process, without their consent.
From this derives the fact that a patent on a biotechnological process
for the creation of a plant or transgenic animal gives the patent holder the
same property rights on the plant or animal created from the patented process,
which has been called by some as “virtual patenting”. The law also allows
(art. 44) the patent holder to obtain compensation for the improper exploitation
of their object.
As deduced from the analysis of the mentioned legislation, the legal
framework related to intellectual property over seeds in Brazil involves both
genetically modified seeds as well as improved seeds.
Having entered into force in the end of the 90s, some issues related to
the legal framework on intellectual property over seeds are still to be solved.
Among these issues stands out the problem of double protection, in other
words, if a cultivar can be protected by the Law for Protection of Cultivars
and the Industrial Property Law at the same time. Article 2º of the Law for
Protection of Cultivars determines that “the protection of rights related to
intellectual property regarding cultivars is carried out through the concession
of the Certificate of Protection of Cultivars, considered a mobile commodity
for legal effect and the only form of protection of cultivars and of right that
can hinder the free use of plants or of their reproduction parts or of plant
multiplication in the country.”
In practice, however, double protection has been observed in the case
of transgenic cultivars; when they are sold, royalties are collected for the use
of the transgenic technology as well as from the use of improved cultivars.
Another issue concerns the right to reproduce seeds, guaranteed by
art. 10 of the Law for Protection of Cultivars. When dealing with transgenic
seeds, the procedures of biotechnology companies have favoured the
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establishment of this prohibition through contracts protected by intellectual
property rights.12
In Brazil, until now, the Judiciary has ruled in favour of the legality of
the “collection system” implemented by Monsanto, which requires the payment
of royalties by the farmer that has planted transgenic seeds in more than one
harvest, excluding the application of article 10 of the Law of Protection of
Cultivars (that guarantees the farmer’s right to reproduce their seeds) in relation
to transgenic production, as concluded by the following decision of the Court
of Justice of Rio Grande do Sul: “Art. 10 of Law no. 9.456/97, that specifically
regulated intellectual property in relation to cultivars, does not apply since even if it is
understood that such legal diploma averts the right assured in the Patent Law, which
is quite debatable, this could only take place if the producer had paid royalties at the
first acquisition of the seeds used, which is obviously not cogitated since it is public
and well-known that all the transgenic soy seeds entered the country illegally, and as
such were not commercialized by the party, meaning that royalties were not charged”.
(Interlocutory appeal 70010740264)
Besides the intellectual property legislation, that by itself is quite
restrictive, other mechanisms that establish restrictions to farmer’s rights to
reproduce and store seeds are becoming more and more frequent.
A recent example, which occurred in 2005, is the mandatory use of
seeds registered in the National Register of Cultivars (NRC) so that rural
workers can have access to agricultural insurance and the National Program
of Credit for Family Agriculture (Pronaf).
What happens is that plantations will only be covered by the
agriculture insurance if they obey the conditions of the Agricultural Zoning
established by the Ministry of Agriculture, which also determines the
appropriate varieties of seeds for each region. The Agricultural Zoning only
considers the varieties registered in the National Register of Cultivars.
However, traditional seeds hardly fulfil the necessary criteria for
registration in the NRC, since this system is idealized in the logic of intellectual
property of cultivars. Remember that this fact is in disagreement with the

12

If Monsanto believes with fair reason that a planter has planted cotton seeds kept, that contain
genetic traces of Monsanto, Monsanto will demand the invoice, or it will be confirmed that the fields
were planted with seeds recently bought. If the information is not supplied in 30 days, Monsanto can
inspect and test all of the planter’s fields to determine if the seeds planted were kept from the
cotton. (italics by the authors)
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Seeds Law, which determines that “farmers cannot have any type of restriction
in credit programs for using traditional seeds.” In spite of this, starting from
next year, if traditional varieties are not contemplated in the zoning, the
farmers that use them will not be able to access the agricultural insurance.
Biotechnology companies have also been trying to improve the
mechanisms that impede farmers from storing seeds through the development
of Genetic Use Restriction Technologies (Gurt). These technologies consist
of the insertion of genes that prevent the seeds from germinating or make
them dependent on some chemical inductor (usually present in pesticides
used in farming).
The use of genetic use restriction technologies is under a moratorium
established by the Convention on Biological Diversity - CBD since 1999. In
February 2005, the CBD’s interim committee decided to maintain the
moratorium which will be evaluated again in March 2006, during the
Conference of Parties of the CBD, to be held in Curitiba.
IV. Farmers’ rights: fundaments and legal regulation
Until the end of the 1970s, the international concept held in relation
to genetic resources was that they were “a common heritage of mankind”. In
1983 the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources of FAO was
signed, recognizing free access to both basic or crude germplasm as well as to
improved varieties.13
The Undertaking determined and regulated a system of free access
and exchange of genetic resources, mainly for food and agriculture, that made
possible the creation of one of the largest international germplasm banks: the
IBPGR. In this context, there was no sense to speak of guaranteeing and
affirming the right to freely reproduce seeds.
However, from the end of the 1980s mainly, there has been an
intensification of pressure from agrochemical companies (and from the 90s
“biotechnology”) in the sense of enlarging patenting protection to include
plants. From this moment, discussions on “farmers’ rights” start to occupy great
part of the agenda of international negotiations, mainly in FAO.

13

According to the objective of the Undertaking: “This Undertaking is based on the universally
accepted principle that plant genetic resources are a heritage of mankind and consequently should
be available without restriction.”
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Therefore, in 1989, the Undertaking was modified with the inclusion
of three annexes.
The first annex, adopted in 1989, recognizes the rights of “formal
innovators” as stipulated in Upov (1978), recognising “Breeder’s Rights” as a
legitimate obstacle to the free circulation of plant genetic resources.
In compensation, FAO also recognized the farmers’ rights to reproduce
and store their seeds, enunciating that this is a “right resulting from past,
present and future contributions of farmers to conservation, development and
maintenance of plant genetic resources, particularly those in the centres of
origin/diversity. These rights are granted by the International Community, as
trustee of the farmers’ present and future generations, with the purpose of
guaranteeing extensive benefits for farmers and to support the continuity of
their contributions.”
Annex III of the Undertaking was adopted in 1991 and recognizes the
sovereign rights of states over genetic resources and stipulates that farmers’
rights should be implemented through an international fund for genetic
resources of plants, idea developed in the Convention on Biological
Diversity.
In Brazil, as already stated, article 10 of the Law for Protection of
Cultivars recognizes “famer’s rights” guaranteeing the possibility of small farmers
to reserve and produce seeds for their own use. Nevertheless, this law
establishes great restrictions, for instance, to the possibility of farmes
exchanging their seeds, also prohibiting any form of commercialization of these
seeds as usually happens in seeds markets. In addition, the legislation on
seeds in Brazil gerenally treats traditional varieties as a “marginal aspect” in
contemporary agriculture.
It is clear in governmental programs (an example is what happened
with Pronaf in 2005) that the State, far from intervening to respect farmers’
rights to continue using their seeds, tends to restrict the use of such seeds
through sanitary norms, for instance.
In June 2004, the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources
for Food and Agriculture entered into force, which creates a multilateral
system on access and benefit sharing derived from the use of plant genetic
resources, in consonance with the CBD.14

14

Plant genetic resource is any genetic material of plant origin that is or can be used by mankind.
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Although there was a lot of expectations in relation to the possibility
of progress in the recognition of farmers’ rights, the multilateral system created
has as its main objective the regulation of access to ex situ collections maintained
in international centres of research on agriculture, that are not included in
the CBD. The treaty establishes rules only for plant species enumerated in
Annex I, that totals 35 species of agricultural cultivations, among them corn,
rice, beans, wheat and cassava, and 29 forage species.
In relation to intellectual property, the dispositions intended to protect
the “farmer’s rights” from patents rights are fragile. The Treaty recognizes
that seeds and other materials of plant origin can be patented and/or registered
as cultivars, as long as they go through some type of modification in relation to
the plant genetic resource originally accessed.
The regulation on the extension of farmer’s rights is, according to the
Treaty’s text, the responsibility of the State Parties, according to their needs
and priorities.
Both the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture are privileged fora for the
affirmation of farmers’ rights and of the concept that traditional seeds possess
an intrinsic value and are still a real possibility of guaranteeing food sovereignty
of peoples, especially if compared to Free Trade Agreements, particularly
agreements of the World Trade Organization.
However, the most important affirmation of farmers’ rights does not
take place in International or National Forums of discussion, but in the daily
resistance of millions of farmers that incorporated in the fight for land the
need to continue reproducing their own seeds and to continuously combat
genetic erosion by recovering traditional varieties. Because that is part of
their resistance/survival as farmers.
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Silvia Rodríguez (Grain)
Access to biological resources and benefit sharing
targeted by trade agreements
In 1994 and 1995 two multilateral treaties came into force, the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) of socio-economic and socioenvironmental character, and the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) of the World Trade Organization (WTO).
In Costa Rica both agreements have constitutional status superior to national
law. Although both treaties are comparable from a legal standpoint, the
objectives of the CBD – sustainable use of biodiversity resources and the
corresponding fair and equitable sharing of benefits – have been neglected in
favor of the demands, norms and decisions of international trade, which in
the last years have been expressed through an avalanche of bilateral investment

1
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and free trade agreements. As a basis for discussions, in this document I will
present a series of data divided into two large themes:
1. A brief overview on status and trends of the TRIPs Council
and the positions assumed by developing countries in relation
to biodiversity resources and associated knowledge. After that,
I will make some considerations on how, since the discussions
came to a deadlock, the USA has opted for a multidimensional
strategy2 including, amongst others, bilateral or regional Free
Trade Agreements (FTAs) to achieve the objectives not
materialized in the multilateral space of the TRIPs.
2. Using the FTA between the USA, Central American countries
and the Dominican Republic (DR-Cafta) as an example, I will
present three cases in which biodiversity resources (wild or
domesticated) are submitted to the demands of trade. Firstly,
I will address the end of discussions on Article 27.3 (b) of the
TRIPs, regarding the patentability or non-patentability of
inventions related to plants and the protection of new plant
varieties. Secondly, I will present a summary of the debate
related to whether the chapter on intellectual property (IP) of
the FTAs signed until now accept the request of the group of
megadiverse countries (constituted by 17 countries with the
greatest biodiversity in the world) that certificates of origin be
demanded from patent applicants. Finally, I will present the
treatment given to bioprospection as a “transboundary scientific
service”, which could prevent the fulfilment of the requirements
and goals of the Costa Rican Biodiversity Law No. 1788 and
the Norms on Access for bioprospectors, since it can
theoretically represent a barrier to trade and investment.
Based on this information, at the end of this article I will present a
series of conclusions which should help us take a step back and reflect on
whether the path which we are pursuing is in line with our objectives and
desires for a better society in all aspects; or if we should change our course for
good.

2

See: Rodriguez, Silvia (2005). Propiedad intelectual sobre la vida: Estrategias para consolidarla. In:
Revista Biodiversidad, sustento y culturas. No. 44, Pages 13-20. Electronic address:
www.biodiversidadla.org .
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1. Discussions on the relation between the TRIPs and CDB
Agreements
Since the second Conference of the Parties (COP) of the CBD in
1996, civil society members and non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
began to warn on the possible negative impacts of intellectual property if
bioprospectors or their companies started using it as an instrument to control
biological resources and the associated traditional knowledge. In spite of the
delicate nature of the subject, the response was slow. Only six years later did
the COP – this time held in the Hague in April of 2002 – take the decision
VI/24 C (3 a) to ask the Executive Secretary “... to be in charge of collecting
more data and analysis on the impact of intellectual property regimes on access
to, and the use of, genetic resources and scientific research”. The task was
handed over to an ad-hoc working group, which after several meetings,
identified the following problems:3
· Conflict between intellectual property rights and the
achievement of more general social objectives, particularly
those related to the needs of poor producers.
· Obstacles to the effective development of science due to
restrictions on the flow and exchange of information.
· Increase in the costs of product development (which translates
into higher prices for the consumers).
Unfortunately, these conclusions were not shaped into
recommendations.
In regards to the meetings of the TRIPs Council, the agenda of
discussions included the following issues: Firstly, continuation of studies
initiated in 1999 on paragraph 3 (b) of Art. 27, which deals with the
patentability or non-patentability of inventions related to plants and animals,
and on the power of countries to impose protections on vegetal derivatives by
means of their own law (sui géneris). Secondly, compliance with paragraph 19
of the 2001 Doha Declaration,4 which entrusts to this Council, the need to
analyse the relation between the TRIPs agreement and the Convention on

3
Berne Declaration, Bio Watch, et al. Briefing Paper “Patents on genetic resources contradict
facilitated access”. 14-18 February, 2005.
4
This mandate resulted from the ministerial meeting which took place in Doha to give continuity
to the agreements administered by the WTO, one of them being the TRIPs.
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Biological Diversity of the United Nations, the protection of traditional
knowledge and folklore and other relevant processes.
In these meetings, developing countries have produced two different
lines of discussions. One is that of the African group, and to a large extent
India, which has insistently requested the elimination of patents on life forms
and the effectiveness of the right of countries to draft their own laws on the
protection of plant varieties. This has been objected by the industrialized
countries, eager to impose patents on any biotechnological product and to
make ratification of the 1991 act of The International Union for the Protection
of New Varieties of Plants (Upov) compulsory in cases in which countries do
not grant patents on plants.
Another line of discussion is the request to avoid biopiracy made by
the megadiverse group of countries, of which Costa Rica is a member. The
group’s proposal is a modification in the TRIPs agreements “... so that it includes
the demand that the applicant of a patent regarding biological material or
traditional knowledge, disclose the source and the country of origin of the
resource used in the invention, as well as the proof of prior informed consent
and fair and equitable distribution of benefits.”5,6
These demands have been studied for several years, but no consensus
has been reached. The United States and Japan have been the fiercest
opponents. A few years ago the United States declared:
… the proposal is incompatible with the TRIPs agreement. The
present norms of disclosure established in article 29 are directly
oriented to determine whether an invention fits to the criteria of
patentability and to disclose the technology that is meant to be
protected by means of the patent, so that others can reproduce this
technology and learn from it.7
Japan, on the other hand, argued that disclosure of the origin and of
relevant considerations would paralyse the procedure related to the concession
of patents and make it more expensive. Japan also indicated that the economic

5

Peru. IP/C/W/447 8th of June 2005.
The Network of Coordination in Biodiversity, along with many other civil and non governmental
organizations around the world, we have expressed our disagreement with this demand of the group
of megadiverse countries to consider that, when making it, they are accepting the intellectual
property on forms of life.
7
United States, IP/C/M/30, paragraph 177; Japan, IP/C/M/29, paragraph 155.
6
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value of inventions based on biological resources can vary considerably,
depending on the efforts of the inventor and the marketing efforts of the
patent owner.8
In June 2005, 9 the United States insisted that new requisites on
disclosure for granting of patents is not the appropriate solution,10 since it is
first necessary that countries establish their national systems on access and
benefit sharing before insisting on discussions related to additional disclosure
requirements.11
2. From multilateral to bilateral: the case of DR-Cafta
Due to the stagnation of the TRIPs Council discussions, the United
States embarked on a multiple and combined12 strategy using, amongst others,
bilateral or regional free trade agreements, which offer better results than
multilateral forums. Let us see what has happened with the DR-Cafta in three
cases related to biodiversity:
2.1. DR-Cafta closes the discussion on Art. 27.3.b

The FTA with Chile was a step towards ending the discussion on
Art. 27.3 b) on the patentability or non-patentability of inventions related to
plants and protection of new plant varieties, which had been narrowed down
in the DR-Cafta.
In the report to the President and the Congress of the United States,
the Industry Functional Advisory Committee on Intellectual Property Rights13
(Ifac-3), expressed its satisfaction with the successful negotiations of the DRCafta, in forcing the Parts to adhere to the Upov 91 and going beyond the

8

Japan, IP/C/W/257, paragraph 156; IP/C/W/236.
United States. IP/C/W/449.
10
IP/C/W/449 Paragraph 11.
11
IP/C/W/449 Paragraph 23.
12
See: Rodríguez, Silvia (2005). Propiedad intelectual sobre la vida: Estrategias para consolidarla. In
Journal: Biodiversidad, sustento y culturas. No. 44, Pages 13-20, Electronic version:
www.biodiversidadla.org .
13
Industry Functional Advisory Committee on Intellectual Property Rights for Trade Policy Matters
(IFAC-3). (2004). Report of IFAC-3 to the President, the Congress and the United States Trade
Representative on the US-Central American Free Trade Agreement. www.ustr.gov/assets/
Trade_Agreements/Bilateral/CAFTA_Report.
9
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FTA with Chile in its commitment on plant patenting. The agreement with
Chile reads: “reasonable efforts will be made, by means of a participative and
transparent process, in order to develop and propose legislation within the
four years following the implementation of the agreement”. The DR-Cafta
states in brief: “all reasonable efforts will be made to grant this protection by
means of patents” (Art. 15.9.2). This phrase, which seems innocent at first
sight, is in fact more reinforcing according to the criteria of the same Report,
where the signing parts urge the government of the United States to assure
that this commitment is translated into reforms in the patents systems of the
Parts as soon as possible (op. cit:14).
In relation to plant varieties, in the DR-Cafta the countries are obliged
to belong to Upov 91 as their sole means of protection if they have not accepted
the plant patent. This excludes any other possibility of each country drafting
their own national law (sui géneris) on this issue.
Despite these autocratic decisions, the Ifac-3 was dissatisfied because
of the lack of commitments in the DR-Cafta to limit the application of the
exclusion of animal patenting – now that genetic engineering in the field
advances rapidly – and other clauses of the Art. 27.3 b) of the TRIPs, which
were achieved in the treaty with Singapore. This means that in future
bilateral treaties the circle will be closing in even more since, again in their
words:
“the process of trade agreements has got to the point where it is the
main process by which companies based on intellectual property,
are capable of assuring that the standards of protection and
compliance accompany new developments “(op. cit. page 4).
I would like to stress the fact that the Office of the United States’
Trade Representative (USTR) received and passed on to the President and
Congress of the United States 32 reports similar to those of the Ifac-3 evaluating
the DR-Cafta.14 Their comments are not binding, but they have a great impact
on the decisions under such political circumstances. For example, the Ifac-3
is constituted by a good number of biotechnology companies, especially
pharmaceutical ones, whose capacity of lobbying in multilateral as well as in
bilateral forums is very well-known.

14

CAFTA: Reports of 32 Committees presented to the President and the Congress of the US by the
Office of the US Trade Representative www.inventariando.com/articulo.php?id=3683
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2.2 Is the request for disclosure of origin annulled or endorsed in the DR15

Cafta?

This it is a subject recently opened up to discussions and of great
technical-legal complexity. In addition to the content of the articles of the
DR-Cafta, other arguments are introduced in this debate.
In relation to the basis for thinking that in fact, this treaty implicitly
annuls the request of the megadiverse countries, we have firstly, the minutes
of TRIPs Council’s meetings, in which repeatedly, the United States, amongst
others, expressed their opposition to the increase in disclosure requirements
in order to request a patent, a position kept firm even in the August 2005
meeting (see point 1), one year after the signature of the DR-Cafta. Obviously
this country would not defend contradictory positions on the same subject in
two different negotiation forums.
Secondly, the report of the Ifac-3 on the FTA USA.-Australia sent for
the consideration of the President and the Congress of the United States on
the 12th of March 2004, the very same day that they sent the DR-Cafta report,
indicates the following:
The United States should take the opportunity of future negotiations
on free trade agreements to make clear that no disclosure
requirement can be imposed on applicants of patents, beyond
those indicated in Art. 29 of the TRIPs. Such disposition explicitly
prohibits countries from imposing special disclosure requirements in
relation to the origin of the genetic resources or similar reasons that
could be used as a basis for rejecting or revoking a patent
concession.16 (Added emphasis).
Two important comments should be made on the matter: In the IfacAustralia report, there is no space for misinterpretations, and I have already
mentioned the utmost importance of this commission’s opinions on the decisionmaking process of the US government and Congress. On the other hand, if
they request explicit texts and the Cafta is unable to do so (see below), the
request in the Ifac-Australia report could certainly be useful for future treaties

15

I am thankful for the material and comments of Reneé Velvée and Peter Einersson, of Grain,
which contributed to the writing on this point, of which I am personally responsible.
16
Industry Functional Advisory Committee http://www.ustr.gov/assets/Trade_Agreements/Bilateral/Australia_FTA/Reports/asset_upload_file813_3398.pdf
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but not for Cafta, since it was already circulating openly only two months
after its signature at the end of May 2004.
The United States is currently discussing other agreements, such as
the one with Thailand and the countries of the Andean region, which are
requesting the inclusion of the origin disclosure requirement in the clauses of
the agreements. The results are still pending, but mark an important guideline
in the report of the United Sates House of Representative Committee on
Ways and Means, related to the Trade Mission to Colombia, Ecuador and
Perú,17 which when referring to the issue of biodiversity, indicates that although
it recognizes the importance of the issue for the Andean countries, the
protection they are seeking in the FTA does not conform to the intellectual
property regime. In its place they propose, as they have done in the TRIPs
Council discussions, that the disclosure of origin be protected through
contracts.
Another analyst, Jean-Fréderic Morin, believes that the nature of Art.
15.9.9 of the DR-Cafta could work as a cap to prevent the enlargement of the
disclosure requirements in Art. 29 of the TRIPs. Nevertheless, the text of
Art. 15.9.9 does not explicitly state whether it would be consistent with the
firm position of the United States in the TRIPs Council and with the
recommendation of the Ifac-Australia report.
Morín’s18 arguments are the following. First he recalls that one of the
classic conditions imposed on patent applicants in exchange for exclusive
market rights is to disclose the details of the invention: “in a sufficiently clear
and complete manner, so that people trained in the technique in question, can
benefit from the outcome of the invention...” as indicated in Art. 29 TRIPs
(emphasis added). This requirement, which is also present in many national
laws, did not exist in any of the FTAs prior to 2004, which set the principles
and standards of the TRIPs to govern the relationship between the parts in
that matter.19 Now it reappears in the DR-Cafta reworded as follows:

17

Committee on Ways and Means US House of Representatives. Report on Trade Mission to
Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. September 2005. Page 5 http://waysandmeans.house.gov/media/pdf/
109cong/wmcp/wmcp109-6.pdf
18
Morin, Jean-Frederic. (2004). The Future of Patentability in International Law according to the
CAFTA. Unisfera, Centre International. www.unisfera.org
19
Roffe, Pedro. (2004). Bilateral Agreements and TRIPs-plus World: The Chile-USA Free Trade
Agreement. Quaker International Affairs Program. Ottawa, Canada. Page 19.
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Each Part should establish that the disclosure of a demanded
invention be considered sufficiently clear and complete if it provides
information that allows the invention to be carried out or used by a
skilful person in the art, without illegal experimentation, to the date
of the presentation. (Added emphasis)
Maintaining a reasonable doubt, we could believe that article 15.9.9
has the intention of prohibiting the inclusion of other disclosure requirements.
What seems less evident is whether with this not very explicit wording it
achieves such objective. Thus, if Morín is right, the Central American countries
and the Dominican Republic, which have already ratified the FTA, could be
inhibited from continuing to demand the expansion of the requirements of
Art. 29 of the TRIPs, in a desperate, although in my opinion mistaken, effort
of the megadiverse countries to curb illegal access to their biochemical and
genetic resources.
Once the DR-Cafta is ratified, it will be impossible to take any steps
back, neither in relation to this issue nor in the revision of patentability of live
beings referred to in Art. 27. 3 b), regardless of what is agreed upon in the
TRIPs discussions, since Art. 15.1 on Intellectual Property states:
Each Part will at least give validity to this Chapter. A Part can,
although not obliged to, implement in its national legislation, a more
extensive system of protection and observation of the intellectual
property rights than the one required in this chapter, on the condition
that this protection and observation does not infringe this Chapter.
Finally, I would like to briefly refer to other opinions, which consider
that the request of the megadiverse countries can be dealt with in Art. 15.9.4
of the DR-Cafta, with regards to the motives for revoking or cancelling the
granting of a patent. This article addresses, in addition to the lack of compliance
with the innovation requirement and with the inventive or utility level, the
case of fraud, misrepresentation or similar conduct. Joshua Sarnoff20 believes
that this aggregate would allow national laws to demand other conditions for
the rejection of patents, even in the absence of fraud, misrepresentation or
similar conduct.

20

Joshua Sarnoff . (2004). Compatibility With Existing International Intellectual Property Agreements
of Requirements for Patent Applicants to Disclose Origins of Genetic Resources and Traditional
Knowledge and Evidence of Legal Access and Benefit Sharing. Public Interest Intellectual Property
Advisors, Inc. www.piipa.org/DOO Memo.doc.
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Carlos Correa21 would not be in agreement with Sarnoff when indicating
that the aggregate in Art. 15.9.4 of the DR-Cafta is not a substitute for an
expressed obligation to disclose the origin of the resource:
Up to the point that such disclosure is not established as a legal
requirement, no fraud, misrepresentation or similar conduct can be
invoked unless such conduct is also inconsistent with the general
obligation of disclosure, imposed by the patents law. (For example,
when the applicant claims to be the inventor of a knowledge acquired
from an indigenous community)
To sum up, the FTAs leave more open questions than clear answers in
the issue of patentability requirements, such as in the case of revocations and
cancellations of patents. Nevertheless, this is an issue still in debate, in the
hope that it can be clarified by an extremely small group of experts. However,
regardless of the results of this discussion, it is obvious that national laws and
even some multilaterally agreed commitments seem to have enormous
weaknesses and to be exposed to modifications (some of them hidden) by
those who have the more astute or better informed advisory team. The following
saying is fully valid in this case: “in the business world it is not the one that is
right that wins, it is the one which is more capable of negotiating”.
2.3. Bioprospection enters the DR-Cafta as a transboundary research
service

Costa Rica, not as a result of the suggestions of the United States
during the TRIPs discussions, but through its own decision and in line with
its obligations in the CDB, has, since 1996, invested a great amount of resources
and human effort in the elaboration and implementation of the Biodiversity
Law Nº 1788 and the General Norms on Access to Genetic and Biochemical
Elements and Resources (Executive Decree 31514).
When the country was ready to implement its normative regulations,
an unexpected and secret Annex 1 on non-conforming Measures of Chapters
10 (Investments) and 11 (Transboundary Services), made its appearance as
part of the DR-Cafta, in which bioprospection is defined as a “scientific and

21

Carlos M. Correa (2005) The Politics and Practicalities of a Disclosure of Origin Obligation
University of Buenos Aires. Quaker International Affairs Programme Occasional Paper 16. January
2005. www.geneva.quno.info
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research service”. This statement led to ... regardless of the results of
a series of consequences. Firstly, access
this discussion, it is obvious
permits are considered “investment
agreements”. Once approved and that national laws and even
signed, the permit can become an some multilaterally agreed
investment contract according to its
standard definition,22 concluding with commitments seem to have
the privatization of its results as enormous weaknesses and
intellectual property. In a recent
article23 I demonstrate, more extensi- to be exposed to
vely, how the consequences of the modifications (some of them
implementation of these mechanisms,
hidden) by those who have
the basic access requisites and the
right to objection on cultural grounds the more astute or better
provisioned in the Biodiversity Law informed advisory team.
(Arts. 63 and 66) are subject to
chapters 10 and 11 of the FTA, since The following saying is fully
the “non-conforming” measure valid in this case: “in the
inserted by Costa Rica does not
protect the clauses and main content business world it is not the
of these Norms. In spite of the one that is right that wins,
national agreement, the country only
it is the one which is more
preserves the right to demand that
the bioprospector – in the case of an capable of negotiating”.
individual or a legal entity domiciled
abroad – designate a resident in the country as the legal representative (See
box below).
Regardless of whether the Costa Rican negotiation team was responsible
for this nonconforming measure, or the type of pressure applied on them, the
important thing is the final result, which can have an enormous impact, since
a progressive biodiversity law like the Costa Rican law, has been turned into
an investment regime stripped of its politically sensitive foundations. These

22

Correa Carlos. (2004). Tratados Bilaterales de Inversión. Grain. www.grain.org (page 23)
Rodríguez, Silvia. (2005). La Propiedad Intelectual en el TLC-Eucard: mecanismo de apropiación
del patrimonio bioquímico y genético. In: Maria Eugenia Trejos y Mario Fernández (eds). El TLCEucard: Estrategia de tierras arrasadas. Euned. Pages 273-288.
23
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results are consistent with the position of the United States in promoting
access systems based on contracts in accordance with the CDB, although
now very limited and even distorted by all the rules of the chapters on
investment and services.24
What was incomprehensible and inconsistent with the law was the
role of our country’s negotiators in subscribing these agreements without
previously submitting them to national scrutiny and discussions, especially of
the National Commission on Biodiversity Management (Conagebio). In this
respect, the Law of Biodiversity states:
Art. 21. Obligatory Advice: The Commission (National.. of
Biodiversity) will act as the consulting branch of the Executive Power
and of independent institutions related to the issue of biodiversity,
which will be able to consult the Commission before authorizing any
national or international agreements, or establishing or ratifying measures
or policies that affect the conservation and use of biodiversity.
Biodiversity Law nº 7788, Article 63
The basic requirements for access will be:
1. Prior informed consent of the representatives of the place where
the access is taking place, be it the regional council of
Conservation Areas, property owners or indigenous authorities,
when in their territories.
2. Approval of this prior informed consentby the Technical Office
of the Commission.
3. The terms of transfer of technology and equitable distribution
of benefits, when present, should be specified in the licences,
agreements and concessions, as should the type of protection of
the associated knowledge, demanded by the representatives of
the place where the access will occur.
4. The definition of the ways in which the activities will contribute
to the conservation of the species and the ecosystems.
5. The designation of a legal representative, resident in the
country in the case of an individual or a legal entity living
abroad. (Emphasis added)

24
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Three examples of the conflicts between the DR-Cafta and the
Biodiversity Law 7788 – These and any other conflicts should be resolved
now in accordance with the demands of the DR-Cafta, in case Costa Rica
ratifies it (more information in Rodriguez, 2005):
1. In the Biodiversity Law (Articles 63,1 and 65), the lack of
prior informed consent of communities and indigenous
authorities is a reason to reject the permission to access the
resources in question. The objection due to “cultural, spiritual,
social, economic or reasons of another nature” is also
contemplated (Art. 66). The above would not be in agreement
with article 11.4, especially clause (a) of the DR-Cafta, which
refers to the non-imposition of limitations on “markets access”.
2. The requirement by which, in order to authorize bioprospection
licences (Art. 63.3) “the terms of transfer of technology and
equitable distribution of benefits (...) should be specified in
the licences, agreements and concessions, as should the type
of protection of the associated knowledge, demanded by the
representatives of the place where the access occurs,” would
be in contradiction with the “Performance Requirement” of
the Investment chapter (Art. 10.9, clause 1.f), since it is not
possible to demand from the investors, in this case the
bioprospectors, the transfer of25 “technologies or other knowledge”
of their ownership, to a person in the national territory, as a
requirement to authorize an “investment”. Normally the payment
of royalties or other conditions imposed by the owners has to be
mediated. That is to say, we would not be speaking of a true
transfer but of the purchase or rent of technology.
3. Art. 78 of the Biodiversity Law is in direct contradiction to
Chapter 15 of the DR-Cafta, since the former establishes
exceptions for the granting of any type of intellectual property.
Since the Costa Rican negotiators did not list these exceptions
in the non-conforming measures, they will have to be adapted
to the demands of the DR-Cafta.

25

In the sense “to grant to another person the right, dominion or attribution he has on something
“(Diccionario de la Real Academia).
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For the reasons presented here, these trade agreements would cause
Costa Rica to lose control over the biochemical and genetic resources found
in the biological agents present in our agricultural and natural ecosystems.
3. Conclusions
With the above information we can prove the high degree of
sophistication and complexity that the discussions in these multilateral and
bilateral agreements have reached. We are in the hands of experts who use a
technical language of difficult comprehension and which frequently disagree,
even amongst themselves. Meanwhile, the vast majority of the population,
particularly the indigenous peoples and communities, are left hostages to the
controversies and pacts built around “their” resources and “their” knowledge.
I personally consider that we cannot continue wearing ourselves out
in the slow processes of the TRIPs Council. For many years now, our
representatives have been talking about whether the request of the
megadiverse countries for the disclosure of origin should be adopted
multilaterally and what would be its legal power; or whether it should only be
an issue of national legislation. Others promote ideas on whether the request
for the disclosure of origin should become another patenting requisite
according to Art. 27.1; or whether it should be an undertaking of the
disclosure requirements of Art. 29. In this field,the decisions are equally
at a stand still.
If to this expense of time, energy and money we add the enormous
burden of the FTAs, the problem becomes worse. These treaties frequently
begin their intellectual property chapters by stating that they are based on the
TRIPs. Nevertheless, negotiators pursue this general principle according to
their interests. Sometimes they reproduce some articles entirely, insert demands
from other articles (patents on plants, imposition of the Upov 91), rewrite
articles (as in the case of Art. 29) and define others according to their own
opinions (bioprospecting, environmental legislation). Meanwhile, biodiversity
languishes and the people continue to live in extreme poverty. Their lives are
in the hands of a group of negotiators, experts and the active presence of
transnational corporations that have the power to define and to interpret
their world and needs without even knowing them.
A new interpretation of the apparent contradictions between trade
and environmental agreements indicates that, in essence, such contradictions
may not actually exist. There are authors who talk rather of a convergence
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point, since the CDB itself was conceived for the promotion of mercantilism.26
“Sell in order to save”, was the ideological engine behind the third objective
of the CDB on the “fair and equitable distribution of benefits”. For that,
countries rich in biodiversity should give “facilitated access” under the terms
and conditions of globalised capital. Few of us question the meaning of the
“monetary” benefits, and whether the so-called “non-monetary” benefits, also
defined by the experts in the area of “capacity building”, coincide with the
definitions, use and customs of the peoples and the communities.
The process continued. As they say that there is no ‘free lunch’, soon
we accepted, with the same naivety, the idea that without patents there are
no benefits. From there, the megadiverse countries quickly reached the point
of saying that the problem was biopiracy,
for not being a legal activity, and in order Are we comfortable with
to solve it we should take the issue into
introducing the issue of
the field of intellectual property in
international legislature, demanding the biodiversity in the FTAs and
addition of a certificate of origin from with traditional knowledge
the applicants of patents. Some say that
the megadiverse countries have been being administered
very successful because they have according to intellectual
maintained the subject on the TRIPs
property rules? What do
Council agenda and have supported the
International Access Regime in the megadiverse countries think
Conferences of the Parts. They also say
about losing in the FTAs the
that we have demonstrated competence
for introducing the “protection” of little they have gained in
traditional knowledge in the World the multilateral spheres?
Intellectual Property Organization
(Wipo). But; Are we, the observers of ... we cannot follow this
this process, satisfied with these results? path. Let us resume the
Are we also pleased with the great gains
struggle for the defense
of the Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources
for Food and Agriculture, which of common goods.

26

Friends of the Earth International. (2005). Nature for sale: the impacts of privatizing water and
biodiversity. January 2005. www.foei.org
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includes an article on the non-patenting of resources protected “in its traditional
form” but without subsequent responsibility? Are we comfortable with
introducing the issue of biodiversity in the FTAs and with traditional
knowledge being administered according to intellectual property rules? What
do megadiverse countries think about losing in the FTAs the little they have
gained in the multilateral spheres?
These tough thoughts on this very predictable story summons us to
once more consider that we cannot follow this path. Let us resume the struggle
for the defense of common goods. Lets work together with the organizations of
peoples and communities, their demands for territories, for the recovery and
protection of their seeds, for the promotion of their languages and culture, for
the respect to their beliefs and support to their autonomy; only then can we
provide our support to the protection of their resources and knowledge. It is
about time to step back and choose a different path!
Isabel Lapeña (SPDA)
I am grateful for the invitation to be here, since it is important for us
to understand the processes being developed in this part of the world, which
is Brazil, a great part of the world; what happens here affects us to a great
extent, it affects all the policies developed in South America, and in particular in the Andean region.
When evaluating where we are right now and the implications of the
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) being negotiated between some countries of
the Andean region and the United States, we believe it is necessary to locate
this agreement in a certain context, in the international multilateral context
in regards to the conservation of biodiversity and intellectual property rights,
since these are the issues mostly discussed in such bilateral negotiation, and
that affects the protection of traditional knowledge regimes.
The context in which we find ourselves is the result of a paradigm
shift; for defining North-South relations in the platforms of negotiations on
the matter; for somehow underlining the different perspectives and distances
in relation to technological development between countries holders of
technology and countries rich in biological diversity (holders of traditional
knowledge associated to this biodiversity and that have been developed
by generations, by indigenous peoples and local communities); for
prioritising private investment in biotechnology above public investment
and for supporting a process which results in a gradual privatization of
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access to natural resources and the creation of rights increasingly excluding
and restrictive.
In this scenario, we find ourselves with two different systems of
protection: on the one hand we have biodiversity, and on the other hand
biotechnology and scientific innovations based on this biodiversity. Therefore,
when we speak of the exploitation, commercialization and protection of
biodiversity, it is necessary to understand it in the context of markets with
differentiated regimes. On one hand, we have biodiversity or, more specifically,
genetic resources, that constitute the “bricks” that are used, and on the other,
the “instrument” that is biotechnology, which will make use of these resources
and whose use will have as final result a commercial product with market
value.
The knowledge associated to biodiversity and the knowledge associated
to biotechnology receive a distinct recognition and protection, and both
systems have evolved differently.
In the first place, one can say that both types of knowledge have been
and are differently recognized largely due to their different legal nature. While
knowledge associated to biodiversity are considered rights of collective nature,
knowledge associated to technology are individual rights. The individual
character of the rights associated to innovations in technology allows them to
be easily delineated and identified, to be recognized in favour of a specific
innovative person, assuming an “appropriate” character and being more
effective in establishing protection when faced with non consented use by
third parties. On the contrary, the collective nature of traditional knowledge
associated to biodiversity of local communities and indigenous peoples results
in the fact that all of the above-mentioned implie a larger difficulty in
identifying, protecting and defending such rights when faced with the non
consented and illicit use by third parties.
This circumstance has led to the fact that both knowledge systems
have developed under different protection regimes and undergone different
evolutionary processes. In terms of access to genetic resources, originally such
resources were considered as heritage of mankind and since they represented
a benefit for mankind in general, free exchange and open access to these
resources were favoured. This situation of free access became restricted, subject
to the prior informed consent and authorization of countries where these
resources were located. The CBD (1992) established national sovereignty of
states over genetic resources found in their territories and the possibility of
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such states to impose conditions deemed convenient for the access to such
resources. According to the CBD, the restricted access to genetic resources
or the need to have authorization for this access becomes compulsory.
On the other hand, there is also a paradigm shift in the processes of
protection of knowledge associated to biotechnology. As the private sector
acquires more protagonism (overcoming the public sector which had led the
process until recently), in the world of knowledge associated to genetic
improvements and modern biotechnology, the need to protect private investment
in a more complete manner arises; regimes are created which grant intellectual
property rights on these innovations increasingly more expansive in their protection
and more and more excluding in the use by third parties.
This parallel process apparently so simple has been replicated and
discussed in numerous international forums and, as already mentioned, with
different power balances. The creation of a system of access to genetic resources
and associated traditional knowledge which involves prior informed consent
of the provider states or communities inhabiting these states, and the
distribution of benefits derived from such access are secured by the CBD
(Art. 8 j) and by the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food
and Agriculture that equally recognizes farmers’ rights (Art. 9, 12 and 13).
The intellectual property rights that protect biotechnological
innovations in the form of patents, breeder’s rights, copyrights, etc. are secured
in the agreements of the World Trade Organization [TRIPs, (Art. 27.3 b)],
in Upov, or in the World Intellectual Property Organization (Ompi).
Without a doubt, the power balance leans to this side. The CBD lacks
the necessary mechanisms of compliance and enforcement with regards to
states that are part of other parallel agreements as WTO, in such a way that
many of the discussions under CBD’s responsibility have migrated to other
fora such as WTO or Wipo, since these are more decisive on the matter.
Faced with the difficulty to defend the creation of binding systems for
the consented access to genetic resources in international negotiations, each
country has developed and improved its own legal system for the protection of
traditional knowledge and access to genetic resources. This has led to the
creation of a variety of instruments of national or regional nature such as the
registering of traditional knowledge; norms on access to genetic resources;
the revision of the rules on patents in regards to the certificate of origin of
genetic resources or traditional knowledge that serve as basis for scientific
innovations; the design of “sui generis” systems for the protection of traditional
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knowledge or the design of defensive systems to deal with their misappropriation
or with what has been called “biopiracy.” One may say that Peru has been
through all of these processes.
Indeed, in Peru, the creativity used in the creation of mechanisms
that lead to a legitimate access to genetic resources and traditional knowledge
has been extensive. In relation to the Andean Community, (composed of five
countries – Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia and Peru, and whose
decisions are enforced as national law in each of the countries) the first step at
the international level was taken with Decision 391 on a Common Regime on
Access to Genetic Resources. These countries, many of which are megadiverse
and centres of biodiversity and associate traditional knowledge, were among
the first to establish a regime that contemplates the need to have prior informed
consent of such countries and to execute access contracts subject to certain
minimum conditions for any biotechnological company or research institution
who wants access to genetic resources found in any country of the Andean
Community.
Peru continued its trajectory, at the legislative level, with the
publication in 2002 of the Law that establishes the regime for the protection
of collective knowledge of indigenous peoples associated to biological resources.
This norm requires that any person interested in accessing collective knowledge
for scientific, commercial and industrial application purposes should request
the prior informed consent of the organizations representative of indigenous
peoples, holders of the collective knowledge. Once the representative
organization receives the request of prior informed consent, they should inform
the largest possible number of indigenous peoples holders of the knowledge,
and take their concerns and interests into account.
In case access to knowledge has a commercial or industrial application
purpose, the law provides the need to subscribe a license contract in which
access conditions are established. The norm contemplates the minimum content
which should be included in the contract such as, inter alia, the establishment
of compensations to be received by indigenous peoples, which implies an initial
monetary payment or another equivalent payment aimed at their sustainable
development and a percentage, not smaller than 5%, of the gross sales, taxes
excluded, resulting from the commercialisation of the products developed
from the collective knowledge.
A series of administrative procedures are available to indigenous peoples
in order to defend themselves if faced with any disloyal disclosure, acquisition
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or use of their collective knowledge without their consent. Finally, the norm
also contemplates the possibility of creating registers of traditional knowledge
that help secure defensive actions in relation to illicit appropriation.
Peru has also created mechanisms of defense against the illicit
appropriation of knowledge or biopiracy. In 2004, a law created the National
Commission on Prevention of Biopiracy, which at present carries out a study
of all the patents that have been granted abroad based on resources or
traditional knowledge originating from Peru.
Finally, with the purpose of achieving greater effectiveness in the
application of access to genetic resources or traditional knowledge measures,
the access regimes are bound to intellectual property systems. Among the
requirements for the concession of intellectual property rights (breeder’s rights,
patents, trademarks, etc.), the legislation requires the need to prove the legal
origin of the genetic resources and the traditional knowledge that served as
basis for the invention.
Decision 486 on a Common Regime on Industrial Property of the
Andean Community (2000) establishes that the application for a patent on an
invention should contain the contract of access to genetic resources or an
authorization license to use traditional knowledge when products or processes whose patent is requested have been obtained or developed from genetic
resources or traditional knowledge originated from any of the Andean
countries. Otherwise, authority is given to the patent office to declare, at any
moment, the annulment or invalidity of a patent. Conditions of this nature
are also incorporated in the national legislation, particularly in the
aforementioned law of traditional knowledge.
This process of binding access and intellectual property systems by
means of demanding the disclosure of origin or certificate of origin needs to
be urgently implemented in international negotiations, particularly in the
negotiation of the International Regime on Access that is currently in progress.
It is now necessary to question how free trade agreements with the
United States are incorporated in the described scenario. We are facing an
arena of conflicting positions initiated at a level of international negotiations,
transferred to the realm of the possible, of reality and at the national level.
If in international negotiations at WTO, Wipo and CBD the United
States have flatly rejected any requirement of disclosure of origin, identical
position takes place in the bilateral negotiations. And the arguments are the
same. The United States consider that the certificate of origin is an unnecessary
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and inadmissible obstacle to the intellectual property rights system; that in no
way will they include more requirements in the intellectual property system,
since in accordance with their position this would only add more doubts and
confusion, in detriment of technological progress and the protection of
inventions.
In accordance with this position, access regimes should be
independently regulated by national legislation, and their effectiveness should
be anchored exclusively in contractual relationships. It is through bilateral
contracts that the regulation should effectively take place. As such, negotiations
and compliance to conditions on access are left to a purely contractual level.
So that if any problem exists in the compliance of contracts, the parties involved
will have to resolve their problems recurring to traditional legal mechanisms.
For them, countries involved need to acquire greater experience in the
execution of access contracts and define their application guidelines, without
hindering the intellectual property systems.
These are the conditions that have been imposed on us. It is a model
and Peru has to see how it will find its way in this environment. This is the
model towards which negotiations at the global level are advancing.
To this model adds up the aforementioned expansion of intellectual
property systems, of which the United States, as an exporter of technology,
are the main party interested. This way, the United States promote the
concession of patents on living organisms
and life forms. And finally, when The issue of biodiversity and
considering if a certain invention is an intellectual property
innovation or not, and therefore if a
patent should be granted, only the continues to be one of the
sources coming from foreign countries most controversial issues;
that are endorsed by relevant written
nevertheless, the Peruvian
documentation are considered as records
of the state of the art. This leaves out the president positioned himself
consideration of indigenous knowledge as
as in favour of signing the
pre-existent knowledge which needs to be
taken into account and opens the door bilateral agreement. The
for concessions of all types of patents on negotiations will be
such knowledge.
Peru’s position in negotiation concluded in December of
tables has been contrary to this and is this year.
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reflected on the defense of the previously described regimes of access to genetic
resources, protection of traditional knowledge and intellectual property
approved at the Andean and national level; in the impossibility of granting
patents on life forms and living organisms; and in the non adhesion by Peru to
Upov 91. The issue of biodiversity and intellectual property continues to be
one of the most controversial issues; nevertheless, the Peruvian president
positioned himself as in favour of signing the bilateral agreement. The
negotiations will be concluded in December of this year. That is where we are
at this moment; the work of experts has been concluded and now it is a matter
of political decision.
Considering all, a range of
... if Peru compromises to the questions come up: how do we find our
way now? What do we, as a country,
US position at the bilateral
want to gain from this new panorama?
If access to traditional knowledge will
level, how will it defend its
be based only on an agreement among
position at the international
parties, how will we make these
level? Peru has been leading negotiations fair and effective? What
is understood by fair and equitable
the position in favour of the
sharing of benefits? What knowledge
certificate of origin at
are we speaking of? What is the role of
the State in these issues? How to
international negotiations.
stimulate these contracts? Finally, if
From now on, what will be
Peru compromises to the US position
at the bilateral level, how will it defend
Peru’s position in the
its position at the international level?
negotiation on the
Peru has been leading the position in
favour of the certificate of origin at
International Regime on
international negotiations. From now
Access? What will be its
on, what will be Peru’s position in the
position in the WTO? If the
negotiation on the International Regicountry waives in a bilateral me on Access? What will be its position
in the WTO? If the country waives in
negotiation, how will it be
a bilateral negotiation, how will it be
able to defend the opposite able to defend the opposite at the
international level? In short, the
at the international level?
questions are many.
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Carmen Richerzhagen (Bonn University)
I would like to present two different issues. Firstly, I want to present
my thoughts on the effectiveness of the system of access and benefit sharing
(ABS). I did this project as my PhD thesis where I visited three different
provider countries, Costa Rica, Philippines and Ethiopia and I would like to
present some of my results. For the second part I will present some data from
the users’ survey I conducted last year on behalf of the German Ministry of
Environment. Maybe some of the results of the survey can explain the big gap
existing between providers and users that currently exist and is obvious in the
negotiations.
The CBD has always been criticised because it has not produced the
results that were expected. However, we also have to consider what was the
situation before the CBD was adopted. Actually, biodiversity was openly
accessed, everybody could use it without any benefits being shared with the
resources holders. The idea, the promise of the CBD was to conserve and
protect biodiversity through commercialisation. The basic idea was that
biodiversity has both public and private values, for the society as a whole and
for individuals. The input of genetic resources in research and development
is actually a private value, and this private value was not disclosed before.
The CBD actually says: you have to disclose this value for people who use or
have benefits from it, you have to share this value. The idea was that the
sharing of these benefits would be an incentive for conservation and would
also contribute to the economic development of provider countries. But
now, I think thirteen years after this concept was adopted it’s time to
check with reality whether this concept has been effective or fulfilled its
objectives.
From these three case studies, some factors came up which I think are
very important when countries develop or change ABS regulations. Yesterday
and today we talked a lot about intellectual property rights and the recognition
of rights, which was an essential issue that I could see in all of these three
case studies. The problem is that the CBD does not really allocate property
rights. It recognizes the sovereignty of the states and therefore it is the
responsibility of the national governments to recognize and allocate rights at
the national level; so there is the gap. In my opinion these property rights
should be placed on a level which is effective in maintaining the resources, so
that the resource holders, the communities, the private land owners, have
the right over the resources.
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The CBD is somehow built upon the framework of Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR), which is what Silvia Rodrigues also mentioned. It is not really
based but at least it works with IPRs. The idea is that the industry, the
researchers, the developer of a product can apply for intellectual property
rights and they receive a very strong right at the end of the production chain.
But on the local level there are no property rights allocated by the CBD. So
here we have a big gap which should be solved by the governments.
Another important factor is the timing of benefit-sharing. Everybody
talks about benefits but the companies always argue that it takes a lot of time
to develop a product. The pharmaceutical sector mentions ten to fifteen years
and other sectors two to fourteen years. The users of genetic resources are not
really willing to share benefits before they have developed a product. Actually,
I didn’t really see a solution for this problem in these case studies. These users
promise royalties when patents exist and products are developed later on, to
start sharing benefits. In this case non monetary benefits such as training,
education, exchange of researchers, seem to be very important. Actually, in
this timeframe it seems that countries can deal with this problem only by
stressing the importance of non monetary benefits in the negotiations with
users of genetic resources.
Another important factor is the political and legal security in provider
countries. The discussion here is if provider countries really want to attract
users of genetic resources to increase research. From the discussions in this
forum it is not clear to me if provider countries really want biodiversity to be
used. It seems to me that using biodiversity or supporting research does not
really hinder the conservation of biodiversity, actually it is good. So if you
want to attract more users to do research, but follow the rules set in provider
countries, what are the conditions that should be in place? Generally, political
and legal insecurity in provider countries seem to be an important element for
users, when they decide to carry out research in the Philippines or Costa Rica
or somewhere else. If this condition is not met, the users move their research
to another country which has clear regulation or no regulation at all, so they
don’t have to follow any rules, or they even move the investment to other
research areas.
Another important problem is related to the behaviour of users; many
provider countries don’t trust the users. Of course there are lots of bad
experiences, in terms of biopiracy and so on, but even users who really want to
follow the rules have difficulties in accessing material due to the very strict
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access regulations implemented by many provider countries. A solution for
provider countries could be the implementation of a user’s code of conduct
with international standards, which could include, for example, the disclosure
of the certificate of origin. This could help them trust the users, since provider
countries could rely on an international control and monitoring system.
Another point is the administrative complexity; most of the provider
countries lack the capacity and resources to create institutions which can
implement ABS legislation. As mentioned before, many countries do have
ABS legislation and regulations, but they cannot implement them. Though
provider countries really need help from abroad mainly to establish some of
these monitoring institutions.
The last point I would like to mention is the structure of the market.
Most of the provider countries have a weak position towards big companies
which want to negotiate and access material; the position in the market is
unequal. Many large user companies have merged recently and hold very
strong positions in the market. Therefore, when provider countries confront
companies individually, they often cannot defend their rights. One solution is
the prospect of a coalition of a group of countries, like the megadiverse group
which although often can’t agree on all positions, as a coalition they can
strengthen their position in the market, and act as one common negotiator.
I want to conclude with these first thoughts. These problems mentioned
above, in my opinion, determine or at least influence the effectiveness of ABS
regulation, or the fulfilment of the objectives of the CBD. These issues should
be addressed when developing or changing ABS regulations. The practical
implementation of ABS regulation is a major problem in most of the countries,
as well as institutional building regarding biodiversity management, negotiating
with companies, concluding contracts and so on, which can really lower the
effectiveness of negotiations between users and providers during the process.
In order to overcome this, user measures, soft measures, a code of conduct for
users, should be put in place in addition to hard measures such as the disclosure
of origin and the demand for certificates of origin. And as I mentioned, the
problem of time lags is still unresolved. If you really want to achieve conservation
of biodiversity, ABS regulation is not the only solution. The conservation of
biodiversity depends on the complementation of strategies and not only on
ABS regulations.
Now I am coming to the second part of my talk, on the study, which
was initiated by the German Ministry of Environment. Actually the ministry
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did not have a clear view on who uses genetic resources in Germany, where
do they come from, how they come in and if the users comply with the
legislation of provider countries or how much do they actually know about
the realities of the providing countries. The study was conducted in August
last year in Germany and during it we wrote to 574 companies and research
institutions both public and private. Different sectors were involved such as
agricultural, horticultural, biotechnological research institutions, universities
and ex situ collections. Of these 574, only 126 actually answered and of these,
67 identified themselves as users of genetic resources in the terms of the CBD.
It seems that in Germany the biotechnology, pharmaceutical and public research
sectors are the biggest users groups.
One of the questions was why they use genetic resources. Of the 126
institutions, 44% admitted that they use genetic resources for the development
of products, which is the main aim for using genetic material. Also, 50 % of
these users have already developed products using genetic resources or they
are in the process of applying for patents or patent protection rights.
Another question was where do these resources come from. The largest
group of institutions, 41, mentioned providers from a country of origin, but the
second largest group which is quite important, use intermediate providers of
genetic material outside of the country of origin. So there one can already see
that there is a problem since users do not negotiate directly with the provider
country. Generally the public sector –
... users do not negotiate
ex situ collections, universities and
research institutions – collects from the
directly with the provider
country of origin directly while the
country. Generally the
private sector receives the material from
public sector – ex situ
sources other than the country of origin.
We also asked what procedures
collections, universities and
they follow when receiving genetic maresearch institutions –
terial, and of the ones who collect macollects from the country of terial in the country of origin, the majority
approach their providers directly. Only a
origin directly while the
few mentioned access and benefit sharing
or prior and informed consent, which was
private sector receives the
a bit surprising.
material from sources other
Then there are the non-users
than the country of origin.
which in fact do not use genetic
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resources. Let’s see why they do not use genetic resources: most of them
mentioned image problems or difficulties in finding contact persons. The same
group of users reported uncertainty about the fulfilment of contracts and the
regulations in providing countries. Finally it seems that the users in Germany
are not really informed.
We also asked them if they have any information about CBD and just
nine had exact knowledge of the CBD. If they said that they didn’t know the
CBD we did not ask about access and benefit sharing, prior and informed
consent and so on. So actually, the users that receive material and use genetic
resources from the countries of origin or from somewhere else, are not really
informed about international regulations, a fact that can explain, to some
extent, some of the things that happen like biopiracy.
Another question was where they received the information from, if
they knew anything. Only 5% said that they received the information from
provider countries, so they go somewhere else for information. Finally, we
asked them about user measures, and if they think that they had to fulfil some
obligations, not only when they collect material but even later. The acceptance
was quite OK, they had a relatively high willingness to participate in user
measures but they preferred passive instruments which do not interfere in
their activities such as through the Central Information Office of Germany,
governmental support of projects, assistance in Germany etc. When it comes
to certificates of origin and disclosure of origin they say it is OK but that they
are not the favoured instruments, which is not surprising.
Since the industry claims that it does not really need genetic resources
anymore, we asked the users what they think about the development of access
and use of genetic resources since the CBD was adopted. Most of them have
the impression that it has become more difficult to access material, but at the
same time they say that the use will be constant or even increased.
And finally we asked them to estimate the development of activities
in the field of genetic resources for the past by five years and the future. It
seems that genetic resources always played an important role in this users
sectors in Germany but will also play in the future, since 85 % stated that they
will expand their of use of genetic resources.
The conclusion of this survey is that it seems necessary for the users to
increase their participation in the CBD and the adaptation process but it is a
very diverse group of users. It also seems that the majority of users in Germany
and maybe also in other developed countries, is poorly informed about CBD
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and ABS regulations and even if this process of informing is still very slow,
especially in the private sector, it seems that there is at least willingness to
participate and get more information. Some sectors developed initiatives such
as codes of conducts for access but not in the private sector; these were all in
the public sector. It seems that users are in favour of the implementation of
conventions, but there is still a lot of work to do in order to increase awareness
in user countries. One way is to strengthen the rule of national focal points an
so on. Another way is to help provider countries create institutions of monitoring
and implementation and to inform the users on the regulations on approaching
and accessing material.
Sarah P. Hernandez (Ministry of Environment, France)
The discussions around the issue of access and fair and equitable
sharing of benefits derived from genetic resources has generated a
confrontation of logic in the fields of culture and knowledge. Similarly, it has
created an opposition between two forms of development that establish
differences in the value of genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge. Without ignoring wider and more determining aspects for
indigenous peoples, such as the right to self-determination and the recognition
of territories by the autonomous local communities, I would like to centre my
reflection on the implications of free trade agreements on the issue of benefit
sharing and conservation of biological diversity. I will expose in the first part
how free trade agreements affect the macroeconomic factors and eventually
the structure and distribution of production. The way in which these changes
operate depend on the scale, the technology and the institutional and
regulatory framework of each country. The second part focuses on the market
of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. The last part
exposes the necessary elements to use the market as an actual strategy of
conservation of biodiversity and development.
1. Free trade agreements and economic, social and
environmental variables
In free trade agreements countries are negotiating a package of benefits
where there is an expectation that what is lost in the transaction compensates
the acquired advantages for certain sectors of the economy. The “trade off”
situation depends on the institutional structure of each of the parties, on the
political orientation of their economy and on their ability to negotiate. In fact,
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it is a strategy of minimizing opportunity costs, that is to say, what the country
would have gained if it had dedicated the compromised part to other ends.
FTAs and Economic Circumstances
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The chain reactions caused by free trade agreements are not easy to
establish nor to demonstrate. It is known that they can affect trade, monetary
and fiscal policies through their respective factors (balance of trade, interest
rates, subsidies and taxes). The productive structure is affected which in turn
generates changes in employment level, investment and income. In the
agricultural sector, the productive structure can indicate changes that depend
on the technological level but they can induce changes in the use of soil, with
consequences in terms of biodiversity and food security.
I believe it is in that part where it is difficult to demonstrate the direct
incidence in terms of distribution towards local communities, rural economies,
traditional communities, the different users and those that manage and use
biological resources, with impacts on the development processes, on the
conservation of genetic and cultural heritage, on social stability and food
security. On the other hand, changing the productive structure generates
knowledge and innovations and produces social capital.
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2. The biodiversity market
Another assumption is that if there is benefit sharing, there is a market;
a market of biological resources and a market of traditional knowledge. This
market is characterized by a demand (private sector) and a supply (countries
and communities). It is a distorted market where we know what is the
contribution to specific economic sectors27 but there is no clarity in regards to
the value of the genetic resources and the associated knowledge as far as fair
and equitable benefit sharing arising from their conservation concerns. The
efforts in economic valuation are guided towards the estimative of their
contribution along the innovation chain and transformation of a product or
process, which seem to be insufficient given
the cultural, religious and political relevance
The efforts in economic
of these resources and associated knowledge.
valuation are guided
There is also a variety of markets
towards the estimative of related to biological diversity. The
biotechnology market, the environmental
their contribution along
goods and services market,28 the potential
the innovation chain and markets of biological diversity (bio-trade).
The income generated and the way in which
transformation of a
it is distributed among the different
stakeholders depend on the structure of
product or process,
property rights and on the existence of inwhich seem to be
centives to generate and to invest in social
insufficient given the
capital.
The issue of valuating traditional
cultural, religious and
knowledge is equally difficult and conpolitical relevance of
troversial. However, a possible solution is to
identify how and in what way one can
these resources and
recognize the value of knowledge (cumulative
associated knowledge.
information) in a process of mutually agreed

27

Considering pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology, plant-based medicines, cosmetics and
agricultural products, the market derived from genetic resources has been estimated between 500
and 800 thousand million dollars (ten Kate K et Laird SA (1999), The Commercial Uses of Biodiversity,
Earthscan Publications Ltd.).
28
The environmental services related to biodiversity make reference to the water resources regulation,
CO2 capture, pollination, biological control, etc.
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exchange. The aggregation of value of genetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge will depend on technological factors (level of assimilation
of the knowledge and its application), of the level of useful information
(competitiveness, systems of use, cultural practices) and the potential for business
linkage that relates to production, transformation and commercialisation of goods
and services derived from biological diversity.
The biotechnology market is specific. The biotechnology industry has
an atomized structure but with a tendency towards concentration. Investment
and risk are also factors that characterize this type of market and the problem
of information is a problem between users and providers of resources with an
impact on the terms of negotiation.
To generate more equitable conditions for benefit sharing it is necessary
to invest in the generation of knowledge, in the promotion of technologies, in
setting strategic alliances and in the implementation of an institutional and
administrative framework that encourages the incorporation of contributions
from communities and their knowledge in the value chain process of innovation
and development of products generated from genetic resources.
I am centralizing the discussion in the sphere of the current market of
genetic resources and associated knowledge, where there is a need to correct
the observed economic and institutional flaws. Biodiversity plays a strategic
role for providers and users of genetic and biological resources. In the free
trade framework as well, the balance of interests of the parties induces different
types of strategies: a “win-win” strategy when interests of the parties are
considered and balanced (mutual collective benefits); this requires an effort
and investment in information, knowledge and technology. A strategy of
minimising the opportunity cost, where the aim is individual benefit at the
minimum cost, and the “business as usual” strategy where up to now there is
an imbalance in the benefit generated as a result of the exchange.
Questions from the audience

Laymert Garcia dos Santos (Unicamp)
I have some doubts after the presentations of Silvia and Isabel, when
they approached the recent developments on the subject in Costa Rica and
Peru. If I understood right, Costa Rica is going from a multilateral situation to
a bilateral agreement, and Peru goes in the opposite direction. But the comment
that both made was in the sense that the change, in whatever way, brings in
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a new type of pressure or discomfort of entering in a more competitive game,
in a situation of ever higher constraints.
I would like to ask both to comment, if possible, why is there a
movement in the opposite direction in the two countries, with results going in
the same direction. For us, in Brazil, it would be interesting to understand;
being in this seminar I realised for instance that Brazil is going towards a
situation of a bilateral agreement, and it seems that we are very close to that
point. Therefore is it possible that we already have a model well under way up
to CBD which could cause an uncomfortable situation here in Brazil, too?
Rodolfo Antônio Funes (Fiupam)
I think that the focusing presented, based on economic theories, is
simplifying a lot the scenario. In the analysis of the conflict between peoples,
the indigenous unity is confused into biodiversity. It makes part of biodiversity
itself; it cannot be analyzed in market terms because it does not have these
values; indigenous unity is an element of biodiversity. Therefore its analysis
lies more with anthropology, sociology and culture itself, rather than with the
market. This is one of the bases.
Besides, I think this simplification is improper because there is no
parity, equity of conditions in negotiation between rich and poor countries.
Therefore the rich country will always apply a very big pressure. I think that if
we have advanced in some things as peoples, as culture, we have to negotiate
from another angle. In a class I had when studying economy my teacher said
that “an economist with a pen can be more lethal than a soldier with a weapon”
and that makes me worry. Especially because if we focus, after two days of
conversation, on that aspect, then nobody understood nothing of the last two
days; as Jeremias said we did not understand each other. This way I want to
open a bit more the debate and take it a bit away form that exclusively economic
area.
Fernando Mathias (ISA)
My comments have as base the panel of this morning and the yesterday
ones too. When Silvia presented the positions of the blocks of countries
regarding the possibility of patenting of life forms, she said that the African
Group has a position contrary to the patenting of life forms, while the
megadiverse countries already admit that. In other words, they approach
developed countries, trying somehow to also win.
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There is an approximation of the megadiverse developing countries to
the positions of developed countries, perhaps as a strategy of not being isolated
or as a strategy of getting a better position for negotiation. Also inside the
national context, we see that apart from the indigenous movement which has
very firm positions in relation to certain points, there are many organizations
of civil society, research institutions etc., which are also presenting positions
towards the ever increasing possibility of patenting. Increasingly, that premise
is accepted as the only way of making the debate move forward, and therefore
the possibility of not patenting certain things is not questioned anymore. That
possibility has already been brought forward by several people here; Margarita
spoke about that yesterday.
On the other hand we see that there is no reciprocity in that approach
movement in the user countries, as in the cases that were just presented.
There is no approximation movement back, in the effort to understand what
are the concerns of provider countries, research institutions, organized civil
society, the indigenous movements and other communities. There is an
approximation movement from a block of actors, regarding diplomacy or internal
contexts, which is not seen from the opposite side.
Therefore I wonder and I would like to raise that issue to be considered
by the panel: if genetic resources are actually still important for the development
of research and industry, and if traditional knowledge has a relevant role to
play in this scenario, therefore I am wondering if it would not be the case to
adopt a strategy of rupture instead of approximation. As if, for example, all
indigenous peoples in Brazil closed their territories to scientific research,
creating a point of tension in the research and development chain in the area
of biotechnology, maybe that could create a minimally realistic negotiation
atmosphere which currently does not exist.
Actually what exists is an atmosphere of global co-optation of those
mechanisms. We see that happening domestically as well, because in Brazil,
for instance, there is no participation of the civil society in the discussion of
ABS policies. Today in fact, now, in this exact moment, there is a meeting
taking place in the Thematic Chamber of Administrative Procedures of CGEN,
in which the presence of observers from civil society is being questioned. ISA
is one of the observers and our participation in CGEN is being discussed exactly
in this moment by the ministries which are not present today.
There are various accumulating signals pointing to the marginalization
and exclusion. I ask the panel if it is not the case of adopting a strategy of
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rupture, by civil society and especially by indigenous peoples and local
communities, who live in local contexts, in areas where frequently the presence
of the state is weak, and therefore where there is a greater possibility of
governance of their territories as a strategy to at least counterbalance this
situation.
Michel (Center of Studies of Paraná)
We are working with farmers on local seeds; we have a rich biodiversity
in the region. Taking the opportunity of having representatives from several
countries I would like to ask the panel.
Silvio Valle said in the previous panel that the issue in Brazil is more
political, in which there are top-down made laws affecting the farmers, which
do not participate in the construction of these laws. So we see people
complaining about participation in several bodies which define the fate of
knowledge and biodiversity in our country.
How do you deal in your countries with the issue of indigenous peoples
and small family farmers? Knowing that Peru and Costa Rica host great
biodiversity, how is the policy regarding the protection of plant species for
agriculture and the protection of the knowledge that traditional peoples have
regarding certain types of cultures?
Margarita Florez (Ilsa)
I have some comments and some questions. The first one is that I
agree with Sarah Hernandez on the fact that the CBD has become a space of
very weak negotiation, not only from the perspective of access, benefit sharing
and the issues regarding traditional knowledge. The environmental, ecological
and other aspects of conservation of diversity were also downgraded to a
secondary level. On that we are in agreement, therefore we may say that
economic instruments for conservation of biodiversity are of very limited use,
very limited applications and have very limited impact in societies like ours.
That makes me wonder: in the countries of the north, topics like the
subsidies for agriculture are not negotiable. But in our countries, incentives
are considered subsidies. On that I would like you to enlighten us, since this
is one of the problems we have: if a simple environmental incentive may be
considered a subsidy, where do we stand?
With regards to Isabel, you said a very important thing: at the end of
the day, the Convention was reduced to good (or bad, I would add) commercial
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contracts, access contracts and benefit sharing contracts. However, what was
negotiated and what we have signed was an international Convention
regarding the environment – that was the original negotiation – and now it
has been transformed into a contractual arrangement. This is a point that I
would like you to elaborate further. The environmental aspect of the
Convention is ignored and reduced to a contractual agreement: “I let you
access material, you pay your part and goodbye”.
My third question goes to Carmen: according to the results of the
study you carried out in your university on the use of the CBD by a number of
users, it is clear that most of them
ignore it, and if they are aware, they ... patent law is enforced
do not use it. Only a small part of
them demand access contracts to the because it has to be enforced;
resources. Therefore, how does the if it is not enforced my country
law work in your country? Having
signed the CBD, users of resources will have problems with WTO
should follow the rules, I guess. That and now with the FTA, and the
happens for example with the
same with all the trade
application of the Andean decision
391, which is not enforced and agreements since their primary
which is criticised in the sense that concern is patents. However,
it becomes economically too
expensive, that transaction costs are in Germany, strangely enough,
very high etc.
CBD may or may not be
However, somebody from the
other side of the table (where I place enforced. And 13 years later,
myself) could say that the same your study evidences that the
thing happens with patent rights. In
users either do not know or do
theory there is the possibility to
patent, but I just cannot do it. not comply with it. My question
Registering a patent is very difficult is how to accept that one law
for a university or a third world
country. However, patent law is – trade law – is invincible,
enforced because it has to be while the other –
enforced; if it is not enforced my
country will have problems with environmental law – may or
WTO and now with the FTA, and may not be respected?
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the same with all the trade agreements since their primary concern is patents.
However, in Germany, strangely enough, CBD may or may not be enforced.
And 13 years later, your study evidences that the users either do not know or
do not comply with it. My question is how to accept that one law – trade law - is
invincible, while the other - environmental law – may or may not be respected?
Manuel Fernandes Moura Tucano (Fiupam)
I would like to ask you to talk a bit more on FTA; that was not clear
for me and for the indigenous peoples. I would also like to ask the representative
of the Ministry of Environment of France: do the indigenous from the French
Guiana feel indigenous or they feel more French? Because the other day,
someone said here that there are no indigenous there, they are all French. I
am asking that because part of the Amazon region belongs to France and
there are indigenous peoples. Therefore, as we are dealing with the issue of
the CBD, it is important that these things become very clear for us, indigenous
people from Brazil, so that we have a concrete proposal and we do not leave
here with doubts on a country or another. We have to unite and leave with a
concrete proposal from this preparation.
Replies of the panel

Isabel Lapeña (SPDA)
One wonders if indeed the development of legislation on access and
traditional knowledge at the national level generates a different result in the
negotiations. And if there had been a consolidated system and experience in the
application of ABS legislation in Peru, the situation would have been different.
Indeed, we are before a very weak system that exists on paper and has
a very serious problem of applicability, as all environmental legislation.
Nevertheless, in practise the negotiations are not as balanced as planned and
when determining what will be more acceptable, our countries may bargain
with what they are given and compete with each other over access to markets.
That is the problem.
Silvia Rodríguez (Grain)
Rodolfo referred briefly to the economic model that Sarah presented
to us and this is a question for her; I only want to say that Sarah spoke about
the fact that any country can decide, but no, they do not decide! Costa Rica
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is the best example at the moment. We had the biodiversity law and the
access rules were working; nevertheless, that was not respected; rather it is
now set at the service of the United States that considers the access model to
be based on a contract. That is how things progress, according to what they
say, without respecting the existing legislation.
Rodolfo Antonio Funes (Fiupam)
That’s because Costa Rica is a piece of the United States.
Silvia Rodríguez (Grain)
No, please; if we had been, we would have already signed the FTA, so
we are not a piece of the United States. We are at least getting rid of this
image. El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala have already signed the
agreement but we have not. We still have a national an them and a national
flag.
Rodolfo Antonio Funes (Fiupam)
What I am trying to say is that Costa Rica is the best country in Central America, but that I saw a strong North American presence there, and
this was very painful for me, as a Latin American.
Silvia Rodríguez (Grain)
I believe it is not any more than what already exists in other countries.
In relation to the issue that Fernando mentioned, on the position of
the African countries, we really supported them very little, when they
established this no patent proposal they sustained since 1999; on the contrary,
the megadiverse countries came out saying yes to patents as long as the
certificate of origin is demanded.
What will we do in this context? I believe this is part of what we have
to think about. What strategy should we adopt to deal with all these systematic
issues of destruction that are not enough no matter how we strive to achieve
something in the small spaces they leave us, at the international level such as
CBD. That is how I finish my written presentation, questioning if it is not
already time for us to begin retracing the path we have been taking up to
now. I believe that this is related to Michel’s question on what we are doing
in Costa Rica for the protection of the knowledge of small farmers. We are
proposing a law that provides no patent or intellectual property on life forms,
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on plant reproduction material. That is, to fulfil the demands of WTO, we
have developed a law, still under discussion, where farmers’ rights are respected
in the widest possible way. But after that, seed laws begin to threaten us,
where the farmer will not be able to
... to fulfil the demands of
sow his seeds if not registered.
Previously they told us, when we
WTO, we have developed
presented opposition to patented
a law, still under discussion,
seeds, that the farmer could not sow
without paying royalties, so the farmers
where farmers’ rights are
continued sowing their own seeds
respected in the widest
which are free. But now, with the new
seed laws, there is an ideology of
possible way. But after that,
putting the farmers’ seeds aside
seed laws begin to threaten
because they are not good enough and
us, where the farmer will
stating that only certified seeds can
not be able to sow his seeds be commercialised, so that they are the
only ones that farmers will be able to
if not registered.
sow. Why does this new enclosure
measure arise? Seed companies have
... Why does this new
a good reason because there are 1.4
enclosure measure arise?
billion farmers who still do not buy
seeds and who sow and exchange their
Seed companies have a
own seeds with their neighbours. That
good reason because
is an enormous market niche; as a
there are 1.4 billion farmers
result, companies based on proposals
of politicians willing to give
who still do not buy seeds
everything away are forcing us
and who sow and exchange intellectual property laws, Upov
laws, and now these laws of
their own seeds with
certification of seeds which are
their neighbours. That is
closing in our possibilities of doing
an enormous market niche... something independent.
Meanwhile what we are doing
in Costa Rica, which I believe is the same you do here, is trying to strengthen
the organic agriculture movement. We are cautious that the words do not
confuse us, we will not be banks of seeds, we are building sanctuaries of
seeds. Because the same word “bank” relegates us to trade. We are trying to
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revise our wording so that we do not fall into the use of formulations that are
being imposed on us.
They are starting a very strong movement and we will definitively
fight against these seed laws which are being implemented in other countries
against the farmer, be it through patents or by demanding exclusive use of
certified seeds. I believe what we do in Costa Rica is very similar to what you
do here, so that organic agriculture can flourish, supported by agricultural
engineers that help us in this sense.
Isabel Lapeña (SPDA)
Should we enter into a system which decreases our traditional
knowledge to a mere market product? Would it not be better to refuse to
enter into any type of negotiations?
Difficult questions, dealing with issues, many of which I do not have
the answers to. That is a question related to whether we should assume the
globalization that is approaching us, or if we should “go to arms”, in an
independent way and without anybody interfering in our beliefs and values.
The question is whether they will allow us to do that? And I believe that the
answer is negative. For now we speak of cases of biopiracy and of illegal access.
The answer is difficult in any case, and it implies in the reestablishment of all
that has advanced since the CBD.
Carmen Richerzhagen (Universidade de Bonn)
I would like to start on the argument of oversimplification. Of course
I agree that genetic resources have many different values and each person,
indigenous people, researchers etc. put a different value over genetic
resources. But my question is why shouldn’t we use it? Some people want
to use genetic resources for research and development of products. If they
share the benefits of this research, why shouldn’t the indigenous, the local people benefit from it. Other people can realize market values. This
also leads to what Fernando said, that since genetic resources seem to be
very important for the industry sector and also for public sectors,
universities, research institutions, is it proper to exclude that from the
source of this research? In my opinion, the use of genetic resources is
good in principle, and the research on it can benefit everybody. Of course
it depends on the institutional frameworks and the national legislation
on ABS, if this use is carried out in a good manner or not. But just the use
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of genetic resources is not bad, and I think we should work more on that,
and support this idea.
Margarita asked me about my opinion of the institutions of my country
related to legislation of the countries of the Andean region. I am not really
familiar, but for other countries as in the case of in the Philippines, most think
that the regulations are very strict and bureaucratic. Even Filipino researchers
are complaining about the regulations and
... of course industries are there were many discussions and meetings
always complaining, you on whether they should simplify them. Last
year there was an effort not to change it, but
have to be careful when rather to adjust the legislation, since even
the local researchers in the Philippines were
negotiating with them,
negatively affected. Maybe, some of these
because if the situation
arguments are right, and of course industries
was free this could lead are always complaining, you have to be
careful when negotiating with them, because
to worse situations.
if the situation was free this could lead to
worse situations. So of course once a regulation comes in, the industries start
to complain, but I think that some times we have to look into their arguments.
As far as the survey, in fact the ministry was surprised with the results,
because it actually shows that a large group of users in Germany is not well
informed. The CDB and the Bonn Guidelines have been translated into
German, but even when they sent it to the companies, the companies didn’t
know what it meant, they didn’t really understand. I know it is a bit late,
thirteen years after the CBD was adopted, but never too late. Within the
next months the first users’ workshop is held for a specific group of users to
address this problem. This shows the responsibility of developed countries,
and the industry of course – since they shouldn’t wait for the ministry to tell
them what to do when they go to other countries – but it also shows that the
user countries have to support provider countries, by sending information to
the industries.
Sarah Hernández (Ministry of Environment, France)
I will begin with Mr. Rodolfo’s first question. I do not think I tried to
explain in economic terms the complexity of the relationship that can occur
between traditional knowledge, local indigenous communities, biological
resources and their relationship with other human groups.
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Rather, what I want to The question is exactly how
emphasize is an additional cumulative
argument to diversify the positioning groups that have limitations
strategies of such communities, when in terms of investment,
faced with the issue of biological
knowledge and
resources management and other
dimensions where the market as a technological information
transaction mechanism is imperfect
can, if they want, incorporate
and inequitable. The question is
exactly how groups that have limitations themselves a bit more in this
in terms of investment, knowledge and development process
technological information can, if they
want, incorporate themselves a bit towards economy to invest
more in this development process in social welfare.
towards economy to invest in social
welfare. Social welfare in the wider sense. I would like to recall the definition
given in the world study on the state of biodiversity. Welfare not only in terms
of satisfaction of basic needs (food, clothing etc.), but also welfare in terms of
security; not only physical security but also security of their environment in
terms of access to resources, access to information, access to technology; welfare
also as a form of expressing their freedom and ability to choose. I believe that
the issue of biodiversity helps, directly and indirectly, to respond to all those
interfaces.
I will simply give some figures on the Colombian case that I know
more about and it is related to the fact that biodiversity market, when it does
not involve genetic modification, is actually the market of handcrafts. In
Colombia in 2002, this market represented eighteen million dollars. The
question is who benefits from this market and how those benefits are distributed,
in particular the ones that correspond to the local communities.
Another figure related to forest wood products; one hundred and fifty
products have been identified as having a possibility in the international market.
That includes medicinal plants, and there we see that medicinal plants do
not appear related to bioeconomy, but rather to biodiversity markets. It is
necessary to understand a bit what we are speaking of, inside the market
structure. Natural forestry products, for example, represented eleven billion
dollars, if we include medicinal plants, essential oils, seeds and other natural
products. That is to say, it is not about restricting to the economic field, but
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rather on how to generate opportunities for local communities who want to
enter the market, but have informational and institutional deficiencies and
do not have incentives to be able to arrive at that.
In relation to the issue of incentives, I have worked a long time on
that in Colombia, and if it served for anything, I will give examples of why it
did not work. A proposal was elaborated for the Ministry of Agriculture related
to a package of incentives for the development of biological production. What
happened? Four economic instruments were created (technological conversion,
certification, processes associated to the production and market incentives)
that were integrated as a political proposal. Why did it not work? Because of
lack of financial resources.
Secondly, types of incentives to the area of conversion of sustainable
cattle farming. Cattle farming in Colombia is one of the factors of biodiversity
degradation. What happened? The cattle activity is inefficient from an
economic point of view and as such, subsidies or incentives for the activity per
se are not justified except for the environmental services that this activity
generates.
Thirdly, forest management: this was also a very interesting experience;
the forest represents more than its value in terms of timber and that it is
closely related to very important social organizations. This relates to identifying
incentives that allow the sustainable management of the forest and the
incorporation of local communities inside that forest productive chain,
developing parallel social and cultural agendas. What happened? In Colombia
the forest law is being negotiated and some background discussions that reflect
the political component of this law have been left out.
The last example are incentives to promote mechanisms of payments
for environmental service.
Questions from the audience

Vincenzo Lauriola (Inpa-RR)
The presentation of both Silvia and Isabel confirmed the impression I
already had that the CBD has many problems in the sense of protecting
effectively the issue that we are talking about here, and that it is leaning
more towards the development of a biomarket. We also see that even in the
issues where the Convention does protect, there are other instruments,
treaties, TRIPs or trade agreements etc. coming on top, which in fact make
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that protection meaningless now. Isabel mentioned how North Americans say
“look, patents are untouchable; if you have anything on the issue of access,
that is up to national legislation.”
I want to ask both Silvia and Isabel if we can actually get to a conclusion
which can change our direction. Silvia reminded that after all patents on life
forms are very recent; how can we do that? Do you have any suggestion in
that sense so that the issue of intellectual property does not become deeper?
And one clarification from Carmen; you spoke about offer of genetic
material to users. But you did not speak about the countries. I still have a
doubt which countries this material comes from?
Larissa Marte (Itec)
Is it not true that the certificate of origin would be the legitimization
of the exploitation and usurpation of the biodiversity of developing countries?
In other words, regarding Carmen’s research, the developing countries do not
know how to act and the developed countries like Germany do not want to
know how to act. Is it not true that the certificate of origin would be the
legitimization of biopiracy, destructing the original focus of the discussion,
which is the establishment of the access process and the benefits from
biodiversity in a fair way?
Eugênio Pantoja (Amazonlink)
Question for Carmen. I would
like to know if there is some policy for I would like to know if CBD is
the sensibilization of researchers in
not really being transformed
Germany regarding CBD, access to
genetic resources and traditional into a legislative marketing
knowledge in the countries of the for countries which hold
South like Brazil. I am asking that
because a good part of the “biopirates” biotechnology...
comes from Germany. I am not saying ... just to say that they are
that it is only the Germans doing that.
sharing benefits, actually to
For Silvia, I would like to talk a
bit about timing. There is the ecological the detriment of cultures and
timing, a slow, natural rhythm; there is
values of traditional
the economic timing which is accelerated, a search for competition, products, communities?
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as in biotechnology; and there is a legislative timing which may be fast, when
economy increases but may be slow when there is no interest. I would like to
know if CBD is not really being transformed into a legislative marketing for
countries which hold biotechnology, the countries that possess this mechanism
of genetic manipulation. Are they not transforming that legislation in
marketing, propaganda, just to say that they are sharing benefits, actually to
the detriment of cultures and values of traditional communities?
Rodolfo Antônio Funes (Fiupam)
I am feeling obliged to apologise to Silvia for the way I expressed myself.
I have great respect for Costa Rica, I was very welcomed there and for me it is
the best country in Central America. What I wanted to say is that I feel
frustrated to see the USA, the negotiators from the USA to behave as if they
are in their backyard when they go to Costa Rica. And that, as a LatinAmerican makes me frustrated. I think we have enough maturity to discuss
how we are going to oppose that.
Replies of the panel

Silvia Rodríguez (Grain)
Shortly a few comments for Enzo: I want to recall that the basic proposal
is “no to patents on life forms”, and now there are even colleagues that say
“no to patents period”, because now with nanotechnology they are even
patenting the elements of the chemical periodic table that are non living
elements. So what space are we left with in the international forums? I believe
none. Since we have mentioned FAO, a little bit of space has been opened up
there, but whenever we try to look for what we can do there, they close the
doors on us. I do not know. Really, I believe that these are such strong
questions that the answers are not in the head of one, two or several people,
I believe it is necessary to acknowledge the fact that something is really not
working.
As for the certificate of origin, I believe that is the “original sin”, but
something can be accomplished provided you know how to use it. Following
what Laymert said in this morning, the certificate of origin should be required
so that when somebody wants to patent something it can be used to avoid the
granting of the patent, or in other words, it is the other side of the coin: there
is not a certificate of origin in order to grant the patent, but rather to impede
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... the certificate of origin should be required so
that when somebody wants to patent something it
can be used to avoid the granting of the patent, or
in other words, it is the other side of the coin: there
is not a certificate of origin in order to grant the
patent, but rather to impede it.
it. Because these patents have incorporated our resources and our knowledge.
Therefore, we need to know how to turn the certificate of origin so as to use
it for other reasons, exactly contrary to what it was meant for originally.
Isabel Lapeña (SPDA)
With regards to agrobiodiversity policies in Peru, what progress has
been made as a country centre of origin of cultivations of importance for food
and agriculture? Many have had good intentions, almost all coming from the
environmental legislation, but few have had results in the design of actual
policies in practice. Among the possible alternatives, the main one has been
the declaration of special areas of agrobiodiversity. But it has not yet been
implemented. Apart from that, the creativity on the issue has not reached
greater developments than that of declaring agrobiodiversity fairs favouring
the exchange of seeds and the supply of governmental assistance programs
with native cultivations coming from small farmers.
Indeed, connecting with the aforementioned issue, what
representativity do these issues have in national practices? Frequently we speak
of access to genetic resources and we are all very convinced of the issues, but
what representativity do these issues have in national forums? Unfortunately
in Peru, as well as in other countries, policies are elaborated in a top-down
fashion and incredibly many times they neither correspond nor fulfil the
necessities of the populations to which they are destined.
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Convention on Biological Diversity: fairness and
equity versus economic efficiency - A reflection
based on experiences in the Brazilian Amazonian
Pierina German-Castelli (2005)
Academic Centre of Caratinga (Unec)

Introduction
The adoption of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
represented, without a doubt, a substantial progress for the conservation of
biodiversity, preservation of life on earth and the definition of paths that point
to its sustainable use. However, after thirteen years of being in force, the
results obtained have not corresponded to the expectations at the time of its
adoption. The CBD established inflections in relation to the status of genetic
resources as well as of indigenous peoples and traditional communities,
likewise, as if it was integrated inside the concept of sustainable development.
During these thirteen years, tensions and contradictions have been observed
in negotiations related to access to genetic resources and traditional knowledge,
fruit of different approaches of the stakeholders involved, as well as of the
theoretical principles guiding the Convention.
In this work we attempted to point out the current internal
contradictions, at the same time that we attempt to present possible paths as
solutions for fair and equitable benefit sharing among actors with totally
differentiated cosmologies.
1. The Convention of Biological Diversity and its impacts
in the governance framework of access to genetic
resources and associated traditional knowledge
Biodiversity emerged in the world scenery in the mid 1980s as a result
of pressure from converging forces: the growing threat of the extinction of
species, changes in theoretical paradigms and in practices of conservation of
nature concomitantly to the expansion of genetic engineering and the intrusion
of industrial interests hitherto excluded. The combination of these elements
gave place to the formation of an utilitarian concept of nature, reducing it to
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a group of resources of which new technologies would allow their extensive
economic exploitation. Although at first glance we could affirm that the CBD
– adopted in 1992 during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro – is in agreement
with this focus, since it actually rests on the notion of sustainable use of
biological resources, however, in its objectives, there are many elements of
tension. The CBD points to an exploitation that links criteria of efficiency
and equity and that finances conservation while promoting the development
of countries of the South, as well as benefiting the agricultural and
pharmaceutical industries.
To achieve these objectives, the CBD presents, as a prerequisite for
the sustainable use of biodiversity – and consequently for conservation – a
definition of property rights appropriate to biological resources and associated
knowledge. This definition seeks to establish negotiated and mutually
profitable conditions to access biological resources, as well as being an incentive for appropriate conservation initiatives. For this purpose, the CBD reaffirms
the sovereignty of States over their biological and genetic resources
(introduction and art. 3), invites the States members to preserve the knowledge,
innovations and practices of “indigenous and local communities embodying
traditional lifestyles” with appropriate rights [art. 8(j)], and formally recognizes
intellectual property rights on living organisms (art. 16.5). The proposed legal
regime is presented as a prelude for the introduction of commercial contractual arrangements between providers of genetic resources (States, public
organizations, indigenous peoples, traditional communities, private land
owners) and their users (scientific research institutes and biotechnological
industries). These contracts would supposedly allow an optimal allocation of
genetic resources and would contribute to assuring a fair and equitable sharing
of the benefits derived from their use (Boisvert and Armelle, 2002).
Therefore, the CBD determines important inflections in relation to
access to biological and genetic resources in recognising the contributions of
the stakeholders involved which had been previously marginalised – indigenous
peoples and local communities – regarding the conservation of biodiversity,
and the process of innovation.
In relation to access to genetic resources we can distinguish a preCBD period, during which international practices considered genetic resources
as common heritage of mankind, belonging at the same time to everybody and
nobody in particular, which explained the existence of a free flow of genetic
resources, without regulation, between continents. In this period, the flow
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and global trade of biological materials were usually calm, governed by
international trade rules and practices (including international treaties), or
in some cases by plant sanitary measures or by the Cites1 regulation. At the
national level, however, regulation was aimed at scientific research, collections
and exports and imports through licenses. As such, during the pre-CBD period,
the administrative and legal requirements were relevant only in exceptional
cases, basically in the context of scientific research (Ruiz, 2003).
Recognition of the economic, ecological, cultural and political
relevance of biological materials and genetic resources since the adoption of
the CBD opened the way to a new scenario, mainly but not exclusively
associated to their uses in biotechnological innovations. A scenario where
the issues of sovereignty, property and control raised new political and legal
challenges both in conceptual as well as in practical terms (Ruiz, ibid). The
new paradigm redrew the global map: “the North biologically poor but
technologically rich, versus the South biologically rich but technologically
poor” and contributed in a significant way to shaping the current scenario of
international governance of biological and genetic resources. Consequently,
in the post-CBD period, access to biological genetic resources begins to be
governed by legal, administrative and/or political measures on access, regulated
at the national level.
Likewise, for the Indigenous Peoples and Traditional Communities
(or “local”, in the CBD language), the post-CBD period represents an important
inflection. Historically, these peoples and communities were seen as obstacles
to development or at least as potential obstacles, and in general we may say
that they continue to be marginal groups to development processes. Equally,
the knowledge held by these peoples was considered public domain, or res
nullius, therefore susceptible of being used and appropriated by anybody.
However, the entry into force of the CBD promoted them to the front
line of modernity, since it recognizes their priceless contribution to the
conservation of biodiversity, as well as the contribution of their knowledge
systems to hightech innovations, such as the modern biotechnologies. The
CBD recognizes rights to the holders of these knowledge systems and that
governments have the moral duty to safeguard these rights, be it through
intellectual property rights (IPRs) – although today it is almost unanimous

1

Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.
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that IPRs are not an appropriate mechanism to safeguard the rights of these
communities and peoples – or through other legal mechanisms. Similarly,
throughout the text of the Convention it is evident that these social groups
should be included as other economic stakeholders in the bioprospection chain,
and therefore included in the bilateral contractual arrangements resulting
from bioprospection activities. As mentioned previously, these bilateral
commercial contractual arrangements are pointed out by the CBD as instruments
that would allow the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, as well as
the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising from its use.
Twelve years after the CBD came in force, the expectations generated
by developing countries and indigenous peoples and traditional communities
at the beginning have not been met. On one side, although new products can
yield millions of dollars, governments of developing countries have frequently
mistaken the value of their biodiversity. Although some successful experiences
exist, the predicted bonanza of finding new drugs has failed. Among the factors
that stop researchers from paying in exchange for an opportunity to seek new
products in the forest is the low success/failure rate, besides the abundance of
natural chemicals which need tests for pharmacological potential and are
already available in germplasm banks around world (Simpson and Sedjo, 2004).
Consequently, most of the large pharmaceutical companies have not been
investing because of the uncertainties over commercial benefits and by the
lack of clear rules on benefit sharing among provider countries, scientists
and commercial sponsors (Dalton, 2004). On the other hand, a change is
observed in the technological route of pharmaceutical industries, where efforts
are now centred in genetic medicine, focusing their interest in human genes
(Scholz, 2003).
National regulation on access to genetic resources often enters in
contradiction with the commercial strategies of companies. In Brazil this occurs
with cosmetics and essential oils companies, where industrial protection and
the surprise element in releasing products in the market are the main marketing
strategy tools used. Some entrepreneurs from the Brazilian Amazon have
declared that, although there is interest in being informed about national
regulation on access to genetic resources (Provisionary Measure 2.186)2, they

2

PM 2.186 is the effective legal mark in Brazil to regulate the access to the genetic heritage, the
protection and the access to the knowledge traditional associate, the partition of benefits and the
access to the technology and technology transfer for his/her conservation and use.
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are confronted with the problem that during the process of requesting access
to genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge in CGEN, the
information of these processes is publicly available – for a national legal matter
– contradicting in this manner the marketing strategy used by the companies.
According to the statements, the surprise element is a key issue for these
companies when releasing a product because the company can explore the
product in the market with no competition during a period of time, obtaining
therefore the necessary profits to recover the investments.
The public availability of information during the innovation processes
would be in conflict with the surprise element used by companies due to the
fact that the development processes employed are relatively standardised and
therefore easily reproducible. As such, the availability of what is being done
by a company in the public sphere has a direct impact on the period of non
competitive commercial exploitation, and consequently on the commercial
strategy of the companies.
We still come across other problems in relation to bioprospection
activities and/or scientific research that complicate even more the
implementation of the legal framework on access to genetic resources and/or
associated traditional knowledge in force. Many scientists tend to have a
totally ethnocentric vision of traditional knowledge, refusing traditional
knowledge as if the only “valid” knowledge is the one produced in laboratories
of universities or research institutes; in other words, scientific knowledge.
Such posture results in the fact that many of them refuse to negotiate and
share benefits resulting from their research based on the knowledge of
indigenous peoples and traditional communities over the biological resources
of the forest. However, indigenous peoples and traditional communities are
increasingly aware of the new legal framework that protects their rights over
their knowledge, as well as of their contributions to technological
innovation. As a consequence of some unsuccessful experiences, in many
cases they feel that they are being expropriated, and are consequently
suspicion of any researcher and/or company that intends to develop a project
with them.
To complicate the situation even more, the improper appropriation of
traditional knowledge does not happen only to traditional knowledge
associated to biodiversity valuable to industries and/or research institutes
following the biotechnological route. We can also note this in the field
classified by western society as immaterial traditional knowledge, understood
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as the traditional knowledge associated to artistic expressions. With a deeper
analysis we can see that most of the times such knowledge has incorporated
traditional knowledge associated to biodiversity. In the Amazon region for
instance, it is common to observe copies of “crafts” made by indigenous
peoples and traditional communities for commercial exploitation without
any type of commercial arrangement. And if there is some type of
commercial arrangement or direct purchase from these peoples and/or
communities, they are often unfair.
2. The Convention on Biological Diversity: fair and
3
equitable benefit sharing or economic efficiency?
As previously stated, the CBD includes two types of rights regarding
genetic resources. The first group of rights consists of those that can be
exercised in relation to the genetic resources per se, while the second is related
to the technologies developed using genetic material. The former concern
the countries that store genetic resources, while the latter largely concern
the interests of corporations engaged in the growing development of
biotechnology. A third significant dimension of the CBD – which crosscuts
both groups of rights – is related to the rights of indigenous peoples and
traditional communities custodians of the genetic resources and holders of
the associated knowledge (Dhar, 2003).
Property per se is a market institution, and as such we can argue that,
when establishing property relationships over genetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge, the basis are set for the establishment of markets of
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. Likewise, when
recognizing the existence of property rights over technologies (intellectual
property rights) CBD is recognising the existence of a market established
through the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPs) of the World Trade Organization (WTO). One common
element of genetic resources, associated traditional knowledge and modern
technologies is that their economic value is located in the information that
they hold, therefore, the value lives in the intangible assets of these goods. In
contemporary society, when we consider that the economic value of something
is in their intangible assets, there is an almost direct correlation to the fact

3
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that the appropriation of the innovations from these resources will be carried
out through intellectual property rights.
This is reflected in the negotiations of the CBD, where there is an
internal tension between an approach based on private property and
globalization, with a market oriented resource management, and an approach
that recognizes the differences between countries and communities regarding
their development needs, cultures, property systems and also differences in
the forms of using and valuing these resources (McAfee. 2003).
According to McAfee (ibid), the tension between a guideline oriented
by the market and another prioritizing equity reflects the disunion inside the
economic-political project of modern environmentalism. Throughout the last
two decades, the green development approach 4 dominated the discursive
practices of both the main conservationist organizations and the greening
politics of World Bank (World Bank Environment Department, 1997 apud
McAfee, ibid). This approach has also been influencing the multilateral
environmental institutions, including CBD. The green development doctrine
proposes that environmental problems can be corrected through market
solutions. In this vision, property rights would be attributed to “natural capital” that could then be transnationally commercialised (Perrings 1995;
Serageldin, 1996 apud McAfee ibid). Prices are attributed to forests, minerals,
water and environmental services, as well as to organisms and organism parts,
based on current or hypothetical markets. The result is a global standard
system that defines the value of these resources and administers their exchange.
The universalisation of this resource allows us to speak of “global” management

4

“Green” Developmentalism is no more than the application of the logic of the environmental
economy. In this theoretical approach, the relationship with natural resources is based on the
scarcity principle that classifies as an “economic good” the scarce resource, disrespecting what is
abundant. Besides the principles exposed, the notion of “internalization of externalities” is another
fundamental pillar of environmental economics. In the base of this concept prevails the notion that
natural resources should be reduced to the logic of the market, they need to be privatized, finally,
they need to have a price. As such, it proposes the privatization of public goods as an objective and
only possibility of protecting them. It is important to emphasize that this type of theoretical contribution
makes it possible for social actors to transfer their private addictions to public spaces, legitimising
the privatization of the public in favour of private interests. In accepting the presuppositions of
environmental economics as true, the only form of appropriately managing natural resources would
be by privatising them. This is only possible if there is a drastic, although planned, reduction of
public goods. The central idea is to “internalise the externalities”, it is to establish or to fix prices in
accordance with the logic of the market (Souza-Lima, 2004).
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of environmental problems and to act upon an assumption that capitalist growth
and ecological sustainability are compatible. The discursive practices of the
green development doctrine also accelerated the change from direct
appropriation, or “primitive accumulation”, that prevailed for more than 500
years, to the market of exchange of genetic raw material.
In theory, the green development doctrine provides nature with the
means to win its own right to survival in a market economy. Conservation
projects should be financed by exporters of environmental values – access to
ecotourism, rights to the use of ecological services, and intellectual property
rights for medicinal plants, shamans’ recipes, traditional varieties, and the
genetic information they contain (Simpson and Sedjo 1994; Reid et al 1993;
Figueres 1995 apud McAfee ibid). Other green development policies include
“green conditionality” attached to funding for development; “capacity building
for reconstruction” projects aimed at re-educating the population of the South;
training of environmentalist managers; and survey and taxation of biodiversity.
These discursive practices value natural resources of the countries of the
South from a “global” perspective (read North) (McNeeley 1998; World Bank
Environment Department 1996; UNEP/CBD 1998; McAfee 1999 apud McAfee
ibid). However, this valorization of the resources of the South, according to
western taxonomic methods and neoclassical economics, constitute a
depreciation of other resources. The denomination of the value of
biodiversity in dollars does not take into account most of the values that
natural resources of the South have for the people that live in direct
interdependence with these resources: their values of tangible uses; their
symbolic values; and the values related to their exchange in the local and
domestic markets (Id).
To obtain this “fair part” of the “benefits of biodiversity” as promised
by the CBD, the countries rich in biodiversity and the indigenous peoples and
local communities are stimulated to demand their own intellectual property
rights over their genetic resources and then sell these rights. Prominent
conservationist biologists have been arguing that the sale of access rights
would generate resources and incentives for the preservation of natural areas
(Raven 1990; Janzen 1991; Einsner 1991 apud McAfee, ibid). However, as
previously stated, some of the first proponents of bioprospection concluded
that “unfortunately, the prospection of genetic resources may not really help
preserving habitats rich in biological diversity” and the perspectives for
substantial transactions of genetic resources between the South and the North
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are very limited (Simpson, Sedjo and Reid 1998 apud McAfee, ibid). These
analyses recognize that the economic and legal resources of biotechnological
companies, as well as the fact that the offer of genetic resources exceeds the
demand of the industry put most of the countries rich in biodiversity in a
weak position to negotiate “fair” compensation (Voghel, 1997; Scholz, 2003
apud McAfee, ibid).
Morin (2003) on the other hand, based on an analysis of a series of
bioprospection contracts, argues that although the CBD seeks to, inter alia,
favour the sharing of benefits deriving from the use of genetic resources, the
application of this principle will most probably not contribute to the conservation
of biodiversity. According to the author, monetary resources and the
technologies transferred as a result of these contractual commercial
arrangements are rarely re-invested in the conservation of biodiversity. Rather
they are often used for local economic development, to strengthen the public
image of the users or as a way of integrating providers with the biotechnological
industry. To increase the reach of environmental aspects in benefit sharing,
the negotiation modalities between providers and users should be restrengthened. In this sense, the author argues that the Guidelines of Bonn
are a first step, however insufficient.
Negotiations on CBD have been influenced by an approach based on
the construction of a global genetic resources market, including all knowledge
attached to its management, whether scientific knowledge applied to
innovations resulting from their use, or knowledge attached to know-how of
the use of these resources and their conservation, in other words, associated
traditional knowledge. As McAfee correctly points out (ibid), access to the
“benefits of biodiversity” under the CBD depends on the participation of the
countries rich in biodiversity in the market of genetic resources. However,
when the documents of the CBD define the benefits of biodiversity as benefits
derived from the use of genetic resources by the biotechnological industry, it
fails to recognize that benefits of biodiversity already exist and they are valued
by people that directly depend on them for their survival, protection, aesthetic
pleasure and spiritual meaning. This identification of the benefits of
biodiversity and of genetic resources reduces biological diversity to a
commodity, separating it from its complex interrelations with the rest of
nature and society. In fact, the development approach disguised in green
favours a vision of ecosystems as a deposit of potential commodities to fulfil
the demands of external consumers, more than as a basis for local and national
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life, or as sources of material needs and meanings, and as the biophysical
context of cultures (MacAfee 1999).
3. Can the principles of Fair Trade be a viable alternative
to achieve fair and equitable sharing of the benefits
arising from the use of genetic resources and
associated traditional knowledge? Some reflections
based on experiences from the Brazilian Amazon
Scientists currently recognize that more than 50% of plant and animal
species of the world are concentrated in tropical forests, areas that throughout
time have suffered less climatic variations, which has allowed the species to
evolve for long periods of time (Aubertin et Vivien, 1998, Wilson, 2002). The
Amazon forest possesses a total extension of around 5.5 million square
kilometeres and, in spite of the violent aggressions suffered – approximately
14% of the forest has already been chopped down (Wilson, 2002) – most of it
is still reasonably maintained in its integrity. Approximately 85% of the area
belongs to Brazil, occupying 5,2 million km², which is equal to 61% of the
country’s territory. Some numbers of the Brazilian Legal Amazon5 (Amazônia
Legal) give us a dimension of the richness it shelters: there are more than 200
different species of trees per hectare, sheltering half of the tropical species of
the world; a variety of fish larger than the one of the Atlantic ocean; 1.300
species of birds and more than 300 different mammals. It possesses more than
30% of the Earth’s biodiversity, currently considered as the largest source of
pharmaceutical and biochemical products in the world.
In the international debate, the inextricable linkages that exist
between biological diversity and cultural diversity have become clear and
thus the need to think conservation in the context of the preservation of
“biocultural” diversity as an integrated objective (German-Castelli, 2004).
The Brazilian Legal Amazon also stands out for its cultural diversity;
for instance, there are 162 indigenous peoples (ISA, 2005) living within
its borders, besides traditional communities composed of quilombolas,

5
The Legal Amazon was created through a legal mechanism for reasons of economic planning of the
Amazon region. It comprises of the States of the Northern macroregion (Acre, Amazonas, Amapa,
Para, Rondonia, Roraima and Tocantins), and the State of Mato Grosso (Centre-West macroregion),
and part of the State of Maranhao, west of the 44ºmeridian (North-eastern macroregion).
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riverine peoples, rubber-tappers and chestnut collectors, populations that
are not quantified. The importance of this cultural diversity is that “human
society, through its language, mythology, symbols and practices developed
its own representations of the universe of nature and life. As such,
biodiversity is in harmony with social or cultural diversity”(Aubertin et
Vivien, ibid).
Since the entry of CBD into force, due to the biocultural richness that
the Amazon region comprises, its geopolitical importance has been growing
not only for the countries of the region, but also globally. But the pressures for
sustainable use of the environment have also been increasing, an environmental
use that points to environmental and socio-cultural conservation; pressures
that certainly arise not only from the environmentalist movement but also
from new trends observed in consumers’ practices, especially when we consider
the development of products for foreign markets. These pressures are
concomitantly transferred to companies that explore resources found in this
biome. However, the main bottleneck to overcome is related to how to promote
sustainable development, understood as how to promote sustainability in four
domains: economic, political, social and cultural. According to Goulet (2002),
economic viability depends on a use of resources that does not irreversibly
exhaust them and on a pattern of managing waste resulting from production
that does not destroy life. Political sustainability is based on giving all members
of a society a responsibility in their survival: this cannot be achieved unless
everyone enjoys freedom, inviolable personal rights, a minimum level of
economic security and believe that the political system in which they live
pursues some common welfare and not mere particular interests. Finally, if
development is to be socially and culturally sustainable, the foundations of
community life and the symbolic systems of significance should be protected
and not postponed ad eternum with the excuse of submission to demands of
some impersonal technological “rationale.”
In other words, the challenge is to generate development projects
that aim not only to strictly environmental sustainability – sustainability of
species, ecosystems and ecological processes – but also social and cultural
sustainability, in order to contribute to the reduction of poverty and social
inequities, as well as to promote values such as social justice and equity,
especially when the stakeholders involved possess highly differentiated power
relations which are often highly conflicting. Simplifying, the challenge for the
Amazon region is to generate activities aimed at sustainable development,
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that is, the one that achieves economic, political, environmental, social and
cultural objectives, since development does not result from economic growth
in itself. It rather results from achievements related to equity, education,
health, environment, culture and social welfare. This suggests the need for a
series of complementary policies and initiatives, which include answers to
environmental challenges, but also to socio-cultural challenges, considered
as a dimension of globalization.
In order to reach these objectives, we should think beyond the
establishment of bilateral commercial contractual arrangements as proposed
by the CBD, or even as suggested by Provisionary Measure 2.186. The reasons
why we argue this are:
One of the risks of establishing bilateral commercial contractual
arrangements – especially when established between stakeholders with very
different backgrounds and powers – is that in the negotiation property rights
are prioritized, treating biological and genetic resources and associated
traditional knowledge as mere bargaining tools to obtain certain benefits. In
other words, the risk is that the negotiation processes start having a strictu
sensu focus on goods or commodities. One of the problems of this focus is that
it will rarely work in favour of the weakest stakeholder, the indigenous peoples
and traditional communities, since as providers of biological resources and
traditional knowledge, they have little bargaining power given that genetic
resources do not respect borders and much of the traditional knowledge which
interests industry and/or researchers are commonly shared among several
peoples and/or communities; therefore, supply exceeds demand.
One can also argue that with a focus based on commodities, where
the assets negotiated are information and knowledge, both biodiversity6
and associated traditional knowledge are fictitious commodities. In the
development of biotechnological innovations, although science has
permitted an unprecedented control over genetic resources, traditional
knowledge associated to biodiversity possessed by peoples of the forests
continues to be valuable know-how for scientists interested in accessing
those resources.

6
The interest in bioprospection activities by industry and/or researchers is not centred in the
biological resources in itself, that is, the tangible components of biodiversity, but in the genetic
resources or genetic information contained in them, therefore, in the intangible components of
biodiversity.
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Bioprospection7 and the subsequent technological development 8
originate from a combination of several sources of knowledge and several
technologies that originate from different scientific fields. Therefore, access
to many sources of knowledge becomes crucial. Not only know-how is crucial
but also “know-who”. Considering that “know-who” means information on
who knows what and who knows how to do what, as well as the social capacity
to cooperate and to communicate with different types of people and experts.
This is one of the fundamental aspects of the “network economy” (Johnson
and Lundavall, 2000).
Usually the know-how is considered as personal and individual. But it
can also be rooted in regions and organizations (Arrow, 1994 apud Johnson
and Lundvall, ibid). Shared routines, common communication codes and the
development of social relationships inside groups can be seen as different
manners of incorporating know-how inside collective units. This applies to
how knowledge associated to biodiversity is created inside traditional
communities: through shared routines and common communication codes, as
well as through the development of social relationships inside the communities.
This is the way to incorporate know-how – or tacit knowledge – on genetic
resources and sustainable management of biodiversity inside their communities
(German-Castelli, ibid).
Based on the idea that access to information and knowledge is a social construction in itself, built in wide or narrow networks, there is an increasing
trend towards commoditization in the establishment of contractual
arrangements for its exploitation, when negotiating with a focus on exploring
the economy of knowledge and/or of information. This trend could lead to
the destruction or at least the corruption of these networks.
In the contemporary era, the trend to treat knowledge and information
as commodities is omnipresent, a fact to which neither Brazil nor the Amazon
region are exceptions. Analysing the negotiations in relation to access to
genetic resources and/or associated traditional knowledge at the national

7
This is understood as an exploratory activity that seeks to identify a component of the genetic
heritage (genetic resource) and information on the associated traditional knowledge, with potential
commercial use (art. 7, clause VII of the TM 2.186).
8
Understood as the systematic work, due to the resulting existent knowledge, that seeks the
production of specific innovations, the elaboration or modification of products or existing processes,
with economic application (Technical Orientation nº 04/2004 of CGEN)
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level, we observed an aggressive pressure from those that defend interests of
the users of these resources towards regulations that allow, as much as possible,
free access to knowledge and information, with the objective of profiting from
their characteristics of public goods. On the other hand, when it comes to
protecting the knowledge produced, they defend the implementation of rigid
intellectual property (or other) mechanisms with equal aggressiveness.
Increasingly, both companies and research institutes have learned how to sell
knowledge in different ways. However, the commoditization of knowledge is in
itself contradictory in different ways. Knowledge is socially produced through
interactive learning, which frequently hinders its capturing and distribution of
returns. Also, some characteristics of knowledge make it very different from other
common private goods; it is very difficult to sell, because the buyer needs to know
what he is buying before doing so. However, once it is known, they no longer
have any interest in paying for it. Knowledge is not a scarce good, in the sense
that it does not lose its value with its use, etc. Consequently, appropriating Michael
Polanyi’s words, it is possible to say that knowledge is a fictitious commodity.
A focus based on commodities for the establishment of contractual
arrangements related to benefit sharing ignores the intrinsic and
epistemological character of traditional knowledge, as well as the cosmologies
of the holders of this knowledge.
Therefore we should think about alternative contractual arrangements
or market strategies that promote development of the communities involved
and that recognize and value the specific characteristics of their knowledge systems.
In this sense, we believe that fair, ethical and solidary trade – understood as a
strategy for the construction of the market at the service of peoples’ welfare and
environmental conservation –, should be the basis of benefit sharing mechanisms
originating from the use of biodiversity and/or traditional knowledge.
Fair, ethical and solidary trade is based on principles such as the
eradication of child and slave labour, elimination of racial, gender and religious
based discriminations, preservation of health of the people and the environment,
elimination of the levels of speculative commercial intermediation, guaranteeing
the payment of fair prices to small producers (for the Amazon we could speak of
guaranteeing payment of fair prices to providers of biological materials, associated
traditional knowledge and products derived from their use),9 respect for labour

9
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rights, respect for the historic and cultural local and regional entities,
valorization of the non-geographical dimensions of the territory, strengthening
of the people’s capacity to choose and plan, incentives for the emergence of
associative and cooperative forms, support for development and supply of tools
related to knowledge and multidirectional decision-making flows of
information among the stakeholders involved, inter alia (Gomes, 2003).
It is important to mention that the notion of fair trade introduces
the notion of strengthening the economic position of marginalized producers
in the productive chain. From the construction of partnerships between
producers and consumers (that in our analysis would be providers and users)
fair trade tries to overcome the difficulties related to commercialization
and market access, promoting sustainable development in these partnerships
(Coelho, 2003).
As far as benefit sharing mechanisms arising from the use of biological
and/or genetic resources and/or traditional knowledge concerns, fair trade
principles would allow us to think about mechanisms of economic strengthening
of the providers of these resources and/or of products. Equally, it would allow
us to think about economic mechanisms that respect nature’s rhythm and the
internal rhythm of the communities, respecting their cultural identity. The
main objective should be to make them independent under the principle of
socioenvironmental sustainability, or in other words, that the exchange
activities to be carried out should at the same time generate income, perpetuate
their traditional knowledge, their way of living, allow them to stay in their
territories, defend their environment and respect their identity and traditions.
It is important to point out that any activity developed in these communities
will have social, cultural and economic impacts, thus the importance of
evaluating if these activities will be positive or negative.
Some experiences already exist in this sense that are worth highlighting,
such as the Project Arte Baniwa of the Indigenous Organization of the
Içana Basin (Oibi); 10 the Project Fair Trade of Guaraná of the General
Council of the Sateré-Mawé Tribe (CGTSM) and some experiences that

10

For more information on the projects see ISA’s website: http://www.socioambiental.org; André
Fernando Baniwa “A volta ao tempo: Projeto Arte Baniwa como prática local de comércio justo e
solidário”, December 2003 avaliable in http://www.facedobrasil.org.br; Ricardo Bresler e Fernanda
Oliveira “Projeto Arte baniwa – Comunidades Baniwa do Alto Içana Rio Negro, In: 20 Experiências
de Gestão Pública e Cidadania. Helio Batista Barboza e Peter Spink (orgs). Ed FGV – 2002.
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Crodamazon is developing with traditional communities in the states of
Amazon and Pará.11 The common elements of these projects are: they are all
based on the sustainable use of products extracted from the forest,
independently of the final product to be commercialized, as well as on an
interaction between the traditional knowledge accumulated by these
communities throughout generations and the western knowledge of their
partners. All these experiences became viable because the different partners
involved in the projects were open (traditional communities and indigenous
peoples with their own cosmologies and western public and/or private
organizations, non profit or not) to begin a process of collective and transcultural
learning, based on the establishment of extensive networks with the purpose
of exploring synergies to make experiences of local development possible.
Analysing the philosophical principles in which fair, ethical and
solidarity trade is sustained, we can argue that it is possible to establish synergies
with the philosophy of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), expressed
in its objectives and throughout its clauses, among which we can highlight:
(a) Both the CBD and Fair Trade have, as prerequisite,
environmental protection and sustainable development, which
means the promotion of the respect and concern for the
environment and the peoples, but placing people above profit;
(b) Fair Trade has among its principles the promotion of human
rights, namely the rights of women, children and indigenous
peoples, while the CBD in its preamble recognizes the fundamental role of women in the conservation and sustainable use
of biodiversity, affirming the need of full participation at all
levels of elaboration and implementation of policies related to
conservation; CBD also recognizes the narrow relationship
between biodiversity and cultural diversity, especially of
indigenous peoples and local communities, delegating to the
Members the moral obligation of promoting and protecting their
rights;
(c) Both Fair Trade and the CBD recognize the intrinsic value
of Traditional Knowledge Associated to forest products, and

11

Information on the Project Guaraná of the CGTSM and on Projects of Crodamazon were collected
during field work.
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both promote a fair payment to the holders of this knowledge
and/or products. Fair Trade promotes a fair payment to
producers, a price that covers the costs of a condign income,
environmental protection and economical security, while CBD
promotes a fair and equal sharing of benefits arising from the
use of genetic resources and/or associated traditional
knowledge.
Conclusions
As previously stated, in the CBD negotiations two trends are observed;
on one hand, the one based on private property and globalization, with a
resource management approach based on the resources, and on the other, the
trend that recognizes the differences between countries and communities
regarding their needs of development, conservation of cultures and different
property systems, as well as the different forms of using and valuing the
resources. We also presented the internal contradictions in CBD that, on one
side, sets as objectives the conservation of biodiversity, sustainable use of genetic
resources and fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from their use, and
on the other side is permeated by the logic of environmental economics whose
theoretical rationale tends to reduce the multiple environmental dimensions
of natural resources to a single market oriented dimension.
These two contradictory logics hinder even more a successful
agreement regarding fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the
use of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, both in
international and national negotiations, as well as at local level of concrete
projects.
Reality shows us that the majority of research and bioprospection
projects related to biodiversity involve basically traditional communities and/
or indigenous peoples, which necessarily result in the establishment of networks
of stakeholders with cosmologies often opposed to each other. For traditional
communities and indigenous peoples, the logic that biodiversity and knowledge
may be alienated is not part of their cultural identity.
Still regarding associated traditional knowledge – a concept given by
western society to the knowledge held by indigenous peoples and traditional
communities on the use of biodiversity and a totally strange concept to them
– we should overcome some deadlocks. Frequently western society treats
traditional knowledge as res nullius, since it is tacit or non-codified, accruing
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to the result of innovations developed from constant adaptation to the needs
imposed by their environment, collectively constructed and, therefore,
indivisible.
Here we part from a wrong assumption; anthropological literature, as
well as accounts taken from members of these peoples and communities,
demonstrate that although knowledge is shared within the members of a
community, it does not mean there is no sense of belonging towards it. The
concepts of possession and property - or similar – over knowledge exist in most
traditional communities and indigenous peoples, governed by customary laws.
However, these individual property rights on knowledge are usually
accompanied by collective obligations and responsibilities for those that are
inextricably connected. Traditional knowledge is characterized by responding
to the cosmovision of each culture, and therefore the system of traditional
knowledge held by each indigenous people or traditional community differs
from one another.
To make this situation even more complex, developing countries are
challenged with the urgent need to involve these communities and peoples in
projects of sustainable development, whenever bioprospection projects might
become a viable alternative, that besides respecting economic, environmental
and political sustainability, should, above all, respect the social and cultural
sustainability of these peoples. However, these projects should be built on
other bases, that is, on philosophical principles such as the protection of the
environment and rights of citizens, as well as the value of traditional knowledge
systems. From this arises the perspective that a possible solution may be a
system of fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of
biodiversity and traditional knowledge based on the philosophical principles
of fair trade.
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CHAPTER III

Panel 5: Perspectives for the new Brazilian ABS Legislation

Moderator
Nurit Bensusan
Speakers:
João Paulo Capobianco
Secretário de Biodiversidade e Florestas do Ministério do Meio Ambiente (SBF-MMA)

Eduardo Vélez
Diretor do Departamento de Patrimônio Genético do Ministério do Meio Ambiente
(DPG-MMA)e secretário executivo do CGEN

Nurit Bensusan
I would like to share with you the difficulty we had to compose this
panel. Originally we called the Ministry of Agriculture (Mapa) and the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT) exactly in order to discuss the
new trends in the legal framework which will deal with genetic resources and
traditional knowledge in the country. Both ministries refused to participate
saying that they could not speak on that subject. Unfortunately – since they
have been having a significant participation in the elaboration of that new
legal framework – we cannot count on their presence.
It is worth mentioning that, as everybody here knows, today we have
a Provisionary Measure which regulates access to genetic resources and
traditional knowledge in the country. That Provisionary Measure created
CGEN which includes members of the federal government. At the beginning
of this government, Minister of Environment Marina Silva decided to create
the opportunity so that members of civil society and various sectors interested
in the subject of access to genetic resources could also participate in the
council. However, for that to happen there should be a change in the
composition of the council, through re-editing a new Provisionary Measure.
As the elaboration of a new legal framework was already on the horizon at
that moment, the idea of a temporary solution came up. The position of the
permanent observer was created. Therefore a number of institutions were
invited, with the right to speak but not entitled to vote. That was supposed to
be a temporary solution, since at that same moment the Minister started a
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process inside the council, already with the participation of those permanent
guests, for the elaboration of a new bill, which we were expecting to become
rapidly the new legal framework regarding that issue in Brazil. The subject
was extended, countless meetings took place in the first semester of 2003 and
we ended up not having a legal framework quickly. After endless discussions
in CGEN, the proposal was forwarded to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, it fell
into a black hole, and on top of that, we had the unpleasant surprise to learn
that some of the ministries that were sitting with us, debating that new legal
framework, secretly and disconsidering all the discussions we had together in
CGEN, proposed new things directly to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. That,
apart from removing any democratic legitimacy from the process, left everybody
really frustrated, since after participating in some 50 meetings, you get to
know that you were ignored in this frustrating way.
All this in order to say that this position of the permanent observer
was created. To that point we were more or less relaxed, since apart form
being a fragile situation, it seemed relatively stable. So imagine our surprise to
hear that yesterday one of the members of CGEN questioned the status of
permanent observers, arguing that the figure is not provided in the legal
instrument, besides arguing that they constrained the members. Then again
we are in a delicate moment, in a moment of drawback. I ask: is really there
something so decisive, so interesting, so fundamental in CGEN that civil society
cannot participate? Does civil society really constrains, or members of CGEN
have something to hide? Why this type of intervention of civil society creates
such constraint? I was already asking that myself when the council was created
and I participated for a year without being able to open my mouth, and now I
am wondering again, why such an opposition to the participation of civil society?
Are they embarrassed by their actions? Do they have something to hide?
João Paulo Capobianco (SBF-MMA)
Before entering into the subject, I would like to congratulate everyone
for the success of this seminar. It is an innovative proposal and it is important
to maintain this dialogue. When Minister Marina Silva, in the last Conference
of the Parties (COP) that took place in Malaysia, offered Brazil to host the 8th
Conference of the Parties, that will be held in March in Curitiba, it was exactly
in the expectation that by holding the Conference in Brazil we would produce
a mobilization and debates around these issues so that we could, besides
creating more knowledge and disseminating the debate at the national level,
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create a stronger agenda in relation to the Conference of the Parties itself.
Although Brazil effectively participates, it is still a participation below Brazil’s
relevance in terms of biological and cultural heritage. Brazil has an extremely
relevant role in relation to COP, as well as in relation to MOP – Meeting of
the Parties of the Cartagena Protocol that deals with biosafety, related to
transgenics. This seminar is fundamental for aggregating in this direction and
for that I wanted to congratulate the organizers.
What was put here for me to talk about was the issue of trends for the
new legislation on access, benefit sharing and protection of traditional
knowledge in Brazil. Nurit, in her introduction, already explained that the
first thing that we did in the beginning of the government was to hold a
debate with some people, several of which are here, with the Minister, on
what would be the best direction to take in terms of political strategy and
content to overcome the problem of the ABS law currently in force in Brazil,
which is the Provisionary Measure (PM). We all know and recognize that the
PM is not good, that it has several problems; the fact that CGEN has only
federal governmental representatives is one of them.
In that discussion two trends appeared: one that defended a new PM
to be quickly sent to Congress and another that defended a bill that, when
approved, would replace the PM. In the discussions we had, we opted for the
bill, which would represent an opener process that would involve more debate and that would be in a most appropriate timing for Congress. Since the end
of the previous government, changes in the legislation that regulates
provisionary measures led to an establishment of a deadline for every PM.
When it is due, if it has not been approved by Congresso it expires. This does
not apply to the PM we have in force, which at the time of edition could be
indefinitely re-edited. With the new regulation on PMs, the old ones became
“perpetual” and the new ones obligatorily have to be approved by National
Congress, otherwise they are revoked. Therefore, to create a new PM would
mean to put the issue in debate at a quick pace in Congress, without the
participation of society; we thought this was not the path to take.
That is why we did this process in CGEN, which was very intense,
very participative. At the end, in CGEN we arrived at a bill, where we had
90% of consensus over the text and 10% where there was no consensus. We
understood that this should be solved by the Minister because she would
conduct the proposal to the Presidency. We did that, but problems appeared,
including with parties that participated in the process itself in CGEN. A
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discussion was created with some saying that the Minister had wrongly ruled
on some of the points over which there was no consensus. Until then fine,
that was an issue we could solve amongst ourselves. But when the proposal
arrived at the Ministry of Internal Affairs, we were surprised by a debate that
wanted to discuss everything since the beginning, towards reviewing the whole
bill. That created a problem inside the Ministry of Internal Affairs generating
a deadlock.
To have an idea, we began the discussion on access in April 2003 and
concluded it in the same year. At the end of the year, as soon as we finished
the process in CGEN, we began a new complex and controversial debate, on
the Law on Management of Public Forests, on which we thought we would
have to cross a desert, a war to get to the
... there is a dispute of
end. Now we are about to pass the Law on
Management of Public Forests, probably in
agendas inside the
one or two weeks definitely in the Senate,
government to such an and the Law on Access still has not gone to
the House of Representatives. Therefore,
extent that I think none
when somebody proposes that the permanent
of us imagined when we
observers should be questioned the following
began the debate.
can be understood: actually there is a dispute of agendas inside the government to such
an extent that I think none of us imagined when we began the debate. That
is because the issue of access to genetic resources and benefit sharing involves
various parties. Part of it involves research and bioprospection, which the
Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT) understands to be under their
responsibility; part involves the collection of resources, definition of values,
payments, which involves economics, development management and business
funds, which the Ministry of Development, Industry and Commerce (MDIC)
considers as their agenda; part involves the issue of protection of
sociobiodiversity, which is the agenda of the Ministry of Environment and
also involves associated traditional knowledge although up to now the Ministry
of Justice has not demanded as their agenda since they accept that it is an
agenda under the Ministry of Environment. Thus, it is a divided and
controversial issue.
So what did we do? Once we did not reach a consensus inside the
government an alternative bill appeared, sent by three ministries, completely
different from what had been discussed in CGEN, with which we did not
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agree. We worked really hard trying to overcome the deadlocks, proposing an
alternative bill that preserved the fundamental issues elaborated in CGEN
while contemplating the fundamental concerns of other Ministries. It was a
difficult task. I think the proposal that we elaborated is good, we will send it
to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and evidently the process will be open to
debate. We still do not know what the Ministry of Internal Affairs will decide
in that respect – whether it will open for debate before sending the proposal
to Congress or whether it will consider that the debate will occur inside the
Congress.
As antecedents we should consider that we have genetic knowledge
resources and also associated traditional knowledge. This was appropriated
throughout history, through the generation of commercial products, the
majority of which were linked to patents that generated benefits converted
into the generation of wealth and great businesses. Benefit sharing was never
guaranteed to the countries holders of those genetic resources, nor to the
communities holders of the associated traditional knowledge.
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) approved in Rio-92
and ratified by Brazil in 1994 changes that paradigm determining three articles
related to what we talk. Article 3rd determines national sovereignty,
establishing for the first time that countries holders of biodiversity have
sovereignty over the use and access to such resources; article 15 determines
the issue of access to genetic resources and establishes that such access should
be regulated; and article 8j determines that the associated traditional
knowledge should be recognized and paid for by their users. The Convention
also determines that member countries should elaborate national legislation
to implement the Convention in all respects including these three points.
The proposal of a new legislation intends to create a positive circle
where you have, on one side, research, conservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity associated to the sustainability of traditional populations associated
to that biodiversity. On the other hand, this research should generate the use
of resources involving associated traditional knowledge, generating
commercial products that benefit society, and these commercial products
should generate concrete benefits that return to the system stimulating more
research, more conservation, more sustainable use, and more sustainability of
traditional populations.
What are the objectives of the Law? Guarantee national sovereignty
over biodiversity; define clear rules to guarantee benefit sharing and; guarantee
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the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities over their traditional
knowledge associated to biodiversity.
What are the great fundamental challenges to overcome? There
are several challenges, but we believe that there are four fundamental ones,
which have always appeared in the discussions in CGEN and also in the Ministry
of Internal Affairs. Firstly, to absolutely secure the rights of indigenous peoples
and local communities in regards to access to biodiversity and genetic resources
in the areas they occupy and to the traditional knowledge associated to those
resources when accessed by an interested party. That is an issue that CGEN
tried to solve and we consider that it has almost been solved with some
improvements. Secondly, determine who is entitled to benefit sharing. In other
words, is biodiversity patrimony of the federal Union, a people’s heritage or a
private asset? Depending on the definition one will determine who has the
right to the sharing of benefits. Thirdly, determine an efficient mechanism of
benefit sharing that generates resources for conservation and sustainable
development. Once you determine who has the right to receive, you determine how much they have to receive and how they will receive. The model that
will be adopted has to be efficient and appropriate, one that is not bureaucratic
to the point that eventually the determined amount will never arrive to whom
it was destined. The fourth challenge is to exonerate research and
bioprospection.
If we are competent in solving these four points we would have a law
radically different from the current PM. In my opinion, the PM does not secure
rights, does not determine with precision who is entitled to receive benefits,
does not have an appropriate mechanism and overburdens research and
bioprospection.
The issue with which we are working is indeed quite complex.
Biodiversity has to be understood as every genetic material from native species,
in situ or ex situ, inside or outside nature, to domesticated species that are not
native but, once introduced in the country and due to the relationship with
biodiversity itself and the management of local communities, acquire
characteristic properties. It can be in situ or ex situ. The in situ situation occurs
in Conservation Units, in lands of indigenous peoples and local communities
and in other public and private areas. The ex situ situation is related to
collection, trade, cultivation and arboretum.
When in situ, the genetic material can be collected as raw material or
a scientific collection. The scientific collection can have three objectives.
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Firstly, the constitution of scientific collections, where nothing will be done
with them besides conserving and studying them, which corresponds to
herbaria, arboreal, zoological collections, plant extract banks, DNA banks,
blood banks, germplasm banks, etc.; secondly, scientific research as evolution,
taxonomy, physiology, biochemistry, genomics and genetics; thirdly, for
bioprospection. When it is collected for bioprospection, two alternative results
exist: it can fall through or can lead to the identification of a functional
component, an active principle that can be used in any activity such as
pharmacology, extracts’ effects on biological targets or toxicology, for instance.
That identification can lead to technological developments when a product
is developed from that functional gene through a technological process. That
can be a prototype of the product or a final product. That product can be
protected or not by patent or breeder’s right.
In our point of view, what interests the public sector and society is
that there is a guarantee that when the commercial product reaches the market,
benefits will be shared. The generating fact behind benefit sharing is the fact
that a product, a gene or a molecule has been used generating a product that,
once it reaches the market, will generate income, financial returns which
should generate financial benefit for the community towards conservation
activities.
Today the situation is Kafkaesque. The current PM considers that
any activity in this process – scientific collection, scientific research or
bioprospection – needs to have prior authorization. Every researcher says that
the PM has transformed them in a potential biopirate. Everybody has to prove
that they are not biopirates in order to do research. This is wrong. Our
understanding is that the bioprospection process can lead to a moment where
there will have to be benefit sharing and in that moment there will have to be
an entire operation at work led by the government and society to guarantee
benefit sharing when a commercial product is developed.
So let us look at the first challenge: absolutely assure the rights of
indigenous peoples and local communities. The issue at hand here is how to
control access in relation to research and bioprospection that uses associated
traditional knowledge. How to act when associated traditional knowledge is
part of access, research and development? The proposal is basically what CGEN
has approved: there is project X elaborated by a company or an interested
laboratory that seeks the community for that access. The interested party has
to obtain authorization from CGEN. To achieve that, the interested party has
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to register in the Council’s National Register on Access – both the institution
and the detailed project. It will need to have, as CGEN has already defined,
the community’s prior consent with all conditions met – the community needs
to be informed, exactly aware of the proposal and what will be done.
For the project to be approved, the interested party has to prove the
community’s prior and informed consent and has to present the ABS contract
executed. With the authorization, the interested party can carry out the
research, but needs to periodically inform CGEN, through the Registry, about
the results reached, if relevant data is produced, if it has applied for a patent,
if it developed a product prototype, etc. The following step is fundamental
because it is when a business transaction is made, where resources will be
generated. In this moment, the party has to notify any patent licensing or
product in the market. When this exists, they obligatorily have to, at the end
of every year, declare the benefit sharing carried out according to the terms of
the contract and with the fund.
They have to share the benefits arising from the use of the component
of genetic heritage. They will have to pay the community that provided the
traditional knowledge, according to the contract. In addition, they will have
to allocate an amount for a co-holders fund. This is a result of the fact that
traditional knowledge is not always exclusively held by a single community,
much of the knowledge is shared by a group or an ethnic region. Therefore, a
contract is made with a community that receives the amount as agreed, but an
additional amount is applied in a fund for co-holders of traditional knowledge.
What innovation does this proposal bring in relation to this issue? The
issue of access to secondary sources – books, database, fairs – was not foreseen
in the CGEN proposal. Therefore we are proposing the following for two
different situations: if the publication or database allows the identification of
the knowledge, the researcher is obliged to go through the same process as
described above – have the community’s prior consent and the access and
benefit sharing contract. If it is impossible to identify the knowledge or if the
knowledge is so widely disseminated, the researcher will also have to share
benefits, but in this case CGEN will establish, on a case by case basis, the fair
conditions for benefit sharing. Therefore, the community that thirty years ago
had their knowledge used, knowledge which has already been published,
does not lose their right as knowledge holders; this right is secured.
In the case of scientific research, registrations, registers, etc. which
access traditional knowledge but do not aim at the development of a
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commercial product, the project needs to be registered as usual, needs to
have the community’s prior informed consent and needs to inform, through
the register, the results. There will not be a benefit sharing contract since
there is not generation of a business transaction foreseen. When access involves
a secondary source, the consent is substituted by a notification to CGEN.
Why does this solve the problem? Firstly, because it establishes the
scope of the communities that should give prior consent; it clearly defines
who should give the consent. Secondly, because it establishes a mechanism
for access to secondary sources, which have been used for suppressing rights
and for the use of widely disseminated knowledge. The ABS contract is a
guarantee for the indigenous or local community that, when signing the
contract at the beginning of the process in order to give their authorization,
there will be benefit sharing, defining how much and when it will be shared.
When and how much to share is negotiated and defined by the community.
Moreover, the user will have to destine a certain percentage of the business
transaction to the co-holders fund.
The Fund for Valorization and Protection of Associated Traditional
Knowledge will be a general fund that will have specific chambers in order to
bring representatives from different groups, interested or involved in eco-cultural regions. The idea is that the fund should be autonomously managed by
organizations representing indigenous peoples and local communities. It would
not be a public fund; it would be a fund directly administered by traditional
communities and indigenous peoples. The resources will be used according to
criteria of these organizations in order to benefit communities in the same area of
the project but which does not participate in the contract. The objective is that
when you execute a contract with a specific community, you will not deprive the
other communities that share the same knowledge from benefiting as well.
Why does this solve the problem? The mechanism solves the uncertainty
generated by the co-holding of associated traditional knowledge and gives a
protagonist role to the communities when foreseeing their autonomous
management of the Fund.
The second challenge is to define who is entitled to benefit sharing
regarding genetic material. We understand that biodiversity, genetic resources
more specifically, are neither patrimony of the federal Union nor private assets.
They are public interest heritage of common use of the Brazilian people. As
such, we have two groups of beneficiaries: the Brazilian society and the
indigenous peoples and local communities. They are two groups because in
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reality, indigenous peoples and local communities have, by option, by history,
by reality, a direct relationship with the components of genetic heritage and
biodiversity, and possess traditional knowledge associated to that. This direct
relationship justifies the fact that they should benefit. Society however will
benefit from the application of benefits in Conservation Units and in
conservation and sustainable use projects.
Why does this solve the problem? Today ABS contract is made with
the title-holder of an area and the benefits go back to the title-holder of that
area. But title-holder of what? The genetic resource is not in João’s or Maria’s
property, this is a fact that does not depend on João or Maria. The genetic
resource is everywhere and a specific title-holder has a component in his/her
property by chance. If a researcher carried out a research in my property and
not in the property of someone else, this is an issue of convenience, of
opportunity. The fact that he/she carried out the research in my property does
not mean that society as a whole is not entitled to the sharing of the benefits
deriving from the genetic resources that are there by chance. The fundamental issue is that, if biodiversity is a heritage of common use of the people, it is
not private, the benefits should not be channelled to the owner of the area.
Therefore, the user of a component of genetic heritage, once authorization is
granted in the terms previously stated, under which a product or benefit is
generated, will have to share benefits.
And here we come to the third challenge: determine an efficient
mechanism for access and benefit sharing that generates direct resources for
conservation and sustainable development. The CGEN proposal provided a
public fund that would later approve projects, except in cases of indigenous
lands and local communities. How does our proposal work? The interested
parties register their projects, including information required according to
the regulation, to obtain a simplified authorization without a contract. If a
commercial product is generated, the benefits will have to be shared. If there
is no involvement of traditional communities, the application of the benefits
can be carried out in two ways. If the collection took place in a Conservation
Unit, the application will be directly in the Unit; in cases where the collection
did not take place in a Conservation Unit, nor indigenous or traditional
communities lands, it goes directly for conservation and sustainable use projects
and activities registered in the National Register of Beneficiaries. There will
not be any public resources. This is fundamental because funds have resulted
in several problems. The creation of a fund today is almost impossible; in
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addition, resources are often curtailed and the access is always conflicting. In
the cases where a foreign institution is involved a contract with the federal
government has to be executed.
In summary: if the genetic material belongs to indigenous peoples or
local communities, they are the beneficiaries through a contract negotiated
with the community. If it comes from a Conservation Unit of public domain,
there is direct application in that area. If it comes from other locations besides
the aforementioned, the direct application will be made in the National
Register of Beneficiaries.
What is the National Register of Beneficiaries? It is a register created
by the federal government, managed and monitored by CGEN, which gathers
and registers institutions with projects related to conservation and sustainable
use of biodiversity and the protection of associated traditional knowledge. To
register and to be eligible it has to be a public institution or an institution of
public interest, have at least 2 years of existence and prove direct activities in
biodiversity and sociodiversity. When registering you offer your institution
and project to the system. CGEN establishes criteria to reduce selection
pursuant to public policies. For instance, if the genetic resource was collected
and accessed in the savannah biome, the project supported will have to be
from an institution working in the savannah biome. This is important to
guarantee inclusion, distribution of the resources in an appropriate way, while
avoiding the monopoly of an accredited institution that may receive all the
resources resulting from benefit sharing. The user institution, the one that
used a genetic component and generated a product, will have to share the
benefits directly. It will go to the register and will identify which institution
will receive the resources, according to conditions set with the institution,
but in the amount determined by the legislation. At the end of each year it
will share the benefits obtained.
How to control the direct application of the Register? At the end of
each year, the user institution will be obliged to state a declaration of benefit
sharing. At this moment, it will declare that it distributed benefits with such
institution and in such amount, in agreement with the law. The beneficiary
institution, which is part of the register, will be obliged to state an annual
declaration of reception of benefits. If the declarations of the beneficiary and
the user are correct, the process is closed.
Why will this solve the problem? Firstly, because it dissociates benefit
sharing from in situ collection. It does not make difference if the person went
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to a property in a specific spot and collected from nature. Where one collected
does not matter because there is no relation with the owner of the area, the
majority of cases do not depend on collection for access. Secondly, because it
reduces the transaction costs of public funds and the curtailment of resources.
This avoids situations where society collects resources to foment a system and
then the Minister of Finance uses the resources for the primary surplus to pay
the external debt. In this case, there is no possibility of this happening; the
proposal allows resources to generate direct benefits at local level. Thirdly,
because it guarantees that the benefits are directed to conservation and
sustainable use. It avoids frauds, the buying of land for personal use and it
directly finances conservation and sustainable use projects. It creates a direct
and positive relationship with who researches, who conserves, who contributes
to genetic resources and generates new opportunities, be it for conservation,
knowledge or scientific research.
Eduardo Vélez (DPG-MMA)
The Ministry of Environment is concluding the text of the proposal
that incorporates these new elements to present it when resuming negotiations
within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. There is a determination that in a
short time this process will have been concluded. We do not have additional
information on the possible consultation to other actors of civil society in
relation to the analysis of the final proposal before it is sent to Congress; there
is no way we can make a commitment here in that sense. When the text of
the proposal is concluded and formally presented by the Ministry, we will
make it available so that it can also be improved during this process.
Another important aspect of the proposal is the relationship between
access and intellectual property rights. This was one of the points that we
modified in the version prepared by CGEN, proposing the linking of concession
of intellectual property rights to access authorizations. In CGEN there was no
consensus over this proposal and it had the smallest number of favourable
votes. Since the Minister ended up opting for the linking, this was one of the
points that generated fiercer resistance in the discussions with other ministries
within the scope of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. We are restoring this in
the text and improving its wording so that this is made extremely clear. This
is a point that I could not leave out from the presentation, since it is fundamental in the discussion on how to establish checkpoints along the process of
use of genetic resources in order to guarantee the effectiveness of benefit sharing.
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In the national and international discussions, it has been
noted that one of the essential checkpoints occurs at
the moment of concession of intellectual property
rights. Access legislation necessarily needs this to set
out this linkage, on pain of us having to live with the
granting of a monopoly right without due respect to the
corresponding access legislation...
In the national and international discussions, it has been noted that one of
the essential checkpoints occurs at the moment of concession of intellectual
property rights. Access legislation necessarily needs this to set out this linkage,
on pain of us having to live with the granting of a monopoly right without due
respect to the corresponding access legislation, which can generate more
unpleasant and unjust situations. Basically, this concludes the presentation
of the essential elements being proposed by the Ministry of Environment. We
tried to use, as much as possible, the CGEN proposal, trying to incorporate the
issues that have been brought up by the different sectors with which we
discussed the subject – be it organisations representing local communities
and indigenous people, be it NGOs, be it the business sector, be it the academic
sector – in the sense that we can perfectly understand the claims put forward
by each sector and seek an equilibrium point among all these demands, capable
of producing a more improved proposal of legislation. We ourselves understand
that the CGEN proposal, if adopted word by word in the manner it was issued,
would have some limitations that would need to be improved. Our objective
is not to dismantle that process, but rather to aggregate issues that can improve
that proposal based on the accumulated knowledge that we had during this
period and that, in fact, still needs to be better discussed by all sectors.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that we complemented the proposal
with the issue of access to traditional knowledge from secondary sources,
which had not bee fully addressed in the CGEN proposal. One of the main
changes that we made in the CGEN proposal referred to the relationship
between the title-holder, owner of the area, and the right to benefit sharing.
We understood that this needed to be removed because it is one of the great
causes of the high transaction costs to carry out bioprospecting. We removed
this and sought a system that gave to the genetic heritage the character of a
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heritage of common use of the people, meeting the collective interest of
Brazilian society, and not a particular private interest. The other element
substantially modified was the definition of an innovative system for benefit
sharing, altering the logic of benefit sharing based on a negotiation process
carried out on a case-by-case basis. In certain circumstances this is fundamental and has been preserved, but in other situations we understand that
this also involves high transaction costs for the use of Brazilian biodiversity
and sustainable use of biodiversity. Therefore, we can have a simplified
mechanism that guarantees that benefit sharing will really occur, in the most
possible collective way, fulfilling the principles of the Convention in the sense
that benefit sharing, if not in its totality, but to a good extent, be channelled
to the conservation and use of biodiversity. That was one of the foundations
of the generous idea of benefit sharing welcomed by the CBD.
With this I end the presentation on the tendencies that the Ministry
of Environment intends to incorporate into the proposal prepared by CGEN
and in this resumption of discussions on the bill at the Ministry of Internal Affairs
and the National Congress, which we hope will take place as soon as possible.
João Paulo Capobianco (SBF-MMA)
In this bill that was presented, we are not saying that traditional
knowledge can be patented. I will explain better. The community aggregates
information of an extremely important value, both for being associate traditional
knowledge and for the added value obtained, which allows companies to
profit from a product generated from the knowledge of a population A, B or C
in a condition X. So, you would compensate this elevated cost with the
concrete results that this would generate. This led people to doubts, but they
also thought it was an argument. Now, if besides this we say that products or
technological results that have benefited from associated traditional knowledge
cannot be patented, I think we have a bigger conflict. I agree to propose this
and face this fight; it would be indeed possible, but what would be the concrete
results for the communities? I think this can truly exclude, it can considerably
reduce the interest. In the law presented, when there is a patent, the amount
of benefit sharing is larger. When someone gets to a result, if he patents it or
demands industrial protection he collects X% of the respective revenue, but
if he does not patent it nor demand industrial protection, the amount shared
will be smaller. The objective of this is to stimulate non-patenting but, evidently,
the amount will not be so absurdly different so as to lead economically to a
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situation in which no one will seek a patent; I believe, however, that this is a
valid argument.
Eduardo Vélez (DPG-MMA)
I would like to add a few words because this is a very important and
interesting discussion. The bill is not saying that traditional knowledge can
be patented. What the bill permits is that if a company uses a type of traditional
knowledge, such as “the Jaborandi has an anaesthetic effect”, and from this
information it decides to carry out a process to produce an anaesthetic for use
in specific surgeries, it can patent this specific final product. This does not
mean that the knowledge, from which the anaesthetic was made, can be
patented for all and any application; it is a context limited to that specific
anaesthetic product which was produced. This example is just to explain that
the bill is not proposing that traditional knowledge be patented, especially
since this would not be possible in its original form because it would not meet
the principle of novelty. The current intellectual property system would not
permit it because it is part of prior art. Thus, in reality, there is a dialogue
between rights in relation to traditional knowledge and intellectual property
rights, within a spectrum understood as reasonable.
In fact, it is worth mentioning the case of a laboratory that developed
a plant therapic drug in Brazil, which is interesting to share with you.
Laboratory X developed a plant therapic drug based on a herb of the Atlantic
Forest, and alleged that it obtained the traditional knowledge in a diffused
manner; a caretaker supplied an infusion of herbs to a person that was hurt;
he applied it on the affected area and it worked as an anti-inflammatory. The
fact is that, based on this identified communal use, the laboratory implemented
a process for development of a plant therapic drug, including the discovery of
the active element responsible for such effect, and applied for a patent on the
process for obtaining that active element. As a matter of fact, the company
got a restraining order against me because I had sent an official letter saying
that they had to share the benefits and regularise their status before the current
access legislation. The temporary restraining order was revoked and we will
now file another suit against the company for it to regularise its status, on pain
of imposition of a penalty.
This is a typical case of use of a traditional knowledge that resulted in
a patent. I do not want to defend the proposal exactly as it worded now; I
think the debate has to be deepened.
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Juliano, student of Forest Engineering at UNB
Unfortunately, I have to express my anger to the Secretary because I
almost cried with your speech, stating that the Ministry of Environment
(MMA) is going to approve the Law on Concession of Public Forests. This
makes me very sad because everything we are discussing here – patents,
traditional knowledge – will be lost. How is it that a transnational corporation
will become owner of an area of our country? How is it that our legislation will
permit a transnational corporation financed by the World Bank, by the IMF,
which pressure in several ways the MMA, the Ibama, to protect the heritage
of the indigenous peoples? I am very sad because the voice of the indigenous
was not heard and although they made several questions, these were not
answered. Until when will the governmental institutions, which have been
entrusted with the constitutional responsibility to care for the environmental
and cultural heritage, adopt this attitude that “if we can not protect, we
should sell”? I was saddened by this concept because in my opinion - and that
of the Student Association of Forest Engineering of Brazil - the bill on
concession of forests will allow the Brazilian government to give away our
forests. The MMA claims that there was a wide dialogue with civil society,
but you can go to the University of Brasilia and other institutions and ask how
many professors know about that law that was approved at 11:59 p.m.; the law
that gives away our land! How can we approve a bill which is against us?
I believe that COP-8 is one more scenario for us, civil society, to join
the indigenous peoples in fighting this bill. In view of everything that was
proposed, we must organize ourselves to fight for what is ours at COP-8 and
not accept the rules imposed by the World Bank and the IMF. I believe that
there are entities interested in the environment that are criticising this bill
and you in the MMA and Ibama do not take this into account. We should
fight so that this bill does not pass.
Do you, Mr. Secretary, think that this law on protection of intellectual
property will be applied to the property of a multinational company that, through
the law of land concession, will be given Brazilian land?
João Paulo Capobianco (SBF-MMA)
First, this law does not protect intellectual property but the access to
genetic resources. In relation to the bill on the Management of Public Forests,
in the first place it is important to explain that all indigenous territories,
quilombos and traditional communities are totally excluded from the bill; you
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cannot conduct any type of forest management activities in those areas. On
the contrary, the bill also forces the public sector, not only at the federal level
but also state and municipal levels, to recognise and give land title to all the
communities before analysing the possibility of granting a concession.
Furthermore, there cannot be any kind of relationship with these areas; they
are not available for this type of activity, including because this would be
unconstitutional. Secondly, the bill also vetoes and prohibits the access to
genetic heritage – to water, to the underground, to any activity in these areas
– by the possible holder of the concession. Thirdly, it is not concession of
lands; on the contrary. I can tell you that, although I am here as a secretary
now, and therefore as a target, I have already thrown a lot of stones; my
origin, my history is linked to the Atlantic Forest. I do not know where you
come from, so I do not know if you know the history of the Atlantic Forest.
The Atlantic forest suffered the consequences of an irresponsible policy
and legislation that prohibited, and prohibits until today, the public sector
from managing its forests. Actually, our legislation never recognised that Brazil
has forests, our legislation recognises lands. Forests were always an accessory,
never dealt with by the Brazilian legislation, except in the form of protection
under the forest code. The Atlantic Forest suffered with the process of
privatization of public lands; practically the entire territory was privatised,
with the exception of the Conservation Units that remained, which are few.
The forest, which was on these lands, was given as a present by the governments
in the beginning of the seventies, on behalf of the Brazilian society. This has
led to a reduction of the Atlantic Forest to 7% of its original coverage. This
also resulted in the indigenous peoples of the Atlantic Forest being thrown
out of their territories and the indigenous people and quilombos currently
living the Atlantic Forest having dramatic survival problems and problems
related to maintaining their way of living. In the Amazon, we have a chance
of reverting this because for the first time in History we have a Minister that
has the courage to propose something different.
Your (Juliano) words are the same as those of the land grabbers. Why?
Because the Amazon is being given away. The previous governments have
already given 25% of the Amazon to private owners, and do you know who
they are? Volkswagem, Maggi and others that destroyed the forest to implement
their soy projects, their livestock, exotic plants. What the Minister did was
met with an enormous support, not from everyone – you are right – but from a
considerable majority. The project was unanimously approved in the House of
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Representatives and the approval was in the four commissions combined, it
was not in the silence of the night; it was approved at 7:00 p.m. in a plenary
session. She had the courage to present a bill that puts an end to the
privatization of public lands. Do you understand the difference? This bills
permits that, instead of giving public land to the private sector and then, with
resources from society, supervising this private sector to see if it is making
good use of the forest, this forest remain public and remain as a forest. It also
permits that, under extremely rigid conditions, with public hearings and with
transparency, certain products of the forest be accessed and that the public
sector be paid for this with the collection of taxes, creating a sustainable
economy initiative in the area.
I want to say that all of your positions, convictions, already formed on
the subject, are diametrically opposed to Minister Marina Silva’s positions, in
this case specifically. Now, in relation to your question, any possible holder of
a concession will have to be either a local community, a cooperative or a
Brazilian company. As such, you have the possible use of a certain product
based on socioenvironmental conditions defined in the bill, without any
possibility of this occurring in indigenous lands, Conservation Units or
traditional communities’ lands. The law vetoes this. In such areas, the possible
holder of a concession contract does not own the land, it does not exercise
control over the land and operates under rigid rules. The use of genetic
heritage, biodiversity resources, or any other product or input not contemplated
by the contract is banned, forbidden. The law is clear on that. We will have
to supervise these concessions so that they take place in an appropriate manner,
but giving the opportunity as well for it to be tested, checked and verified. All
these contracts that may be signed have to go through a periodic independent
auditing.
Furthermore, the bill sets out that in the first ten years this type of
activity can only take place in at most 20% of the area under concession. The
estimate is that you can have something around 13 million hectares in a 10year period. Do you know what this means? Do you know how much land
Cecílio Rego Almeida grabbed in Terra do Meio? Seven million hectares!
And in this area of 7 million hectares that he grabbed, Minister Marina Silva
created the Terra do Meio Ecological Reserve – the largest ecological station
in tropical forests in the world. Then I respect your conviction, I believe that
there are people like you, whom I respect, but we have different opinions, and
such differences have to be treated objectively, with arguments; at the most,
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we will com to a difference in views. We believe, and the Minister concurs,
that beyond the indigenous lands, the Conservation Units, the areas of
traditional communities, which represent 30% of the Amazon, in the 43%
that remain of the Amazon, which are public lands still not titled, we cannot
continue with the land tenure process; we have to stop the transfer of public
forests to the private sector in the Brazilian History. We cannot ignore that in
the Amazon there are 20 million people, we cannot ignore that logging activity
represents 20% of the GDP of the State of Pará.
We have two possibilities if we do not approve this bill and do not face
this problem. One is to close our eyes to predatory action, which is what the
last governments did; they allowed the deforestation of the Amazon to reach
the level of 20,000 km2 a year. This is not acceptable by the Minister. The
other possibility is to prohibit logging activities in the Amazon; we will prohibit
the extraction of chestnut, latex, wood, because this cannot be done in public
land, therefore you prohibit it! If you can convince Brazilian society that our
option is to prohibit economic forest-based activities in the Amazon and if the
Brazilian and Amazonian society agree with that, we can dispense with the
bill. Now, if we understand that with responsible and sustainable use, with
socioenvironmental criteria, with transparency, with public hearings, with
concessions on a competitive basis, we can use our Amazon forest and other
forests in a sustainable manner for the creation of jobs and income, for social
inclusion, to combat illiteracy and hunger in the Amazon, then, what we
have to do is work so that this bill can be well implemented, preventing any
concession holder from doing what is prohibited by law, which is to overstep
its limit and appropriate other resources, such as genetic resources.
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Panel 6: Political power balance in global biodiplomacy

Moderator
Vincenzo Lauriola
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisa na Amazônia, Roraima (Inpa-RR)

Speaker
Selim Louafi
Instituto de Desenvolvimento Sustentável e Relações Internacionais (Iddri)

Debaters:
Elpidio Ping
Third World Network (TWN)

Marcello Broggio
Programa Brasil-Itália, Ministério das Relações Exteriores, Itália

Juliana Santilli
Ministério Público do Distrito Federal e Territórios (MPDFT)

Adriana Sader Tescari
Ministério das Relações Exteriores (MRE)

Vincenzo Lauriola (Inpa-RR)
This panel intends to relate the new Brazilian legal framework to the
current power balance in the international forums dealing with that subject:
CBD, Wipo, WTO, FAO etc., by approaching the following issues: what is
the objective of access and benefit sharing policies pursued in this new Brazilian
law? How to combine the development of national biotechnology industry
with respect and guarantee for the rights of indigenous and local peoples?
Should there be ethical limits in the research and development in
biotechnology and what should these limits be? How to conceive benefit sharing
mechanisms able to direct and distribute financial resources in national scale
in order to achieve the objectives of CBD? And in the international field,
how Brazil’s position can influence positively of negatively the power balance
in the global biodiplomacy scenario? Could the approval of a national law in
line with the interests of developed countries compromise the negotiating
ability of Brazil and eventually other mega-diverse countries in the various
international platforms?
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Selim Louafi (Iddri)
The larger part of the current access and benefit sharing (ABS) debate – whether international or national – is dedicated in presenting arguments
in favour of one or the other group in the bioprospecting process. Whereas
what is characterising the genetic resources (GR) value chain is the great
diversity of uses and actors concerned, too often the debates turn around the
conflicts arising between the representatives of the two extremities of this
chain, namely the local and indigenous communities on one hand and the
multinational firms on the other.
Consequently, the main challenge faced by the negotiators and any
actors involved in the international decision making process, is to reveal and
take into account the different expectations of the plethora of actors dealing
with the use of genetic resources (companies, local communities, botanical
gardens, researchers, private brokers…) which have major implications for
the design of any regulatory framework.
By paying more attention to the economic and social context of the
implementation of decisions taken and the regulatory framework envisaged, it
should be possible to move from a vision in terms of legal conflicts between different
collective preferences to a vision in terms of cooperation and social efficiency.
The search for traceability
From an economic point of view, negotiators have to face two main
challenges in the international ABS negotiation: how and where value of GR
is added along the value chain, having in mind that the initial value of the
GR is unknown and uncertain?
Being capable to find ways to respond to those questions is essential to
lead to a benefit sharing perceived as equitable for those participating to this
value chain. Rightly or wrongly, contracts have been considered as the most
efficient way to define the value of genetic resources and intellectual proprietary
rights tools have made possible their commercialisation after a certain period
of research. Though, shortcomings have arisen regarding the efficiency of this
solution in the implementation process: due to the uncertainty on the (optional)
value of bioprospection, the decision process leading towards investment in
the genetic resource is incremental throughout the production process whereas
the mechanism of benefit sharing only acts on the final stage of the innovation
process (Swanson, 2000). In the current contractual system, genetic resources
acquire value only if a marketable product is developed. This final stage
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concentrates consequently the great In the current contractual
part of the conflicts arising between the
system, genetic resources
different right holders whereas very few
marketable products are actually acquire value only if a
developed. This reveals the lack of marketable product is
existing tools to take into account all
the dimensions of value creation whose developed. This final stage
benefits are diffuse throughout the concentrates consequently
whole chain. As Dedeurwaerdere (2004)
the great part of the conflicts
notes, this leads to a sub-optimal
investment on biodiversity as a source of arising between the different
innovation by ignoring the other levels right holders whereas very
of value creation, particularly at the level
of the ecosystem and its users. It explains few marketable products are
also the overemphasis put in the debate actually developed.
on the adequacy of contractual and
...this leads to a sub-optimal
intellectual property rights (IPR) tools.
The path explored at the investment on biodiversity as
international level to deal with those a source of innovation by
shortcomings can be summarized in the
notion of traceability. Sarah Laird and ignoring the other levels of
Kerry ten Kate (2002) have shown that value creation, particularly
“a number of features of the transfer of
at the level of the ecosystem
GR and the discovery and development
of products make the monitoring and and its users.
enforcement of ABS agreements
extremely difficult: material often travels from one country of origin to the
private sector in another through a complicated route, passing through many
hands from collection to commercialization, with value being added at each
stage”. If we consider that contract as the first traceability tool since it engages
the parties to mutual rights and duties, other tools are envisaged to better
take into account the uncertainty of the value of genetic resources and the
difficulty to identify where value has been added along the chain. Those
complementary tools are for instance the prior informed consent (PIC)
mechanisms, disclosure of origin or certificates of origin.
Without disowning the relevance of such a path, we have to
acknowledge at least two pitfalls in the evolution of the use of genetic resources
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and the organizational structure of biotechnological innovation which make
difficult the achievement of the traceability objective.
The evolution of the use of genetic resources
As noted by Padmashree Gehl Sampath (2003), there is currently an
absence of process-oriented information on how users of genetic resources
make use of traditional knowledge and genetic resources, and how this affects
the incentives given to parties to use, trade or undertake research on genetic
resources. The same statement of fact has been made by Bronwyn Parry in her
recent book entitled “Trading the genome” (2004) where she has studied the
impact that new technologies, regulatory paradigms and economic imperatives
are having on the way in which non-human biological materials are collected
and used as commodities in the global economy.
The underlying economic and technological exchange processes are
very often neglected in existing debates. With the emergence of new genetic
engineering technologies and advances in molecular biology and combinatorial
chemistry, collected sample material could be rendered in new ways (as
cryogenically stored samples of tissue, as active biochemical extracts, as cell
lines or even as genetic sequence information). “These new proxies privilege
the informational content of the biological material at the expense of much of
its corporeality, which is subsequently divested. Much more lightweight and
mobile than the whole organisms from which they are drawn, these proxies
may also be circulated, copied, archived, and recombined at speed and with
comparative ease” (B. Parry, 2004).
This has altered considerably the existing dynamic of trade of genetic
resources leading to new forms of commodity exchanges that makes transfer of
tangible material often unnecessary. Consequently, excessive international transfer
of genetic resources could occur without being possible to track or control it.
The organizational structure of biotechnological
innovation
As noted by Nicolas Brahy, the cumulative and collective dimensions
of innovation induce changes in the organizational structure of biotechnological
innovation. The relationships between a great diversity of actors involved in
the innovation process are recast. The different operations of the value chain
of genetic resources formerly well separated – identification, learning and
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knowledge accumulation, conservation, protection, production, promotion –
are more and more blurred. The new technological and regulatory environments
(particularly concerning the geographical and thematic extensions of intellectual
property rights) oblige the different stakeholders to reconsider their practices
regarding the use of genetic resources and more generally of all the elements
of biodiversity.
Amongst those stakeholders, the mostly affected by those changes is
the scientific community. As noted by Bannister (2005), the overall context
regarding how research contributes to the production of knowledge and how
knowledge acquires value has not been sufficiently analysed and its
consequences have not been taken into account in the practice of research in
the biological science fields. This has left scientists confused regarding their
own professional identity.
In the industry sector, those changes have led to a great diversification
of professional skills and sectors. As noted by Powell (2001) (cited by Brahy,
2006), “Given this diversity, not even the largest pharmaceutical companies
can build a sufficiently strong research base to cover all the therapeutic areas
and technical advances”. Dense transactional relationships are becoming
reality, such as joint-ventures, research partnerships, strategic alliances,
minority equity investments and licensing agreements, etc. Brahy notes that
these networks of collaboration include not only the traditional big actors of
innovation such as chemical and pharmaceutical companies, research hospitals,
universities, public research centres but also new actors such as newly created
science-based firms which work as independent innovators, niche operators, or
suppliers of special services for large chemical and pharmaceutical companies.
Those reconfigurations have dramatically modified the genetic
resources exchange process, the way these resources are collected,
manipulated, stored and diffused. Due to the entry of new actors or groups of
actors not involved previously in the genetic resources value chain, new and
not necessarily linear relationships have to be considered. In this context,
production, sharing and exchange of information and knowledge could not
be considered as a mere technological problem but as a complex social process
where actors are subject to multiple interests and pressures.
Keeping in mind these characteristics of biotechnological innovations,
one can see the difficulty arising in the search for implementation of a feasible
traceability system. Defining legal policy tools in a meaningful way requires
one to look beyond the law, in direction of the network of actors and institutions
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on which its implementation will depend. Too often, ABS discussions and
literature appear to be informed by a “reference case” that does not reflect
the reality of genetic resources exchanges. From this perspective, as
Dedeurwaerdere (2004) states it, each measure that could reflect the diversity
of use and promotion represents an innovation insofar as the emphasis is placed
at the level of all users who intervene in the exchange of genetic resources.
In that line, the Brazilian experience regarding national ABS
regulation could be very useful to feed the international debate with concrete
problems and challenges faced in the decision making and implementation
processes of any ABS regulation. Brazil is a megadiverse country with a wide
range of local communities. It also has an established biotechnology industry
and a good science and technological infrastructure for natural products
research, especially in the university system and at some research institutes
(see de Castro Fialho, 2004). For those reasons, Brazilian debates and
experiences regarding three particular issues are of big interest for any
development and implementation of an efficient system of access and benefit
sharing governance. These issues are: i) the enforcement issue and more
particularly the role and the responsibilities of CGEN, ii) the TK protection
issue and its link with the IPR system and the scientific one regarding use of
biological resources, iii) the role of the scientific research sector in the ABS
governance.
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Elpidio Ping Peria (TWN)
My talk will be related to Brazil’s role in the international power balance in bio-diplomacy and it will have five parts concerning the following:
· review briefly the present state of debate in the key international
arenas of bio diplomacy, and identify the key players, in terms
of the nation-states leading the discussions, in these arenas
(these arenas are the CBD, the WTO, and Wipo);
· identify the other international fora/arenas which will have an
impact on the issues relating to biodiplomacy;
· identify the key issues being discussed in these arenas and
suggest ways how they may be moved forward;
· note the current trends that may have an impact on the issues
· identify Brazil’s role in these international debates.
Convention on Biological Diversity: The main subject being debated
is the development of an International Regime on Access and Benefit-Sharing;
according to its main proponent, the Like-Minded Mega Diverse Group of
countries, this is supposedly a binding international instrument that will ensure
that benefits from the use of genetic resources will go to the countries that are
the countries of origin of these resources.
At present, the ad hoc Open-Ended Working Group on Access and
Benefit-Sharing, the body mandated by the Conference of the Parties in 2004
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to develop the International Regime when they met in 2004, is set to discuss
in Granada, Spain, in January 2006 how to move forward in the discussion on
the various options laid out on the nature, scope and elements of the
international regime. There could also be a lengthy discussion on the analysis
of gaps in the present international system dealing with the issues relating to
access and benefit-sharing. It can be expected that the discussions relating to
this gap analysis will pre-occupy the agenda of the Working Group for maybe
more than 2 sessions or meetings
What will happen is that whatever the results in the Ad Hoc Working
Group in Spain, the Working Group will again ask for instructions in COP8
in Brazil, what it will do with the results that it will get. Thus, if the Spain
meeting will result in complicated texts with many brackets, it may ask for
more time to clear up this bracket. The challenge for many groups, such as
the indigenous peoples working on the issue is to clarify its objectives: do we
want an international regime or not? If we do not want an international regime, we can simply clutter mess up ruin the text in Spain, by putting forward
many proposals that will be bracketed, so that it will take many meetings and
many years to clear it up. I understand groups like the International Indigenous
Forum on Biodiversity, the international indigenous peoples group monitoring
this issue, are discussing what their strategic goals are in this debate.
The players in the issue:
· EU, JUSCANZ (Japan, US – its not a part of the CBD but has
a key role to play – Canada, Australia, New Zealand) – they
do not want a binding international regime, they will try to
delay the discussion as much as possible;
· US proxies (key countries in Central Europe, Africa, Middle
East) – these are developing countries who somehow make
positions that support the position of developed countries;
· Megadiverse Group – they want a binding international regime;
· African Group – supports the MegaDiverse Group;
· The International Indigenous Forum on Biodiversity – demands
that the indigenous peoples be treated as rights holders rather
than stakeholders in the debate;
· Asia-Pacific – a very diverse group, which prevents it from
being an effective force in the negotiations. This includes Japan
and Korea, with Kiribati and Mongolia as the representative
countries showing how different the countries in this group are;
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· France – has been hosting several high-profile international
biodiversity conferences. Its stated aim is to harness political
support to the scientific issues addressing the problem of
biodiversity loss. It remains to be seen if the international
community will rally around France in its attempt to take a
lead on the issue.
World Trade Organization: In accordance with its Doha Mandate
in 2001, the WTO Ministerial Conference in December in Hong Kong will
discuss, among other issues, how to move forward on the review of Art. 27.3
(b) of the TRIPs Agreement. Art. 27.3 (b) is a provision which gives flexibility
to WTO members on what to provide in their patent laws as to what may or
may not be patentable. The focus of the debate in the TRIPs Council is whether
this provision should be amended, to include, among other things, a ban on
the patenting of life-forms or to include the requirement of disclosing the
origin of biological material that will be patented. Since the countries debating
this issue are bottleneck deadlocked on many points, it is difficult to see how
it can move forward; the meeting of the TRIPs Council on 25-26 October
might give an indication what will be put on the table in Hong Kong.
The players here are:
· US – vehemently opposes the requirement of disclosure of origin;
· EU, Switzerland – supports the disclosure of origin requirement,
but as a voluntary measure;
· African Group – called for ban on the patenting of life-forms
in 1999 but it has not been supported by any country ever since;
· Developing countries (Brazil, Bolivia, Cuba, Ecuador, India,
Pakistan, Peru, Thailand and Venezuela) – presented detailed
papers on the checklist of issues to be discussed and the details
of the disclosure of origin, PIC and benefit-sharing, all aimed
to stop biopiracy.
World Intellectual Property Organization (Wipo): The Wipo General Assembly, which just met in Geneva starting the last week of September,
has renewed the mandate of the Inter-governmental Committee on Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC), for the next two years,
to discuss, among other things, what to do with the protection of traditional
knowledge and folklore and whether it should come up with a binding
international instrument to achieve this aim. The matter of what to do with
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the misappropriation of genetic resources is also debated, on whether this
should be done through contractual means, which is what the CBD provides,
or whether it should be done through a binding international instrument.
It is interesting to note that the Conference of the Parties of the CBD,
has consistently asked Wipo and in COP7, the other international organizations,
to give inputs on what it should do with the issue on the disclosure of origin.
Wipo is the only international organization that has religiously provided the CBD
with options on what to do on this issue, which may have the tendency to shape
the final outcome of the CBD’s decision on this matter.
The Wipo General Assembly was also deadlocked on what to do with
the Development Agenda debate, which puts forward the interests of
developing countries in the norm-setting activities of the various Wipo bodies,
particularly on the issues of intellectual property rights and the access to
knowledge, access to medicines, and the issue of intellectual property and
traditional knowledge and biodiversity. The Wipo General Assembly has
recently formed a provisional committee with Brazil as leader of the developing
countries group to discuss issues raised in the Development Agenda of Wipo.
This is the first time that Brazil has managed to place the link between
intellectual property and development on the agenda. Perhaps that’s an
example of Brazilian leadership on the issue. Of course it remains to be seen
after the debates on the development agenda.
What is also not clear from the General Assembly meeting, as they
were deadlocked on it until the closing hours of the Assembly, is the debate
on the Substantive Patent Law Treaty, which attempts to come up with an
international patent system, which makes it easy for those who applies for
patents, to have their patents enforced in as many countries as possible. At
present, each inventor or company who wishes to have its patent enforced in
one country will have to apply for patent in such country, making it cumbersome
and costly. What the Substantive Patent Law Treaty may come up with is a
single patent application that will be enforced in as many countries that will
sign on to the Treaty.
The main players:
· US, EU, Australia, Canada – oppose the establishment of
international principles for the protection of traditional
knowledge and folklore. They want contractual approaches to
deal with the misappropriation of genetic resources;
· Switzerland – tries to be in the middle ground;
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· India, African Group, Brazil and other Latin American countries
– want a binding international instrument to deal with the
protection of traditional knowledge and folklore, including the
misappropriation of genetic resources.
Other fora which should also be monitored:
· ITPGRFA (International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources
for Food and Agriculture) – the discussion on the Standard
Materials Transfer Agreement, a contract between the
originator of the plant genetic material and the entity that
intends to use the material, will provide an indication on how
intellectual property rights will affect benefit-sharing from the
use of the plant genetic material. The methods developed here
might become a model of benefit sharing so it is important to
monitor this;
· Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues – can give suggestions
to all bodies within the United Nations System on how the
recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples can be advanced;
· Upov (Union for the Protection of Plant Varieties) this
international body goes around developing countries selling
the idea that plant variety protection systems are good for the
small farmers and food security, even if the evidence for such
assertion still needs to be proven conclusively. It mainly limits
countries in their options for the protection of plant varieties
· Unesco – tries to become significant by promoting another
international instrument, the Preliminary Draft Convention on
the Protection of the Diversity of Cultural Contents and Artistic
Expressions, but this may be another forum where the debates
on bio-diplomacy will be shifted, straining the capacity of
developing country delegations and NGOs to deal with the issues.
What issues are important in these arenas: the issue revolves on how
to stop or regulate the application of intellectual property rights (IPRs) in
biological/genetic resources and the development of alternatives to IPRs; the
development of alternatives to the current set of incentives/rewards system
for innovations/researches in biological/genetic resources; look at of alternative
models for sharing benefits from the use of biological/genetic resources; contest
of rights between the indigenous peoples vs. the State in access and control to
biological/genetic resources, including rights to benefit-sharing and including
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the protection of traditional knowledge whether managed by the State or left
to the indigenous peoples themselves; it is also important to always identify the
role of sustainable development and human rights principles in the debate.
Current trends and developments: Why are all of these issues
currently shifting in all of these foras? Current trends and developments show
that governments are moving to cash in on their bioresources. Developing
countries are setting up biotechnology clusters such as Biopolis in Singapore,
BioValley in Malaysia, Bangalore Helix in India, Bio-Island in Indonesia, and
even the Megadiverse countries and the Middle East countries are developing
a similar concept. This promotes industries related to biotechnology through
generous incentives, in the hope of gaining headway in the technology ladder
of biotechnology.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), the organization of key developed countries, has prepared a concept
paper moving towards a bioeconomy by 2030, centered around the use of
biological resources as a key element of the economy. This thrust of developing
countries on biotechnology clusters will complicate the debates on the
important issues (mentioned above).
Another trend is the increasing consolidation and continuing expansion
of the biotech industry. There is also the commons movement in biological
diversity and IPR debates. The question is whether they will become a
dominant movement that will be the source
of fresh ideas on ways to maintain access and
Current trends and
control to knowledge. And also another
developments show that development is proliferation of free trade
governments are moving agreements, the US, EU and China
particularly. As discussed by other speakers
to cash in on their
this will limit the options of countries in
bioresources.
dealing with these issues.
So how to move the issues forward?
One proposal is by developing new legislative approaches on the ban/regulation
of patenting of bioresources,. Another proposal is by continuing experimentation
on sui generis approaches to protect indigenous knowledge systems. This will
show state practice, and the ultimate aim is to build customary practice of
international law, building blocks of key international law principles. Lastly
the developing countries and NGOs/social movements/indigenous peoples need
to develop more specific and aggressive proposals – in Wipo, TRIPS and CBD
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debate. The civil society groups need to work closely with the governments.
Of course the question is whether the governments will be willing to work
with civil society; they should be pressures.
The role of Brazil: I think Brazil should be a path-finder, a positive
influence, by developing new orders and legislative approaches on the issues
and sharing it with other developing countries. I can cite a particular example:
I think you have a provisional measure regarding intellectual property rights
and patenting of biological resources which was just recently passed. So we
are looking at that to see if something good will come out of it. Maybe Brazil
can also play a leading role in the Megadiverse Group, with Mexico and
India, and also be a key player in minimizing the forum-shifting tendencies by
the USA-EU-Japan. In the last 8th meeting of the IGC in Wipo this June 2005,
Brazil threatened to shut down the IGC, and said that it will just focus its
efforts on the WTO. I wonder what trade-offs were made in the Wipo General
Assembly; it can’t be that Brazil was just posturing at that time. So of course Brazil
can also be an aggressive proponent with aggressive proposals at the international
level by working with indigenous peoples of Brazil so the Brazilian delegations
in these arenas might just be able to tilt the power balance in favor of
developing countries. In fact, Brazil is one of the countries identified by the
EU’s strategic paper as a coming player in the world economy like China. I
just hope that Brazil will not be like China which is so difficult to figure out.
Access and benefit sharing experiences of the Philippines: I would
like to say a few things about the access and benefit sharing experiences of
the Philippines because the Philippines is one of the first countries to come up
with this access and benefit-sharing legislation. Listening to the discussions
this morning, I realized that most of the problems you are encountering now
we have encountered before. In the body which is the same as the CGEN
here, we have entered agreements on biological and genetic resources, it is
the body on access and benefit sharing. I was a part of the technical secretariat

Brazil can also be an aggressive proponent with
aggressive proposals at the international level by working
with indigenous peoples of Brazil so the Brazilian
delegations in these arenas might just be able to tilt the
power balance in favor of developing countries.
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because after Rio-92 our government took seriously the main principles and
set up the principles of the NGOs. So that’s why NGOs were able to sit in
governmental bodies.
First was the issue of scope, of what the ABS legislation should cover.
We also faced that problem on whether to distinguish between scientific and
non scientific research. Eventually we thought that we had to focus on scientific
research and basically that we needed to loosen the rules on scientific research
since the scientists are really complaining. They just inserted a provision that
once the scientific researchers cross the line, that they will have future
commercial use, they will have to execute another treaty and renegotiate the
terms and conditions of the permit.
Second was the issue of the mechanism of benefit sharing and how
this is inserted. Through prior and informed consultations, the communities
that are consulted state already what they want. When we go to the actual
negotiations, in our legislation it is the government agencies that negotiate
with the collector. So whatever the demands for benefits sharing requested
by indigenous, other communities or land owners in the meetings and
consultations, it is up to the government to negotiate with the collector.
I would emphasize that we take five minutes to look at land or monetary
benefits since actual monetary benefits take a long time to be given out. For
example, in 1998 we passed the first ABS agreement with the University of
Utah and until now they have not yet reached the commercialization phase,
but because they inserted provision for non monetary benefits, the fisher
communities from which the resources were taken, were able to benefit by
non monetary forms.
As for the issue of intellectual property rights, we inserted in our ABS
agreements, that it would be subject of another agreement, but we have inserted
a specific provision for a co-authorship of patents. In those technological transfer,
we inserted in our rules that what the rule say are the minimal conditions for
technological transfers so that it will not be difficult to negotiate.
As for those issues of the bioprospecting in the sea or the microbes, we
have designated the government agency that it will be the signatory to the
agreement.
As for the issue of traditional knowledge we specifically provided in
our access legislation that we will have a specific law on traditional knowledge.
In fact we passed a separate law in 1997 to protect traditional knowledge.
The only problem now is that the agency that has to implement that law is so
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occupied with other issues that it might take some more time until they go
onto issues relating to biotechnological resources.
Marcello Broggio (Program Biodiversity Brazil-Italy)
I will talk about agricultural biodiversity, genetic resources for
agriculture, focusing in particular in cultivated plant genetic resources and
on the traditional knowledge associated to this biodiversity.
The holders, creators and informal innovators created and keep
creating this cultural and biological diversity in agriculture and the agricultural
processes which are eventually the result of this complex process which we
discuss here. The genetic resources in themselves are actually an expression
of the western culture in the sense of separating, sectioning, whereas actually
farmers never separate. They have a group of concepts where biodiversity,
soil, climate, etc. are all together. The real intention of my speech is to enter
in the subject of agricultural biodiversity in comparison with the natural, native
biodiversity. Native biodiversity is there, or rather was before being destroyed,
while agricultural biodiversity was not there. Agricultural biodiversity has
been the product of a process which lasted millennia and the principal actors
of that process have actually been the communities, the indigenous and
traditional peoples of the whole world, in particular of the centres of origin of
the cultivations. The centres of origin are dispersed around the world but are
particularly concentrated in the tropical countries; Brazil is the centre of one
of the nine origin centres proposed by the Russian scientist Dr. Vavilov.
Why do we talk of a separate context to agricultural biodiversity in
relation to native biodiversity? Because at the time the negotiators were
finalizing the text of the CBD in Nairobi in 1992, it was established that
agricultural biodiversity has a difference which was enough to separate the
component of biodiversity for another forum, the forum of FAO – the Agency
of the United Nations for Food and Agriculture and other issues related to
food, agriculture, forests etc. Therefore, in 1983, or 10 years before the
finalization of the text of the CBD, there already existed in FAO a group of
multilateral discussion with representatives from almost all countries-members
of FAO, which focused on genetic resources for agriculture. Already in 1983
this working group, later transformed in a permanent commission (Commission
on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture) elaborated and approved a
text, an international non binding undertaking exactly about genetic resources
for agriculture. The original philosophy was that of heritage of mankind and
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of some declarations of principles through which, for the first time, the concept
of farmers’ rights was introduced. Further down we will see that this is
equivalent to article 8(j) of CBD.
At the time FAO elaborated a fair interpretation of this international
undertaking in 1989, it was also stated that there was no contradiction between
farmers’ rights and other existing rights, particularly breeder’s rights (Plant
Breeders’ Rights, PBR); this is just to stimulate the debate. However, the
issues identified as outstanding unresolved issues in 1992 to be reviewed in
the forum of FAO were farmers’ rights and the germplasm collections of CGIAR
(Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research). FAO assumed
in 1993 the task of renegotiating the international undertaking in order to
get to a possibly binding instrument, in accordance with the CBD, but at the
same time independent and focused on plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture. That negotiation process took nine years. We, the Italian
delegation, accompanied this process closely and we also participated in some
debates on technical aspects.
The description separating genetic resources for agriculture on one
side and native genetic resources on the other was largely based on facts
which I already mentioned: the agricultural biodiversity being a human
construction, in particular of traditional and indigenous farmers; the migration
currents which spread the resources together with the immigrants; and also
the strategic role of genetic resources for agriculture in securing food safety.
All these are not characteristics of native biodiversity, which is relevant though
to other traditional or modern uses such as industrial use.
In consequence of that diversity, negotiators of FAO conceived,
identified and elaborated a multilateral system for exchange and benefit
sharing. This happened because it was considered that the interdependence
of the countries regarding genetic resources is so big and the difficulty to
track down the origin of each variety or gene within the cultivations was so
difficult that it was not worth to follow the same route as the CBD did, trying
to identify the provider/user axis. Therefore, since it was very difficult to reach
an agreement regarding a multilateral system to the highest degree for all
types around the world, the idea finally came up of a list of cultivations, for
which the multilateral system of ABS is applied and which would leave outside
an undefined list of cultivations, which would be subject to bilaterally agreed
rules, as occurs in the extent of the CBD. Eventually the treaty was adopted
in November 2001.
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In 2000, after the negotiators of FAO had consolidated a consensus
text on the key article of farmers’ rights, my institute was engaged in the
complex task of organizing a series of debates and seminars in Geneva, in
order to elaborate on the concept of mutual supportiveness, or else, reciprocal
assistance in the multilateral agreements’ negotiations on trade, environment
and agriculture. We did that in order to demonstrate that the concept of
farmers’ rights was not competing with other rights and that it could even be
considered as an incentive for development, since it could revert on benefits
for indigenous and traditional communities which develop germplasm
afterwards utilized in registered innovations. An international jurist – Carlos
Correa – elaborated a document analysing the concept of farmers’ rights based
on the article elaborated and approved by the working group of FAO. I am
citing an emblematic phrase from his document: “the traditional farmers
generate economic values from which they cannot benefit; there is no market
for these values generated by them, while other actors of the system of plant
genetic resources do benefit.”
If we analyze the content of that right, we can easily see that Farmers’
Rights cannot be considered simply as a form of intellectual property rights.
The conferred titles are not exclusive rights, but maybe some form of benefit
sharing. The title-holder is not a subject, natural person or legal entity; it can
be communities, even States and therefore these are collective titles. The
object of the protection is not defined, while in the intellectual property rights
system the detailed description of the protection object is fundamental. Finally
the protection of farmers’ rights is infinite while the protection of intellectual
property has a limit of 20 to 25 years maximum.
Carlos Correa imagined two main options which countries that want
to implement Farmers’ Rights could follow. The first is to establish a dual
system, maintaining the system of registration and recognition of intellectual
property rights to the breeders (Plant Breeders’ Rights, PBR) and on the other
side introduce a sui generis system for the protection of farmers’ varieties. The
later is a very complicated task, since it is not possible to identify with enough
clarity the object of the protection given that, by definition, traditional varieties
are not stable, they are dynamic, variable, they have different names and
different uses in different places. Therefore establishing a mechanism sui generis
might be complicated; it would have costs that cannot meet the benefits and
might not protect against biopiracy. Therefore he imagined a protection system
against improper appropriation (misappropriation regime) in which the State
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should develop laws in order to avoid that local indigenous and traditional
varieties could be used without the prior and conscious authorization of the
communities in order to generate innovations, or even used directly as objects
of patents, as it has already happened.
I will quickly present the results of a conference organised by my
institute at the same period last year, on measures to be implemented by the
countries in national level regarding farmers’ rights. It was a conference where
four Brazilians participated – Enzo (Inpa-RR), Terezinha from Embrapa, a
representative from the Landless Peasant Movement (MST) and the executive
director of Embrapa. The final focus was on what could be considered or what
could be done in order to implement measures to at least avoid that these rights
are violated:
· Farmers’ Rights are collective and not individual (but they cannot
be considered as commons; these are rights on public properties);
· Farmers’ Rights are not a new form of intellectual property and
they cannot be protected through traditional means of
protection of industrial intellectual property or copyright;
· Farmers’ Rights are not in conflict with other rights credited
through the national legislations and/or instruments and
international agreements, including the ones on protection of
intellectual property;
· Farmers’ Rights can be applied in different forms and intensity
in each country, depending on the geo-politic region (countries
of the North and the South, poor or rich in agricultural
biodiversity, countries where traditional agriculture and the
informal seed production and distribution systems have different
relative weight compared to those of the industrial agriculture
and the strong innovation sectors);
· Farmers’ Rights could also be secured through policies of market
incentives, being aware however of the intrinsic risk of a
negative impact of the promotion mechanisms which only count
on the dynamics of the market over the preservation of
biological, socioeconomic and cultural context which
generated and developed diversity; a context that justifies and
imposes in situ conservation;
· Farmers’ Rights foresee an absolutely new paradigm of research
and innovation in agriculture, originating from the recognition,
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in principle and in fact, of the science and traditional
knowledge of indigenous peoples and farmers, and counting
on the enormous potential of interaction between formal and
informal knowledge;
· Farmers’ Rights foresee a novel alliance between farmers from
developed and developing countries, emerging from the
common perception of the relevance of agrobiodiversity for
sustainable rural development;
· Farmers’ Rights could be beneficially supported also by other
groups of interest apart from the farmers themselves, in particular by consumers.
Some of the minimum measures which could constitute forms of
implementation and compensation for Farmers’ Rights mentioned in the
Conference include:
· The implementation of Directive 98/95 on traditional varieties
in the countries of the European Union;
· The institutionalisation of custodian arrangements for
traditional and indigenous biodiversity amongst the holders
and the public germplasm banks, linking the use for Research
and Development with benefit sharing agreements, always
preserving the holders rights on the use of the original varieties
and those derived from them;
· The inclusion of traditional varieties and their products in
priority categories subject to protection, positive or negative,
in the national and local markets.
The FAO Treaty certainly does have articles and provisions on access,
but I am just including here, in an informal way, the rules mentioned in
articles 12 and 13 (12 is on access) in order to emphasize that not necessarily
indigenous, traditional and local varieties which are still in the field and
have not been collected are already in the public domain; this fact really
depends on national legislation. Therefore, from my point of view, it is of the
responsibility of the states to protect the farmers’ rights. Another interesting
issue is that the article on benefit sharing provides that the materials of the
multilateral system – including the annexed list of 35 cultivations – can be
accessed by the parties of the treaty with the signing of a standard transfer
agreement, valid for all the member states of the Treaty. What is still pending
is the finalization of this standard agreement. In that standard agreement it
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shall be clearly stated that that germplasm cannot be patented, cannot be
privatized and cannot be excluded from the system. In case that happens, the
innovator who used the cultivation and receives royalties will have to pay a
fee to the financial mechanism of the multilateral system.
Finally, the types of benefits in the FAO treaty are largely non monetary
and the monetary ones are just fees that innovators will have to pay to a fund
managed by the governing body of the Treaty whenever patent innovations
containing components of the germplasm of the multilateral system are
envisaged.
Brazil has not ratified the Treaty yet. It seems that it is in the process
of doing so, but I have neither official nor unofficial information on that. If
Brazil does ratify the Treaty, there would be some questions to be answered as
which would be the Ministry in charge? It seems that the Ministry of Agriculture
Livestock and Supply (Mapa) is not dealing with that issue, therefore it could
be the Ministry of Agrarian Development (MDA) or even the Ministry of
Environment (MMA). This is very interesting for Brazil compared to other
countries. It could be that there is need for an adjustment in the Provisionary
Measure on access, or later on, in ABS law; the law on seeds could also be
modified, or maybe does not need to. I
In that standard agreement know that the seed law in Brazil is
it shall be clearly stated that advanced and very tolerant regarding
the circulation of unregistered seeds.
that germplasm cannot
That is important since in the article on
Farmers’ Rights this issue is articulated
be patented, cannot be
as follows: “Nothing in this Article shall
privatized and cannot be
be interpreted to limit any rights that
excluded from the system. farmers have to save, use, exchange and
sell farm-saved seed/propagating mateIn case that happens, the
rial, subject to national law and as
innovator who used the
appropriate.” (FAO Treaty, art. 9.3)
That is a protection measure.
cultivation and receives
Finishing, I would just like to
royalties will have to pay
comment on the 6th article of the Treaty;
there was an encouragement to put agroa fee to the financial
ecological systems together with the
mechanism of the
process of conservation and sustainable use
multilateral system.
of the resources of traditional agriculture.
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Juliana Santilli (MPDFT)
Increasingly public conservation policies on agrobiodiversity tend to
prioritize initiatives of in situ conservation (in the field). However, legal
instruments for the protection of the rights of indigenous and traditional farmers
and the mechanisms of benefit sharing arising from the use of local seeds and
varieties, as well as traditional knowledge associated to species and agricultural
systems are still fragile.
At the international level, FAO International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources1 for Food and Agriculture is already in force; Brazil has signed but
not yet ratified it.2 The objective of the FAO Treaty is the conservation and
sustainable use of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture, and the
fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from their use, in favour of
sustainable agriculture and food security.
The FAO Treaty recognizes Farmers’ Rights in art. 9. It recognizes
the “enormous contributions that the local and indigenous communities and
farmers of all the regions of the world, particularly those in the centers of
origin and crop diversity, have made and will continue to make for the
conservation and development of plant genetic resources which constitute
the basis of food and agricultural production throughout the world”. The
Farmers’ Rights listed in art. 9 of the Treaty are: the protection of traditional
knowledge related to plant genetic resources for food and agriculture; the
right to participate in equal terms to the sharing of benefits arising from the
use of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture; the right to participate
in decision making at national level, on matters related to conservation and
sustainable use of plant genetic resources for food and agriculture; and the
right to conserve, use, change and sell seeds or propagating material conserved
with its properties.
The Treaty clearly states that the responsibility for the implementation
of farmers’ rights lies within the national governments, and depends on national
legislation. In other words, farmers’ rights do not constitute a necessary part
of the Treaty, a fact that allows the countries to ratify the Treaty but not
recognize any rights to their farmers.

1

According to the definition of the Treaty of FAO “plant genetic resources for food and agriculture”,
correspond to any genetic material of plant origin, with real or potential value for food and agriculture.
2
Internacional instruments acquire full legal effect in Brazil only after being ratified by National
Congress.
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Despite the “homage” that the Treaty pays to farmers, formally
recognizing a series of rights to them, the difficulty of its practical
implementation is obvious. Besides leaving it entirely to the responsibility of
each country to recognize or not rights to
Despite the “homage” that indigenous and traditional farmers,
the Treaty pays to farmers, benefit sharing mechanisms are not clear
as far as communities holders of local plant
formally recognizing a
varieties and associated agronomic
series of rights to them, the knowledge concerns.
Apart from the fact that any
difficulty of its practical
commercialization of a product derived
implementation is obvious. from a resource accessed through the
multilateral system (for instance, a new
agricultural variety developed from accessed material) demands the payment
of part of the benefits to the “administrative body” of the Treaty,3 such resources
do not return, in principle, to the provider country or to the local communities.
They are destined to the plans and programs considered as priorities (for the
administrative body) for the implementation of the Treaty and the operation
of the multilateral system.
Regardless of the express provision – among farmers’ rights – of benefit
sharing arising from the use of plant genetic resources and associated traditional
knowledge, there is no concrete guarantee that this will happen. If the
countries themselves do not receive any resources, they will not have anything
to distribute to farmers. And even if they receive resources, they are not forced
to recognize rights to the farmers and distribute benefits, if the national
legislation does not rule that aspect.
The FAO Treaty 4 seeks to create an instrument to facilitate the
collective use of the essential plants for world agriculture, even in a limited
and restricted way for some species. It creates a multilateral system of facilitated
access, based on the principle of free access, defined as fast and free (actually,
a small fee is applied to cover the costs). Through this multilateral system the
countries that ratified the Treaty make available certain and defined plant

3

The administrative body is composed by all countries that have integrated the Treaty of FAO.
It is being discussed in FAO the proposal of creation of Globally Important Ingenious Agricultural
Heritage Systems. The proposal seeks to recognize as heritage of mankind landscapes and agricultural
systems rich in biological diversity and associated to the intangible cultural heritage of local populations.
4
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genetic resources, useful for food and agriculture (related in Annex I), so
that they can be accessed by other countries under some conditions. The
access is granted exclusively for purposes of conservation, use in research and
plant genetic improvement (and possible development of new varieties).
However, the possibility of industrial, chemical or pharmaceutical use is
excluded.
The plant genetic resources of “public domain”
They are part of the multilateral system of facilitated access to species
related in the Annex I of the Treaty, which should be in “public domain”, as
well as resources kept in ex situ collections (as long as they are also part of
Annex I).5 Among the cultivars included in Annex I, and therefore integrated
in the multilateral system of facilitated access, are: banana, rice, bean, potato,
wheat, corn, asparagus, sugar beet, yam inter alia.6 The only species included
by the Treaty whose centre of origin7 is Brazil is cassava (only manihot esculenta
sp.). The wild species of cassava were not included.
The facilitated access by the multilateral system instituted by the
Treaty of FAO is reserved to plant genetic resources defined as “public domain”.
However, what are “public domain” plant genetic resources? Although the
Treaty does not give a definition, it is well accepted that public domain
includes the existent collections in germplasm banks maintained by public
institutions and private collections available to free public access. However,
such a concept depends largely on the laws on access to genetic resources
and intellectual property.
In Brazil, the legal status of genetic resources is not yet defined. A
proposal circulates in National Congress for a constitutional amendment which
intends to recognize genetic resources as patrimony of the federal Union,
making them public property independently of the property rights over biological
5
They are mainly the ex situ collections of International Agricultural Research Centres (IARC).
IARCs are autonomous international organizations that maintain the largest network of germplasm
banks, with free access, whose objective is to support the agronomic research of the developing
countries.
6
Peanut and soy are not included in the list.
7
According to the definition of the Treaty of FAO, “centre of origin” is a geographical area where
a plant species, domesticated or wild, developed is differentiated properties for the first time.
“Centre of diversity of the cultivations” is considered a geographical area containing a high level of
genetic diversity of species cultivated in conditions in situ.
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resources (in the case of plant genetic resources, the plants) that contain
them. We believe that genetic resources – like environmental assets in general – independently of being public or private domain, should have their access
and use limited and conditioned by public interest rules. They are “public
interest goods”, independently of them being in the public or private
domain.
The ex situ collections kept by private companies (as the collections
of seed companies) or public institutions (as the germplasm banks of
Embrapa, botanical gardens, research institutes, etc.) often keep species
collected in territories occupied by local communities (indigenous, quilombos,
traditional farmers, etc.). Such communities hold the rights on such
resources and on the traditional knowledge associated to the selection
and conservation of these resources. The local varieties developed by
farmers and traditional populations contain in themselves such agronomic
associated knowledge.
The Provisionary Measure nº 2.186-16 of 23/08/2001, that regulates
access to genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge in Brazil,
establishes the right and responsibility of CGEN8 to decide on the authorization
of access to genetic heritage and associated traditional knowledge, after prior
consent of their holders. As far as indigenous agrobiodiversity resources
concern, the Council has already granted authorization to Embrapa to access
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge for scientific research
purposes, in partnership with the indigenous peoples Yawalapiti and Kayabi
(in the Indigenous Park of Xingu), and the Krahô peoples (Tocantins).9 CGEN
has also granted authorization to the Agronomic Institute (IAC) of the Agency

8
Council of Management of Genetic Heritage is a collective body whose executive secretary is from
the Department of Genetic Heritage of the Ministry of Environment. It is responsible for authorizations
of access and contracts of use of genetic heritage and benefit sharing. This council is composed by
representatives of public agencies. Since the beginning of the administration of Minister Marina
Silva, representatives of civil society, indigenous organizations, quilombos and traditional populations,
institutions of academic research and companies’ representatives were invited to participate in the
meetings of the council, although in informal role.
9
The authorization obliges Embrapa and its associated researchers to include in the results of the
study, in any format it is published, information on the origin of the associated traditional knowledge.
It also makes clear that the access to information available in the results of bioprospection or
technological development processes depends: on the previous approval and the signing of the
contract of use of genetic heritage and benefit sharing by the involved communities, as well as the
authorization of the Council of Administration of Genetic Patrimony.
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of Agribusiness Technology of São Paulo to access genetic resources and
traditional knowledge for scientific research involving ethno-varieties of corn
belonging to local communities (quilombos) from Vale do Ribeira in São Paulo. The authorization was conditioned to the prior consent of these
communities.
Looking at the current Provisionary Measure, it is clear that local
varieties managed and conserved by indigenous and traditional peoples do
not fit in the “public domain” concept. Such varieties can only be available in
ex situ collections for access by third parties, with the authorization of CGEN,
which conditions it to the prior consent of the communities holders of such
resources and knowledge.
The legal status of plant genetic resources incorporated to ex situ
collections before the entry into force of the CBD (in 1994) and Provisionary
Measure nº 2.186-16/2001, which regulated its application in Brazil, is even
more complex. Recently, CGEN granted authorization to access traditional
varieties of bean preserved ex situ in the germplasm banks of Embrapa, without
the identification of the provider of the plant genetic material. The
authorization was granted without prior consent of the providers, or in other
words, of the local communities holders of those resources and knowledge.
Dealing with traditional varieties of bean, it is evident that the biological
material (the seeds) includes in itself the associated traditional knowledge.
Embrapa argues that such varieties had been collected and were kept in its
germplasm banks before ABS legislation came into force.
Certainly, there will be many situations in which the identification of
the provider of plant genetic material and the communities holders of the
resources and knowledge will not be possible. However, benefit sharing arising
from the use of agrobiodiversity resources can (and need to) happen through
mechanisms which would allow their use in programs and projects dedicated
to the conservation of agrobiodiversity and associated cultural diversity, as
funds managed by the communities themselves and defined by ecocultural
regions.10 With the identification of origin of the plant genetic material it will
be possible to direct resources originating from benefit sharing to these funds.
Collective mechanisms such as funds are more comprehensive and inclusive
than agreements elaborated with each community. When you deal with shared

10

That proposal was already presented to CGEN by the Brazilian Institute for Indigenous Intellectual
Property (Inbrapi).
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resources and knowledge, other communities that hold the same rights can
question the legitimacy of contracts from which they were excluded.11
Interface between farmers’ rights and intellectual
property
Another issue in discussion is the interface between farmers’ rights
and intellectual property.The FAO Treaty categorically excludes the possibility
that the one who accessed genetic
The FAO Treaty categorically
material through the system of
excludes the possibility that
facilitated access requests intellectual
the one who accessed genetic property rights (patents or breeder’s
rights) over an organism or part of
material through the system
this organism if it has not undergone
of facilitated access requests
any transformation compared to the
material provided by the network.
intellectual property rights
However, nothing prevents the
(patents or breeder’s rights)
accessed material to be used for
over an organism or part of
development of a new plant variety
subject to protection through patents
this organism if it has not
or breeder’s rights.
undergone any transformation
In Brazil, the Law for
compared to the material
Protection of Cultivars (Law 9.456,
of 25/04/1997) was approved in order
provided by the network.
to facilitate the adhesion of the
However, nothing prevents
country to the International
Convention for the Protection of New
the accessed material to be
Varieties of Plants (Upov), still under
used for development of a
the ‘78 version (later updated to
new plant variety subject to
Upov 91). The law rejects the double
protection of cultivars (protection
protection through patents
through patent and breeder’s right)

or breeder’s rights.
11

Example of that was the agreement between the Federal University of Sao Paulo (Unifesp) and the
Krahô indigenous people from Tocantins, seeking the recognition of the ethnopharmacologic relevance
of plant species used in shamanic rituals. The research motivated conflicts and internal disagreements
among the Krahô, good part of which revolted against the project and demanded its interruption
since the researchers consulted only part of the Krahô communities.
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and guarantees the so called “farmer’s privilege”, the farmer’s right to keep
seeds from the harvest to be used for the next sowing. It further guarantees
the right to use or sell the product obtained from planting as food or raw
material, except for reproduction purposes, as well as the use of the cultivar as
a source of variability for genetic improvement or for scientific research. It also
secures the right of small rural producers to multiply their seeds for donation or
exchanges to other small rural producers, within the limits of governmental
programs or programs authorized by the government.
In spite of such legal precautions, the seeds and varieties developed by
traditional farmers are not protected by the Law for Protection of Cultivars.
The main difficulty is the fact that the law requires that agricultural varieties,
in order to be subject to protection through granting of a Certificate of
Protection of Cultivar, should present simultaneously characteristics of novelty,
distinguishing character, homogeneity and genetic stability. Traditional varieties
hardly meet such requirements exactly for being characterized by wide
variability and genetic heterogeneity.12 Besides, the protection of cultivars
secures to the holders individual property rights on vegetable varieties for a
certain period of time. Actually, the Law for Protection of Cultivars benefits
principally the seed industry in securing their monopoly on commercial
varieties, preventing third parties from producing commercially and selling
seeds of such varieties.13
Equally, the Seed Law (Law 10.711/2003, regulated by Decree 5153/
2004) recognizes as local or traditional cultivars all those varieties “developed,
adapted or produced by family farmers, settlers of land reform programs or
indigenous, with distinct phenotypic characteristics recognizable by the respective
communities, and which are not classified, according to exclusive criteria from
the Ministry of Agriculture Livestock and Supply (Mapa) and considered all due
socio-cultural and environmental factors, as substantially similar to commercial
cultivars”. The Seed Law also provides that family farmers, land reform settlers

12

See in that respect the text of Paula Almeida, included in the Technical Report of the National
Company of Supply (Conab): “Program of food acquisition: purchase mechanism and seeds” donation
in family farming and settlements of the land reform program by Conab.”
13
According to the terms of Art. 9 of the Law of Cultivars, the protection of cultivar secures to the
title-holder the right of: commercial reproduction in the Brazilian territory and at the same time
prohibits third parties during the period of protection to produce with commercial purposes, to offer
or to commercialize the propagation material of the cultivar, without his authorization.
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and indigenous peoples “that multiply seeds or seedlings for distribution, exchange
or commercialization between themselves” are exempted from registration at the
National Registry of Seeds and Seedling. The seeds of local or traditional cultivars
used by these stakeholders (family farmers, land reform settlers or indigenous)
are not required to register at the National Registry of Cultivars.
The agroecological farmers’ movements insist that both laws, despite
setting exceptions for local varieties, restrict the reproduction of seeds to the
community, non commercial level. The small and middle sized companies
that intend to commercialise local organic or agroecological seeds, offering to
consumers an alternative to the commercial seeds, do not manage to comply
with registration, quality and certification rules made for big companies.14
Their activities become financially unsustainable.
Adriana Sader Tescari (MRE)
I will try to be as brief as possible, since I believe the greatest contribution
to an event like this is the possibility of debate. Through debate we can realize what are the themes that interest the people present here and their opinion
on them.
We could notice in the speeches preceding mine that the amount of
actors internationally dealing with the subject of benefit sharing, access to
genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge is enormous. There
are various instruments treating this issue with diverse approaches and not
necessarily in a direct way. We had references to the WTO, the TRIPs agreement,
Wipo and the International Treaty on Plant genetic Resources of the UN’s Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO). One of the big challenges faced currently
in the international scenario is exactly the compatibility of those agreements
among themselves and with the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).
Brazil participates in the CBD since 1994 and gave priority to the
discussions that take place in the Convention. The Country plays an important
articulation role between the countries of the region and among the members
of the Like-Minded Megadiverse Group of Countries.
The CBD, which had been open for signing during the Conference of
the United Nations on Environment and Development (Rio´92), aims at the
conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components and
14

Alert on curtailment of the production of agricultural seeds. Text of David Hathaway of AS-PTA
Assistance and Services to Projects of Alternative Agriculture. 2005.
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the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of genetic
resources. The Convention, in its Article 3, adopted the text of the Principle
2 of the Declaration of Rio on Environment and Development (also adopted
during Rio´92), which recognizes the sovereignty of the States in the use of
their resources in agreement with their own environmental policies.
The CBD modified the then existing vision regarding the rights of
countries over these resources and the rights of communities holders of
traditional knowledge. In that sense, Brazil has been acting in a dynamic way
in several fora, including through proposals, as the ones mentioned by the
speakers before me, as in the TRIPs agreement or by defending the need for
prior informed consent and fair and equitable benefit sharing derived from
the use of genetic resources.
My talk will be concentrated especially on CBD, since Brazil will host
the next Conference of the Parties of the Convention. The fact of Brazil having
offered to host the Conference shows the importance that the Country attributes
to this issue.
The fact that COP-8 will take place in Brazil will enable broader
involvement of representatives from different sectors of the Government and
the society; furthermore it will contribute in making Brazilian society more
aware of the need for conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. The
event will be an excellent opportunity to enhance the strategic meaning of
biodiversity for the economic and social development of Brazil, besides
communicating the Brazilian experiences on the management of this heritage.
There are people saying that the CBD is coming back home, since the
CBD was born in the Conference in Rio, in 1992. It is a very important moment,
not only for the role of Brazil in the international fora but also internally. We
have an opportunity to make society more conscious on the issue of biodiversity,
to disseminate knowledge on the CBD and discuss internally what is in the
Convention which has a direct influence to our internal issues, to our resources.
As everybody knows, the Conference of the Parties will take place in
Curitiba, in March 2006. Before that, some preparatory meetings will be held
in order to discuss issues presented in COP-8 as well. Two of these meetings
are directly related to the issues that we are discussing in this event: the
meeting of the Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing, which will
discuss the international regime, and the meeting of the Working Group on
Article 8(j) of the Convention, which is the article dealing with the associated
traditional knowledge. These meetings will take place in January, in Spain.
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Brazil argues that there is currently an unbalance in the implementation
of the three objectives of the CBD, or in other words, the conservation, the
sustainable use and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits resulting
from the use of biodiversity.There is a lot of talk about conservation, very
little about sustainable use and even less about benefit sharing. We understand
that for developing countries, the sustainable use and benefit sharing are
essential, exactly in order to be able to achieve development based on that
biodiversity.Therefore, we advocate the balance in the implementation of
these three objectives.
One way of reaching that balance is the international regime on benefit
sharing. For Brazil, the focus of that regime is benefit sharing, not access.
What does that mean? That means that we do not think that the international
regime will substitute national legislation, since CBD determines that each country
has sovereignty to administer its genetic resources. We understand that the
objective of that regime is not the existence of an international legislation
that regulates access; each country has its own legislation. Ours has a series
of problems – I believe you discussed that in the morning session – and that is
why efforts have been invested to improve it. We should consider, though,
that having legislation on that issue is already an advance, since most of the
countries do not even have one. Other
There is a lot of talk about countries have been asking Brazil to
exchange that experience, since they have
conservation, very little
interest in elaborating their own legislation.
about sustainable use and
The objective of the regime therefore
is
not
to
substitute the legislation on access,
even less about benefit
but to establish some parameters in relation
sharing. We understand
to access – in particular compliance with
national legislation – and especially to
that for developing
regulate benefit sharing. The reason for all
countries, the sustainable this is the fact that nowadays Brazilian
resources are used and exploited, traditional
use and benefit sharing
knowledge is also frequently accessed and
are essential, exactly in
used, and the communities who hold that
order to be able to
knowledge and own those resources do not
receive any benefit resulting from that
achieve development
knowledge which has been preserved until
based on that biodiversity. today.
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The 7th Conference of the Parties of the CBD, which took place in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in 2004, adopted the decision VII/19 which mandated
the Open Ended Ad Hoc Working Group on Access and Benefit Sharing
(ABS) to negotiate the regime. The inclusion of the subject of traditional
knowledge (advocated by developing countries in general) in the scope of
the discussion was also accomplished. This way, the Open Ended Ad Hoc
Working Group on Article 8(j) and Related Provisions, the main discussion
forum on traditional knowledge in the CBD, will also be involved in the work
of the Working Group on ABS.
The negotiation process will be long, as all negotiation processes are,
and it is not possible to estimate its duration. However, the adoption of that
decision, which determined that the regime will be really negotiated, was
already a victory and was something that the Group of Like-Minded
Megadiverse Countries – formed by seventeen developing countries that hold
jointly more than 70% of the biodiversity of the planet (Brazil, South Africa,
Bolivia, China, Congo, Costa Rica, Colombia, Ecuador, Philippines, India,
Indonesia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Kenya and Venezuela) –
defended from the beginning. Next January the IV Meeting of the Working
Group will take place in Spain. On this occasion, the discussions on the
international regime, which had started in the III meeting of the Group in
Bangkok in February 2005, will continue. The meeting in Bangkok was the
first that specifically treated the regime, but was really nothing more than an
exchange of ideas, with the presentation of various opinions on the need of
elaboration of a regime and on what this regime would be. Many countries do
not even have a structured position.
In the case of Brazil, the position to be advocated is under definition.
We plan to put in place until January a process of consultation to all interested
sectors in Brazil, in order to get feedback and identify the main Brazilian
objectives in relation to the international regime. Starting from that process,
we can define what Brazil is going to advocate in the January meeting in
Spain and consequently in COP-8 in Curitiba. That will be a complex process,
since it is necessary that everybody understands what would be the international
regime. The countries are discussing if it would be a protocol, an agreement
or if it would be an union of several instruments that already exist with another
new instrument. Not even that is defined yet, it is not even defined if it would
be a binding instrument or not. Brazil argues that it should be a binding
instrument, so that it would be really effective in the fight against non353
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authorized access to genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.
Currently there are non binding guidelines regarding that issue, the Bonn
Guidelines, which are insufficient exactly for not being binding. This is
something already defined in the Brazilian position. But what would that
regime be, with all its elements, is something yet to be discussed.
It is important to emphasize that the objective of the international
regime is not to impede research, as many think. Many organizations believe
that the regime would restrict access and they argue that rich areas in
biodiversity such as the Amazon region possess resources still unknown, which
could represent the path for the cure of diseases. The objective is not to
impede research. The objective is to guarantee the rights of the countries of
origin, and in the same context the rights of indigenous and local communities
that own natural resources and associated traditional knowledge, through
the identification of origin of that resource and/or knowledge, through prior
informed consent – of the country and the community – and through benefit
sharing. If access is regulated by national legislation of the country of origin
and that legislation is respected, there is no way that the development of
research regarding those resources will be impeded. Note that the rights we
are defending are rights which are already guaranteed in the CBD. The
Convention guarantees the sovereignty of the countries over their resources
and the right of the traditional communities over their knowledge. Therefore,
what we want is nothing beyond what is already agreed, but implementation
of what is already in the CBD and what was agreed by the 188 countries
participating in the Convention currently.
That is the current scenario. The participation of Itamaraty (Ministry of
Foreign Affairs) in this event is intended to hearing what each sector has to say.
Apart from me being here at your disposal for questions, the doors of the Ministry
are open to everybody who wants more information or wants to contribute and
expose his vision on the international regime, access to genetic resources and
traditional knowledge, not only in CBD, but also in the FAO Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture and other instruments in force.
Questions from the audience

Pierina German (Unec)
I will say a few things on the FAO treaty. I think it is a treaty with
many weaknesses; it only allows benefit sharing in case you access a resource
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from that collection and in case you protect it with an intellectual property
right. The treaty is very clear that in no moment the resource will get to the
producer. The treaty defines it at the level of the FAO treaty council, and
will not share any resource to the producer; that benefit sharing is going to be
directed to the collections, without even reaching the country of origin. The
only thing it does is recognize the origin of that resource. On the other hand,
when you talk about protection and recognition of farmer’s rights, to my
understanding, in that treaty, what is being contemplated is the recognition
of the work they have done; it allows the exchange of seeds between them
without having to pay royalties, but it does not recognize anything else. That
is my understanding of the treaty. To me it seems a treaty with many weaknesses
and in fact I have doubts whether it does not conflict with the Brazilian
legislation because you enter a much more regulated agreement without having
enough flexibility to establish a commitment which is being much more limited
by the WTO than by FAO.
Eliane Moreira (Nupi-Cesupa)
Juliana, I was expecting to hear your comments on the bill presented
today. As you had worked so much on the bill presented in CGEN, I was a
little frustrated not hearing your analysis on it. But in any case your analysis
on the issue of FAO was very interesting and stimulating. Starting from these
two focal points I would like to know how you understand this change of
perception of the political nature of the goods, of the genetic heritage, from
the point of view of the rights acquired while the provisionary measure is in
force. I always thought this privatist vision of the provisionary measure as
something bad, but actually there was a right; a right was vested. Therefore
how is that protection going to be; how do you see that?
For Adriana, I would like a feedback from you on that meeting we
had in November 2004. From what you said, I understood that many things
were incorporated, therefore it was worth having that discussion. But did
some document come out of it? The seminar was: constructing the Brazilian
proposal for the regime. Therefore, how is the construction of the proposal?
The idea is to formulate a document?
Michel (Center of Studies of Paraná)
This question is for Marcello and Juliana. We are working with local
farmers with traditional and local seeds where there are several corn varieties
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being planted. The worry of the local farmers is how to guarantee that these
varieties will not be appropriated by multinationals in order to develop new
plant genetic resources and new products based on those varieties? The farmers
have acquired knowledge over that variety, since they have been working on
it for many years, therefore they know the suitable type of soil for it, what it
needs etc. Therefore we ask how to guarantee benefit sharing for these farmers?
Also, how to guarantee that these resources are not lost? Many times plant
genetic resources are lost, so we have to keep that very important role of
protecting these resources internationally.
João Mario Veríssimo Santié Tapuia (Funai)
For Adriana: why do you use English in the documents and who will
pay the translators? Funai is broke, the indigenous, the leaders and Shamans
know that. For Selim: the planting of transgenic cotton in our indigenous
territories was approved. Are you against or in favour of that? The Brazilian
people want to know. Dr. Juliana: Joaquim Roriz wants to throw us the
indigenous, out of Brasília; please check our process in the Federal Public
Prosecutor Office!
Fernando Schiavini (Funai)
We know that indigenous communities still have plenty of genetic
material for food and agriculture. But we also know that they are suffering
extensive genetic erosion in their communities; many have already lost
practically everything. There is erosion of knowledge too regarding planting
seasons, mixed planting etc. All that is getting lost as soon as the contact
takes place. We also know that many peoples have limitations of lands
today and that they continue practicing migratory agriculture, which no
more satisfies their needs and which causes soil erosion, weakening, ground
depletion etc. They need support to discover new ways of planting. We
also know that they are interest in the improvement of varieties; they are
interested in exotic varieties. Indigenous communities have several needs of
recovery, not only of seeds, but also of their own technologies, and of acquisition
of other technologies to confront occasional difficulties. At the same time
there is interest from our society in accessing genetic materials from them.
So I ask: is there a provision in this bill which would make possible the
exchange of knowledge or technologies as a form of compensation of benefit
sharing?
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Replies of the panel

Juliana Santilli (MPDFT)
I did not focus my speech in the bill, having in mind that this panel
would debate mostly international issues and I did not want to get out of that
line. I saw in the proposal which was presented here in the morning some
quite positive aspects, which I think are advances, if we consider the total
deadlock and the project that the Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT),
the Ministry of Agriculture Livestock and Supply (Mapa) and the Ministry of
Development Industry and Commerce (MDIC) presented, which was a more
restrictive project, making the recognition of any rights to traditional and
indigenous populations impossible. It was a project where it was simply
impossible to identify shared knowledge and it was not possible to carry out
benefit sharing. It was a project which transferred the patrimony to the federal Union, consequently transferring any shared benefits exclusively to a
scientific technological development fund, under administration of MCT. I
don’t know if you remember, but it was a hopeless project. It put an end to
article 8(j) and to the issue of the farmer.
Therefore I confess that I had my hopes raised with the perspective of
having a project directed to the National Congress until the beginning of
next year. Some of the points presented here have to do with the definition of
public interest heritage and with the proposal which we have been discussing
for such a long time for the creation, besides the negotiation contract, a fund
for co-holders of traditional knowledge. It is also interesting how it is perceived
the fact that the knowledge holder can be identified in order to have access
to benefits or to secondary sources – databases or publications. Therefore I
think there is a will to reach a solution, which I think is a positive signal. The
absence of a clearer and well defined legal framework generates all those
denunciations for biopiracy which create two problematic positions: on one
side, it usually creates an attitude of abusive denunciation, which I think
ends up being compromising, and on the other hand an antagonistic and
extremely defensive position from the researchers, who want to disqualify all
discussion on fair and equitable research principles, not only regarding
bioprospection but also in other types of scientific research with or without
commercial purposes. Consequently, I think we need to move forward from
this point; we need to get out of this standstill and move forward, since we do
not know what we will encounter in National Congress.
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In relation to the question on vested rights, there are no vested rights
over a certain legal regime. There is a lot of legal debate in the Supreme
Court in relation to that. The provisionary measure regulated, at a certain
point, which would be the conditions for the process of benefit sharing,
providing and assuring those rights to the title-holder of the area. I do not
think it is difficult to establish a new legal regime. I think it is not so simple to
exclude the owner of the area, pretend that he does not exist, and not secure
some kind of participation in that process. I think we have to better analyse
this project, because if you totally exclude the owner of the area, you will
generate a series of legal disputes which can end up obstructing even the
entry of the researcher in the area and the bioprospection contracts; the owner
will get to the point that he simply will not have any interest in making available
the resources. I would not recognize a vested right to the legal regime which
is established in the provisionary measure. I believe you have to think in a
new legal regime, less privatist, which certainly considers the participation of
the owner, there is no way to exclude him, but which should not be so centered
in the ownership of the area. Especially because one also ignores the conditions
of many local communities and traditional populations which do not have
proper territorial rights recognized for their areas, in situations that often involve
possession of public lands not legally recognized.
Fernando asked me on the issue of exchange. First, the FAO treaty
presented here by Marcelo has a defined instrument to assure that exchange.
The current provisionary measure has an instrument assuring the free exchange
of seeds. We know that many of the innovations are produced exactly as
result of these migrations and exchanges and I believe that the bill should
consider that also. In other words, it should not restrict the exchange among
communities themselves, which is fundamental for their own production of
traditional knowledge.
Jeremias, you asked me on the issue that Roriz wants to disperse you;
I am not aware of that. The indigenous rights are responsibility of the Federal
Public Prosecutor Office; I belong to the Federal District Prosecutor Office
and I do not have the authority to act in relation to indigenous issues. I
suggest that you get in touch with the attorney general here in Brasília.
Adriana Tescari (MRE)
Firstly, regarding the issue of the negotiations being in English, it would
be great if we could negotiate in Portuguese, but Portuguese is not one of the
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official languages of the UN. The negotiations always take place in English
with simultaneous translation and the documents are translated into Spanish,
Chinese, Arabic, French and Russian, which are the other official languages
of the UN. In the case of COP-8 since it is taking place in Brazil, and in order
to facilitate wider participation of the Brazilian society, the idea is to have
simultaneous translation into Portuguese. The official documents are all in
English and unfortunately we do not have the resources to translate them all
into Portuguese.
Eliane, your question is in no way offending. That seminar was very
good; there were four working groups and I participated in all four of them
exactly in order to have an idea of the discussions. What I could gather was
that the internal discussion was in a very preliminary stage. The majority of
the participants still did not have a clear idea of what the object of the seminar
was. Even for that it was very good, since it was an opportunity to clarify the
objective a bit more. The final document is enormous; it is a collection of
everything said there. We could identify that more clarification was needed
and therefore, this resulted in the organization of a series of seminars directed
to a variety of sectors. It was also possible to notice that at that stage of the
discussions there was little consensus. The positions were very divergent. The
difficulty we have is that only what is consensus in Brazil can be taken to an
international negotiation. We cannot choose what will be the position taken
and supported. For COP-8, we intend to put together to the possible extent a
series of possible elements that would constitute the international regime,
starting from the enormous list of the results of Bangkok. Our ideal objective
would be to have the complete idea of what would be the international regime. If it is not Brazil and other countries interested in presenting the proposal
and stimulating the negotiation, nobody will do that, especially countries with
no interest at all. We are only going to achieve this in Spain if we reach some
level of internal consensus. I am participating in all the discussions, even in
the ones that are not directly linked to the international regime, as the CGEN
discussions for example, in order to follow the main subjects. I do not find it
quite probable that we get to an agreement on the international regime in
Spain. Between having a Brazilian position which is not really the Brazilian
position and which is not really discussed and built internally, and on the
other hand not having any position at all, it is sometimes better to go up to
where you can than defend a position which will not really be what Brazil
thinks better.
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Marcello Broggio (Program Biodiversity Brazil-Italy)
I will first comment the position expressed by Pierina. First clarification:
the Treaty is not just about the list of cultivations, but about all agricultural
biodiversity of the world. The regime of the multilateral system is applied
indeed to a list of cultivations. Second clarification: it is not true that this
Treaty is just applied to ex situ collections of FAO, since FAO does not have
collections; it is the countries that have collections. Therefore countries that
will be or already are Parties to the Treaty, by entering that virtual multilateral system, will maintain their public collections of germplasm and should
invite the holders of other collections which are not in the public domain to
bring their collections in to the national system which would consequently
enter in the multilateral system. It is true that the Treaty is weak, but that
happened because some of the countries which had significant influence in
the negotiations indeed wanted a weak FAO Treaty. Maybe in order to
strengthen their positions in other negotiation for a such as the CBD. I do not
want to enter further in that subject, but Brazil played a key role in reducing
the number of cultivations in the list of the multilateral system as far as possible.
I want to comment the
It is true that the Treaty is weak,
question of Michel from Paraná
but that happened because
on how we could avoid loosing
varieties which fall in the hands
some of the countries which
of biopirates who in turn could,
had significant influence in
in Brazil or abroad, patent them
the negotiations indeed wanted and consequently restrict access
to these resources. Let us say that
a weak FAO Treaty. Maybe
it is very difficult, practically
impossible, inside the existing
in order to strengthen their
national and international regipositions in other negotiation
me. What one can do is to use
for a such as the CBD. ...Brazil
defensive measures, placing for
example those varieties in the
played a key role in reducing
public domain so that they cannot
the number of cultivations in
constitute an innovation in the
country itself and in other
the list of the multilateral
countries, and therefore not
system as far as possible.
meeting the minimum requirements for the application of a
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patent or a registry of variety. Another possibility is to think of other ways of
protecting the varieties of seeds, as for example, labelling the seeds inside
sacks with stamps, with a mark of origin or something which qualifies it as a
product, in order to defend the product in the market and avoid its
appropriation by others. In other words, just by introducing it in the market.
Nobody can definitively prevent that somebody takes a kilo of beans from the
market, brings it in another country and applies for a patent, until there is an
international regime regarding genetic resources for agriculture.
On benefit sharing, I believe that it is basically a matter of freedom of
circulation of non registered materials, protection of those materials and possibility
to receive something in return, in a direct or indirect way, through national laws
responsible for collecting a percentage over the seed market. This could happen
in order to create a fund which would finance a registry of beneficiaries or
simply associations working with conservation of traditional varieties.
Questions from the audience

Nurit Besunsan
I have a question for Adriana. We have seen a growing conflict in
CGEN. The history of the bill in debate induces those conflicts, that collision;
it signals a great conflict of interests. And we are here talking about having a
Brazilian position on the international regime, even if we know that it will
not be achieved now; that can be a longer negotiation. On the other hand,
we have seen what has happened with the Brazilian positions in relation to
the Protocol of Cartagena. The Brazilian positions in the last meeting of the
Protocol of Cartagena in Montreal were not consensus positions. The position
that prevailed was authoritary, from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, to the
detriment of other ministries and other relevant stakeholders in the country.
Now there is a new meeting on the Protocol of Cartagena and also the COP
where the regime will be discussed.
Today we are still in an initial discussion of the international regime,
but seeing what happens in CGEN, seeing what happens in relation to the
Brazilian position for the Protocol of Cartagena in relation to the labelling of
transgenic products for instance, I fear that tomorrow we will have a regime
which could even be binding, a protocol or something like that, and we will
have the same type of dynamic that we have today concerning the Brazilian
positions on the Protocol of Cartagena. In other words, there would not be a
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The Brazilian positions in the last meeting of the Protocol
of Cartagena in Montreal were not consensus positions.
The position that prevailed was authoritary, from the
Ministry of Internal Affairs, to the detriment of other
ministries and other relevant stakeholders in the country.
democratic construction of positions because the conflict of interests is very
big. That is becoming clearer every time we see the conflicts in CGEN.
Therefore, I am afraid that even if we manage to build a minimally reasonable
regime, we will start having Brazilian positions which do not reflect all the
interests of the Brazilian society and which would be taken in a very
authoritarian way. So I ask if you do not have the same fear.
Manuel Fernandes Moura Tucano (Fiupam)
The Conference on Biodiversity will be prepared during the next four
months, but this time is very short for us to be prepared. Not to mention the
indigenous; the indigenous will not understand anything on the issue that
will be debated. People do not understand each other; that is why all this conflict
is open. I would like to ask when will it be ready the whole documentation, the
subjects, the programme of the Conference, to have in our hands and follow it?
Where are we going to find this information? The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
hardly any connection with the indigenous; it is always Funai and even Funai
does not understand the indigenous. The society is illiterate regarding indigenous
peoples; the society does not understand anything. There are 220 indigenous
peoples in Brazil, with different knowledge and not even they understand
each other, it looks like a total confusion. And today we have this conflict
here; in this meeting we do not understand each other.
Another question for the representative of France: I would like to
know if there are specific laws for the indigenous of French Guiana; how are
they treated?
Replies of the panel

Adriana Tescari (MRE)
Nurit, I fear that we cannot have a consensus position. I fully agree
with you that there is a great conflict of interests, without discussing if they
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are legitimate or not, but each sector defends its interest in every situation. In
the case of the Protocol of Cartagena, it really got to the point where it was
not possible to reach consensus. The several sectors involved did not make
any concessions during the negotiation and we got to the point where it was
not Itamaraty deciding, since it is not the role of Itamaraty to decide. Those
issues were dealt with in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which at that time
took a decision, which was the position eventually supported.
I hope that this will not happen regarding the international regime on
benefit sharing, in the same way that I hope that we will manage to reduce
the conflicts in the Bill. I think the exercise that is being carried out now is
exactly that; the new proposal from the Ministry of Environment, that the
Secretary presented this morning, has this objective, tries to reconcile the
various interests and achieve a legislation that meets all the interests. It is the
same with the international regime. I do see the possibility of consensus
positions. I understand that many times disagreement is caused due to lack of
information. There is sometimes a misleading interpretation on what is being
negotiated and usually there is also contamination of the discussion on the
international regime by the internal discussion over national law. Many times
the national issues which we are dealing with in CGEN are brought in the
discussion of the Brazilian position for the international regime, while actually
that is not even necessary, since these are issues that are not dealt with in the
international regime. We are not going to define within the international
regime the regulation on how benefit sharing will be carried out inside Brazil.
We are not going to define if the genetic resources are patrimony of the federal Union or if they are common heritage of the people; this will not be discussed
in the international regime. I think the disagreement is smaller, the distance
between the positions is smaller. Therefore, I think it is possible. Nobody is
thinking of an authoritarian decision as you said; no way. As I said before, the
idea is that we only move forward up to the point that there is consensus.
As for the documents, they are prepared by the secretariat of the
Convention. It is common place for them to be ready months in advance,
exactly in order to have time for analysis. Unfortunately they are in English,
but at least they will be available in the webpage of the Convention:
www.biodiv.org. With regards to indigenous peoples, the Ministry of
Environment has taken the initiative to organize meetings and seminars with
indigenous communities, in order to share their concerns. Furthermore, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs requested from several organizations the indication
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of a representative from these organizations for the formation of a discussion
group specifically on the subjects related to Article 8(j), the article of the
CBD that deals with traditional knowledge. Those organizations indicated
persons, but our biggest problem is to identify what are the representative
organizations of indigenous peoples; that is why we tried to contact as many
organizations as possible. At the time, some months ago, we requested that
these organizations sent us comments, concerns and suggestions on the issues
they considered relevant. It is truly necessary that the communities are also
organized, discuss among themselves and send representatives who can bring
their concerns to us, since it is impossible to have meetings with representatives
of 230 peoples.
Selim Louafi (Iddri)
Due to fact that the common doctrine of the French Constitution was
that only citizenship could guarantee equality before the law and the colonial
past of France, the recognition of indigenous populations is a relatively recent
issue. Therefore the customs of certain populations were ignored and
marginalised. However, in certain contexts and in particular in New Caledonia,
I think there has been a lot of progress regarding the issue of indigenous
knowledge protection and it is even part of the process for autonomy of this
overseas territory. On the other hand, in French Guyana things are much
more difficult due to its institutional context, since it is considered as part of
the French territory (called a “department”) as any other in France, even
though it is in South America. In this context it is much more difficult for the
French State to recognize a particular status to indigenous populations as a
group. Obviously this situation causes many problems in the equation of South
America, but things are advancing.
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What’s mine is mine, but should it be yours, too?
The almost forgotten issue of biopiracy
Elpidio Ping Peria (The Phillipines)
International resolve and inaction
In the heady days of the Earth Summit in 1992, most government
delegates, if not all of the activists, welcomed the Convention on Biological
Diversity as it gave an opportunity for real conservation work to begin aside
from enabling biodiversity-rich developing countries to set terms and conditions
on the way their biological resources will be taken out and commercialized.
A decade earlier, in the Food and Agriculture Organization, these
developing countries were raising concerns on the way their plant genetic
resources, stored in genebanks in the developed countries, were being
commercialized without any benefits returning to them. These ex-situ
collections amount to roughly 40% of the unique food-crop germplasm in living
collections.1 There are varying estimates as to the value of this germplasm
collection but the OECD Observer in 1982 reported that the South contributes
US$500 million a year to the value of US wheat crop.2 Given that such figure
is for only one crop for only one country, the value of these genetic resources
is significant especially at this time.
The Conference of the Parties of the Convention on Biological
Diversity, adopted Resolution 3 in Nairobi in 1992 where the question of
access to ex-situ collections collected prior to the entry into force of the CBD
will have to be resolved within the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture, an international agreement that will
secure to the world’s farmers the benefits derived from the commercialization
and use of these resources.
In 1994, the international agricultural research centres, dubbed as
the Consultative Group on International Agriculture Research (CGIAR),
1

The Crucible Group, People, Plants and Patents, International Development Research Centre, 1994,
p.74.
2
Pat Roy Mooney, The Law of the Seed : Another Development and Plant Genetic Resources, Development
Dialogue, 1983: 1-2, Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, Uppsala, Sweden, p. 3.
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signed an Agreement with the Food and Agriculture Organization placing
most of the genebank material from the CGIAR centres, as held “in trust” for
the world community. This meant that the materials from these collections
could be subject to intellectual property rights protection for as long as it is
authorized by the appropriate CGIAR centre.
But there were incidents where materials from these centres were
subjected to plant breeders’ right protection.3 Years before that and in
succeeding years, came reports of patenting of human genetic materials,4
microorganisms,5 medicinal plants like ayahuasca, neem, sangre de drago, j’oublie,
mamala, barbasco, kava;6 then specific food crops like basmati rice and quinoa.7
The list of biological resources and traditional knowledge from Asia, Latin
America and Africa being patented kept on growing and there are no
indications, even at this present time, that the practice has abated.
There was condemnation of these practices from the affected
indigenous peoples’ groups, concerned governments, scientists, etc. They
expected action on these issues, considering the entry into force of the CBD.
But has the CBD – its Contracting Parties, its Secretariat and its subsidiary
bodies – done anything to stop biopiracy? The debate in the CBD delved
instead on access and benefit-sharing – identifying benefits that can be
exchanged for access to genetic resources, while staying silent on the insidious
practice of securing patents over these resources and traditional knowledge,

3

See RAFI News Release, 16 September 1998, Australia and Beyond…Plant Breeders’ Wrongs : 147
Reasons tp Cancel the WTO’s Requirement for Intellectual Property on Plant Varieties, The Biopiracy and
Plant Patent Scandal of the Century, http://www.etcgroup.org/documents/news_plantbreeders.pdf 31
January 2005.
4
See The Patenting of Human Genetic Material, RAFI Communique, dated January 30, 1994, http://
www.etcgroup.org/article.asp?newsid=218, viewed 25 January 2005, which mentions the patent
application of the US Department of Health and Human Services and the National Institutes of
Health on the human T-cell line of the Hagahai people of New Guinea in May 1989. Another patent
claim was filed in the name of the US Department of Commerce is the human T-cell line of a 40year old woman and a 58-year old man from Solomon Islands whose blood samples were taken in
1990. In 1993, the US Government also applied for US and World Patents on the cell line of a 26yr old Guaymi Indian woman from Panama.
5
See Microbial BioPiracy : An Initial Analysis of Microbial Genetic Resources Originating in the South and
Held in the North, RAFI Occasional Paper Series, vol. 1, No. 2, June 1994.
6
From Out of Control : Northern Patent Systems Threaten Food Security, Human Dignity and are Predatory
on the South’s Resources and Knowledge, a poster prepared by the Rural Advancement Foundation
International, version 2, updated October 1998.
7
Id.
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or even negotiating the terms how the patents over these resources can be coowned. The whole scheme smacked of legitimization of the practice of theft
of these resources, assuaged by assurances that these resources will not be
taken if there was no prior informed consent for these takings.
In spite of this inaction, civil society groups and communities launched
initiatives to combat biopiracy. Meanwhile, the CBD Conference of the Parties
(COP) merely gathered information on the national, regional and sectoral
legislative, administrative and policy measures being adopted and developed,8
which was expected to address the issue. These measures took a long time
from being established, it was not even certain if these measures really stopped
biopiracy. Later in 2002, the COP approved the voluntary Bonn Guidelines
which established certain measures for fair and equitable benefit-sharing. But
all these actions were never enough. The CBD should be taken to task for
failing to move decisively on this issue. Many developed countries in the CBD
who opposed claims of biopiracy assert the issue is vague, or complex or premature.
Most certainly, they would prefer the situation to remain as they are.
In the World Trade Organization (WTO), the TRIPS Council was
supposed to review Art. 27.3 (b) of the TRIPS Agreement, which provided for
certain exclusions to the patentability of living material. There were several
items in the provision that need to be clarified, particularly the patenting of
microorganisms and non-biological processes. However, the scuttling of the
WTO Ministerial Meeting in Seattle in December 1999 delayed consideration
of the issue. The next WTO Ministerial Meeting in Doha in November 2001
provided an outline on how the issue will be taken up by the TRIPS Council.
Since then, the TRIPS Council resumed its discussions but it limited itself to
issues relating to disclosure of origin, without addressing yet the more important
issue of the relationship between the CBD and the WTO and TRIPS
Agreement, as well as the issue of the protection of traditional knowledge.
Perhaps the TRIPS Council was awaiting how the World Intellectual
Property Organization (Wipo), which established the Inter-Governmental
Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional
Knowledge and Folklore (IGC), would consider the issue of biopiracy, which
is linked with the protection of traditional knowledge. But the other
Committees of Wipo were also considering changes to the patent regime,

8

Decision III/15, Access to Genetic Resources, Conference of the Parties to the CBD.
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particularly through the Substantive Patent Law Treaty as well as the Patent
Cooperation Treaty, with the aim of harmonizing them, which would eventually
facilitate the granting of patent across several jurisdictions, as patents are for
now valid only in the country where it was granted. As recently as November
2004, the IGC has been indecisive, postponing decision on the matter of
developing measures to stop the misappropriation of genetic resources and
traditional knowledge in spite of strong demands from developing country
members led by Brazil, Egypt and India to take concrete steps to address the
problem of biopiracy. Perhaps it is for the good that it has not decided on this
issue, so that the more appropriate international forum – the Convention on
Biological Diversity – can set down clear rules on these issues.
Meanwhile, the patenting of biological materials continued.
The continuing grab for biological resources and
traditional knowledge
Notwithstanding the initiatives in the CBD and the FAO, there has
never been any systematic international effort to monitor the patenting of
biological and human genetic resources aimed at determining the extent of
what has already been privatized, except perhaps in commercial databases to
be used by those who plan to patent these resources, so that their patent
applications will not be denied.
ActionAid did a study in 2001 and it showed that the number of patents
on five crops (rice, wheat, maize, soybean and sorghum) that account for
seventy percent of the world’s food supply is rising steadily by the month and
the lion’s share of these patents were just held by six corporations (Du Pont,
Mitsui, Monsanto, Syngenta, Aventis and Dow).9
As this was going on, the industry which utilizes biological resources
and traditional knowledge has expanded. How much biological resources and
traditional knowledge were being utilized in the development of biotechnology
and other new technologies like nanotechnology and nano-biotechnologies
was not clear. But in an independent study,10 the value of genetic resources

9
ActionAid, Crops and Robbers: How Patents Jeopardize Global Food Security, October 2001, United
Kingdom.
10
Rural Advancement Foundation International, Conserving Indigenous Knowledge : Integrating Two
Systems of Innovation, independent study commissioned by the United Nations Development Programme
(undated), p. 25.
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and traditional knowledge coming from developing countries was compared
with the value of royalty losses from the piracy of the products of the
pharmaceuticals and the agricultural inputs industry in developed countries,
and the resulting net figure of US$ 2.652 billion annually shows that the
developed countries get more resources from the developing countries in spite
of their claims of their products being pirated in these countries.
How about microorganisms? Very few must be aware that 86% of global microbial culture collections (yeast, fungi, bacteria, etc.) is held in industrial countries.11 A systematic analysis, however, has not been done on the
value of the microbial genetic resources to these industrial countries12 and to
the global economy at the present time. These materials were collected prior
to the entry into force of the CBD and thus, these materials are no longer the
property of the countries where they originated but of the depositor, who
stands to reap whatever royalties may be generated from whatever intellectual
property applications of these resources.
More recently, even fragments of genes or DNA, were the ones
subjected to bioprospecting. Craig Venter, the man who competed with the
US Government in sequencing the human genetic code, started going around
the world in August 2003 and collected DNA fragments from the seas and
thermal vents. In Sargasso Sea near Bermuda, he discovered at least 1,800
new species and more than 1.2 million new genes.13 While he promised that
he will not patent the raw microbes he has found, he or someone else could
genetically-modify them and then claim patents on the engineered life-forms.14
The race to research and patent human genetic resources continues.
In 2001, just three biotechnology companies had filed for patents on over
20,000 full-length human gene sequences and that at least 1, 300 patents on
full-length human genes have been granted.15 In fact, an entire population’s
DNA, in Iceland, was analyzed by deCode Genetics, to look for genes that
underlie heart disease, diabetes, asthma and other common ailments and eight

11

Id., at page 22.
See Note 5.
13
See Wired, August 2004.
14
See ETCGroup Communique, Issue No. 84, March/April 2004, Playing God in the Galapagos, from
<http://www.etcgroup.org>.
15
Rebecca Chernas, “No Patents on Life” Working Group Update, Council for Responsible Genetics,
http://www. gene-watch.org/programs/patents/update.html, viewed 25 January 2005.
12
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years since then, the drugs they have developed from their study is about to
reach the market.16 Other researchers are also looking at the blood samples of
people from Estonia for genetic and environmental disease factors; in Quebec for
genes associated with asthma, arthritis, schizophrenia, Crohn’s disease and other
ailments and in Kosrae, an island in Micronesia, to uncover the genetics of obesity.17
The developed countries can always say, whenever negotiations for
the international regime would get difficult, that they have all these natural
products of the South catalogued in their databases, there is really no need
for more access and benefit-sharing rules on bioprospecting. Even resource
economists are saying commercial interests are not willing to pay much for
biodiversity for it is not worth much to them.18 But all these can be taken to
argue for the maintenance of the status quo – that corporations are free to
grab the resources at will. Even scientists want to be freed from rules, for it
interferes with their science. But half of all basic research will all have
commercial applications.
The technology is moving so fast, the capacity to regulate these
activities may not be as effective as before. Nanotechnology will diminish the
claims of developing countries, for what is researched and patented here are
the elements, which are non-life forms.19 Very recently, the fledgling attempts
in synthetic biology, where every bit of DNA that goes into an organism is
specified, to determine the organism’s form and function in a controlled
predictable way, like mass-producing drugs that currently have to be harvested
from rare plants, may eventually mean there will be no need for these biological
resources at all from the developing countries.20
The CBD will always say that the Bonn Guidelines is there to promote
benefit-sharing, but considering its voluntary nature, it is more a demonstration
document so that the corporations using biological resources will have
something to claim that they are following, even if in the breach.
The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture, which entered into force in June 2004, was supposed to deal

16

See Technology Review, September 2004.
Ibid.
18
David Simpson and Roger Sedjo, Letter to Nature, 12 August 2004, Nature 430, 723 (2004), viewed
through http://www.scidev.net, 19 August 2004.
19
See RAFI Geno-type, 25 March 2002, No Patents on Non-Life Either: Patenting Elements of Nature.
20
See Wired, January 2005.
17
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with the ex-situ collections, but has not quite clearly resolved the matter of
ownership of these resources collected prior to the entry into force of the
CBD.21
An attempt was made to gather information on the extent of these exsitu resources collected prior to the entry into force of the CBD and a
questionnaire was prepared by the 5th Conference of the Parties to the CBD22
which was meant to be circulated to governments and relevant organizations.
To this date, there appears to be no update on the responses to this
questionnaire, which could be that the questionnaire was largely ignored by
the intended respondents.
The discussion on the development of international regime should
establish mandatory obligations to CBD Parties and non-Parties to provide
information on all transactions and movements of these biological and genetic
resources from various industries, including the monitoring of its current market
values.
There must also be some measures to address the indiscriminate
patenting of these biological resources. If one looks closely, these patents do
not reflect clear innovation, but were just attempts to monopolize a set of
resources. The patent system might even deter innovation, according to some
experts, for basic research is getting more costly than before. The patents in
the pharmaceutical industry, for example, are most often mere variations of
blockbuster drugs, in order that they will continue to scoop up the high returns
on these sure market best-sellers.
Disclosure of origin - A solution to the problem of
biopiracy?
Developing countries in the WTO led by Brazil put forward in March
2004 a checklist of issues around its proposal on the disclosure of origin or
source, disclosure of evidence of PIC and disclosure of evidence of benefitsharing in the applications for patents. The idea was that if these are required,

21

Article 3 of the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture simply
states: “This Treaty relates to plant genetic resources for food and agriculture.” But considering the
prospective effect of legal instruments, it will cover only those resources from the time it has entered
into force, which is 29 June 2004. Even then, with only 35 crops and 29 forages in its Annex 1, the
resources to be subjected to the provisions of the Treaty is very limited.
22
Decision V/26 on Access to Genetic Resources.
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collectors of genetic resources would be compelled to secure from its suppliers
prior informed consent for the use of these resources and even better, it will
be compelled to negotiate benefit-sharing agreements with them.
The proposal on the disclosure of origin evolved from the original idea
of certificate of origin in 1994, which requires as a condition for patent
applications the disclosure of the way genetic resources has been taken
including the evidence of the right to use these resources. The limitations of
a scheme for disclosure of origin is that it deals only with patent applicants,
but how about the middlemen who facilitated the multiple resource transfers
which came before the patent applicant. Will it stop biopiracy?
Besides, if one applicant complies with these requirements, he gets to
patent it just the same. But isn’t the problem that patents are being used to
monopolize these resources. Will benefit-sharing schemes solve the problem
of biopiracy ? What about the patenting of biological resources per se – which
is the most fundamental egregious ethical error there is. Is it appropriate to
pass on the ownership and control of resources for as long as certain criteria is
complied with?
Things that need to be done
The International Regime must become a binding instrument and it
must be decided soon, if possible, in this 3rd Meeting of the ABS Working
Group. At the very least, this instrument should be a protocol to the CBD.
Furthermore, this Working Group may suggest to the 8th Conference
of the Parties to revisit and reinvigorate its work-program on intellectual
property started in COP II and III, particularly in analyzing the impact of
intellectual property rights systems on the conservation and sustainable use of
biodiversity and the equitable sharing of benefits derived from its use, including
technology transfer and the protection of knowledge, innovations and practices
of local and indigenous peoples.
This analysis on the impact of intellectual property rights should go
hand in hand with the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Article 8 (j) in
promoting the development of community innovations, whether it will be called
sui generis approaches will not matter for as long as it is within the control of
the local and indigenous communities.
There is also a need for transparency in transactions involving ex-situ
collections – and the CBD has to update and gather responses to its questionnaire
circulated since COP V in 2000 to collect information on the whereabouts and
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status of these resources. The international regime on ABS can institutionalize
the information gathering exercise in order that there is transparency in these
transactions but in all other resources as well, including microorganisms and
DNA fragments so that the international community, as well as the originating
countries of these resources, will have a clear idea how much of these resources
are being utilized and commercialized at the present time.
As regards TRIPs (art. 27.3[b]), Members who most likely are also
CBD members should challenge the non-exclusion of “non-biological and
microbiological processes” from patentability and adopt legislation in their
jurisdiction prohibiting the patenting of these processes. In this regard, the
position of the Africa Group in the WTO needs to be supported and replicated
in other regional and country positions. This position states that “plants and
animals as well as microorganisms and all other living organisms and their
parts cannot be patented, and that natural processes that produce plants,
animals and other living organisms should also not be patentable.”23 Initiatives
in support of this position need not be generated or confined only to the LikeMinded Megadiverse Countries, as they are not the only countries with a
high level of diversity in terms of biological resources and culture.
Finally, in the grab for human genetic resources, it will seem strange
that it will be covered under the access and benefit-sharing principles of the
CBD or the Bonn Guidelines – imagine allowing the ownership of your genetic
materials provided there is prior informed consent and benefit-sharing
provisions. At the very least, however, there should be prior informed consent
upon the taking of these resources and the exercise of clear bioethical principles
in its application.

23

See IP/C/W/163, 8 November 1999.
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Annex 1

Guidelines of the indigenous peoples, quilombos and
local communities for the protection of traditional
knowledge
To the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, the ILO,
Ministries, the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and all other fora
that discuss this issue, since we understand that we have been circumscribed
in this process:
We, the Leaders of the Indigenous Peoples Apurinã, Baniwa, Fulni-ô,
Tapuya, Guarani, Guanes (Andes), Araucano (Valley of Andes), Kamayurá,
Kaingang, Kanaka Maoli (Hawaii), Karajá, Krahô, Krenak, Kuna (Panama),
Munduruku, Paiute (USA), Potiguara, Piratapuia, Shipibo (Peru), Terena,
Tukano, Xavante, Xerente, Kariri Xucuru and Kariri Xocó, and the leaders
of Quilombo Communities and Local Communities, representatives of
indigenous organizations from the five regions of Brazil, and from Hawaii,
Panama, Peru, Philippines and the United States of America, participants of
the International Indigenous Caucus which integrates the Brazilian Indigenous
Peoples’ Preparatory Agenda for the 8th Conference Of the Parties (COP-8),
as protagonists in the global scenery of discussions on the future of the
protection of traditional knowledge in the world, declare, recommend and
demand:
1. We reaffirm the recommendations made in the Letter of the Earth,
in the Declaration of Kari-Oca, as well as in the Letter of São Luís, in the
Declaration of the Pajés and in the Letter of Curitiba, which express the way
we think and establish the principles which should orient the interaction
between States and Indigenous Peoples in all stages of the discussion and
implementation of the Convention of Biological Diversity, as well as of any
other legal mechanism affecting our cultures, our traditional knowledge and
our ways of life, which we have inherited from our ancestors;
2. We demand the recognition and valorization of our traditional
knowledge as science, and we reject its exploitation, expropriation and
commercialization, which are in disagreement with the principles of prior
informed consent and fair and equitable benefit sharing, and we declare that
our traditional knowledge is intrinsic to every Indigenous Peoples, Quilombos
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and Traditional Communities and under no conditions should it be considered
as public good, even if it is made available in contexts outside of the traditional
ones, such as: databases, herbaria and publications, inter alia;
3. The oral memory of our History reminds us that many Indigenous
Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional Communities have been and still are
victims of genocide and ethnocide in the name of development, progress and
the evolution of the so called civilized societies, without these societies ever
having tried to mitigate the irreparable damages which have caused the
extermination of millions of individuals and thousands of Peoples in a few
centuries around of the world;
4. We share the concerns of Governments and societies with the
preservation and conservation of the fauna, flora, the mountains, the rivers,
the seas and the living beings which compose the biodiversity of the Planet,
and we emphasize the need for protection of the existent genetic resources in
our traditional territories through the recognition, demarcation and
desintrusion of those territories, as a form of in situ conservation of the
biodiversity existent in them;
5. Under no conditions will we allow the unauthorized use, by third
parties, of our knowledge, practices and innovations on Mother Earth, since
they are the essence of our identities and they should not serve as an excuse
for new forms of oppression, restriction, exploitation and expropriation of our
cultures, territories and traditional knowledge; in that sense, we consider
annulled any intellectual property rights granted in disagreement with our
specific and differentiated rights;
6. We demand respect from Governments, Multilateral Organizations,
the Scientific Community and Productive Sector, as well as from Non
Governmental Institutions to the Convention 169 of the International Labour
Organization in the regulation in the implementation of the CBD, in order to
affirm the Self-determination of our Peoples as a condition for the strengthening
of our institutions, identities, languages and traditions, and in recognition to
our role as main holders and creators of knowledge, practices and innovations
in the macro scenarios of the protection of biodiversity;
7. It is up to Indigenous Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional
Communities exclusively to establish the prerogatives and priorities of
information transfer related to our ancestral knowledge, and the definition of
legal models for the protection of this knowledge, including the knowledge
associated to biodiversity, guaranteeing its protection inside the communities
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and its transmission along generations, in accordance with our traditional
forms of living and interacting;
8. The States-Parties of the CBD should guarantee to Indigenous
Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional Communities, to our leaders and
Organizations wide participation with the right to speak and vote, in the
discussion and decision fora on biodiversity and associated traditional
knowledge, with emphasis on the inter-sessional meetings of the working groups
on Article 8(J) and Access and Benefit Sharing (Article 15 of the CBD);
9. We reaffirm the relevance of the participation of women and the
youths of Indigenous Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional Communities in
the discussions of CBD at all levels;
10. We demand the broadening of the access and participation of
Indigenous Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional Communities in the revision
process of the implementation of the financial mechanism of the Convention
on Biological Diversity, since we are aware that relevant parts of the preserved
areas of high biological importance are situated in territories occupied by
Indigenous Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional Communities; therefore, only
with our effective and qualified participation will it be possible to reach the
goals set in the Action Plan of the CBD until 2010, aimed at reducing the
rates of biodiversity loss;
11. We nominate Marcos Terena, Ad Hoc Coordinator for the
Indigenous Participation in the COP8 and the Indigenous Lawyer Lucia
Fernanda Kaingang, to be the participants in the Brazilian Government’s
Working Group for COP8 and we legitimize the participation of the Indigenous
Political Committee of Articulation for the Eighth Conference of the Parties
of the Convention on Biological Diversity in 2006, composed by the indigenous
Bonifácio Baniwa (NO), Lisio Terena (CO), Concerlei Xerente (NO), Suzana
Xokleng (S) and Ianacula Kamayura (CO), and we add Ana Kariri Xucuru
as the indigenous leader of the Northeast;
12. The indigenous political committee celebrates a traditional alliance
between Indigenous Peoples, Quilombos and Traditional Communities, and
the Northern Network (Rede Norte) on Intellectual Property, Biodiversity
and Traditional Knowledge in order to articulate a wider and more qualified
participation of megasociodiversity in all the discussions and implementation
stages of CBD, for that we nominate Oriel Quilombola, Edna Marajoara and
Eliane Moreira. From this articulation is born the Political Committee of
Articulation of the Traditional Peoples at the CBD;
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13. We endorse the creation of the Indigenous Lawyers Centre, within
the Brazilian Indigenous Institute for Intellectual Property, as a form of
supporting our professionals symbolizing one more step towards the Selfdetermination of our Peoples;
14. The protection of traditional knowledge, practices and innovations
of our people, provisioned in article 8(J), will only be materialized if it is properly
regulated by the national legislation of each Member State and, in that sense,
we express our concern regarding the small participation of Indigenous Peoples,
Quilombos and Traditional Communities in the Brazilian discussions dedicated
to the regulation of the provisioned guidelines of the CBD, especially in CGEN;
15. We denounce the Government’s negligence with regard to the
elaboration of a legal framework that would regulate the Convention on
Biological Diversity in order to substitute the current Provisionary Measure
2.186 of 2001 and, in that sense, we demand the adoption of the text of the
bill elaborated in the ambient of CGEN, and we reject the amendment proposal
elaborated by the Ministries of Science and Technology, of Development,
Industry and External Trade, and Agriculture, Livestock and Provision.
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Annex 2

Protest Letter
The participants of the seminar The Crossroads of Modernities: from
the fight of the indigenous peoples to the destiny of the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD), signed below, want to express their protest and indignation
for the attempt to eliminate the participation of civil society and indigenous
representatives, quilombolas and local communities, in the Council of
Management of Genetic Heritage (CGEN), perpetrated by representatives of
the Ministry of Agriculture Livestock and Provisioning (MAPA), the Ministry
of Science and Technology (MCT) and the Brazilian Enterprise for Farming
and Cattle-Raising Research (Embrapa) during the meeting of the Thematic
Chamber of Administrative Procedures, on October 5, 2005.
This attitude reveals the lack of democracy and the authoritarian
approach dominating the policies of access, benefit sharing and protection of
traditional knowledge that has been conducted by this government, in spite
of good intentions from the Minister of Environment, Marina Silva. It also
reveals the vileness and obscurity of organs and ministries which intend to do
politics as if there was something to hide from society.
The wide participation of civil society in the construction of a policy
of use and conservation of biodiversity in Brazil is the minimum that can be
expected by a democratic country, which recognizes constitutionally the right
and the duty of the society to protect and to preserve the environment,
including the genetic heritage.
Therefore we renew the demand for the participation of the civil society
in CGEN with the right to vote, as well as in the construction of the Brazilian
positions for the international fora related with the environment, especially
the CBD, whose next COP will take place in Brazil.
Brasilia, October 6, 2005.
AIDESEP – Interethnic Association for Development of the Peruvian Forest
Amazonlink
AS-PTA – Consultantship and Services in Alternative Agriculture Services
Association Quilombo of Ivaporunduva
Association of Descendents of the Quilombo of São Pedro
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CEMEM – Ecologic Cooperative of the Women Collectors of Marajó
COIDI – Coordination of the Indigenous Organizations of the Iauareté
District
COIMI – Intertribal Committee of Indigenous Women
Commission of the Quilombo Communities of the State of São Paulo
CONAMI – National Council of Indigenous Women
CONAQ – National Coordination of Quilombos
Coordinating Network on Biodiversity (Costa Rica)
EEACONE – Group of Articulation and Services of Black Communities
FEAB – Federation of Agronomy Students of Brazil
FIUPAM – Indigenous Federation for Unification and Global Peace
FOIRN – Federation of the Indigenous Organizations of Rio Negro
Greenpeace
GRUMIN – Indigenous Communication Network
GT (Working Group) on Sociobiodiversity of FBOMS
ILSA – Latin-American Institute of Alternative Legal Services
INBRAPI - Brazilian Indigenous Institute for Intellectual Property
INKA – Kaingang Institute
IPCB – Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism
IPEAX – Ethno-environmental Research Institute of Xingu
ISA – Socioenvironmental Institute
ITC – Intertribal Committee
Kuna Peoples (Panama)
Nupi/Cesupa – Nucleus of Intellectual Property/Academic Centre of Pará
OIBI – Indigenous Organization of the Içana Basin
ORAU – Regional Organization of Indigenous Peoples of Ucayali (Peru)
PROMETRA – Organization for the Promotion of Traditional Medicine
(Mozambique)
Rede Norte (North Network) for Biodiversity, Intellectual Property and
Traditional Knowledge
SPDA – Peruvian Society of Environmental Right
State University of the Feira de Santana
Terra de Direitos (Land of Rights)
TWN – Third World Network
UFBA – Federal University of Bahia
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Directory
ABA
www.abant.org.br

Funasa
www.funasa.gov.br

OIT-ILO
www.ilo.org

Aidesp
www.aidesep.org.pe

Ibama
www.ibama.gov.br

OMPI-WIPO
www.wipo.int

Ainbal
00 55 974711349

IDDRI
www.iddri.org

OMS-WHO
www.who.int

AS-PTA
www.aspta.org.br

IIFB
www.iifb.net

ONU-UN
www.un.org

CDB
www.biodiv.org

Ilsa
www.ilsa.org.co

Prometra
www.prometra.org

CEBDS
www.cebds.org.br

Inbrapi
www.inbrapi.org.br

Pronaf
www.pronaf.gov.br

Cenargen
www.cenargen.embrapa.br

Inpa
www.inpa.gov.br

SBPC
www.sbpcnet.org.br

CGEN
www.mma.gov.br/port/
cgen/index.cfm

Inpi
www.inpi.gov.br

Sibrargen
www.cenargen.embrapa.
br/recgen/sibrargen/
sibrargen.html

CSIR
www.csir.co.za
CTNBio
www.ctnbio.gov.br
Embrapa
www.embrapa.br
Epagri
www.epagri.rct-sc.br
Fetraf
www.fetrafsul.org.br
Fetagri
www.fetagrims.org.br
Fiupam
fiupam@yahoo.com.br
fiupam@uol.com.br
Foirn
foirn@uol.com.br
Funai
www.funai.gov.br

IRD
www.brasil.ird.fr
ISA
www.socioambiental.org
Mapa
www.agricultura.gov.br
MCT
www.mct.gov.br
MDA
www.mda.gov.br
MMA
www.mma.gov.br
MPDFT
www.mpdft.gov.br
MRE
www.mre.gov.br
Nupi/Cesupa
www.cesupa.br/saiba
mais/nupi/nupi_exp.htm
OECD
www.oecd.org

Sisnep
www.saude.gov.br/
sisnep/cep
TIRFAA-ITPGRFA
www.fao.org/ag/cgrfa/
itpgr.htm
Trips
www.wto.org/english/
tratop_e/trips_e/ trips
_e.htm
TWN
www.twnside.org.sg
UEFS-BA
www.uefs.br
Unec
www.funec.br
Unicamp
www.unicamp.br
Unifesp
www.unifesp.br
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Abbreviations
ABA Associação Brasileira de Antropologia (Brazilian Anthropological
Association)*
ABS Access and Benefit Sharing
AIDESEP Asociación Interétnica de
Desarollo de la Selva Peruana
(Interethnic Association for the
Development of the Peruvian Forest)
AINBAL Associação Indígena do Balaio
(Balaio Indigenous Association)
AMETRAMO Associação dos Médicos
Tradicionais de Moçambique
(Association of Traditional Doctors of
Mozambique)
AS-PTA Assessoria e Serviços a Projetos
em Agricultura Alternativa (Assistance
and Services in Alternative Agriculture
Services)
CBD Convention on Biological Diversity
CEBDS Conselho Empresarial Brasileiro
para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável
(Brazilian Business Council for
Sustainable Development)
CEMEM Cooperativa Ecológica das
Mulheres Extrativistas do Marajó
(Ecologic Cooperative of the Women
Collectors of Marajó)
CENARGEN Centro Nacional de Recursos
Genéticos e Biotecnologia (National
Centre for Genetic Resources and
Biotechnology)
CGEN Conselho de Gestão do Patrimônio Genético (Council for the
Administration and Management of
Genetic Heritage)
CGIAR Grupo Consultivo de Pesquisa
Agrícola Internacional (Consultative
Group on International Agricultural
Research)
CNPq Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientifico e Tecnológico
(National Council for Technological
and Scientific Development)
COP Conference of the Parties

*

CSIR Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research - South Africa
CTNBio Comissão Técnica Nacional de
Biossegurança (National Technical
Commission on Biosecurity)
DPG-MMA Departamento do Patrimônio
Genético/Ministério do Meio Ambiente
(Genetic Heritage Department/
Ministry of Environment)
ECO-92 World Conference on
Environment and Development (Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil)
EMBRAPA Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa
Agropecuária (Brazilian Enterprise for
Farming and Cattle-Raising Research)
EPAGRI Empresa de Pesquisa
Agropecuária e Extensão Rural de
Santa Catarina (Agricultural Research
and Rural Extension Institute of Santa
Catarina)
FAPESP Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado do São Paulo (The State
of Sao Paulo Research Development
Foundation)
FETAGRI Federação de Trabalhadores
na Agricultura (Agriculture Workers
Federation)
FETRAF Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura Familiar do Brasil (Brazilian
Federation of Family Farmers)
FIOCRUZ Fundação Oswaldo Cruz
(Oswaldo Cruz Foundation)
FIUPAM Federação Indígena Pela
Unificação e Paz Mundial (Indigenous
Federation for Unification and Global
Peace)
FOIRN Federação das Organizações
Indígenas do Rio Negro (Federation of
the Indigenous Organizations of Rio
Negro)
FUNAI Fundação Nacional do Índio
(National Indigenous Foundation)
FUNASA Fundação Nacional de Saúde
(National Health Foundation)

In parentheses: Translation into English of the abbreviations of institutions, organisations and
entities from Brazil, Mozambique and Spanish-speaking countries.
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Abbreviations

GURT Genetic Use Restriction
Technologies
IBAMA Instituto Brasileiro do Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturais Renováveis
(Brazilian Institute of Environment and
Renewable Natural Resources)
IBGE Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e
Estatística (Brazilian Institute of
Geography and Statistics)
IDDRI Institute of Sustainable
Development and International
Relations - France
ILO International Labour Organization
ILSA Instituto Latinoamericano de
Servicios Legales Alternativos (LatinAmerican Institute of Alternative Legal
Services)
IIFB International Indigenous Forum on
Biodiversity
INBRAPI Instituto Indígena Brasileiro para
a Propriedade Intelectual (Brazilian
Indigenous Institute for Intellectual
Property)
INPA Instituto Nacional de Pesquisa na
Amazônia (National Institute of
Research in the Amazon Region)
INPI Instituto Nacional de Propriedade
Industrial (National Institute of Industrial Property)
IRD Research Institute for Development France
IRPA Indigenous Research Protection Act
ISA Instituto Socioambiental
(Socioenvironmental Institute)
ITPGRFA International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture
MAPA Ministério da Agricultura, Pecuária
e Abastecimento (Ministry of
Agriculture Animal Farming and
Provisioning)
MCT Ministério da Ciência e Tecnologia
(Ministry of Science and Technology)
MDA Ministério do Desenvolvimento
Agrário (Ministry of Agrarian
Development)
MDIC Ministério da Industria e Comercio
(Ministry of Industry and Trade)
MMA Ministério do Meio Ambiente
(Ministry of Environment)

MPDFT Ministério Público do Distrito
Federal e Territórios (Public Attorney of
the Federal District and Territories)
MRE Ministério de Relações Exteriores
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
NUPI-CESUPA Núcleo de Propriedade
Intelectual/Centro Universitário do
Pará (Nucleus of Intellectual Property/
Academic Centre of Pará)
OECD Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
PROMETRA Organização de Promoção
de Medicina Tradicional (Organization
for the Promotion of Traditional
Medicine) - Mozambique
PRONAF Programa Nacional de Fortalecimento da Agricultura Familiar
(National Program for the
Strengthening of Family Agriculture)
RNC Registro Nacional de Cultivares
(National Register of Cultivars)
SBPC Sociedade Brasileira para o
Progresso da Ciência (Brazilian Society
for the Progress of Science)
SIBRARGEN Sistema Brasileiro de Informação de Recursos Genéticos (Genetic
Resources Brazilian Information System)
SISNEP Sistema de Informações Nacional
de Ética em Pesquisa (National
Information System on Ethics in
Research)
SUS Sistema Único de Saúde (Official
Healthcare System)
TRIPs Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
TWN Third World Network
UEFS-BA Universidade Estadual de Feira
de Santana (State University of Feira
de Santana – Bahia)
UN United Nations
UNEC Centro Acadêmico de Caratinga
(Academic Centre of Caratinga)
UNICAMP Universidade Estadual de
Campinas (State University of Campinas)
UNIFESP Universidade Federal de São
Paulo (Federal University of Sao Paulo)
WHO World Heath Organisation
WIPO World Intellectual Property
Organization
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